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Abstract

This research examines the change in resource deployment through the introduction of the Demand 

Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU) within Gwent police. It analyses the work carried out by the 

DMTU in its attempt to rationalise the delivery of policing services to the public. With increasing 

pressure being placed on already finite policing resources, it has become increasingly difficult for 

Gwent police to attend each call by deploying a physical resource such as police officers or police 

community support officers (PCSOs). In light of this need to change, Gwent police have developed 

the DMTU to investigate a specific and limited number of crimes by telephone, in the anticipation 

that they can reduce pressure on 'front line' police staff. The study assesses the impact of this 

change on policing services, police officers and the public.

This is achieved through a variety of research methods employed throughout the course of this 

study, spanning a three year period. Methods included interviewing and spending time within the 

DMTU at Gwent police headquarters, along with utilising questionnaires to gauge perceptions and 

opinions of the unit's introduction and implementation. Ethical considerations, strengths and 

weaknesses and operational difficulties whilst researching an organisation such as the police are also 

discussed.

Results indicate that there seems a healthy and directed focus on customers within the DMTU, with 

contact procedures and processes designed in a way that is convenient and offers the maximum 

flexibility to victims of crime. Positively, the creation of the DMTU has also improved resource 

allocation and the implications of this is noteworthy for Gwent police, as financially alone, there are 

significant savings to be considered without the need to compromise the quality of service provided 

to customers. Disappointingly, however, it must be noted that there is little evidence of a 

partnership approach being adopted routinely within the DMTU. Considering that the DMTU is in 

contact with over 20% of all crime victims across Gwent, the impact of training and intelligence 

sharing shortcomings may be significant and should be of a major concern to those overseeing the 

future of police/customer relations. Consideration of the future landscape of contact management 

for policing across Britain also considered.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Knowledge Management and Police Reform

Policing does not exist in a social, political or economic vacuum (Dolling 1993). As the task of policing 

becomes ever more complex, policing in the UK must explore innovative ways to remain effective. 

Ensuring the efficient application of knowledge throughout an organisation as large as the police 

service remains a challenge for senior officers, practitioners, police authorities and politicians alike. 

The expected expansion and rise in the importance placed on knowledge in an age where the use of 

digital devices, databases and other large data storage equipment have resulted in the police 

needing to embrace, utilise and manage change (Gottschalk 2009b). With the business of policing 

expanding across geographical boundaries, reform will be a considerable challenge and this has 

resulted in the police re-examining the ways in which its primary functions are conducted. 

Organisations are interested in developing and encouraging knowledge cultures, with a renewed 

focus on leadership, judgements and decision making (Pursack 2001). By developing the principles of 

knowledge management throughout organisations, senior managers now realise that it potentially 

could result in fewer mistakes being made by operatives as knowledge management is closely 

aligned with the learning process (Pursack 2001). There are three main functions that organisations, 

including the police, have been investigating as part of the strategy to streamline, rationalise and 

ensure the successful application of knowledge throughout their operational procedures (Pursack 

2001). Firstly, information management specifically accounts for how information or knowledge is 

valued, stored, moved and utilised by individual workers. Information management is independent 

of any technological variables, it is primarily concerned with the human element of quality assurance 

rather than the quantity of information processed (Dean and Gottschalk 2007). Secondly, quality 

movement is assessed where each process and movement of knowledge is evaluated (Gottschalk 

2009a). This is linked closely with the end objectives and ultimate goals of the organisation. Thirdly, 

organisations have been evaluating the human dimension of their originations. Assessing the impact 

of staff development and training against any benefit, be it financial returns, higher success rates or 

greater end user satisfaction, is an essential component of any move to harness the potential 

advantages of knowledge utilisation (Jashapara 2004). Understanding and applying all of these 

considerations is vitally important if policing is to function effectively into the new millennium and 

the challenges that lie ahead.



1.2 The Public as Customers

The notion that the public are the 'customer' appears relatively new within the world of policing and 

there is an increasing emphasis to ensure that the police endeavour to maintain and preferably 

increase the public's perception of the organisation (Denhardt and Denhardt 2011). Cools et al 

(2010:145) notes that "the police are spoken of as a business, citizens are' called customers and 

policing consists of products". The notion of 'customer' is sometimes a difficult concept for the 

police service as often many users or 'consumers' of the service are those deemed to be 'criminals' 

(Gravelle and Rogers 2011d). In the main, the public contact the police for some form of service, 

which is a concern, given that the number of complaints from the public about 'incivilities' from 

police officers are increasing. A report from the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC 

2010) illustrates this point where the five largest categories of allegations recorded accounted for 

the vast majority of all those recorded during 2009/10. These were:

  Neglect or failure in duty (26%);

  Incivility, impoliteness and intolerance (20%);

  Other assault (13%);

  Oppressive conduct or harassment (7%) and

  Unlawful/ unnecessary detention (5%).

This may indicate a lack of understanding of the police/customer relationship. Many police services 

across the country are attempting to align their products and organisational structures to customers' 

needs in order to provide a more economical service. In order to do this, the needs of those who 

receive the service need to be considered as the first step in this process as the police attempt to 

provide a service. The danger is that, far from turning these restructuring exercises into a customer 

focused activity, they become 'police centric', working from within the police organisation outwards, 

rather than from the customer 'in' towards the organisation (Denhardt and Denhardt 2011). The 

results may be that far from maintaining levels of service and being economical, efficient and 

relevant, customers may be prompted to complain about the lack of service thus impacting 

negatively upon the measurement of public satisfaction. If the rhetoric about measuring levels of 

confidence and community involvement is to be achieved, everyone in the police service, not only 

senior officers, needs to appreciate this and revolutionise or in some cases simply improve methods 

of interaction with customers. Failure to change with regard to understanding and responding to all 

community members as customers only provides critics of the police in England and Wales with 

further reason to support calls for wider reforms. It is likely that although public spending will
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certainly be reduced, public expectation is unlikely to follow the same trend, but instead may remain 

constant or even increase (Kirkup 2008, Butler 2008). Reasons for this may partly be as a result of 

the 'consumer' and 'individualistic' society that has developed over recent years, with this ideology 

increasing pressure on public sector organisations including the police to provide increasingly better 

quality of services. Gwent police receives over 800,000 telephone calls from members of the public a 

year for all crime and non crime related issues and this is increasing annually. With increasing 

pressure being placed on already limited and finite resources, police managers within Gwent police 

identified the need to radically reform the way in which they deployed resources to the public. Part 

of this reform included changing the parameters and circumstances in which it deployed police 

officers to physically interact with members of the public. The previous deployment model 

implemented by Gwent police stated that a police officer or police community support officer 

(PCSO) would attend each and every call or contact made to Gwent police regardless of the nature 

of the call (Beyond the Call 2008). Gwent police have therefore attempted to rationalise this 

knowledge and deployment process by introducing a knowledge management system called the 

Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU). This DMTU has been designed to deal with a wide 

range of crimes including burglaries from garages or sheds, theft from motor vehicles, minor criminal 

damage, lost and found property, mobile phone theft, abandoned vehicles and some public order 

offences. Its primary function is as an investigative tool that allows officers to assess, investigate and 

if necessary deploy resources to progress a specific crime enquiry. Where previously Gwent police 

would have automatically deployed a physical resource, the DMTU is designed to enable the 

investigation to be carried out telephonically when it is felt that the deployment of an officer will not 

add significant value to either the investigation process or to the customer experience. As a result of 

this rationalisation process, this research will aim to assess the impact of knowledge management 

systems, specifically the DMTU within Gwent police, by utilising an evaluative research method. As 

its primary objectives, the research will be concerned with achieving three principal goals-

Research Objective 1 - Examining the impact on the delivery of policing services utilising the new 

knowledge management system, DMTU, along with associated integrated software.

Research Objective 2 - Exploring the perceptions of police officers to the introduction of the new 

knowledge management system and examining the impact of these systems on their performance.

Research Objective 3 - Exploring public perceptions of the new delivery and administration method 

of policing and examining their impact on the public.



1.3 Researching the Police

Researching the police is particularly interesting due in part to the unique position, power and 

privilege the state and the community invests in the organisation. The unique culture that exists 

within the police organisation makes the challenge of research greater, nevertheless offering 

commentators and researchers a rare opportunity to investigate and get close to this powerful 

institution. The political landscape in which the police operate also adds to the sense of importance 

and this makes the topic of policing a dynamic and sensitive area for research. Additionally, within 

the context of increasing financial pressures, combined with finite resources and evergrowing 

demands being placed on the police, issues surrounding expenditure, budgets, costing and 

performance targets play an integral part for today's police services across the UK. This dynamic 

mixture remains a primary concern for many senior police officers, politicians and others involved in 

policy making and service delivery. Policing Britain, for example, costs billions of pounds every year 

(Audit Commission 2010). In 2010, the net expenditure on the police service in England and Wales 

was £14.5bn (Boyd et al 2011). Everyday police officers make multiple, often complex value based 

decisions that impact on individuals and communities (Goodwill et al 2010). They make judgements 

of when, what, and how to exercise their powers to arrest, report and stop and search, discretionary 

decisions that will have wide-ranging and far-reaching implications. Policing is an increasingly 

complex job, with officers being expected to fully understand their role in society, from being 

involved in neighbourhood policing, preventing acts of terrorism, gathering community intelligence 

and managing critical incidents, dealing with many issues from the apparently trivial to the 

overwhelmingly serious (Mawby 2008, Wright 2002). The uniqueness of policing includes the fact 

that ordinary people in their role as police officers and police staff have to routinely make important 

decisions every day, and this assists, in part, to define 'the police'. The normal and most common 

definition applied to the police is that they detect crime, prevent breaches of the peace, and deal 

with disorder (Klockars 1985). In part this is true, but is a normative definition which relies on the 

outcomes of policing activities. A more informative definition is that the police are an organisation 

that has legitimate authority to use lawful coercive force within the boundaries of the state (Klockars 

1985). This more sociological definition helps us to understand the underlying role of policing in 

society. It also highlights several issues. The first is that of legitimate authority which is granted by 

the state to police officers to use force under the right circumstances and for it to be used 

proportionately. The second is that of accountability for actions and decisions made, which is part of 

the contract for allowing the police to use legitimate force. Society needs to be able to question 

whether or not force used in democratic policing is lawful, proportionate and necessary and this
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approach should be welcomed and supported. It is still a truism that policing throughout England 

and Wales is carried out with the consent of the public and it is for this reason that, researching the 

police is important (Gravelle and Rogers 2011).

1.4 Study Layout

Chapter two considers the historical perspectives of policing by evaluating the developments in the 

deployment of policing resources. Specifically, it explores the rise of unit beat policing, whereby the 

implementation of new technology such as police radios and patrol cars, implemented and 

encouraged by police managers, politicians and the Home Office, revolutionised policing tactics and 

changed the relationship between the police and the public (Edwards 1999). This chapter goes on to 

explore additional theoretical concepts such as new public management, the National Intelligence 

Model and the intelligence cycle, fundamental to understanding the role of the DTMU within Gwent 

police. The chapter continues by examining statistical data used in this research. To better 

understand the unique geographical location in which this research was undertaken, a demographic 

analysis of Torfaen and Newport, the main study areas was conducted. Specifically, data focused on 

demographics, employment, the economy, education, health, and housing. Additionally, both 

regions were compared to allow the various intricacies and differences to be highlighted. As well as 

reviewing the government's 'Big Society' agenda to link amongst other things, police and 

communities together, this chapter explores the various ways in which this may be achieved, whilst 

exploring the unique and detailed implications for Gwent police (Piggot 2010; Rogers and Lewis 

2007). To conclude, the chapter examines the Gwent police organisation and sets into context its 

structure, expenditure, employment demographics, crime statistics and official performance 

indicators so that it can be compared with other police services across England and Wales.

Chapter three explores the theoretical concepts and frameworks underpinning this research. The 

chapter explores the impact of the police occupational sub-culture and brings together research 

undertaken in this area by researchers such as lanni and lanni (1983), Reiner (2010) and Waddington 

(1999). Additionally, the chapter explores the notion of customers, and more broadly consumerism, 

in an attempt to better understand the framework in which policing exists. To conclude, a significant 

part of this chapter is dedicated to investigating knowledge management, with a particular focus 

placed on the difficulties of its application, its developments within organisations such as the police 

and its ability to tackle specific policing issues (Dean and Gottschalk 2007).

Chapter four provides a comprehensive and detailed discussion of the various research instruments 

utilised throughout this study. Moreover, it evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of research



instruments such as questionnaires and interviews by exploring the practical, logistical and 

operational difficulties and advantages of using such techniques to gather data. Additionally, 

instruments not employed during the course of this study, such as focus groups, are also considered 

and the decision not to use these is documented. Along with the instruments, other operational 

difficulties such as gaining access to an organisation such as the police are discussed in detail, taking 

account of the intricacies and uniqueness of undertaking such research. It also examines ethical 

considerations and deals with legislation such as data protection and other related issues such as 

informed consent, privacy and confidentiality. The chapter concludes by setting out in detail the 

sampling frame that was developed and used in this study, along with a section that discusses and 

reflects on the researcher's journey over the period of this study.

An examination of the DMTU was undertaken in Chapter five, along with other related 

developments that preceded its introduction into Gwent police. In particular, it examines the impact 

of the DMTU in relation to the delivery of policing services. This chapter provides an overview of the 

National Contact Management Programme (NCMP) that sought to standardise and encourage 

consistency in the way in which police services record crime and non-crime issues. The chapter 

explores in considerable detail the previous Gwent policing model, whereby a police officer or other 

physical resource including Police Community Support Officers (PCSO) would attend each and every 

call or contact made to Gwent police regardless of the nature of the call. With the need for 

rationalising and streamlining service delivery due to the increasing pressure being placed on already 

finite resources, the chapter continues by exploring the new contact management model, 

specifically in the form of the DMTU. It explores the role and function of the DMTU, the quality of 

training provided to officers, along with evaluating the intelligence and knowledge dissemination to 

other police officers within Gwent police and its statutory and voluntary partner agencies such as 

the local authority.

Chapter six and seven analyses the impact of the DMTU on both the public and police officers. It 

explores these issues by analysing data from two different questionnaire surveys using predictive 

analytic software commonly referred to as PSAW. For the public, this analysis of the data explores 

customer preferences and opinions by assessing levels of satisfaction, victimisation patterns and the 

outlook of the public following contact with Gwent police. As for internal users, specifically police 

officers, the data analysis focuses on levels of awareness among officers along with assessing 

variables such as the perceived impact on the workload and quality of information. Due to the 

nature and type of statistical software used for the study, many of the key variables could be cross- 

tabulated against criteria such as rank, length of service, gender and role within Gwent police.
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Chapter eight combines the results of the questionnaire analysis and insights collected previously 

through interviews whereby the DMTU was examined in relation to its impact on the delivery of 

policing services. Specifically, this chapter draws together the key themes and the important findings 

of this study and explores these in detail. It evaluates Gwent police's ability and commitment to 

adopting the principles of knowledge management, along with exploring the wider implications for 

partnership working and knowledge sharing. The chapter continues by evaluating the cost saving 

potential of the DMTU, along with its possible impact on both the police culture and customer 

satisfaction. Finally, the chapter concludes by investigating the need for additional and ongoing 

training to be undertaken by Gwent police officers in relation to the DMTU.

The final chapter considers some final thoughts on the introduction of the DMTU within Gwent 

police. Chapter nine sets out explicitly several recommendations and suggested actions that will 

need to be considered by police managers within Gwent police to ensure the DMTU remains 

efficient, effective and economically viable. The chapter continues by setting out some possible 

implications for Gwent police if they fail in adapting to the individual and specific needs of customers 

by ensuring, for example service delivery, where possible, retains elements of localism. Finally, the 

chapter concludes by exploring the possible future landscape for contact management within British 

policing.



Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction

Change is inevitable and something that all organisations have to deal with. Heraditus of Greece 

said-

"Nothing is permanent except change"

Cleland (1996:33)

Policing has become an area more politicised than ever and is used frequently as a political football 

(Reiner 2000). Central government, namely the Home Office places policing high on its agenda 

alongside education and the National Health Service resulting in constant change. The police service 

has experienced a number of changes from the Home Office over recent years, affecting not only the 

organisation, but also the individuals within it. There seems to be a number of reasons for change 

identified by Rogers (2006), which include-

  The Introduction of New Technology - New IT systems, chip and pin, mobile telephones and 

airwaves are all examples of technological advancement which will inevitably impact on the 

police service.

  Population and Economic Changes - Rise in foreign nationals and immigrants, higher/lower 

employment levels change the demographic landscape resulting in a fundamental change 

for policing agencies.

  Changing Public Expectations - Public understanding their rights and policing becoming 

more transparent leading to increased accountability and engagement.

  New Legislation - The Police Act 1996, Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Serious and Organised 

Crime and Police Act 2005 and Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011 are just some of the 

recent legislative changes that have impacted on the delivery of policing services.

  Service Restructuring - Through the introduction of civilian staff and police community 

support officers, the internal structure and balances of power are re-shaped.
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2.2 Theoretical and Historical Perspectives

2.2.1 Unit Beat Policing

There have always been efforts historically to introduce different types of technology to policing, for 

example, the police whistle. Changes in technology occurring in the early 1960s, however, resulted 

in a fundamental change in the way British police officers patrolled -

"Technology made possible the demise of the foot patrol and the substitution of motor patrol"

Reiss (1992:58)

Up until the 1960s, police officers patrolled the streets and city centres on foot. As the technology 

became available through the development of personal radios which were small enough to be 

carried by each officer and had the capacity and range to enable officers to patrol any location, this 

change resulted in the ability to individually task officers with work (Edwards 1999). The second 

component leading to unit beat policing was the availability of new small patrol vehicles. Combining 

these two developments in technology, the hand held radio and the patrol vehicle, resulted in a 

fundamental change in the policing paradigm. Prior to the development of databases and in an 

attempt to modernise the way the police dealt with intelligence relating to criminals and more 

generally crimes, the unit beat policing system introduced a 'collator'. It was the role of the collator 

to bring together all information, data and knowledge about the investigations and enquiries being 

conducted by the service. The advantages of the unit beat system included an improved rapid 

response for emergency calls, improved relations with the public, improved intelligence gathering on 

crimes and ultimately more efficient utilisation of resources (Palmiotto 2000). With encouragement 

from central government, namely the Home Office, individual police services were encouraged to 

adopt the unit beat system and those which did would receive government subsidies to assist in the 

appropriation of the new technology (Weatheritt 1986; Home Office 1967). Although these 

innovations in policing were seen to have many advantages, retrospectively the legacy of the unit 

beat system is not as positive as first anticipated. Originally predicted to improve community 

relations, the unit beat system marginalised the community, isolating the public from the police as 

they removed themselves from the community, resulting in officers no longer understanding the 

communities in which they serve (Lea to al 1993). This was in part due to officers rarely leaving their 

patrol cars and actively engaging with the public. This breakdown in community interaction and 

relationship, it is argued, resulted in the flow of information and intelligence sharing between the 

public and the police being reduced as the community began to distrust and grow suspicious of the



police (Winstone and Pakes 2005). As for the associated advantages, no evidence could be shown 

that the unit beat system had any significant affect on crime and or a wider context improved 

efficiency and effectiveness as first anticipated by the Home Office (Edwards 1999). As an 

unintended consequence, the unit beat policing model resulted in a "fire-brigade" type of approach, 

where the police would reactively attend calls as opposed to pro-actively working to reduce offences 

prior to them being committed, which ultimately engaged and informed the discussions around the 

idea of 'new public management'

2.2.2 New Public Management

'New public management' originated in the early 1980s, inspired by the events of the 'winter of 

discontent' in 1978-9, the flashpoint that consequently lead to its implementation. At this time, the 

Conservative government injected substantial amounts of financial resources into the police service, 

both increasing police pay and generally increasing and upgrading resources (Rawlings 2002). 

Following the first Conservative government term in 1983, the findings from the British Crime Survey 

(BCS) concluded that the increased resources put into policing had yielded few tangible results and 

were having little impact on recorded crime. Combined with the findings from the British Crime 

Survey (BCS), rising unemployed and the need to cut public spending the need for change became 

more pronounced (Rawlings 2002). In response, government attempted to improve the delivery of 

service by the police, introducing standards of police efficiency, effectiveness and economic viability 

in the form of Home Office circular 1983/114 (Crawford 1997). This need to improve the quality of 

service was compounded by the results from the British Crime Survey which noted that the public 

felt a 'lack of confidence' towards the police consecutively in 1983,1984 and 1988 surveys. This had 

resulted from a perceived lack of visibility, poor communication and a failure to address community 

needs (Rawlings 2002). The resulting strategy attempting to control efficiency, effectiveness and 

budgets has come to dominate and preoccupy police managers. The Home Office circular 1983/114 

for the first time required the police authority and the Chief Constable to formulate clear objectives, 

plans, contingences and mission statements (Ainsworth 1995). From early in the 1980s, the re-focus 

on objectives, targets and performance indicators renewed the perceived importance of leadership 

and management and ultimately lead to a 'new public management' paradigm (Gill 1998). New 

public management attempted to re-organise the delivery of public services with the emphasis being 

on professional trained managers, performance targets, league tables and service contracts 

(McLaughlin 2007). Performance indicators particularly became an important part of 'new public 

management' requiring all police work to be quantified and represented in figures and tables in 

order to be compared with national averages and other rival police service areas (Edwards 1999).
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From 1997 and the new Labour government, the importance of crime figures and performance 

indicators became even more significant within the realms of policing (McLaughlin 2007; Savage 

2007). Centralised politics with the Home Office and the Home Secretary taking a central role in 

policy and policing re-emphasised the importance of business models, targets, customer focus and 

police professionalism. Unquestionably, attempts to re-organise the delivery of policing services 

revolutionised the discipline of policing which consequently required police practitioners to further 

professionalise and become more reliant on knowledge and how to best use this commodity.

2.2.3 The Meaning of Police Knowledge

Davenport et al (1998) and Dean and Gottschalk (2007) have explored the utilisation and integration 

of knowledge within various policing organisations. The diagram below (Figure 2.1) illustrates the 

relationship between the different categories of knowledge.

Figure 2.1- Dean's Knowledge Process Model

Data     > Information     > Intelligence     > Knowledge

Adapted from Davenport et al (1972)

Data is defined as being 'raw facts', a series of figures, numbers or digits (Collins 1996). To further 

contextualise the meaning of data and typify an everyday example, data would be collected in the 

form of crime figures within the Basic Command Unit (BCU) which is a territorial or geographical 

area that is often overseen by a chief superintendent (HMIC 2009). These figures alone, however, do 

not show where the crimes occur, the circumstances in which they occurred, at what time of day or 

night they happened or the nature of forensic evidence found. Data in itself has no intrinsic meaning 

and yet organisations and businesses are insistent on capturing and storing large quantities of data, 

in the belief and hope that the greater the quantity of raw data captured, the more accurate and 

precise outcomes may be (Tiwana 2008). For data to be actionable and have meaning for an 

organisation, processes must be carried out to evaluate and appraise data. Unfortunately, many 

organisations simply store rather that process data. This mindset often over focuses on the 

quantitative approach, concerned with capturing and storing figures and numbers. The qualitative 

approach tends to be a secondary consideration. The second stage in the process is to transform 

data into information. In this stage, it is essential that some relevance or purpose be attached to the
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data (Drucker 2005). Davenport et al (1998) make reference to the different methods of attaching 

meaning to data, thus transforming it into information -

  Condensing - Data will often come in large quantities, frequently in binary digits or numbers, 

for example, within the police crime figures that will have little meaning to most users, 

except perhaps the professional analyst. The dataset must be summarised and condensed, 

to show an overall position, pattern or trend.

Contextualising - Data may be collected for a number of reasons, be it to keep track of 

governmental targets, measure performance or calculate the frequency of crime 

occurrences. To contextualise the data, this reason must be attached for its collection, i.e. - 

to examine trends or patterns in such as cyber attacks.

Calculating - Similar to condensing, the data must be processed and analysed to attain a 

meaningful and concise picture, illustrated by graphs or figures. Within the police service, 

this task is often conducted by non-policing analysts or statisticians.

Categorising - In a similar vain to contextualising, the unit of analysis must be known.

  Correcting - Any erroneous data should be removed and any gaps within the dataset 

replaced, or at least accounted for. This will improve validity at the analytical stage.

Dean and Gottschalk (2007) add an additional layer to the hierarchy or continuum, stating that 

information needs to be translated into intelligence prior to becoming knowledge. Information in 

the police must be analysed, examined and appraised by an officer, intelligence officer or crime 

analyst, before becoming knowledge. Similarly, for intelligence to be transformed into knowledge 

there must be an attachment of belief, prior experience, knowledge, truth or judgement (Dean and 

Gottschalk 2007). Collier (2006) further suggests that there must exist a cognitive process in which 

the information is made useful, thus enabling conclusions to be drawn. These components are 

essential and underpin knowledge to reach the highest point within the 'knowledge continuum'. 

Prior experiences assist workers who have extensive tacit knowledge, which may include experience,
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know-how, judgement, insight, heuristics, rules of thumb and skills (Rumizen 2002), thus enabling 

them to be more efficient and effective when assessing information. Undeniably, police officers are 

now required to be more reliant on data, information, intelligence, and knowledge resulting in the 

creation of a knowledge society and knowledge workers.

2.2.4 The Police as Knowledge Workers

The modern police service and its practitioners must have the understanding and ability to create 

and process knowledge, enabling them to problem-solve and conduct criminal investigations. 

Brodeur and Dupont (2008) comment on the increasing importance placed on concepts such as data, 

information, data mining and knowledge work. This has invoked the development of new policing 

paradigms, most notably, 'intelligence-led policing' which relies heavily on such concepts as 

intelligence, knowledge and data (Ratcliffe 2008). As a percentage, a typical police officer's time 

spent dealing directly with crime appears marginal, as the amount of time spent in the police station 

was recorded by Ericson and Haggerty (1997) to be as high as 50%. Although many politicians and 

strategic police managers have attempted to rationalise the role of the police officer, reduce 

bureaucracy, administrative duties and introduce new technology enabling officers to update 

databases while on patrol, much of a police officer's time is spent reviewing evidence, gathering 

intelligence and complying with necessary rules and procedures (Home Office 2001). This study 

commissioned for the Home Office found that 43.1% of an officer's time was spent in the police 

station. Of this time spent working from the station, a disproportionate amount of time was spent 

conducting investigations and making enquiries (Home Office 2001). It is for this reason that Ericson 

and Haggerty (1997) note that police officers have become 'knowledge workers'. The wider 

implication of this is that the environment in which knowledge workers operate has developed into 

a 'knowledge society' or network' (Bohme and Stehr 1986). For the police, this brings with it its own 

specific difficulties linked in part with the complexities surrounding the policing structure. The 

compartmentalisation, also referred to as 'silos' or 'multilateralisation' of the police, combined with 

the increasing levels of co-operation required of the police has resulted in the need to communicate, 

share data, intelligence and knowledge internally within and between department, incorporating in 

the process its partner agencies throughout the United Kingdom and overseas. The diagram below 

(Figure 2.2) demonstrates the nature of intelligence sharing within the police service -
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Figure 2.2 - Intelligence Structure of Policing

Neighbourhood

Basic Command Unit

Force

National

i r

International

Adapted from Home Office (2004b)

Conventionally, there are two distinct types of knowledge workers. Firstly, there are those 

traditional workers who 'produce knowledge'. Most notably these may include scientists or those 

employed within the research and development field. These knowledge 'producers' are among the 

minority, as most knowledge workers fall under the second category, knowledge 'users' (Williamson 

2008). These knowledge 'users' or 'practitioners' utilise the produced knowledge and apply it to 

solve problems. Although the police are considered as being knowledge workers, Ericson and 

Haggerty (1997) and Drucker (1995) state that the criteria for becoming a knowledge worker 

includes the need for a 'formal education'. Historically, the police service in England and Wales has 

not required its officers to have a 'formal education', unlike some international law enforcement 

agencies, most notably the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI 2009). As a consequence of this, 

police officers have little training or experience on how to formally produce or utilise knowledge to 

its maximum potential. De Lint (2003) also challenges the notion that police officers qualify as being 

knowledge workers, noting that the police are in a privileged position of being the gatekeepers for 

the criminal justice system and although they process a vast amount of information, the distinction 

between information and knowledge must be maintained. Simple data processing and information 

gathering differs considerably from complex knowledge working. An overarching principle 

incorporating each of these concepts combines to create the intelligence cycle.
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2.2.5 The Intelligence Cycle

For intelligence gathering and application to be fully effective, the problems and deficiencies 

surrounding the intelligence cycle must be acknowledged and fully understood. The intelligence 

cycle shown in Figure 2.3 visualises the processes involved when dealing with intelligence.

Figure 2.3 - The Intelligence Cycle

5.Dissemination 1.Direction

4.Analysis Z.Collection

3.Evaluation

Adapted from Harfield and Harfield (2008)

This cycle always begins with 'direction' which is also known in some variant cycles as 'planning', the 

specific task or issue is identified. Following this step, it is the role of knowledge worker, which could 

include investigators, police officers or analysts to collect all surrounding data, information and 

knowledge on the particular issue previously identified (Ratcliffe 2008). Following the collection 

stage, analysts including senior strategic managers will evaluate and attempt to analyse the data 

attaching reasoning and meaning. Finally the results or a specific solution is disseminated 

throughout the organisation. This will provide the police organisation, with a specific and targeted 

solution to effectively and efficiently deal with the issue identified at stage one. Recognition and 

understanding may go some way to minimising the cycle's deficiencies. The direction of intelligence
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gathering and use is often set by policy makes, which may include strategic tasking, co-ordinating 

groups and community safety partnerships (CSPs). As a result, these groups will develop and feed 

into a force control strategy resulting in the publication of the force intelligence priorities (Thames 

Valley Police 2009).

2.2.5.1 Direction

The first practical issue facing the intelligence cycle is the dichotomy between policy makers and 

intelligence managers. Although theoretically both the policy makers and managers have clear 

distinctions in roles, with the policy makers deciding where the focus should be in relation to 

intelligence resources and managers to effectively capture and analyse intelligence, in reality, the 

two roles often overlap. This in part is due to the global pressures that require intelligence managers 

to react and change priorities. In addition, policy makers often provide specific guidance to 

managers, where clearly it is the role of the intelligence manager to fill in intelligence gaps and 

dictate the direction of intelligence gathering on specific cases (Hulnick 2006). Ratcliffe (2004) add 

that this first step in the cycle which encompasses setting the direction or focus of the intelligence 

gathering process is essential. Errors and oversights at this stage can affect the circular process, 

compounding the errors as each stage progresses. The consequences of any such errors could be 

catastrophic for both the organisation and the community which it serves.

2.2.5.2 Collection

Intelligence collection and the context in which it is collected will be fundamental to the end-to-end 

process of any investigation. Credibility and integrity of intelligence, including the methods used to 

capture intelligence will undoubtedly come under intense scrutiny. Unfortunately the reality 

surrounding intelligence collection is that it often contains opinions, judgements and errors resulting 

in bias and partiality. The key skill for any investigator is to be detached, coherent, concise and 

critical at all times (Ratcliffe 2004)

2.2.5.3 Evaluation/Analysis

Similar to the collection stage within the intelligence cycle, the quality and validity of the evidence 

gathered by investigators can only be as good as the interpretation. Analysts or local intelligence 

officers (LIOs) have the task of assessing the intelligence gathered. From previous research 

undertaken, local intelligence officers often receive little or no formal training and in some cases 

intelligence officers were neighbourhood or response police officers acting in the capacity of LIO's 

(Rogers and Gravelle 2008). Hulnick (2006), further concludes that often a full evaluation and
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analysis is not completed due to psychological barriers and a fear of discovering compromising 

sources of intelligence. This may include intelligence that challenges the current preferred 

hypothesis of the investigation team or the senior investigating officer (SIO).

2.2.5.4 Dissemination

Historically, the dissemination of intelligence has been an issue for all law enforcement agencies. 

The notion of mistrust and ownership has resulted in the fear of sharing intelligence both internally 

between departments and externally with other partner agencies (Hulnick 2006). In recent years, 

the importance of communication and the dissemination of intelligence has been recognised and 

there has been much work undertaken in this area to stimulate communication. The introduction of 

the Crime and Disorder Act, (Home Office 1998a) places a statutory obligation on the police and its 

partners to work together and communicate. Although much progress has been made, the inherent 

stresses surrounding intelligence sharing still exist. Similar to the concept of the intelligence cycle, 

the National Intelligence Model (NIM) aims to visualise a process dealing with intelligence inputs.

2.2.6 National Intelligence Model

Planning and preparing organisational responses and resources and the need to anticipate demand 

is an integral part of policing and has been made possible by the recent introduction of the National 

Intelligence Model (NCIS 2000). Among many other definitions available, the National Intelligence 

Model can be defined as-

"...the business process for policing in the UK. It provides a common basis for gathering and analysing 

information and for using this to adopt a problem-solving approach to reducing crime and disorder, 

to law enforcement and community reassurance"

Newburn and Neyroud (2008:173)

To be an effective policing style, intelligence-led policing, problem-orientated policing and other 

approaches need to be able to gather, process and retain large amounts of intelligence. It is for this 

reason the National Intelligence Model was introduced. The model was designed to be a 

standardised platform, to which organisations can utilise and feed into the model as a business 

process. The chairman of the crime committee states

"Over the last few years, police activity has shifted from reactive investigation after events, towards 

targeting active criminals on the basis of intelligence"

NCIS (2000:4)
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Similar to Intelligence-led policing, Rogers (2006:189) describes the model as a "business process" as 

it is seen to allow managers to allocate resources more efficiently and effectively in the long term, 

resulting in less crime, improved community safety and a reduction in the reassurance gap. 

Waddington (2007a) and Innes (2007) indicate that the 'reassurance gap' is the difference between 

reality or recorded crime and perception of crime. Since the beginning of the 1980s, overall recorded 

crime figures appear to be falling; however the population is experiencing a rise in the fear of crime 

(Walker et al 2009, McLaughlin and Muncie 2006). Fear of crime can best be described as the 

rational or irrational state of alarm by an individual that is based on a belief that he or she will be 

victimised (Me Laughlin et al 2006). This difference between actual crime and fear of crime is 

therefore referred to as the 'reassurance gap'. Performance indicators and a culture of target 

management have been welcomed by police as it enables them to plan and predict crime, resulting 

in better risk and performance management in an attempt to make the operation of policing more 

economical, efficient and effective. The National Intelligence Model operates on three levels. Figure 

2.4 illustrates the model -

Figure 2.4 - The National Intelligence Model (NIM)
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The first level of the National Intelligence Model incorporates daily tasking, which relates to the local 

issues at basic command level. Rogers (2006) notes, that volume crime would be calculated at this 

level. Increasing the scale of operations to the second level looks at force, both at regional and cross- 

border level. Many different organisations are likely be involved in the sharing of intelligence at this 

point. The final level, encompasses national tasking, a level where combating serious and organised 

crime would operate. At the centre of this process tasking co-ordination groups (TCG's) operate. 

Their function as identified by Tilley (2003) is to meet and discuss how intelligence will be gathered, 

how intelligence will be used, both tactically and strategically. The four areas of concern include 

targeting offenders, managing hotspots, investigation, and the application of preventative measures 

such as CCTV. Closely linked with the process of intelligence are repeat victims. Repeat victimisation 

"is the recurrence of a crime in the same places and/or against the same people" (Boba 2005:70). It 

is important to note that to be a repeat victim, the crime does not have to remain the same, for 

instance, a person could be a victim of robbery and later a victim of burglary. This would result in 

them being classified as a repeat victim (Rogers 2006). Repeat victimisation is important to the 

police as repeat victims are statistically more likely to become a victim of crime again (Todd et al 

2004). As a result, the police can target resources more efficiently to maximise impact, this along 

with the focus on hotspots and priority offenders and targets will help reduce crime, disorder and 

assist in reducing fear of crime (Boba 2005). Although, much advancement has been made in and 

around the use and implementation of intelligence, there are still many difficulties and deficiencies 

surrounding its use within policing exemplified by the results of the Bichard enquiry.

2.2.7 The Impact of the Bichard Enquiry

Although technology in itself can make the storing, retrieval and sharing process more efficient, 

there are often software limitations that are overlooked. In addition, technology must be designed, 

operated and maintained by people, which can often lead to user error or omission. The Soham 

murders and the subsequent Bichard enquiry, Bichard (2004), BBC (2003) found information 

technology proved not only to be unsuccessful, but more importantly it instilled a false sense of 

security and safety which ultimately led to the murder of two young females. Central to this 

particular murder investigation was the belief that all individuals that work with young and 

vulnerable people were screened by cross-referencing their details with the criminal databases to 

ensure they were suitable to work with vulnerable people. As the case developed, it was found that 

lan Huntley had been arrested some time previously in connection with sex offences involving young 

girls, unfortunately no charges could be brought against him. At the time of the murders, Huntley 

had moved away from his previous location where he was known to the police and as a result his
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background was not known to the investigating officers of the Soham murders. The BBC (2003) 

noted that this was in part due to the guidelines regarding the storing of information of offenders 

that had not been charged with any offences. Subsequently, it was concluded that vital information 

was not stored and made available on the database and that the data could only be accessed in 

Huntley's previous police service area. The data was not stored on a service wide database. This 

demonstrates that in this instance, information technology failed not by itself, but in conjunction 

with user errors and operational procedures. Bichard (2004) recorded following the enquiry that 

there had been 'systematic and corporate' failings on behalf of the primary investigating service - 

Humberside Constabulary. Consequently it was found that police officers had little understanding of 

how the intelligence systems operated and demonstrated at best a vague understanding of the 

meaning of 'intelligence' which ultimately led to the loss of important information. Combined with 

the issues surrounding the Humberside intelligence database, it was further concluded that the 

relational databases such as the 'Child Protection Database' was also inadequate in its primary 

function (Bichard 2004). Huntley, the person subsequently arrested and charged for the murders of 

Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman avoided detection at a number of critical junctions within the 

investigation. The Data Protection Act (Home Office 1998b) was believed to have contributed to the 

confusion surrounding previous arrests and intelligence. The enquiry concluded that in fact the act 

would have had no significant impact on the case. The issue of the Data Protection Act was found to 

be a lack of understanding and training surrounding the legislation. Clearly from the Bichard Report, 

the failings consisted both of a technological and human nature. Technological advances have 

expanded immeasurably in areas such as road policing, computer crime, paedophilia and terrorism. 

The affiliation between the police and information technology is a close one and in all probability is 

set to accelerate. For all agencies involved, the disadvantages surrounding technology and human 

limitations must be acknowledged. Although not a panacea to the issues surrounding such complex 

investigations, training and improving understanding of systems and processes involved will go some 

way to improve economy, efficiency, effectiveness and inevitably performance.
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2.3 Technological Developments within Policing

2.3.1 Introduction to Technology

Information Technology, databases and in a wider context 'technology' significantly impact on every 

aspect of policing including style, technique and methods. Information Technology (IT) can be 

defined as the -

"Use of computers and electronic technology to store and communicate information"

Collins (1996:280)

A database is defined as the -

"Store of information that can be easily handled by a computer"

Collins (1996:131)

For these terms to have any significant meaning in the context of everyday policing, it will be 

important to establish and evaluate the relationship between the police and technology including an 

assessment of the role which technology plays in the world of policing. Historically, there has been a 

strong positive association between the police and technology, being especially true in relation to 

the western world especially in Great Britain and America. The same cannot be said of all countries, 

where the developing countries experience a slower rate of development in comparison to the West 

(Sabillion 2000). The expanding importance placed on technology within the domain of policing is 

partly due to the development of technology generally. Specifically, this would include 

communication via internet, transnational communication and the ways in which people travel. With 

the world in a sense becoming smaller due to the forces of globalisation, people increasingly have 

the ability and capacity to travel great distances in relatively short periods of time. It is for the police 

service to develop and adapt in line with the new challenges created (Fleming and Wood 2007). No 

longer are the British police services only responsible for policing their own jurisdictions. Many work 

as partner agencies across borders with neighbouring services, with specialist services such as the 

civil nuclear constabulary or with other services overseas. The dynamics of crime and disorder have 

also influenced the development of technology. Since the technical revolution in the 1960s - 1970s, 

the types of crime the police have had to deal with changed, becoming more sophisticated and hi- 

tech which would include such as internet fraud (Bussmann and Karstedt 2000, Newburn 2003b). 

The internet has enabled criminals to steal and defraud millions of pounds from corporate 

businesses in a way which had never been seen before, forcing the police to develop to combat this
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(Nogala 2005). Serious and organised crime, with criminals travelling great distances, covering many 

police jurisdictions to commit serious and violent crimes again forced the police to find a way to deal 

with this, demonstrating the importance and reliance on technology (Nadelmann 2006). New and 

emerging terms such as 'Euro-crime' have been created, which refer to criminal activity that has 

transnational characteristics or tendencies, including offences such as terrorism, organised crime, 

drug-trafficking and money laundering (Anderson et al 1995). Information Technology has enabled 

the police service to develop new methods of policing which have been well established as styles of 

policing across the world. Such styles include problem orientated policing, intelligence led policing, 

zero tolerance policing and community policing. These styles have become synonymous with Britain 

and other countries around the world (Maguire 2000). Central to the success of such policing 

paradigms is the widespread and robust success and implementation of computerised databases.

2.3.2 Databases

Police work by its nature will accumulate almost an infinite number of reports, intelligence and 

conviction details. For this, the first police database was created called the Police National 

Computer or PNC in 1974 (BSSRS 1985). Its primary function is to hold offender fingerprints and 

vehicle details. Increasingly, there has been a greater emphasis on partnerships and inter-agency 

cooperation when dealing with crime. New technology especially databases, have enabled 

organisations to store, sort, search, disseminate and share information resulting in improved 

communication and integration being more efficient (Williams 2000). Crime and criminality is 

becoming increasingly difficult for one agency to tackle independently and increasingly the police 

rely on other agencies around the world to assist in the tracing and solving crime by efficiently 

utilising the resources and specific skill base of each organisation (Chester 1997). As criminals have 

become more dynamic, the police and other organisations have developed new and innovative ways 

to communicate using large databases (Ratcliffe 2008). The Police National Computer as researched 

by BSSRS (1985) and Centrex (2005) has the capacity to store millions of records. In 1999, the 

database held over 97 million items which could be accessed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from one 

of any of 25,000 terminals around the UK. The database now has links to several other databases 

involved in fighting crime, the Driving and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) and the deoxyribonucleic 

acid (DNA) databases are some typical examples, making its store of information even more 

valuable. The PNC has overcome and surpassed its original design as a simple data store as it is now 

an invaluable investigative tool, being able to manage queries and cross tabulate items to match 

individuals with DNA, addresses and vehicles. The electronic database allows the searching and 

querying to be done quickly as hundreds of thousands of records are checked every second, far
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quicker than a manual database. Other advantages include pattern analysis, the ability to build a 

picture of crime and to predict and identify geographical hotspots, proving particularly useful when 

using a problem oriented or intelligence led policing approach.

2.3.3 Intelligence Databases

The focus on intelligence, including criminal and community intelligence, influences many areas of 

policing including the deployment of resources to aid criminal investigations. Intended to support 

the current databases in place such as the PNC, police intelligence databases have increasingly been 

utilised to direct resources and rationalise policing. Criminals pay little regard to arbitrary police 

boundaries or jurisdictions that exist between police services and, as a consequence, crime is 

committed over wide geographical areas involving many different agencies. The requirement for 

agencies to communicate with each other and share intelligence has resulted in police intelligence 

databases becoming commonplace (Edwards 1999). It has become widely recognised that criminal 

intelligence should not exclusively be owned by one organisation, as the police have an obligation to 

share intelligence with statutory and voluntary agencies. Intelligence databases have enabled and 

standardised the way in which this is done. Each police service has developed specific databases to 

meet the needs of the service area and have worked to encourage officers to deposit any 

intelligence gathered through their operational duties by using community intelligence diaries or 

criminal intelligence databases. Police services in England and Wales have recently begun to 

combine the demand and management aspects of policing by amalgamating different databases. 

This knowledge management process is designed to facilitate and enhance the quality of service by 

improving the quality of information and knowledge available (Rogers and Martin 2007).

2.3.4 Disadvantages of Databases

As well as advantages, there are however disadvantages to the PNC and other generic databases 

that must be acknowledged and discussed. Funding and limited resources often diminishes the 

ability of technology to be wholly successful in achieving its aims and objectives. The annual running 

cost of the PNC in 2000 was, according to Her Majesties Inspectorate for the Constabulary (HMIC), 

£17.6 million for England and Wales (HMIC 2000a:78). Another problem with any database is that it 

is impossible to fully eradicate human or user error. Although a database can alert the user that a 

'field' has not been completed or that in some instances the data inputted is erroneous due to 

length or type of information implanted, the database cannot specifically identify information that is 

incorrect. This has wider implications when data contained on the database can result in arrest, an 

individual being stopped in the street or fined due to the incorrect information contained on the
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computer. This in some instances can be in contravention of the Human Rights Act (Home Office 

2000b) and the Data Protection Act (Home Office 1998b), which if breached could have profound 

consequences for the police service. Again the HMIC audit commission found that in England and 

Wales the error rate on the PNC was between 15% and 65% (HMIC 2000). From research conducted 

by HMIC (2000), it has been concluded that a high percentage of error was due to the lack of 

systematic training given to police officers. It was felt that this was in part due to the training 

schedule given to officers with only five days of training given to police officers in the use of the 

database and reflects a basic misunderstanding of the models. The PNC is not the only databases in 

use by the police and is reliant on other databases to operate efficiently. Examples include IDENT1, 

DVLA, DNA database and automated fingerprint identification system (Public Service 2004). The 

same advantages and disadvantages with the Police National Computer are present and seem to be 

a common and recurring theme when evaluating computer databases. Databases have had a 

substantial effect on many aspects of policing, not least in the technological development made with 

traffic policing.

2.3.5 Communication

Not only have databases been instrumental in the development in policing but communication 

development has also played an integral role. In recent years the police have moved away from 

conventional analogue radios to new digital radios known as terrestrial trunked Radio or TETRA. This 

technology has improved the way in which the police deliver their services to the public. The digital 

handset allows a multi-functional ability to communicate, with the ability to text, e-mail and use the 

radio as a hand held mobile telephone (McCable 2002). TETRA allows communication between 

different agencies such as the fire service, ambulance and forensic scientists. This is particularly 

helpful to modern day crime investigation where many organisations and individuals are involved, 

spanning much greater geographical distances (Dunlop et al 1999). TETRA like all new technology is 

expensive. Tetrawatch (2006) reported that the cost to the tax payer exceeded £3billion to start up 

the project, costing millions extra to include individual basic command units. In addition to this initial 

capital outlay, each handset is estimated to cost around £800. With all new technology, there is 

scepticism and concern over the impact especially this type of communication with the primary 

concern about this particular technology being the effect it would have on public health due to the 

radio waves generated. To date, no reports have confirmed that TETRA is damaging to health and no 

links to cancer have been shown however research is ongoing. TETRA has now initiated the way for 

other communication devices to be introduced. Hand held devices have been tested to be used as a 

secondary form of communication in tandem with TETRA and be linked directly with the Police
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National Computer. The new 'blackberry' mobile telephone introduced by most police services has 

transformed front line policing. With this new technology, police officers will have the ability to 

update databases such as the PNC while on patrol. This will remove the need for officers to return to 

the police station so frequently. This increased time spent on patrol will increase police visibility and 

can positively affect public confidence and reduce fear of crime. South Wales police will be receiving 

£4.1 million to rollout the new 'blackberry' technology and insist that it will reduce bureaucracy (This 

is South Wales 2009). Although technological developments as such can offer a major advantage for 

policing, other factors surrounding the introduction of new technology and working practices should 

not be underestimated or ignored.

2.4 Geographical and Statistical Analysis

A brief geographical analysis of the areas examined is an integral part of this research and will enable 

the findings of this study to be better understood. Specifically, this section of the literature review 

will examine political, geographical and economic aspects drawing on statistical data derived from 

educational achievements, housing data and the labour market. Further, the economic conditions 

unique to this part of the United Kingdom are explored. In addition, a more in-depth analysis of the 

two areas specifically involved in this research, namely Torfaen and Newport is considered. 

Demographic and socio-economic statistical analysis will enable a comparison to be made between 

both the two regions and allow for a comparison nationally. Having considered the Gwent, Torfaen 

and the Newport regions, an examination of Gwent police and its historical and current impact on 

these areas will be discussed, including an evaluation of its performance compared with other 

broadly similar police services within the UK.

2.4.1 Local Authority Areas within Gwent

Previously existing under the unity of a single Gwent local authority, Torfaen, Newport, 

Monmouthshire, Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent now exist independently as smaller local authorities 

which are coterminous with Gwent police Local Policing Units (LPUs) otherwise known as Basic 

Command Units or BCUs (Figure 2.5) (Welsh Assembly 2004). The five local authorities are 

responsible for a total population of 552,428 equating to 19% of the total Wales population of 

2,903,085 inhabitants (Stats Wales 2009). With a total geographical area of 600 square miles, 

Gwent's boundaries are marked by Abergavenny in the north, Chepstow to the east, Newport to the 

south and Caerphilly in the west (Gwent Police 2010a). Situated in the South East of Wales, Gwent is 

close to the Severn Bridge crossing into England and has well established road networks with the 

local authority to the south, Newport, providing close proximity to one of the UK's largest and
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busiest motorways, the M4 (Gwent Police 2010a). This first region to be examined as part of this 

study will be Torfaen.

Fiaure 2.5 - Gwent Police Service - The Basic Command Units

Monmouthshire

Gwent Police (2010a)

2.5 Torfaen and Newport

Torfaen local authority is a mix of rural and urban areas in the valleys to the north of Newport and is 

situated within the Torfaen Local Policing Unit. The local authority is situated at the centre of the 

four other local authorities namely, Newport, Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent and Monmouthshire (Multi- 

Map 2010). Stats Wales (2009) recorded Torfaen's population in 2001 as 90,949, representing 3.1% 

of the population of Wales. Although a relatively rural area compared with most of Gwent, Torfaen 

has a higher population density with a large number of people per square kilometre, some 649. 

Comparatively, the South Wales region records population density at 370 and overall in Wales at 144 

per square kilometre, demonstrating that Torfaen has a significantly high population density when 

compared with other regions (Dolman 2010a).

Newport is a predominantly urban area with a total population of 137,011, representing 4.7% of 

Wales's total population (Stats Wales 2009). Newport is situated to the south of the four other local

authorities that make up the Gwent police area namely, Torfaen, Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent and
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Monmouthshire (Figure 2.5). It has a high population density with a large number of people per 

square kilometre, some 738.5, much higher than in Torfaen or in Wales generally (Dolman 2010b, 

2010c). Table 2.1 below compares statistics on Torfaen, Newport and Wales more generally. The 

Table illustrates statistics surrounding employment, education, benefits and heath.

Table 2.1- Torfaen and Newport Profiles

Variable

Managerial and 
Professional 
Employment
Intermediate 
Employment

Routineer Manual 
Employment

Employed
Economically Inactive

Job Seekers Allowance 
Claimants

Incapacity Benefit 
Claimants

Disability Living 
Allowance

Income Support
Pension Benefit 

Claimants
Average Weekly Salary

No Qualifications
5GCSEsA*-C

Unauthorised Absence 
from School

Free School Meal 
Claimants

Long Term Illness
Coronary Heart 

Problems
High Blood Pressure
Number of Smokers

Obese or Overweight
Excessive Alcohol 

Consumption

Torfaen

19.4%

12.8%

36.7%

65.5%

26.7%

5.5%

12%

11.7%

11.6%

9.2%

£444

3.5%

57%

3.4%

18.3%

29%

9%

21%

30%

60%

21%

Newport

24.4%

14.4%

30.9%

69.8%

21%

5.7%

9.3%

9.7%

11.2%

9.2%

£484.50

1.3%

55%

2.1%

9.4%

25%

9%

20%

25%

56%

20%

Wales

22%

15.1%

30%

70.7%

20.5%

4.6%

10.5%

9.7%

10.1%

8.3%

£470

1.5%

60.6%

1.7%

17.8%

27%

9%

19%

26%

55%

19%

Dolman (2010b; 2010c)
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Demographically, as the number of people aged 80 years and over is set to double by 2020, both 

Torfaen and Newport will have to face these issues. With lower incomes across the regions, there is 

little incentive for individuals to look for work or increase work hours partly due to the tax and 

benefit system that currently prevails across the United Kingdom (Townsend 1979). Ill-health can 

result in the population becoming more vulnerable and isolated. As poverty increases, educational 

achievement can also be affected (Browne 2006). Confirmed by the statistics for Torfaen, 

households and parents who have low income generally find supporting children through education 

more difficult than households with higher rates of disposable income (Jordan 1974). This results in 

children performing less well at school and achieving fewer qualifications. Truancy from school is 

higher, further adding to poor grades and poorer employment prospects (Nolan and Whelen 1996). 

Newport however boasts expanding cultural and creative sectors. In recent years, Newport has 

made some progress to regenerate following the collapse of the coal and mining industries with 

house prices rising and is attracting sporting events such as the Ryder cup golf tournament (Hill 

2010). This is in part due to the extensive transport links within and around Newport, being close to 

the M4 corridor and providing easy access to the capital cities of the United Kingdom, namely 

London and Cardiff by train and road. Individuals working in Newport receive on average a higher 

income and a better education (Glynn and Booth 1996). Consequently, more residents work in the 

tertiary sector and receive higher pay, are likely to have more opportunities such as better health 

care or better employment (Wedderburn 1974). As education opportunities are improved, it is likely 

that truancy levels will be reduced which is confirmed by the statistics (Dolman 2010b). As a result, a 

more confident population may have fewer health issues, consume better quality food and engage 

with the local community, ultimately living in a more cohesive society (Welshman 2007). As each of 

these categories is interlinked, the effects of deprivation will be far reaching. Carr (1997) tackles 

another dimension to the deprivation cycle and discusses the impact of crime. It is for the police, its 

partner agencies and the local authority to take action to tackle the criminal implications of 

deprivation by improving the quality of life, surroundings and the perceptions of local people.

2.6 Linking Communities and Policing

Rolling back the frontiers of the state in an effort to decentralise power and accountability to more 

localised mechanisms of control have resulted in the notion of the 'big society' being developed 

(Gravelle and Rogers 2010b). High on the new government's political agenda is social reform and the 

term 'big society' is frequently used and referred to by the coalition government as it sets out its 

vision for Britain (Cameron 2010, Piggot 2010). The implications of the 'big society' idea may not 

have been realised as yet, however, if the government is serious about its introduction changes for
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Torfaen and Newport are certain. Long term exclusion from employment, industrial unrest, 

segregation, urban disorder, lower levels of social trust and efficacy, less social cohesion and more 

deprivation are real issues that the 'big society' will need to address (Coote 2010). In doing so, the 

'big society' will clearly have implications for policing in England and Wales. In essence, the 'big 

society' refers to a tripartite partnership between the citizen, the community and local and central 

government (Eaton 2010). This vision requires families, networks and neighbourhoods in a post 

modern society to formalise working partnerships that are effective and sustainable in their 

approach to solving problems, building social cohesion and setting priorities for Britain (BBC 2010e). 

In doing so, the government along with the involvement of communities is set on building a 'big 

society' that is bigger, stronger, better and more accountable to all. How this equates to the 

practicalities of living in the UK is worthy of examination. The prime minister refers to the ideology 

of 'big society' as liberalism, empowerment, freedom and responsibility where the top down 

approach to government is abandoned and replaced by local innovation and civic action. 

Interestingly, critics of the government, including the General Secretary of Unison refer to the 'big 

society' as the 'big cop-out' primarily concerned with cutting investment and saving money (ITV 

2010). This laissezfaire approach to government could spell the end for new public management 

initiatives and centralised performance indicators as it will be for society and communities to assess 

performance. However, the government insists that for the 'big society' to work, it will require 

significant involvement, encouragement, belief and support from communities. Fundamentally, 

there are five key strands to understanding the 'big society' identified by the Cabinet Office (2010)-

Empowering Communities-The government aims to reform the planning and procedural systems to 

give local people the ability to determine how their communities will develop and be shaped in the 

future. Specifically, the 'big society' requires local people to have a greater say in the 'construction' 

of their surroundings. Accompanying these new powers, local people will also have ways of saving 

local facilities and services that are threatened by closure if they are deemed to be fundamental to 

the fabric and well-being of the community. Communities will have the right to take over state-run 

services and facilities. Bringing about this change, the government will recruit and train 'community 

organisers' to support the creation of neighbourhood initiatives across the UK.

Action Orientated Communities - Community involvement, philanthropy and a spirit of voluntarism 

are an integral component of the 'big society'. The introduction of a 'big society' day and a focus on 

civic service will aim to increase and stimulate involvement from members of the community across 

all socio-economic backgrounds. A 'National Citizen Service' will be established to encourage young
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people to develop the skills needed in a modern society aimed to break-down negative perceptions, 

stimulate cohesion and encourage active participation.

Decentralised Power- A drive for decentralisation and 'rolling back the frontiers of the state' are all 

synonymous with ideas set out by the Conservative party in previous administrations. Reducing the 

size and influence of the state by stimulating local initiatives are seen as key drivers in the move to 

establish a 'big society'. Greater autonomy, both financially and procedurally, is likely to be seen as 

government moves away from micro-management or 'nano level' management and moves to a 

macro management position. This cultural change in governance will see local authorities and local 

officials having greater discretion and influence of the direction of local policy. Decisions on housing 

and planning are also likely to return to local councils in an effort to make the procedure of 

allocation and urban design more accountable to local people.

Greater Social Enterprises - As pluralisation is to be encouraged, it is envisaged that there will be an 

expansion in social enterprises. Those sectors, companies, industries and organisations that have 

previously been operating under a monopoly or oligopoly are likely to experience an increase in 

competition as state run functions may be reallocated or shared with other social enterprises. 

Public-sector workers will be encouraged to set up employee-owned co-operatives encouraging 

innovation and quality of service for the end user whilst being a more economically viable option for 

the state. Funding the 'big society' will be part funded by dormant bank accounts which are believed 

will provide the necessary capital for stimulating neighbourhood groups, charities and social 

enterprise. As previously indicated, it is however unlikely that the 'big society' initiative will be 

funded by an unlimited supply of capital and financial constraints will undoubtedly play a crucial part 

in their introduction, operation and success.

Information Availability - Finally, confidence in official data and statistics has been eroded in recent 

years with possibly unfounded, incorrect statistics being published resulting in several official 

apologies being made in parliament by senior ministers. Underpinning the 'big society', the 

government aims to create a new culture where the public have a 'right to data' that will be 

published regularly in an attempt to improve, demonstrate and facilitate accountability.

Policing in the 'big society' will unquestionably have implications for Gwent police. It may be that 

with community engagement taking precedence, the community policing paradigm that has been 

adopted by the police over recent years with the roll out of neighbourhood policing teams will 

continue if not be strengthened (Rogers and Lewis 2007). On the other hand, a difficult economic 

environment may result in a backward step in what has been already a challenging task of
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embedding the ideas and practices of multi-agency partnerships in the landscape of crime control 

and community safety. It may prove to be the start of a retreat into cultural enclaves for the police 

and other agencies as the 'big society' proves to be ineffective in its efforts to responsibilise 

communities (Garland 2002).

2.7 Gwent Police

Gwent Police is responsible for policing an area of over 600 square miles comprising the city of 

Newport and a number of large towns including Caerphilly, Blackwood, Cwmbran, Pontypool and 

Ebbw Vale. The police service area also includes a significant rural area, primarily in Monmouthshire 

and Torfaen. The Gwent service headquarters is at Croesyceiliog in Cwmbran. The Chief Officers 

Group includes the Chief Constable, Deputy Chief Constable, one Assistant Chief Constable and a 

Director of Finance. In the most recent HMIC inspections of the police service, Gwent was assessed 

as meeting the standard for managing major crime, neighbourhood policing and developing citizen 

focus (Wales Audit Office and HMIC 2010a). Figure 2.6 illustrates the management and 

organisational structure of Gwent police in 2010.
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Figure 2.6- Gwent Police Service Structure
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2.7.1 Expenditure and Financial Assessment in 2009-10

Gwent police spent a total of £133million in 2009/10 on its operating activities, with 57.9% of the 

total budget being spent on police officer's salaries, 21.8% on civilian police staff and 3% being used 

to employ PCSOs (HMIC 2010a). Overall, 82.7% of the overall Gwent policing budget was absorbed 

directly on staffing costs. An additional, £3.6million paid for police overtime expenses during this 

period. Other costs including transport, cost of premises, suppliers and services cost Gwent police 

£27 million. Of these costs, significant proportions were consumed by computing and 

telecommunications which equated to £2.9million (HMIC 2010a). In terms of revenue raised by 

Gwent, the major proportion received was the grant awarded from central government which was
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£83million, other grants amounting to £12million, council tax equated to £35million and £4million 

was taken from reserves. As a result of this expenditure and the financial situation of Gwent police, 

average expenditure per 1000 head of population has increased by £30 over 5 years reaching a 

figure of £175 (HMIC 2010a).

2.7.2 Workforce Assessment

In March 2009, Gwent police consisted of 1,438 police officers, 855 civilian police staff and 139 

Police Community Support Officers (HMIC 2010a). To contextualise these figures and compare 

trends over five years across all of the police services throughout England and Wales, the number of 

police officers has increased by 1%, PCSOs by 193% and civilian staff by 16%. The table below shows 

the breakdown of police officers in Gwent by rank -

Table 2.2 - Police Officers in Gwent by Rank

Rank
ACPO

Chief Superintendent
Superintendent
Chief Inspector

Inspector
Sergeant
Constable

PCSO

Number of Officers
3
5

12
21
76

232
1089
139

% of Establishment
0.2
0.3
0.7
1.3
4.7
13.9
69.1
9.9

HMIC(2010a:15)

There are a total of 778 officers working directly on community policing including neighbourhood 

policing teams, 49 on traffic duties, 283 seconded to the investigation of serious offences, 59 

operating within the control rooms and operations support and 46 employed in training and 

business support. Gwent police records 4 officers that are not available for duty and 13 seconded to 

national organisations (HMIC 2010a). From 2006, the number of officers working on community 

policing has increased by 11%, specialist functions by 10% and roads' policing has decreased by 7%. 

Intelligence processes, investigation, operational support and control rooms have all seen significant 

increases in staffing levels in excess of a 5% increase over the same time period (HMIC 2010a).

2.7.3 Crime

The total number of crimes recorded by Gwent police in 2008/9 reached 49,171 (HMIC 2010a). A 

significant proportion of all crime, 45.8% was recorded as acquisitive. Additionally, violent crime
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reached 22.2% and all other crime including criminal damage, drug offences, fraud and forgery made 

up the remaining 34%. Since 2005 there has been a significant change in the volume and character 

of crime reported to Gwent police. Violent crime has reduced by 17%, acquisitive crime by 14% and 

the other crime categories by an average of 17%. In each individual crime category, recorded figures 

show that there has been an overall decrease in crime during this time period.

2.7.4 Official Outcomes and Performance Indicators

Detection rates in the past have been a key performance indicator used to assess the performance 

of police services by both inspectorates and central government. Sanction detections occur when a 

crime has been committed and recorded. To qualify as detected, the offender must be identified and 

the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) must be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence to prosecute. 

If this is satisfied, providing the offender is charged with the offence it is then classified as 'detected' 

(Parliament 2009). Of the total 49,171 crimes reported to Gwent police, 14,905 or 30% were 

classified as being detected in 2009 (HMIC 2010a). Of the total detections the success within 

different crime categories varies. Among the highest detection rates are drug offences with Gwent 

detecting 94%, compared with only 12% and 10% for domestic burglary and violent offences against 

the person respectively. Although the detection rates appear high for drug offences, often these 

offences are easier to solve, requiring enforcement led approaches where domestic burglaries 

require more intensive and forensic investigation. Since 2005, there has been an overall increase of 

3% in sanction detection rates, among the most improved categories being that of theft offences. 

47% of all detected crime was dealt with by charge and summons, 31% by police caution and 10% by 

penalty notices (HMIC 2010a). Public perception has in the past been measured by the Public Service 

Agreement 23, whereby the public are surveyed on their perceptions of crime and anti-social 

behaviour within their local areas (National Audit Office 2009). Although the new coalition 

government has abandoned PSA23, Gwent police are continuing to use this measure as a 

performance indicator. The target set by Gwent police was 52% satisfaction among its customers by 

March 2011, rising to 58% by March 2012. Overall, the measure of residents that agreed with the 

statement that the "police and local authority were dealing with anti-social behaviour" reached 51% 

for the Gwent area in April of 2010 (Gwent Authority 2010).

2.8 Conclusion

There seems little doubting the nature and scale of the present financial constraints bearing down 

on global economies and public sector services such as policing. Yet the consequences of those 

constraints, in terms of the quality of policing services delivered to specific groups are neither
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predictable nor inevitable. Intelligence led policing feeds directly into the National Intelligence 

Model and is designed to drive the way the police carry out their daily tasks. In addition, the 

constant state of change surrounding policing makes the task of research ever more important. 

Outcomes will continue to be shaped by different forces and the different opportunities and threats 

which develop over time. This chapter contextualises both Gwent police and the regions that have 

been studied as part of this research. The following chapter will examine the theoretical framework 

which applies to this study.
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Chapter 3: Theory
3.1 Defining Community Engagement

The National Practitioner Panel for Community Engagement in Policing (2005) states that there is no 

commonly used, widely understood definition of community engagement. Rogers and Lewis (2007) 

describe community engagement as being an important part of the responsive style of policing that 

communities seek, as it provides officers with a greater understanding of the expectations, concerns, 

values and culture of the community they are policing along with an understanding of other 

agencies, criminal justice partners and the extended police family in an area. Wakefield et al (2009) 

suggests that community engagement should be defined as a process which assists citizens to 

identify local problems, implementing solutions based on strategic priorities and planning. The 

police should provide information and support, empowering communities so that they can actively 

participate in policing. Defining community engagement can be a challenge, as it can mean different 

things, in different circumstances to different stakeholders (Arnstein 1969; Myhill 2006; Home Office 

2007; Wakefield et al 2009). Despite the difficulties, a clear definition is necessary so that the 

appropriate level of engagement can be achieved (Home Office 2007). The terms 'participation', 

'involvement' and 'consultation' are often used interchangeably in public service literature (Evans 

2010; Myhill 2006; Lee and Mills 1982). However, it has been suggested that 'consultation' for the 

police revolves around the presentation of plans already agreed by the organisation itself to the 

public in order to gain their approval, whilst public 'involvement' suggests that the public are more 

involved with planning and therefore are able to have some influence on the services provided to 

them (Delli Carpini et al 2004; Myhill 2006).

3.2 Ideas of Citizen Participation

Explaining the theory of public participation is not a simple issue. However, one useful approach to 

understanding the process is to utilise the ideas provided by Arnstein (1969), who introduced the 

concept of a 'ladder of citizen participation' (Arnstein 1969) presented in figure 3.1 below.
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Fiaure 3.1- Ladder of Citizen Participation

8 Citizen Control

Delegated Power

Partnership

Placation

Consultation

Informing

Therapy

Manipulation

Citizen Power

J

J

Tokenism

Target
Policing
Practice

Current
Policing
Practice

Non-Participation

Adapted from Arnstein (1969)
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Arnstein argues that 'manipulation' within this ladder is a level of 'non-participation', which does not 

allow for any participation in planning but allows the power brokers (the police) to 'educate' the 

participants. 'Informing' and 'consulting' are levels of 'tokenism' which allow citizens the power to 

hear and have a voice, albeit without any power to ensure their views are incorporated. Placation is 

a higher level of 'tokenism', granting citizens the ability to advise, but having no rights in decision 

making. The partnership level is the first one where 'citizen power' appears viable and where 

citizens can negotiate and engage in trade-offs with service providers. Delegated power and citizen 

control are described as levels of 'citizen power' where citizens occupy the majority of decision- 

making seats and have full power. This simple model assists in the argument that there are many 

significant stages or levels in citizen participation with public agencies. Application of Arnstein's 

ideas to police/community interaction is a useful tool for understanding the power balance that 

currently exists within this relationship. Clearly, a simple provision of information to the community, 

such as, by poster or information provided on a website is at the 'non-participation' level of the 

ladder, as the intention is only to provide information to the public. Local PACT (Partnerships and 

Communities Together) meetings may be viewed as 'tokenism' to an extent as community members 

are encouraged to come and voice their concerns and opinions about local issues that have an 

impact on them. The police then assist with the decision-making as to which issues are dealt with 

first, providing the community with the opportunity to get to know the local police officer (South 

Wales Police 2010; Home Office 2010c). The new coalition government's plan of a 'Big Society, 

matched by 'big citizens' (Home Office 2010c) has the potential to move the level of involvement 

that the public has with the police higher on Arnstein's ladder of participation. The police will be 

engaging with

An ever empowered community, as they work together in setting short, medium and long- 

term objectives for policing within their community.

(Gravelle and Rogers 2010b)

The combination of greater responsibility, the police being more accountable to the community and 

an increase in community involvement may stimulate the level of participation to rise up the ladder 

towards incorporating actual and robust citizen power in the delivery of policing services at a local 

level. As pressure increases from communities to become involved with shaping and designing 

policing services, understanding the customer and police relationship will be essential. In addition, it 

will be important to understand the rise in consumerism within the UK, particular with reference to 

public services.
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3.3 Consumer Citizens

Consuming is a defining feature of capitalist societies such as the UK with membership and identity 

within society being determined to a large extent by the degree to which an individual can 

participate in consumer activities. Consumption therefore is a means for establishing and 

maintaining status within society. People consume for social reasons as much as for personal ones 

and can consume services as well as products such as holidays, sports events and trips to the 

cinema. Therefore a consumer society is a label used to refer to any society which is defined as much 

by how and what people purchase and use as by what they make or do. People's presentation of 

themselves in everyday life is closely linked to materiality. Citizenship has been increasingly linked to 

consumption as citizens increasingly have rights as consumers (Woodward 2010). In short people 

expect to be treated as consumers and therefore customers, which include all the rights and 

privileges assigned to that label within society. However, the police organisation does not appear to 

have kept pace with or engaged with this idea. In support of the consumerist idea of policing 

services, Savage (2007) argues that late modernity is characterised by mass consumption and that 

this consumption pattern has changed to reflect lifestyles which were previously only enjoyed by a 

'well off elite. Garland (2002) supports this proposition when he states that consumption patterns 

and lifestyles that were once confined to the rich and famous were now held out to everyone with 

disturbing consequences for the expectations of the masses or potential consumers. To explain, in 

part, the growing emphasis on citizen involvement and responsibility in the delivery of state services, 

Garland (2002) points to a responsibilisation strategy that several UK governments have employed 

over the past few decades. This is an attempt to extend the reach of state agencies by linking them 

to the practices of different actors throughout the private sector and community which clearly 

manifests itself in the form of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (Home Office 1998a), which 

legislated for the compulsory formation of Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships involving 

public, private and voluntary sectors. People expect to be able to take part even if the opportunity is 

denied to them. In short, people expect to be a customer. This has led to rising expectations from 

citizens about the standards of policing and peoples treatment by the police. It has further led to the 

decline in levels of respect from some sections of the community for the authority which the police 

represent. In part at least this may go some way to explain the increased number of complaints 

about the police year on year, especially in the area of incivility. The latest report from the 

Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC 2010) illustrates this point where the five largest 

categories of complaint recorded accounted for the vast majority of those received during 2009/10. 

These were:
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  Neglect or failure in duty (26%);

  Incivility, impoliteness and intolerance (20%);

  Other assault (13%);

  Oppressive conduct or harassment (7%); and

  Unlawful/ unnecessary detention (5%).

The idea that members of the public should be treated as though they are both users and 

stakeholders in a public service is central to the idea of the redefinition of the public as police 

customers. However, as Loftus (2009) discovered front line police officers do not necessarily agree 

with this outlook and she cites the following as being problematic:

  Scepticism articulated towards viewing the public as customers which is always in sharp 

contrast to police service quality of service agreements.

  Cynicism towards management's emphasis on such commitments.

  Evidence to suggest symbolic barriers exist to events between immediate response style

policing and community style neighbourhood teams or their equivalent.

These findings are echoed to an extent by Westmarland (2010) who discovered that senior police 

officers were mostly 'on the message' with the idea that the public were now becoming their 

partners. Senior officers perhaps recognise that the public would co-produce policing services, in 

recognition that the police alone could not control the social conditions that drive crime and 

disorder. However, front line officers did not fully support this view on the basis that they found it 

difficult to see how this could be reconciled with their view of their job as being that of primarily 

enforcement of the law. This highlights the problem of defining just what the police exist for and 

how the police occupational sub culture view the public. For Manning (2005) there were three rules 

that the police interacting with the public observe. These are:

  People cannot be trusted: (they are potentially dangerous)

  Experience is always better than abstract rules.

  One must make people respect you at all times.

This is seen in the world of policing as crime reduction partnerships, voluntary participation and a 

growing emphasis on consultation. This may be viewed now as the 'Big Society' (Gravelle and Rogers 

2010b).
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3.4 Greater Consumer Involvement

The Flanagan Review (2008) places much more emphasis on accountability and citizen involvement 

and indeed describes citizens as consumers with an emphasis on customer service and a citizen 

focused approach to policing. Policing, argues Flanagan, needs to exemplify the customer service 

approach employed by successful businesses in the private sector. Despite the problems discussed 

earlier in this work, policing clearly is a service industry (Maguire and Johnson 2010). People require 

assistance from the police as well as the police having to deal with involuntary or reluctant 

individuals. However, when applying the customer service perspective to the police it has its 

limitations, as well as its benefits. Limitations in the service approach to dealing with people as 

customers include the use of state sanctioned force and a virtual monopoly of service provision, 

along with the delivery of involuntary service to clients by using force. However, a major part of the 

police/consumer paradigm is that of consultation between police and the community. The 

citizen/customer/police relationship, relies upon consultation which assists in the understanding of 

just what services the client (the public) want from the service provider (the police) particularly at a 

local level. Indeed, much of the work the police actually perform relies on the public actually 

contacting the police and informing them about incidents, crime and information. Therefore in order 

for the police to actually carry out their functions to their fullest potential, they will need to 

encourage and be in a position to effectively handle calls from the public.

3.5 Police Culture

3.5.1 Police Culture

Within an organisation such as the police, it is inevitable that a strong work culture will develop 

partly due to the nature and complexities surrounding interactions with criminals, the public and the 

nature of the work they do which can often be traumatic and stressful (Stevens 2008). This 

somewhat nebulous subject, 'culture' develops as a result of a "mix of informal prejudices, values, 

attitudes and working practises" which exists most prominently within the lower or more junior 

ranks of the police service (Newburn and Neyroud 2008:203). This issue has been well researched 

with several views and opinions published from commentators such as Reiner (2000), lanni and lanni 

(1983) and Waddington (1999). In Addition, the impact of police culture needs to be located in a 

wider context, encapsulating organisational and individual ideas of culture. All organisations have a 

culture embedded within their roots, which can be defined generically within organisations as-

"The deeper level of assumptions and beliefs that are shared by members of an organisation that 

operates and projects unconsciously an organisation's view of itself and environment"
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Grieve etal (2007:116)

To understand police culture and especially its perceived resistance to change including new 

technology, it is important to understand the diverse aspects that make up that particular 

organisational culture. Key elements of this culture are discussed below:- 

3.5.1.1-Values

Values are connected with moral and ethical codes, which form ideas, behaviours and attitudes on 

how things should be done. Due to their working environment, police officers appear to have a 

sense of duty, a duty to 'fight crime' surrounded by an enhanced sense of authority (Skolnick 2005). 

An example of the mandate to which the police aspire is laid out in the conduct, complaints and 

efficiency framework which forms part of the Police Act 1998 and Police Reform Act 2002 (Sampson 

2006). The Police (Conduct) Regulations 2004 identify integrity and honesty to be among these 

(Bryant 2006; Home Office 2004b). A survey conducted by Kiely and Peek (2002), concluded that for 

most supervisors, honesty, integrity, loyalty and consistency were important values to exhibit. The 

study further concluded that the majority of young officers in particular, were influenced by other 

police officers as they spent prolonged periods of time with each other during canteen breaks and 

waiting for calls in the police cars. Waddington (1999) concluded that there is an apparent 'gap' 

between police officer behaviour and attitudes. Observational studies by Black (1971) and Reiss 

(1980) found that in the privacy of a police car, police station or in the canteen police officers were 

'undoubtedly racist'. However, when dealing with the public no racist behaviour could be detected 

(Newburn 2003a). This supports Reiner's view that it is dependent on how the individual officer sees 

the world (Reiner 2010). Mission, action, cynicism and pessimism influence police officers and in 

turn ensure that racism does not form part of the overall 'mission' of policing, or at least not a part 

of the police the public actively experience. It is argued that instead this is done at times when the 

public cannot experience it first hand, such as when in the privacy of the police car or at the police 

station.

3.5.1.2-Rituals

Rituals may be defined as

"Relatively elaborate, dynamic, planned sets of activities that consolidate various forms of cultural 

expression into organised events, which are carried out through social interaction, usually for the 

benefit of the audience"

Beyer and Trice (1988:142) 
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Brehm and Gates (1993) by using the scenario of a speed trap demonstrated how officers use tactics 

such as cultural manipulation as a means to decide how much time they intend to carry out the task, 

in this case enforce the speed restrictions. Brehm and Gates (1993) found that it would primarily 

depend on an individual's world view on speeding, speed traps and their overall effects and impact 

on their working processes. In a sense, it is the choice of the individual whether to neglect his or her 

duties or impose their will to ensure the law is upheld and the outcome is a successful operation. In 

addition to this, the use of ceremonies and rituals also help bond a culture and a way of thinking. 

These would include police commendations and driving certificates.

3.5.1.3 - Heroes

Heroes are often claimed to be the reasons for the success of an organisation and many individuals 

see these people as 'magicians' and great motivators (Brown 1998). It could have depended on the 

leadership style that was adopted. A charismatic leader could have had this effect and gained this 

'Hero' status (Rogers 2008). In a study conducted by Brehm and Gates (1993), the existence or 

extent of police culture and resistance to change had a direct correlation with strategic 

management. Levels of compliance shown by operational police officers were dependent on the 

amount of respect they had for their immediate supervisors and the management team, as there 

was a positive correlation between acceptance of change and respect for 'heroes'.

3.5.1.4 - Symbols/ Artefacts

Symbols can take the form of words, objects, conditions, acts or characteristics (Brown 1998). 

Symbols link closely with values, rituals and heroes. Such symbols could include mission statements 

which offer a sense of purpose or duty. 'War stories' are also an effective method of embedding 

cultural norms, referred to as folk narratives (Holdaway 1983). Often passed down to new recruits, 

officers can instil a version of perceived reality which helps bond and unify new members.

Reiner (2000) identifies characteristics which help police officers identify themselves within the 

organisation and society. The characteristics are present within both the police culture and 

individual sub-cultures. Characteristics include:-

  Mission - Policing is seen as a mission, to serve the public and protect the weak and 

vulnerable by 'locking up' the criminals to clean up the streets. This concept is closely 

aligned with policing values.
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  Action - Policing is often seen as exciting, generating masses of adrenaline. Action is

symbolised by the 'chase'. This re-enforces the typical view of policing and the stereotype of 

a police officer.

  Cynicism- The police officers see themselves dealing with 'outcasts' and 'rejects' of society 

and this leads them to see the worst in people.

  Pessimism - Linked closely with cynicism and is associated with having a negative outlook. It 

is commonplace for officers who have dealt with the unpleasant spectrum of the public to 

be judgmental and have pre-conceived beliefs.

These enable the individual to define his or her role, dealing with the bad, inhumane aspects of life 

"Routine clients are drawn from the bottom layers of the social order"

Reiner (2000:95)

Suspicion forms a basis for the cop culture and dealing with the types of individuals involved in the 

criminal justice system heightens the individual's suspicion and formulates stereotypical opinions to 

do this. Reiner (2000) identifies that officers are in the main Conservative, not only in the political 

sense but also in their social behaviour having little tolerance for liberal behaviour or attitudes. 

Protesters for example are seen as deviant. In addition to this, the police culture has elements of 

machismo.

"Routine 'sexual boasting and horseplay' often at the expense of female colleagues"

Reiner (2000:98)

This reinforces the view that police work is for 'the boys'. Reiner (2000) identifies isolation and 

solidarity formulation as a basis for this culture. This characteristic creates the idea of a "them and 

us outlook" Reiner (2000:92), an idea of elitism and police officers 'fighting a war' against deviance. 

Ultimately Reiner looks at the effect of racial prejudice emanating from police conservatism and its 

hostility and suspicion towards ethnic minority groups. An example of this is the Brixton riots of 1981 

and the subsequent report published by Lord Scarman (Scarman 1981). The final element of police 

culture according to Reiner (2000) is that of pragmatism. Individuals concentrate on the minute to 

minute, hour to hour policing, resulting in a lack of inventiveness or modernisation being shown. As 

the police discipline is clearly well researched, many different theories and perspectives have been 

developed specifically in relation to the character of this sub-culture.
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3.5.2Sub-Culture

Brown (1998) illustrates how the occupational culture can develop subcultures. Subcultures form 

when individuals develop different values that set them apart from the dominant culture (Me 

Laughlin et al 2006). Partly this is due to differential interaction which is dependent on each 

individual's association with others through experiences and influences. This is particularly true in 

militaristically structured organisations such as the police where there is a clear hierarchy through 

rigid rank structure, as there is a natural divide between two groups means police officers at 'street 

level' can feel isolated and separate from management (Martin 1982). This can also occur in groups 

which communicate together frequently and which develop shared experiences. This in itself can 

reinforce culture as many police officers within special teams deal with the same, often tragic or 

terrifying experiences (Gaines and Miller 2011). Subcultures can occur when individuals have a 

responsibility to perform the same tasks frequently, which results in their constructing a similar view 

of the outside world. The police often deal with young offenders or delinquents intent on 

committing crime. This can lead them into believing all young people commit crime. Similarly, 

personal characteristics between individuals including age, sex, education and ethnicity can result in 

a higher possibility that sub-cultural groups would be formed (Brown 1998). Male police officers of a 

particular age are more likely to form a group and manifest a distinct culture. Finally cohesion, 

where there are perceived performance successes, physical isolation and specialists, can isolate 

individuals from other groups. Again, this can become apparent within specialist teams such as 

armed response units or the traffic division, which also can lead to the development of sub-cultures. 

The reason why understanding police culture is of importance is that it can be responsible for 

forming resistance to changes within the police organisation.

3.5.3 Individual/Human Resistance

Organisational change is often implemented by senior executives, or officials. However it is very 

much controlled by the individual workforce or human element, which underpins every 

organisation. Resistance to change is a frequent human response (Butler 1984) and there are a 

number of reasons why individuals resist change, lanni and lanni (1983) while conducting research 

into the social organisation of the police service identified two different types of competing sub 

cultures within the New York police which was identified as "Street Cop" and "Management Cop". 

Street cop sub-culture is based on the view of the "good old days" (lanni and lanni 1983:1). This 

street cop culture came from the days when police routinely commanded respect, from both the 

public and other organisations, lanni and lanni (1983) argue that police officers could rely on each 

other, were valued and senior management were an integral part of policing. An almost conservative
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mentality was prevalent, accounting for days when little public interference or questions were asked 

and the police were left to their own devices. 'Street cops' have a strong resentment for the 

opposing culture of 'management cops', identifying management cops as the end result of a

"Number of social and political forces that have affected character, performance and effectiveness of 

police work"

lanni and lanni (1983:3)

'Street cops' considered 'management cops' to be bureaucratic, introducing practices which made 

the job for them increasingly difficult and dangerous to perform. In addition it was seen that their 

loyalties lay with the political forces of the country rather than being in harmony with operational 

police officers. Finally this resulted in conflict between the two sub-cultures. A further divide 

eventually resulted in street cops 'resisting organisational' change imposed by management cops. 

Berry et al (1998) identified factors which conspire through change, bringing with it a feeling of 

uncertainty and a loss of job security. Changing traditional responses to crime such as enforcement 

and replacing this with other responses such as telephone investigations or passing on to partner 

agencies will unquestionably lead to a reduction in demand for front line officers. Consequently, this 

may lead to uncertainty over job security. Often change is not explained to individuals, resulting in 

them not comprehending the need or purpose of change. Furthermore a change can result in a loss 

of power or benefits (Berry et al 1998). Brown (1998) further identifies reasons for resistance. Firstly, 

selective perception which refers to the individual's own unique view of their organisation. Habit is 

also identified a key concept. Habit refers to the way individuals have historically performed their 

job including shortcuts, challenging this leads to resistance. As identified by Berry et al (1998) 

security is important to all individuals. Familiarity is less threatening and Brown (1998) states that in 

some cases promotions and career moves will be bypassed to ensure this, proving its strength 

physiologically. Brown (1998) identifies economic reasons for resistance because changes which 

threaten income, bonuses or pensions and are challenged vigorously, often on a large scale by the 

unions. Finally status and esteem were identified. These are similar to economic changes, where an 

individual considers that the proposed change will impact or reduce his or her status within the 

organisation ultimately leading to the change being regarded as negative and therefore needing to 

be resisted. 

3.5.4 Organisational Resistance

Organisations themselves can be as resistant and opposed to change as individuals (Brown 1998). 

The size, age and character of the organisation has a direct and positive correlation on its resistance 

to accept change -
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"Organisations have well-defined organisational structures and a variety of established rules and 

procedures which effectively develop their existing status quo"

Brown (1998:163)

It is not easy for an organisation to critically review its core beliefs, values and identity, at least not 

quickly. The police service is no exception to this as the operating culture from its human workforce 

is embedded within its organisational culture, be it reduced and more dilute (Gottschalk 2007). In 

many cases organisation values and beliefs hold the reason for their existence. For the police service, 

examples of this are fighting crime, protecting the public and tackling terrorism. Organisations rely 

on their beliefs and values to function and have done so throughout their existence. When adapting 

to change, organisations look inwards at their values to guide them. Statements of commitment 

such as 'Delivering Safer Communities', 'The Policing Plan', 'Quality of Service Promises' or other 

pledges help steer police services, defining reasons for their being (Gwent Police 2009c). Brown 

(1998) determines that resistance to change is inevitable and hypothesises that the resistance to 

cultural change will reflect the magnitude of the change in culture, multiplied by the strength of the 

prevailing culture. Simply it can be determined that the greater or more radical the change, the 

greater the potential resistance. Changing something that is considered fundamental such as 

structures, ideology, rules or procedures can often trigger a fierce reaction of resistance. The 

introduction of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (Home Office 1984) for example 

revolutionised policing, setting out in statute rules and procedures for the delivery of policing, 

restricting actions of police officers (Ainsworth 1995). The police service was sceptical as to the 

agenda of such an Act, with many officers showing signs of hostility to the notion of such acts of 

parliament (Bull, 1986). Overcoming such obstacles will be fundamental for any organisation 

intending to adopt and implement any new principles or theories, not least while introducing a 

concept such as 'knowledge management' that will undoubtedly influence every aspect of police 

work. Knowledge management as a concept, particularly its use within the police organisation is 

discussed in the following sections.

3.5.5 Change Management

Change is an ever ending phenomenon that occurs to individuals, societies, and organisations 

(Hosking and Anderson 1992). The police service is no exception, and over recent years has 

experienced considerable challenges in this area. Reforms to pay and conditions, a drive for 

outsourcing and possible privatisation, decreases in funding, increasing overall costs and the 

introduction of Police and Crime Commissioners together demonstrate that the police service is 

undergoing wide-ranging and radical change. The management of change therefore must be given
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proper consideration, as simply announcing and enforcing change can almost certainly be the least 

effective method of implementing it (Mabey and Mayon-White 1993). Having the foresight to 

evaluate, plan and implement change is fundamental to the success of any change programme 

(Hussey 2000). Unfortunately, successful change management remains limited, and it has been 

reported that failure rates can be as high as 70% (Paton and McCalman 2008). Hussey (2000) states 

that it is commonly misunderstood that humans naturally resist change and argues that in fact, 

humans have been successful at adapting and changing through evolution. In some instances, 

however, humans can resist change and this can occur in a number of instances.

  A removal of benefits or reduction in income;

  Removal of prestige;

  Increased workload;

  Threat to job security;

  Change is imposed with little sense of control or influence by individuals;

  Lack of faith in the management team that is responsible for implementing change. 

Ignoring change can be catastrophic for any organisation and in certain circumstances will be as 

detrimental to the organisations and implementing change management inadequately (Carnall 

2003).

3.5.6 Strategies for Implementing Change

For change management to be successful, individuals responsible for implementing change must be 

adequately informed, trained and posses the relevant knowledge (Burnes 2000). In addition to 

possessing these skills, organisations must reinforce these attributes by providing the resources and 

support necessary to ensure success. Paton and McCalman (2008) set out some of the skill sets 

required by individual manages.

  The necessary communication skills to ensure that employees and others external 

stakeholder groups are adequately informed about the change process. In addition to 

understanding the process, it is essential that individuals are informed about the reasons 

and rational behind the change and the potential impact it may have on them as individuals.

  Maintaining motivation of staff through the change process. This will ultimately impact on 

effectiveness and efficiency of the organisation.

  Adequate negotiation skills. It is unlikely that every individual or stakeholder group will 

accept the change proposes. To ensure success, managers need to consult, negotiate and
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ultimately agree on a direction that meets the needs of individuals, groups and the

organisation. 

  The ability to manage upwards to directors and senior managers and downwards to

employees.

Taken together, theses strategies may offer a way to effectively manage change. The specific actions 

taken by Gwent police as part of their change management programme are discussed within this 

study. Within the police organisation, it is essential that any change initiative or programme takes 

account of the police occupational culture. A failure in overlooking or underestimating its potential 

impact may well prove disastrous to any potential reform programme.

3.6 Knowledge Management

3.6.1 Defining Knowledge ManaRement

Knowledge management as a concept is plagued with definitional difficulties. It is not that it is 

impractical to define knowledge management, however many would argue that there are a plethora 

of worthwhile definitions. Prusak (2001) exemplifies the difficulties surrounding the discipline, 

remarking on how some within the field are cynical as to the true value of knowledge management, 

seeing it only as a by-product of well established data management systems. Wiig (2000) refers to 

the deficiencies in understanding the fundamentals surrounding knowledge accompanied by an 

inherent lack of comprehension of how the human element fits within knowledge management. One 

useful definition, incorporating several key aspects of knowledge management is as follows -

"Knowledge management is the deliberate and systematic coordination of an organizations people, 

technology, process and organizational structure in order to add value through reuse and innovation. 

This coordination is achieved through creating, sharing and applying knowledge as well as through 

feeding the valuable lessons learned and best practises into corporate memory in order to foster 

continued organizational learning"

Dalkir (2005:3)

An underlying problem is that knowledge management appears to have a different meaning for 

different organisations and that knowledge management is highly subjective. Business, science, 

technology, public sector, government and the police will choose a definition which best fits their 

working practices and ethos (Dalkir 2005). Organisations will attempt to 'single-out' knowledge 

management definitions to meet their specific needs, dependent on the organisation's aims, 

objectives and character. Additionally, some organisations will be driven by commercial pressures,
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some by internal pressures from the workforce and others by governmental pressures. Predictably, 

different organisations will be more dependent on certain items, be it sharing, managing or 

concerned with the utilisation of knowledge. Many of these organisations which include public and 

private corporations have attempted to single out one fragment of knowledge management and 

apply this in isolation to their organisation. An over reliance on the introduction and development of 

technology, strategic leadership, business strategies and the redefining of culture are all reasons 

why organisations fail to successfully implement knowledge management (Frappaola 2006). For the 

police service to overcome such difficulties, it must not see knowledge management as simply 

managing knowledge by moving and storing data. This mechanistic perspective will prove 

detrimental to the organisation as manager's focus on managing knowledge. Instead, the real focus 

of both the organisation and strategic management should be on the dynamic aspect, or the context 

and culture in which the knowledge is being generated and utilised. Although knowledge itself 

cannot be managed, the context and the environment in which it is used can be. The organisation 

must remain 'dual visioned' as it must see not only the technological aspect but must also 

understand the human dimension to knowledge management (Dean and Gottschalk 2007). 

Successful implementation of knowledge management will be achieved when organisational 

coordination is at its maximum, as it creates, shares and applies knowledge throughout the 

organisation. Particularly within large businesses and public sector organisations, co-ordination can 

be difficult to constantly maintain. Coordination is concerned with -

"Integrating or linking together different parts of an organisation to accomplish a collective set of 

tasks"

Van deVenetal (1976:332)

With large numbers of employees, departments and strategic management levels spanning wide 

geographical areas, effective organisational co-ordination becomes problematic. Co-ordination is 

particularly important to ensure the organisation remains coherent, focused and constant in both its 

approach and its overall objectives. An organisation's success can be measured quantitatively, 

qualitatively or by a combination of both. A qualitative measure may include surveying or 

interviewing customer perceptions of the service provided by the organisation, where a quantitative 

approach may include an analysis of figures such as budgets or other specific targets. Many 

organisations will aim to use a quantitative approach to measure success against its annual 

objectives or targets. The police for example are likely to measure success against the number of 

offences detected or the number of offences solved which would constitute one useful quantitative
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assessment. Less often the police service measures success by how well the crime was detected or 

solved which could also qualify as a qualitative measure. For such an organisation to maximise its 

efficiency, it must integrate every aspect of the above into its working practises. The police service, 

for example, has focused on the development of knowledge management systems, which would 

meet the criteria for storage and retrieval of data in order to satisfy managerial demands on crime 

statistic recording, but would seldom achieve other aspects such as creating, integrating, sharing and 

imaginatively employing such knowledge. In addition, Dean and Gottschalk (2007) note that the 

police consider that information technology equates to knowledge management. This adds to the 

argument that owing to the fact there is no common definition that is applied to knowledge 

management, organisations become disillusioned with integrating knowledge management concepts 

which often leads to its abandonment or at best a poorly integrated approach. Consequently, 

organisations are less successful in their attempts to implement a full and comprehensive knowledge 

management system that encapsulates every aspect of the knowledge management approach which 

impacts directly on the overall co-ordination of the delivery of service. Historically, the police have 

been process driven, mechanistic in their approach to working and problem-solving (Luen and 

Hawamdeh 2001). The over prominence placed on technology (known also as the platform and cable 

(P&C) approach) reduces the organisation's ability to remain practical, dynamic and innovative. 

Although the importance of information technology should not be understated, particularly at the 

storage and retrieval ends of the spectrum, the police still remain relatively ineffective at all the 

other stages of the knowledge management cycle, specifically evaluating, sharing and leveraging 

their accumulated knowledge.

3.6.2 Knowledge Management and the DMTU

Having explored some of the definitional difficulties surrounding the concept of knowledge 

management along with the difficulties in its application within organisations, it is important to 

specifically articulate how the DMTU draws on the theory of knowledge management (Prusak 2001). 

The DMTU is a knowledge management system that has the capability to process, retrieve, store and 

share intelligence and knowledge. For example, workers within the unit have the ability and capacity 

to retrieve local information relating to meetings, crime maps and other specific material such as 

crime reports (Jashapara 2004). In addition, the DMTU systems allow workers to disseminate 

knowledge throughout the Gwent police service, along with other police forces. Along with the 

capacity to locate local intelligence, the DMTU allows workers to capture intelligence and knowledge 

as they process a significant number of crime reports. As workers such as these are engaged in this 

type of activity routinely, including investigating incidents and questioning people, they have the
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capacity to mine for new knowledge and consequently they engage in criminal investigation activity 

(Wiig 2000).

However, for some, knowledge management is thought to be more than the system in which it 

operates. Although the technological capacity and utility is important, it must take account of those 

who work within the system. It is for this reason that the philosophy of knowledge management is 

so important (Frappaola 2006). For knowledge management to be successful, each worker within 

the organisation must understand their role and function. What is clear therefore is that knowledge 

management systems will ultimately fail if the philosophy and understanding of capturing, storing, 

processing and sharing knowledge is not adopted and shared by its workers (Williamson 2008). An 

overreliance on technology and a failure to educate staff on the utility of knowledge management 

appears to result in little overall success.

How this will affect and impact upon those who work within the DMTU is explored in detail 

throughout chapter eight. However, if successfully adopted, workers within the unit should 

understand the importance of capturing intelligence as a routine part of their role. Furthermore, this 

intelligence should be correctly processed, analysed and ultimately shared with other departments 

within Gwent police, along with partner agencies working with Gwent police if meaningful results 

are to be obtained by their use. As an extension to this, the unit and it staff should have the ability 

to control or co-ordinate police organisations, people and processes through resource allocation to 

incidents and other events. This is an integral part of knowledge management as identified in the 

definition previously discussed (Dalkir 2005). The success or otherwise of adopting the principles of 

knowledge management and of the particular system, in this instance the DMTU, will be discussed in 

full later in this work.

3.6.3 Knowledfie Management and the Police

The world of policing has always been complex, with the police organisation having to deal with the 

impact of social change, latterly the forces of globalisation and the advances in technology both 

today and throughout its history (Enders and Dupont 2001). Luen and Hawamdeh (2001) state that -

"Police work by its very nature is dynamic, complex and stressful ...fast challenging, complex and 

demanding problems involving crime, prevention, incident management, investigation and 

community policing"

Luen and Hawamdeh (2001:312)
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Chen (2002) notes that the police have always been reliant on knowledge, been information 

dependent and information driven. Luen and Hawamdeh (2001) suggests that as a direct 

consequence, police officers are 'knowledge workers', as they absorb large quantities of knowledge 

within their working day. The public, who are in this instance the external user or customer of the 

police, require an efficient and effective service that keeps them in relative safety from crime, thus 

ensuring public safety remains central. Providing it is implemented appropriately, knowledge 

management could act as the vehicle to deliver this service (Danning 2000, Danning 2004). This 

should not only enable the police to deliver a timely, efficient and effective service, but will enable 

them to meet additional 'economic targets' set by government. The notion that the public are the 

'customer' is relatively new within the policing world and there is an increasing emphasis to ensure 

that the police endeavour to maintain and preferably increase the public's positive perceptions of 

the organisation (Rogers 2008). The level of professionalism must be maintained or enhanced when 

dealing with the public and its demands. Collier (2001) refers to the collective intellectual capacity of 

the police, including both its individuals in the form of experiences and skills and its organisation 

through the use of ICT systems or databases. Knowledge management aims to 'funnel' the flow of 

this knowledge, encompassing the wide variety of situations police officers have to operate within. 

In addition, there are a number of specialist departments with specialist trained officers such as the 

traffic division, dog handlers or armed response units (Collier et al 2004). Collier further describes 

the stages in which knowledge and intelligence can be generated, stored and maintained within 

policing-

3.6.3.1 - Training and Experience

Training is essential for officers to be able to deal with the different situations which they are likely 

to encounter. This is provided to officers at the point of entry into the police service, in the form of a 

basic training courses, followed by a period of practical experience and mentoring provided by 

experienced police officers. Tutor constables and sergeants attempt to ensure the probationer 

applies his or her training, which would involve core skills, and individual 'on the job' experience. It is 

assumed that the greater the length of service and higher the rank of the officer leads to a greater 

skill base. Specialist officers such as underwater retrieval diving units, dog handlers or traffic officers 

would possess a unique skill set, not necessarily found in other officers (Collier et al 2004)
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3.6.3.2 - Knowledge Sharing

Police officers will encounter a vast amount of knowledge during their working shift, which is most 

commonly transferred to others through daily briefings and de-briefings. Informally, the canteen or 

other settings where officers and other police staff come together are places where knowledge is 

shared. Many officers will share knowledge during training events such as self defence courses or 

driving assessments. Sharing knowledge such as intelligence, experiences and information is 

essential to achieving successful policing objectives. In addition to knowledge sharing at an 

operational level, senior officers and officers will be engaged in the transfer of knowledge through 

organisations such as the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) at a strategic command level. 

Not only should the police be sharing knowledge internally, but also need to focus on their 

partnerships in which to truly develop many ways of sharing and acquiring knowledge (Collier et al 

2004).

3.6.3.3 - Organisational Knowledge Structure

The police service must at times deal with the unexpected, tragic and often serious incidents. More 

recently, the events of the July bombings in London would challenge any organisation required to 

respond professionally (BBC 2006). It is for this reason, the police have contingency plans and 

manuals such as standard operating procedures, guidance documents and frameworks available to 

ensure knowledge is available. Very few officers would have experience in dealing with incidents 

such as the July 2005 bombings in London and it is these documents which aim to share knowledge 

within structures for effective deployment of resources. Other examples of organisational structures 

that are readily available for officers would include the Police National Computer (PNC) and the 

Police National Legal Database (PNLD). This for example, informs officers of the specific legal points 

and powers available under certain legislation.

3.6.3.4- Hierarchical Redundancy

As a failsafe to the knowledge held in contingency plans or on policy documents, operational officers 

have the ability to check with supervisors, specialists or the control room prior to carrying out an 

action. Specifically in major incidents, the police will set up a bronze, silver and gold command in 

which decision making and advice can be offered to front line officers. Under this system, first 

developed by the metropolitan police service, the command and control responsibilities are 

established and set out (Markham and Punch 2007). 'Gold' commanders will usually take the 

strategic command, where silver will be responsible or any tactical decision making. It is ultimately
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for 'bronze' to implement decisions made by either Gold or Silver command. These command levels 

will often consist of senior officers ranging from chief inspector, through to assistant chief constable. 

More commonly, a police officer will have to seek authorisation from an inspector in a control room 

prior to engaging in a pursuit of a motor vehicle. The inspector will have the benefit of knowing the 

police service policy and procedures when engaging in pursuit such as the nature of the pursuit, 

weather, level of training of the officer and the type of police vehicle being used (Collier et al 

2004).CIearly, this is set out under a quasi-militaristic command structure, where the most senior 

rank will have overall command of the operation. Waddington (2007b) identifies that this clear line 

of command keeps individual officers subordinate under the command of their direct supervisors, 

one which is easier for the police service to adopt due to its quasi-militaristic command structure.

3.6.3.5 - Amortisation or Deskilling

The police service is constantly changing and evolving due to legislative, policy and technological 

adaptations and creations. New technological advancements such as DMA identification have 

changed the way crime scenes are processed, policy changes in terms of road policing methods have 

updated the way in which police pursuits are managed and legislative changes in line with the recent 

terrorism threat and the recent introductions of the neighbourhood policing model have all changed 

policing. In addition to the above, deskilling occurs naturally within the police service as officers 

move and change posts, retire or get promoted. The constant influx of new recruits removes 

experience and de-skills the organisations intellectual and knowledge capacity, placing a heavy 

dependence on hierarchical redundancy and organisational structure (Collier et al 2004). Clearly, 

police officers come into contact with a vast array of knowledge in the form of computer records, 

forms, documents and experiences. Obtaining knowledge, in a sense refers to the capture of 

knowledge which would include both explicit and tacit knowledge. Berg et al (2008) suggest the 

police organisation must aim to use such knowledge efficiently and effectively. Relying on 

information technology alone will not be sufficient to achieve this aim, as training and a wider 

understanding surrounding the use and sharing of surfaced knowledge is required. Successfully 

achieving this goal will enable the organisation or individual to utilise its collective knowledge before 

making any decision (Call 2005). This flow of information needs to be used to target such as prolific 

offenders and hotspots (John and Maguire 2004a; John and Maguire 2004b). Hotspots are small 

geographical areas where the rate of crime is higher than the surrounding area (Wakefield and 

Fleming 2009). Crime, especially high volume crime, is often committed by a small number of 

individuals who habitually offend. Crime is committed by a disproportionate number of individuals 

within a limited geographical area. This requires police managers to direct resources effectively in
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the form of directed patrols which concentrate on the geographical area, or individuals. In addition 

managers need to prioritise calls and tasking, utilising both criminal and community intelligence, 

revolutionising the way police analyse problems and deploy resources accordingly. It is essential to 

note that there are additional dimensions to this process, which include the use of the National 

Intelligence Model and SARA models which will be assessed later in this study. SARA, or Scanning, 

Analysis, Response and Assessment a model often used by law enforcement agencies relates to the 

overall process used when attempting to problem solve (Centre for Problem-Orientated Policing 

2009). It is worth noting that to cover every aspect of knowledge management, police need to create 

knowledge, then capture, store, retrieve, transfer and finally share between organisations and 

individuals alike (Gottschalk 2005). If implemented correctly, this will improve the quality of service 

to both the internal and external users (Homel et al 2004).

3.6.4 Application

Having examined some of the difficulties underpinning the principles of knowledge management, it 

is necessary to gain a perspective of what knowledge management means for policing in England 

and Wales. In 2000, there were a total of 43 separate police services operating across the UK, 

124,000 police officers, 57,000 police civilian staff commanding an operating budget of £7.5 billion, 

with this figure continuing to rise every year (CIPFA 2000). The Audit Commission (2010) reported 

the increase in the number of officers employed within the police as reaching 143,800 officers, 

16,500 Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) and 79,000 civilian staff. By 2009, pension 

contributions reached £7.8bn, perhaps demonstrating the true cost of policing (Brand and Price 

2000, Treasury 2007). It is now widely recognised that 'policing' is no longer solely a police matter 

(Rogers 2006). Since the introduction of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the Home Office (1998a), 

the police and its partners, which include local authorities, health boards and voluntary 

organisations, have a statutory obligations to co-ordinate their response to tackling crime. In any 

police operation that engages so many organisations and involves many levels of governance, co 

ordination, communication and collaboration must remain central in its approach. Information 

sharing and co-ordination between such large numbers of organisations will inevitably create 

challenges. Intelligence systems and the way in which intelligence is captured, stored, shared and 

used will undoubtedly impact on the policy outcomes for the police service. Intelligence and 

particularly explicit knowledge will need to be moved around, passed to appropriate departments 

and processed. To do this, the exchange of intelligence must begin at a community level and work 

through to an international scale. The notion of 'thinking locally' and 'acting globally' is appropriate 

to successfully contextualising this concept. Individual communities or neighbourhoods will often
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harbour vast quantities of useful and often critical intelligence that could offer information from 

terrorist activities to localised high volume crime. The challenge for the recently established 

neighbourhood policing teams (NPTs) and police community support officers (PSCO's) is to begin 

feeding back intelligence through effective policing models such as community policing and citizen 

focused delivery (Home Office 2004a). Innovative intelligence systems such as community 

intelligence diaries, in some police services, may enable the efficient capture of community 

information, which in turn is relayed to service Local Intelligence Officers (LIO's). As a result, these 

intelligence officers will process and screen the gathered intelligence, disseminating the appropriate 

data to individuals or departments for reference (Rogers et al 2008). This process keeps officers 

dealing with crime, 'up-to-date' providing a coherent picture of what is occurring within their 

specific geographical area, whether that be a neighbourhood, city or indeed the entire country. At 

basic command unit, force and national levels, the police and other agencies will need to efficiently 

share information. Senior executives and officers will share sensitive intelligence, contingencies and 

other operational information with partner agencies and it is for this reason, a joined up and 

cooperative approach is required. The UK must focus on a partnership approach, sharing operational 

intelligence if it is to accomplish its published objectives. To further contextualise the role of 

knowledge management within the police service the diagram below (Figure 3.2) illustrates the 

knowledge management cycle -
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Figure 3.2 - Knowledge Management Cycle
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Discovering knowledge is the first stage of the cycle and is concerned with the creation of data and 

intelligence, where the organisation consciously adopts the process or ideology of knowledge 

management. A theoretical understanding of key concepts such as 'knowledge', 'data', 'intelligence' 

and where these fit into both the cycle and the organisation will be essential to any organisation. In 

addition, the organisation and its individuals need to understand the philosophy of knowledge 

management, understand its purpose and how it fits into the organisation. Without this 

understanding of knowledge management and its intentions, application and evaluation will be 

uncoordinated. The cycle then progresses to organisational learning, where through information 

and intelligence the organisation can develop in terms of contingencies and strategic preparation 

(Jashapara 2004). In addition, at this stage of the process, knowledge management systems and 

tools such as bespoke software can be developed, which in the context of the 'policing' strategy 

essential. Being able to store information enables the management and processing of data to be

are
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much more effective and efficient. In the subsequent phase, the cycle progresses to knowledge 

evaluation. It is at this stage where strategic management plays a significant role. Having collected 

and stored the data within the knowledge management system, the processing and scanning of such 

intelligence can begin. Local intelligence officers for example would scan the data and produce 

intelligence reports, with information such as specific individuals of interest, suspicious activity, 

crime patterns or hotspots. From this strategic plans or contingencies can be developed. The 

penultimate stage of the process involves the sharing of knowledge. Fundamental to the success of 

the overall 'policing' strategy, the dissemination and sharing of intelligence is vital. Sharing 

information internally between departments as well as with other partner agencies, this stage within 

the process must not be underestimated. To complete the cycle, the overall intellectual capacity of 

the organisation or organisations is amplified and enhanced (Jashapara 2004). Clearly, each stage of 

the cycle interlocks and it is essential that every organisation complies with each individual stage of 

the process. For policing to be successful, the link must be made between each organisation. If an 

organisation fails in any one of the stages, for example knowledge sharing, the consequences could 

be catastrophic. As knowledge management is a process which deals with information and 

intelligence, the success of the model will only be as good as the input. Due to the nature of crime 

and the context in which it occurs and is reported, at best only a partial picture can be configured 

(Ratcliffe 2008). Official data and statistics are not without their complexities. Crime statistics for 

example illustrate how figures only build at best a partial picture, as not all victims of crime decide to 

report their crime to the authorities for various reasons. Some people often decide the matter is too 

trivial, are unaware a crime has occurred, have little confidence in the police to deal with the matter 

or a combination of all. This is often referred to the 'dark figure of crime' (Tierney 2006). This same 

issue of partiality also affects the National Intelligence Model (NIM) process. The quality of NIM is 

dependent on the quality of the inputs. As it deals with intelligence, it is impossible to ensure 

absolute consistency and accuracy and this problem of 'partialit/ will undoubtedly have an impact 

on knowledge management, which itself deals with intelligence. The quality of the process will 

depend on firstly the quality of the data and secondly the comprehensiveness of intelligence. The 

police service has in recent years become increasingly politicised (Reiner 2000). Performance 

indicators and target measuring have become politically popular, especially in areas such as law and 

order, education and health. Performance indicators are primarily concerned with the effectiveness, 

efficiency and economy of a particular organisation to evaluate how well it is performing its task 

(Rogers 2008). This can be carried out either quantitatively or qualitatively. A quantitative approach 

would be primarily concerned with numbers, figures and statistics. For the police service, this may 

be the number of arrests or total number of crimes recorded in a given period of time. Alternatively
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there is a qualitative approach to measuring performance. This may be the evaluation of the quality 

of service given to a set of victims, rather than the number of victims dealt with. Performance 

indicators are applied to specific areas, for example arrest rates or crime figures, clearance rates, 

response time and related information to evaluate police performance. Bayley (1994a) notes that 

there are two different kinds of performance indicator. Firstly, direct indicators are a measure of 

police achievements over time (outputs) which could include a change in crime rates or fear of 

crime. Indirect measures are the effect of policing (outcomes) or activity in what they do, such as 

response times or the number of officers. The police service tends to focus on indirect measures, 

which are easier and less expensive to collect (Bayley 1994a). Focusing on arrest rates or response 

time (quantitative) is far less resource intensive and much more straight-forward to execute than 

attempting to measure public confidence in the police or fear of crime.

3.6.5 Development of Knowledge Management Systems / Technology

Currently the police are being issued with hand held computers for use during operational activities. 

These computers enable the police officer to e-mail, schedule and access the DVLC and PNC 

databases, bypassing the PNC Bureau and the need to use radios via the control room (PPJ 2005). 

This development is just one example of how technology is having an impact on efficiency, 

effectiveness and knowledge dissemination throughout the police service. Unfortunately however, 

the police along with other organisations have developed the misconception that knowledge 

management simply to 'technology'. It is argued that to be effective, knowledge management 

requires much more than the implementation of a piece of software, or the introduction of 

hardware to be fully effective.

"Usually people begin a knowledge management project by focusing on the technological needs, 

whether they want a database or portal. But the key is people"

Kaplan (2002:1)

The difficulty for the police as an organisation is the geographical location in which they must 

conduct operations and deploy resources. There must be a mechanism to convey knowledge to 

different individuals performing different roles, at different temporal points, often over a very wide 

geographical area not just internally but across organisational boundaries, i.e. partner organisations. 

This is where knowledge management application can be effective. Prior to evaluating current 

systems dedicated to knowledge management, it is crucial to evaluate the development of
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knowledge management systems in recent years. All of the stages below are interpreted and 

explained by Gottschalk (2007).

3.6.5.1 - Stage 1

The first stage is the most basic. This may contain the use of basic word processing and 

spreadsheets. Gottschalk (2007) notes that this stage provides the knowledge worker with the 

means to improve their personal efficiency by reducing duplication and aiding the dissemination of 

information efficiently.

3.6.5.2 - Stage 2

This stage is at its simplest a directory of the organisation's workers. Designed to allow an individual 

to locate another knowledge worker quickly to share or pass on knowledge. Knowledge workers may 

be located within other partner agencies. This mapping speeds up the rate at which knowledge can 

be circulated and shared.

3.6.5.3 - Stage 3

The ability to store what knowledge workers know is an integral stage within designing a 

comprehensive system. Databases, spreadsheets, articles and reports will enable appropriate 

knowledge workers to readily access this information.

3.6.5.4 - Stage 4

The final stage integrates the development of specific/specialist software to solve knowledge 

management issues and derive criteria. This may include criminal intelligence which has been an 

important element of tasking demand management software (Rogers and Martin 2007, Rogers et al 

2007). In addition, some police services have recently developed a system which records the use of 

community intelligence, called the Community Intelligence Diary (Rogers et al 2008). The diary is 

used to capture intelligence gathered from the community through NPTs and PCSOs. The 

intelligence is then analysed by intelligence officers who process and generate reports of activity, 

areas or individuals of interest and profile specific crime patterns within individual communities. As a 

consequence of the intelligence gathered and stored on the database, police managers can focus 

resources on specific geographical areas where crime is disproportionately higher (hotspots). If each 

stage of the SARA model is implemented and considered, police managers will have the ability to 

'strategically' deploy resources through the use of dedicated or targeted patrols. Clearly, it can be 

argued that the police appear to conform with the stages of the above model as they utilise e-mail,
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word processing, the police national computer, DNA profiling, fingerprints, HOLMES, Interpol and 

other systems (Adderley and Musgrove 2001). However, although the police utilise all these stages, 

they are still only at the beginning of formal, knowledge management understanding, as much of the 

work they carry out does not fully comply and conform with the concept (Edwards et al 2005). 

Traditionally the police service is effective in collecting and collating information and data which 

make up stages one and two of the knowledge management cycle (Figure 3.2). The problems arise 

when the police need to analyse, process, share and use the intelligence to formulate 

comprehensive strategies when dealing with specific issues and previously identified priorities, 

therefore not fully incorporating the formal concept of knowledge management. The response from 

the police service following the assessment of intelligence has traditionally and predominantly been 

focused primarily on enforcement, relating to stages three; four and five of the knowledge 

management cycle. Edwards (2005) argues that the police are over focused on the hardware rather 

than being focused on the end objectives.

"The best description for this case is that police were opportunist with information technology, or 

indeed that they cannot keep away from technology"

Edwards etal (2005:119)

3.6.6 Cultural Impact on Knowledge Management

The success of introducing and implementing a knowledge management package will depend on the 

ability to share information both internally, to other officers and externally to partner agencies. 

Traditionally, the police environment has been compartmentalised, with the police rarely sharing 

knowledge (Luen and Hawamdeh 2001). Commonly referred to as 'silos' referring to their closed and 

internal operating culture, the dynamics of the police structure has resulted in the creation of 

specialist departments or divisions being set up to perform specific tasks, or meet a set of narrowly 

defined objectives. As a result, knowledge sharing between each department can be sporadic, if in 

some cases non-existent. As has been argued, policing is a complex area often requiring different 

solutions, departments or different agencies to resolve problems. Unfortunately, some departments 

fail to make the link between their priorities and the priorities of others. This compartmentalisation, 

multilateralisation or silos has resulted in a failure to link in the wider concepts of 'policing'. In a 

recent study conducted by Rogers et al (2008), police managers were still of the opinion that police 

information or intelligence should be a matter for the police and is often too sensitive to share with 

other 'crime fighting organisations' involved in community safety partnerships. This type of cultural 

manipulation will demonstrate how police officers will attempt to control the overall outcome of the
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objective. Clearly, to be successful, police officers need to adopt a more open approach, with a 

willingness to share knowledge. Sir Ronnie Flanagan (2008) reported that to succeed, the working 

culture within the police must change and adopt a new approach to policing. Not only will the 

workforce need to adapt, but the organisation as a whole must fully embrace, with an open mind, 

the concepts of knowledge management to ensure success. It must change its core beliefs, adapting 

to change by changing the way it operates. This becomes ever more significant when evaluating the 

exchange of data, both within the police organisations and with its partner agencies. Clearly, 

knowledge management systems need to be co-terminators with partnerships. Bichard (2004) 

concluded from research into the effectiveness of intelligence based recording and sharing systems 

between public agencies that such systems could not communicate with one another. Bichard 

further concluded that the development of locally based IT systems did not have the capacity to 

communicate with other such systems. As a direct consequence, the public enquiry concluded that 

this resulted in 'poorly informed decision making', directly impacting upon police efficiency, 

effectiveness and economic viability (Bichard, 2004:129). A failure of the system clearly would affect 

the prosperity of any partnership forming between other 'crime fighting agencies' and the police. 

Nationally, the picture was as inadequate, further demonstrating that little progress had been made 

in the development of a national IT system, where different agencies could co-operate in terms of 

intelligence sharing. Knowledge management can offer a unified process, or set of rules where if 

implemented within each organisation will attempt to standardise the way in which intelligence is 

used within an end to end process. This model for knowledge (Knowledge Management) will apply 

both within and between agencies acting as a standard method or protocol. As examined, 

knowledge management if implemented systematically could have potential for improving the 

quality of police work, making the police coherent and more fit for purpose. As the police need to 

deal with increasingly complex crime it would be prudent to examine through specific examples how 

knowledge management could affect the delivery of service to the public.

3.7 Application of Knowledge Management: Case Studies

3.7.1 Case Study: Policing Paradigms and its Influence on Knowledge Management

Initially developed as a policing model to improve police effectiveness, efficiency and economic 

viability, intelligence-led policing seeks to overcome the perceived inadequacies of the standard 

reactive police model, which has been labelled by Tilley (2003) as 'fire brigade policing'. The reactive 

model, commonly referred to as the 'standard model of policing', focuses on rapid response and 

deploying officers in response to emergency calls, predominantly focused on enforcement 

(Weisburd and Eck 2004). In addition to the model being centred on a reactive approach, patrols
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were used alongside reactive policing to satisfy a rising demand for pro-activity. Over time the 

inadequacies of this model were amplified by changes in technology, patterns of crime and overall 

demand (Ratcliffe 2008). Random proactive patrols in areas were not having the desired effect and it 

was concluded that simply increasing the number of officers on a beat, or committing to operate 

more patrol beats did not have any significant impact on levels of crime (Kelling et al 1974). Crime 

complexity added to the model's inadequacies, as it failed to deal with the rise in organised crime, 

especially as criminality became more co-ordinated, complex and transnational. The globalisation of 

crime and a move away from parochial policing with a focus on international 'terrorism' highlighted 

that 'fire brigade policing' or random patrolling was inadequate. To add to these insufficiencies, the 

technology being used by the police could not support the needs of the modern police service, being 

both out-moded and lacking sophistication. This resulted in the police service not being able to 

store, process or share intelligence or information, which is fundamental in tackling organised crime 

and terrorism. The final driver for change to a 'perceived' better model of policing arose due to the 

rise in demand for policing services. The 'demand gap' became more apparent as the public began to 

report more crime (Ratcliffe 2008). Since 1970, the demand for policing services has risen by 250%, 

where policing numbers have managed only a 50% increase (Ratcliffe 2008). As a consequence of 

these changes, many senior police officers and other professionals began to notice how police 

officers had become detached from the public they served, resulting in police services opting to 

make policing more parochial, which led to the emergence of a community policing model by the 

1980s (Morgan and Newburn 1997). The aim of the community policing model was predominantly to 

re-align the police and the public with an emphasis on partnerships, both between the police and 

other organisations engaging with the general public. This new style aimed to improve public 

confidence in the police by improving legitimacy and transparency (Ratcliffe 2008). The most recent 

examples of this public engagement and consultation have been the use of Partner and 

Communities Together meetings (PACT) and surgeries where the public have an opportunity to 

influence police priorities (Home Office 2008). Unfortunately, some academics now argue that the 

term 'community policing' has become a catch phrase to accommodate far too many ideas, 

philosophies and concepts, making it ambiguous, vague and open-ended (Mastrofski 2006; Bayley 

1994b). More recently, using the community model as bedrock, police managers have begun to 

adopt a problem orientated approach to solving policing issues. Developed and researched by 

Goldstein (1990), the problem orientated approach consists of using a critical and analytical 

approach to solving specific problems which is applied to both crime and non-crime issues. By 

setting the solution around an evidence-based approach, police managers are able to deal with 

recurring issues. Problem-orientated policing is often carried out using two different techniques
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seen in the application of situational crime prevention, 'SARA' and 'PAT (Smith and Cornish 2003). 

PAT or the Problem Analysis Triangle identifies the offender, victim and location and is used in 

assessing all problems. This is closely linked to 'RAT' or Routine Activities Theory as for a crime to 

occur all three of the following must be present, a likely offender, suitable location and a victim 

(Bullock et al 2003). These concepts, allow the police to analyse particular problems and devise an 

appropriate response. This is utilised through a partnership approach to problem solving, which 

includes consultation with the Crime Reduction Partnerships (CRP's) and the public (Bullock et al 

2003; Rogers 2006). Inevitably as with all policing styles, there are disadvantages. Firstly, although 

the principles of the style are clearly defined by Goldstein (1990), the question remains as to 

whether or not police officers are carrying out a comprehensive analysis of the problem (Weisburd 

and Eck 2004). Other difficulties have been found at the implementation stage of this style, a lack of 

understanding, officers in the habit of responding to calls, culture, resistance and cynicism (Bullock 

et al 2003). In addition, the HMIC (2000b) reports found that there were issues regarding the 

analysis, quality of data, problem solving and evaluation of cases. Read and Tilley (2000) note that 

the police are preoccupied with law enforcement and it will be difficult to implement problem- 

orientated policing successfully. Many police services have implemented a problem orientated 

approach, with Surrey constabulary attempting to remain closely aligned with Goldstein's theories. 

In 1982 following consultation, areas within Surrey were divided and an inspector accompanied by 

four constables were responsible for rolling out the POP approach. Increased supply of police at 

peak times and call grading enabled the teams to respond personally to calls, reinforcing the notion 

of neighbourhoods. This enabled the police to identify and analyse specific problems, resulting in 

detailed action plan being developed. Officers were required to increase pro-activeness by 10%. 

Surrey introduced the 'policing menu', giving each officer a list of community problems which 

needed to be addressed at the beginning of each shift. Each of the stages increased accountability 

and improved public relations by addressing issues deemed important by that community (Leigh et 

al 1996).Community policing and problem-orientated policing have been styles used by Britain's 

police service for some time (Bullock et al 2006). Since community policing was introduced, there 

has been a plethora of different policing paradigms being promoted and driven centrally by 

government, which include Neighbourhood Policing, Reassurance Policing and perhaps most 

recently Citizen Focused Policing. The Home Office publication 'Neighbourhood Policing: Your Police, 

Your Community our Commitment' Home Office (2005b) shows neighbourhood policing 

implementing dedicated resources for specific areas, including police, special constables, PCSOs, 

wardens and other partners. This is a strategy of embedding dedicated neighbourhood teams into 

communities, working to improve public relations, gathering intelligence and working coterminously
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within the intelligence led policing model. Slightly different to community policing, this 

neighbourhood policing style will involve the use of intelligence and a wider inclusion of the local 

authority. In particular, neighbourhood policing will use the National Intelligence Model in line with 

crime reduction partnerships (Grieve 2007). This policing style is citizen-focused, which revolves 

around policing in a manner that meets the needs of the community (Wakefield and Flaming 2009). 

Attempting to make police officers more accessible, accountable and their actions transparent to the 

public. Neighbourhood policing goes further than community policing in a sense that it aspires to 

work by public co-operation and not just simple consent (Home Office 2005b). There are however 

problems with this approach. Bullock et al (2006) conclude that to ensure maximum effectiveness, a 

multi-agency approach must be undertaken which is often not under the direct control of the police. 

It has also been noted that although in principle neighbourhood policing is sound, it has yet to be 

seen to have introduced any real changes in practice on the ground (Bullock et al 2006). Reassurance 

policing was developed to primarily address the public's fear of crime and simply to reassure. Tuffin 

et al (2006), note that the concept was developed by Martin Innes, in partnership with Surrey police 

and the University of Surrey. Innes (2007) identified 'signal crimes'. These signal certain types of 

crimes which are perceived by the public as more important than others and consequently, the 

police need to target these to re-legitimise themselves. This theory is linked with neighbourhood 

insecurities and concerns and identified how certain types of anti-social behaviour and other crimes 

can lead to the resident population feeling anxiety, thinking the area is degenerating and 

stigmatising groups such as young people. By taking on board public opinion and dealing with crimes 

the public see as important, the police gain public confidence, resulting in the reassurance gap being 

narrowed. National reassurance policing programmes (NRPPs) are now beginning to be 

implemented within police service areas. To counter balance the positives with the negatives, some 

have argued that reassurance policing has been an elaborate public relations exercise. Millie and 

Herrington (2006) insist that if reassurance policing is merely community policing repackaged, the 

credibility of reassurance policing may well be undermined. There appears to have been a drive from 

central government, for example, in the form of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, to introduce 

Intelligence led policing (Home Office 1998).The development and introduction of intelligence-led 

policing has resulted in the expansion of the performance culture that exists within the police 

service. This model enables police managers to contextualise intelligence, attaching processes and 

methods. The 'linear method', in terms of the end-to end process aims to produce key operational 

and strategic outcomes in order to create key objectives for officers and the wider police service 

(Ratcliffe 2008). For knowledge management to have any measurable impact on an organisation, the 

processes in which knowledge is harvested and used are crucial. In recent years the police have used
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a variety of approaches, involving a diverse number of policing paradigms to tackle modern demands 

and problems which face them. This has seen the police diversify from the standard model of 

policing which is concerned with a strictly reactive approach (Weisburd and Eck 2004). The paradigm 

of Intelligence-led policing (ILP) is argued by some to have been part of the policing method in the 

UK for over one hundred and fifty years. However, Ratcliffe (2008) argues that this has been 

mistaken as investigation led intelligence and not Intelligence led-policing. Policing has clearly 

become more innovative, acknowledged by Weisburd and Eck (2004), with constant internal and 

external pressures for the police service to adapt and change to ensure the police are fit for purpose. 

There are two dimensions which have resulted in the creation of these policing styles, namely, the 

diversification of approaches and the level of focus (Newburn 2007). These styles of policing have 

developed for a number of reasons (Radcliffe 2008). The demand for police time has been rising and 

the finite resources available to the police service using traditional policing methods were proving 

inadequate. Advances in technology allowed mass storage of data and the ability to manipulate that 

into information allowing the police to use intelligence more efficiently. New public management 

and the drive to make policing more professional ensured senior management would need to close 

this demand 'gap'. Finally the dynamics of crime itself changed, with police now facing more serious 

and organised crime than ever before, especially international terrorism. The modern criminal would 

be far more difficult to detect using traditional methods which also fuelled the introduction of 

Intelligence led policing. Tilley (2003) defines intelligence led policing simply as:

"a way of doing police business"

Newburn (2003a:321)

However, this may be construed as too simplistic a view on what is clearly a complex set of 

interactions and intentions. Ratcliffe (2008) provides a more in-depth definition:

"a business model and managerial philosophy where data analysis and crime intelligence are pivotal 

to an objective, decision-making framework that facilitates crime and problem reduction, disruption 

and prevention through both strategic management and effective enforcement strategies that target 

prolific and serious offenders'".

Ratcliffe (2008:182)

Radcliffe's definition therefore provides us with an understanding of how complex this approach can 

be. Even though the concept of intelligence led policing is unique in terms of its processes, the styles 

often overlap. Newburn (2003a) and Reiner (2000) suggest Problem Orientated Policing (POP) and
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Intelligence - led Policing both focus on crime patterns, statistical data and a reduction in crime as an 

overall objective with the use of information technology being pivotal (Maguire et al 2007). It 

appears that policing in Britain has adopted not one but all of the different paradigms of policing in 

its attempt to combat crime. Recent events such as the terrorist attacks on the UK and the US 

ensure that intelligence is being gathered and utilised effectively. Tilley (2003) suggests that by 

collecting and collating all criminal and community intelligence together and carrying out a detailed 

evaluation will enable the police and its partner agencies to be better informed about crime, thus 

enabling a more directed and potent approach to enforcement and disruption -

"Intelligence-led policing involves developing and managing a detailed and up-to-date picture of 

patterns of crime and criminality in order to intervene in it most effectively to disrupt networks and 

remove prolific offenders"

Newburn (2003a:231-232)

3.8 Conclusion

In conclusion, organisational restructuring and change will continue to be fundamental within police 

service. The police service, its senior executives, each individual officer and civilian employee need 

to learn the lessons of its failings to build a new professional service, revolutionising the way it 

delivers its services to its customers whilst finding new and pioneering ways to remain productive 

and fit for purpose. The vast amounts of data and information collected not only by the police but 

other partner agencies will ensure that, knowledge management strives to maximise productivity. 

Overcoming and understanding challenges such as individual and organisational resistance, linked to 

occupational cultural issues will need to be central to the police agenda if it intends to successfully 

implement and develop innovative new strategies such as knowledge management. It is for police 

managers and politicians to ensure policing strives to remain efficient, effective and economically 

viable whilst promoting satisfaction for all its customers. The following chapter will discuss how this 

research was conducted along with the intricacies and difficulties of conducting research into the 

police organisation.
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Chapter 4: Methodology- Researching 
the Police
4.1 Introduction

Perhaps more than ever, the issue of police research is essential to the successful continuation of 

the police and policing in England and Wales. Further, the White Paper includes targets regarding 

the use of IT, such as a saving of at least £400million on police procurement and working towards a 

national police IT infrastructure by 2014. In addition, the HMIC (2010b) report whilst concentrating 

upon achieving the three 'E's', namely effectiveness, efficiency and economy, adopts as its approach 

an encouragement of 'doing more for less'. Implicit in this keynote is finding new ways for the police 

service to carry out its day to day business. With policing being intrinsically linked with so many 

factors such as the criminal justice system, social changes, the forces of globalisation and advances 

in technology, the police service must therefore constantly adapt to reflect such changes, finding 

new ways to ensure it provides an effective, efficient and appropriate service. This research takes 

into account these pressures and requirements, aiming to add knowledge and understanding whilst 

being grounded in established theory. The police service is under pressure from all quarters 

including the external recipients of services, internal users and government to increase the 

efficiency, effectiveness and economic viability of the service that is being provided. The research 

aims and objectives of this study are listed below.

4.2 Aims of this Research

This research will aim to assess the impact of knowledge management systems, specifically the 

Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU) within Gwent police by utilising an evaluative 

research method. As its primary objectives, the research is concerned with three principal goals -

Research Objective 1 - Examining the impact on the delivery of policing services utilising the new 

knowledge management system, DMTU, along with associated integrated software.

Research Objective 2 - Exploring the perceptions of police officers to the introduction of the new 

knowledge management system and examining the impact of these systems on their performance.

Research Objective 3 - Exploring public perceptions of the new delivery and administration method 

of policing and examining their impact on the public.
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To achieve these aims and objectives, much consideration was given to the methods and the ethics 

of research in order to establish an appropriate and robust methodology (Hoyle et al 2002). Social 

research is primarily concerned with the generation of knowledge through the identification of 

trends, patterns and comprehensive analysis (Gomm 2004). Punch (2005) refers to social research 

being closely aligned with science with the social element related to the scientific study of human 

behaviour. Social research has affiliations across many disciplines including "sociology, human 

geography, social policy, politics and criminology" (Bryman 2008:xxix). Sarantakos (2005) refers to 

social research as being the exploration, explanation and evaluation of social reality through real 

world enquiry in an attempt to generate theory, understanding and develop solutions and this 

research will focus specifically on examining one police organisation.

4.3 Research Methodology

"Methodology is the system of explicit rules and procedures upon which research is based and 

against which claims for knowledge are evaluated"

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996:13)

A methodology is an integral part of any major analysis or research. Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) 

identify three practical reasons for this. Communication is the first as the aim of this research is to 

communicate findings from the conclusions and any policy recommendations. If successful, this 

should enable individuals to understand the complexities and technicalities of the study without 

having an in-depth knowledge of the underlying concepts. The public, academics and police 

practitioners and policy makers can then draw meanings from the research. This research will seek 

to inform policy, improve delivery of service to the public and ultimately improve effectiveness, 

efficiency and economic viability for the organisation itself. Only through effective communication 

can 'gatekeepers' and other stakeholder groups have the ability to criticise, analyse and evaluate the 

findings, thereby implementing recommendations where required. Gatekeepers operate at mid- 

management level and can be obstructive towards research, feeling threatened as to the findings 

and consequences of research (Draper 2001). Gatekeepers will often have a significant amount of 

authority and status within an organisation to influence subordinates and senior managers, 

misguiding and misusing the research findings and in some instances totally ignoring any 

recommendations if they are not viewed as being productive or positive to their personal set 

agenda. Secondly, a methodology should enable others to grasp understanding, thus facilitating the 

way in which policy can be applied. From this conclusions can be drawn from factual observations. 

Understanding principles, procedures and other potent influences are integral to this and other
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research. Finally, inter-subjectivity or understanding will enable analysts from different specialist 

fields to critically evaluate each other's findings. This will underpin the independence, validity and 

objectivity of the research. Research should by easily understood and readily compatible with 

findings from other disciplines. Different styles of research are available such as ethnography, 

systematic reviews or randomised controlled trials. However, for the purposes of this study the use 

of evaluation research techniques has been selected.

4.4 Evaluation Research

Evaluation research is a descriptive type of research designed specifically to assess the value, 

effectiveness, efficiency and economic viability of policies, services and interventions (Sarantakos 

2005). Evaluation research can be basically defined as -

"Attempts to assess the worth or value of some innovation, intervention, service or approach"

Robson (2002:202)

Originating in the United States in the 1960s, this research methodology has been frequently used to 

assess initiatives and programmes, including the assessment of policing policy across the world, 

including an evaluation of the national reassurance policing programme in the United Kingdom by 

Tuffin et al (2006) and police patrol activities in the United States (Schnelle et al 1977). Evaluation 

research aims to incorporate many aspects of examination, including cost benefit analysis, customer 

needs, process, outcome and impact analyses (Robson 2002). With increasing emphasis being placed 

on accountability and the scrutiny of public services such as health, education and policing 

increasing in recent times, obtaining value for money and efficiency has become essential. To 

ensure that programmes and initiatives are validated, this research relies on a systematic design 

adopting clear and precise research methods. Evaluation research depends on the researcher having 

a practical and detailed knowledge of a programme (Babbie 2004). Practical knowledge enables the 

researcher to design and modify the research and data collection instruments to assemble the most 

valuable evidence available to meet the research outcome requirements. Pawson and Tilley (1997) 

support the notion and principles of 'critical realism', underlining that the research must endeavour 

to understand the structures at work, as only through understanding the social world can 

programmes and initiatives be understood and therefore modified. Bhaskar (1989) adds that only by 

assuming a systematic and theoretical evaluation of the social sciences can such structures be 

identified. Evaluation research operates under the principles of 'critical realism', working to aid the 

decision making process with a practical research design (Sarantakos 2005). Commonly referred to
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as policy research, evaluation research can often have a political element. Rossi and Freeman (1993) 

refer to the political element, describing the researcher as being politically engaged within the 

organisation and in a wider context with other organisations interlinked with the one being 

researched. Rossi and Freeman (1993) further note that political means will often be employed to 

achieve goals. By the very nature of evaluative research, this methodology remains closely aligned 

with organisational change, as its primary objectives are to assess and offer recommendations for 

improvement if necessary (Robson 2002).The characteristics of evaluation research are traditional in 

approach and often contain elements of both quantitative and qualitative designs. Further, this 

research aims to systematically collect information from people using focus groups, one-to-one 

interviews and questionnaire surveys. In addition, the research will appraise a programme by 

evaluating its economic viability through a cost-benefit analysis, assessing impact against the needs 

of end users and measure its success against pre-defined benchmarks (Schutt 2006). Following the 

evaluation, the research will appraise the policy design and direction in an attempt to gauge and 

assess overall efficiency, effectiveness and economic viability for the both the internal users, for 

example, employees and end-users such as customers or consumers. Sarantakos (2005) discusses 

the wider goals of evaluation research. Primarily, this type of research is used to assess the quality, 

effectiveness and efficiency of individual programmes, particularly against political, social and 

ecological measures. This will aim to stimulate organisational change and promote a learning culture 

where the policy document will be adapted through research. In addition, this will further add to 

knowledge and understanding surrounding the topic under review and identify specific needs of the 

programme under review. Improve knowledge, programming and policy making through the 

identification of gaps in services provided aiming to meet customer demands and expectations. 

Evaluation research also aims to inform experience and judgement. Depending on the organisational 

strategy and long term plans, evaluating research can predict through a pilot project if a wider 

expansion of a proposed programme will be successful against the efficient, effective and economic 

model. Finally, cost effectiveness can also be measured through the implementation of this research 

method. Traditionally, Bramley and Litson (1994) suggest that 80 percent of all evaluation research 

only scratches the surface, working to simply evaluate the reactions of workers through a 

questionnaire survey (Rowe 1995). This would be classified as level one research. Seldom do 

researchers move on to a more in-depth evaluation of programmes and schemes. Level two 

measures learning, evaluating the skill base, attitudes and knowledge that result from training. 

Furthermore, level three seeks to assess behaviour, examining performance, efficiency and 

effectiveness. Finally, level four evaluates the results against the existing organisational objectives. 

This final level appraises the end to end process in an attempt to evaluate the systems and processes
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with a customer or an end user focus. This study will aim to evaluate the Gwent police knowledge 

management system including its inception, application, effectiveness and the perceptions of its use. 

By exploring police perceptions and skills at both levels one and two, assessing performance at level 

three combined with an examination of end objectives and outcomes against customer needs and 

expectations, this study addresses each of these levels. Undeniably, this research method also has its 

weaknesses which are carefully considered below.

4.4.1 Principal Concerns with Evaluation Research

Evaluation research is widely viewed as a method of 'real-world enquiry', as it incorporates a myriad 

of elements into its approach, including political and social dynamics. It is for that reason that 

evaluation research offers various challenges to the researcher. Independence and issues 

surrounding ownership of knowledge are perhaps most notable, as often the research will impact on 

stakeholders and those who are responsible for running the programmes (Clarke and Dawson 1999). 

This current research methodology, in part, relies on interviewing individuals. One difficulty with this 

approach is contacting individuals who are often busy or may not wish to participate. Internal and 

external politics also play their part with such research methods, as often trade unions, government 

departments and the tax payer will have some investment in the research (Robson 2002). Different 

internal departments within Gwent police almost certainly demonstrated an interest in this study. 

The manager of public confidence within Gwent police contacted the researcher about the public 

survey conducted as part of this study. This study coincided and was closely affiliated with public 

confidence throughout, taking into consideration public needs and expectations and it was felt that 

some early collaboration should take place. Several meetings were arranged to discuss the research 

at various stages. In addition, the Chief Officer responsible for the delivery of response policing also 

demonstrated an interest and close contact was maintained with this high ranking officer 

throughout the study. This officer's main interest was the potential findings from the police survey, 

as he was responsible for this particular area of policing. During the whole of this study, no 

representation was made on behalf of the police federation or by the local Police Authority. It is 

critical to ensure independence of findings by establishing a clear and concise research design prior 

to beginning field work. Administration and design changes can then be managed so as not to bias 

any findings arising from the research. Although most of the above can be managed to some degree, 

external events such as national strikes or extreme weather conditions cannot be controlled. Such 

unforeseen events are amplified as evaluation research predominantly runs over a short period of 

time with tight deadlines (Nagel 1979). In each case, clear research objectives with a robust 

methodological design will go some way to ensuring maximum rigour, integrity and validity.
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4.4.2 Evaluation Research Model

To visualise the process that was employed, the evaluation research model, Figure 4.1, adapted from 

Engel and Schutt (2005) illustrates each stage of the process, beginning with Inputs. Raw materials 

such as software, staff and other resources are included at this stage.

Figure 4.1 - Evaluation Research Model

Customer

Programme 
Stakeholders

Feedback

Inputs — *• Programme 
Process

External User 

/ Customer

Police/Public 

/ Partner 

Agencies

Service 

Provided

  > Outputs   * Outcomes

Customer 

Satisfaction

Adapted from Engel and Schutt (2005:302)

Customers and consumers of the policing service are also included here, referred to as the target 

population. Following the input, a service is initiated, in this instance by the DMTU at Gwent police 

where the customer utilises the product within the programme process, which could have either a 

positive or negative impact. Following the consumption of the programme, the outputs are created 

as a product of the programme process. This is the service provided, e.g. an officer deployed to the 

address, occurrence dealt with by telephone investigation or simply no further action taken. Central 

to the process are the outcomes, which refer to the impact of the service provided by the 

programme on the individual consumer, e.g. improved quality of life, greater or less satisfaction or 

that the issues reported have or have not been resolved. Stakeholders at the top end of this diagram 

are those who have a vested interest in the programme, which would include senior police 

managers, middle management officers, other police departments and the public. These groups will 

have links to the inputs and output stages having influence over direction. Having completed the 

process, feedback should flow through the entire model. This can affect inputs through changed 

staffing levels or poor perceptions by the public who as a result decide not to enter into the process.
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In addition, feedback has the potential to identify blockages and failings within the programme, 

identify outputs that are not linked or review outputs to the end user and the organisation. This 

research will attempt to enhance the feedback process identified in the model, stimulating change 

where necessary, ensuring an efficient, effective and economically viable programme. Each specific 

characteristic of the evaluation research undertaken is explored in greater detail below.

4.5 Characteristics of the Research

Formulating the elements of this evaluation research each of the following frameworks will be used 

to assess the impact of the knowledge management systems being introduced by Gwent police with 

particular reference to be research aims listed above. The following analyses will be employed while 

examining the programme processes, outputs, outcomes and feedback process discussed previously. 

Sarantakos (2005) and Trochim (2010) refer to these as types of evaluations, explaining how each 

analysis can be utilised.

4.5.1 Process Evaluation

This evaluation will be employed to assess how the new knowledge management system is affecting 

the delivery of policing services and achieving its stated objectives, e.g. improving the quality of 

service to the public or enabling a bespoke response to meet the needs of the individual (Grey 

2009). This will be linked to research objective 1 which aims to evaluate the impact of the DMTU on 

the delivery of policing services to the public.

4.5.2 Needs Analysis

This will assess the overall needs of the public within the Gwent police area, assessing specific 

requirements anticipated of the police e.g. do the public expect a physical resource such as a police 

officer to respond to each non-emergency call? Public perceptions of the service provided will be 

essential in order to ensure the service provided meets the specific expectations of the end-user 

which is linked to research objective 2.

4.5.3 Outcome Analysis

The outcome results of the DMTU will be examined to assess if the published objectives of the 

programme have been achieved with each goal being accomplished with references to the end user, 

e.g. reduced pressure on front line services, improved priority response and improved quality of 

service delivered. This is linked closely with the outcome stage of the evaluation research model. In 

addition this will help to assess objectives 2 and 3 of the research programme.
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4.5.4 Impact Analysis

This will consider how the DMTU has affected the community, assessing the implications of its 

application across a wider geographical area. This analysis will further evaluate the impact of the 

new policing model, with an emphasis on whether or not a customer-focused neighbourhood 

response is meeting the expectations and needs of the community.

4.5.5 Cost Benefit Analysis

Additionally, the research will examine the financial aspects of the initiative, evaluating costs of 

deploying a physical resource and prioritising responses against a different resolution procedure. 

The economic implications will be assessed to determine if the unit is economically viable and 

sustainable (Grey 2009). The cost benefit analysis will assist in evaluating research objective 1.

4.6 Validity and Reliability of Data

Research relies on evidence to ensure that the conclusions and recommendations made carry 

authority and standing with others. Validity relates to -

"The degree to which a measuring instrument measures what it is supposed to measure"

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996:599)

For this reason the validity of data can only be as good as the measuring instruments employed. 

Validity is concerned with precision, accuracy and relevance of the instruments used throughout the 

research. Social science research can be uniquely subjective (Kirk and Miller 1986) and it is at the 

discretion of the individual carrying out the research as to the behaviour, actions and commentary 

recorded in the field. In addition, the way in which such data is recorded and scrutinised can also be 

subjective. Individual cultural and behavioural norms, social and religious beliefs can influence 

objectivity. Sarantakos (2005) adds that validity will enable the researcher to produce findings that 

accurately reflect theoretical and conceptual values.

4.6.1 Internal Validity

Internal validity is concerned with causality and examining the relationship between variables 

(Freund 1974). In particular, internal validity considers two or more variables to establish if there are 

true associations or relationships. In some instances, it is possible to produce associations between

variables that are spurious (Rowntree 1981). For example, the sale of ice creams does share an
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association with the number of burglaries. Although statistically, these two variables share a 

relationship, the sale of ice cream does not affect burglary rates. In this example, it is the weather 

that is associated with the two variables as the sale of ice creams and burglary rates are linked to 

good weather. As the weather improves, people leave windows open making it easier for criminals 

to carry out burglaries. In addition, weather also results in people buying more ice cream. It is 

important consequently to ensure that the research design addresses concerns surrounding internal 

validity.

As part of the design of this research, many steps were taken to improve internal validity. For 

example, the data collection tools were piloted. Best (2003) notes that testing instruments improves 

validity and this was undertaken as part of this research. Additionally, steps were taken to ensure 

that there was no bias in the sampling techniques used. If not carefully managed, this can also 

impact on the internal validity of the research. Finally, the Hawthorne effect can impact upon 

internal validity and mechanisms were in place to reduce its effect (Bryman 2008). Each of these 

steps taken are fully explored and discussed in greater depth elsewhere in this chapter.

4.6.2 External Validity

External Validity is concerned with the issue surrounding generalisability (Bryman 2008). This type of 

validity is concerned with having the ability to take research findings and apply them in a wider 

context (Moore 1979). For example, could the findings of this study be applied across all of the 

police services in Wales? Although there was no systematic bias in the sampling frame used as part 

of this study, due to the limited number or respondents, it is unlikely that findings may be 

generalised and applied to all police forces. However, as previously highlighted, it was not 

anticipated at the outset of this study to have generalisable results. It must be noted that this in no 

way detracts from the importance of this research. Instead, the aim of this study is to provide 

insights into some of the issues surrounding the rationalisation of services delivered by Gwent 

police.

Reliability of research findings relates to -

"The consistency of a measuring instrument, that is, the extent to which a measuring instrument 

contains variable errors"

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996:597)
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Instruments for this research include pre-prepared observational documents, questionnaires and 

interview schedules. Each of these measuring devices can generate erroneous data, which may 

affect the reliability of the findings. Reliability seeks to ensure that the instruments can produce the 

same findings and conclusions each time the research is carried out. Rigour is the primary objective 

for both validity and reliability, as often research can fundamentally influence the way in which 

processes are carried out. If the process is changed based on poor quality research, the ensuing 

results could be catastrophic. It is for this reason that researchers spend an inordinate amount of 

time ensuring that data collection tools, theoretical viewpoints and epistemological positions have 

been thoughtfully and critically appraised. Many researchers avoid the concept of reliability, opting 

instead to use terms such as credibility, applicability, audit-ability, coherence, trustworthiness, 

transferability, dependability and conformity (Flick 1998, Cuba and Lincoln 1989). The principles of 

validity and reliability can be reinforced by the principles of triangulation and these were examined 

and implemented as a central part of this research.

4.7 Triangulation

A solution to overcoming the problems associated with validity and reliability as part of this research 

was to employ a strategy commonly referred to as triangulation. Triangulation can be used in various 

ways, including adopting the strategy while deciding on the paradigm and sampling techniques to be 

used. Triangulation is most commonly used in research by using two or more different collection 

techniques to gather data. Denzin (1989) confirms that by using a number of different techniques 

such as interviews, questionnaires and observations increases the reliability and validity of the 

evidence gathered. Burgess (1984) describes the benefits of utilising a triangulation approach to 

research. Rigour, data enrichment, increased validity, credibility, less bias and more scientific 

objectivity are just some of the associated benefits of this technique. It is recognised however that 

some commentators such as Silverman (1985) note that triangulation does not necessarily 

guarantee that the data collected results in better quality research. In addition, Silverman (1985) 

argues that triangulation can work to legitimise personal views and that it is particularly difficult to 

replicate triangulated research. Having considered this, it was concluded that the benefits of using 

this approach throughout this research outweighed any disadvantages. Another major ethical 

concern to be considered was informed consent.
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4.8 Ethical Considerations

4.8.1 Informed Consent

Informed consent is considered to be a prerequisite of any research being carried out involving 

members of the public (Dickson-Swift 2008). Informed consent can be defined as-

"The provision of information to participants, about the purpose of the research, its procedures, 

potential risks, benefits and alternatives so that the individual understands this information and can 

make a voluntary decision whether to enrol and continue to participate"

Emanuel et al (2000:2703)

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) note that informed consent can have a bearing both legally and 

culturally. When conducting research within an organisation that operates under a hierarchical 

structure, consideration must be given to the level of consent required. It was believed that consent 

to research the police organisation would need to come from a senior officer. The police 

organisation operates under a relatively strict hierarchical structure, where rank confers seniority. 

Under such a rigid command structure, having the permission of a senior officer, usually beyond the 

rank of superintendent ensures ready access will be granted by all departmental and divisional 

supervisors. In this study, consent to access was permitted by the most senior officer within the 

organisation, the Chief Constable. However, considerations must additionally be made to ensure an 

ethical standard is reached and maintained taking full account of each individual respondent within 

the organisation. Reynolds (1979) refers to four elements that should be measured when 

considering the level of consent needed. Firstly, competence and the capability of being able to give 

consent, accompanied with the necessary understanding allowing the individual to fully appreciate 

complicated and high risk factors associated with the research must be measured. If any individual 

cannot for any reason meet these criteria, additional provisions must be put in place. Voluntarism 

where the individual is given a choice to partake in research must also be considered. If any 

pressure, demands or coercion are employed, then this will invalidate any consent made verbally or 

in writing. Disclosure about the intended research needs to be provided, as consent must be 

voluntary and informed. Failing to inform any individual through deception or omission may result in 

true consent not being obtained (Reynolds 1979). Only by adhering to and fully considering each of 

the above factors can true consent be obtained from any respondent. Covert researching under the 

premise of full true consent brings with it its own practical difficulties that must be carefully 

considered as discussed previously. The issues are compounded if the methodological design relies
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on a covert approach. This type of research is often controversial and has been used to research 

organisations such as the police in the past (Noaks and Wincup 2004). Holdaway (1983) conducted 

early ethnographic research into the police and its organisational culture and his work is well 

documented as highlighting the issue of consent as a major methodological and ethical problem. 

Holdaway (1992) refers to the police as an impenetrable organisation and one which a covert 

approach was necessary if research was to be effective, spending time imbedded within the 

organisation conducting observational work and collecting qualitative data. In reality, there is often a 

trade off and Jupp et al (2000) explain that there will be a need to balance informed consent and the 

validity and accuracy of any findings. Fountain (1993) refers to this as ethical compromises, whereas 

Shaw (2003) supports this notion by alluding to the tradeoffs as a balance of competing priorities. 

Weighing up public interest against the interests of those individuals involved is a difficult situation 

for any researcher and this study was no different. Many researchers who have employed a covert 

research technique will often argue that it was necessary to ensure the validity of their findings, 

arguing that individuals will react differently if they are aware that they are being observed or know 

the aims or objectives of the research. The technique, for all its advantages was not employed to 

carry out this particular study for several reasons. It was felt that under these circumstances, such an 

option was not practicable. Consent given by the organisation was on the basis of an overt study and 

as the researcher was of a non-police background, gaining access covertly would have been 

extremely difficult. In addition to this, observing individuals covertly brings with it its own ethical 

difficulties. The lack of informed consent is one example where the covert option highlights its 

inherent impracticalities. Throughout this research each respondent including the public and the 

police officers were issued with an information sheet and consent form. Prior to participating, each 

individual respondent received a statement describing in detail -

  Respondent's rights - the respondent may withdraw consent at any time and discontinue 

participation without penalty.

  Benefits of the research - the research aims to better inform policing and align the delivery 

of policing services closer to the public's needs.

  Potential risks - respondents should not be financially affected in any way. For this reason a 

pre-paid envelope was enclosed.

  Confidentiality statement - every effort was made to ensure confidentiality of any identifying 

information that is obtained in connection with this study. Following completion, the data

was retained and stored securely and will not be made available to any other person or
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organisation. The data was kept for no longer that the length of the study, which was no 

more than 18 months. The data was kept electronically stored within the University of 

Glamorgan premises on a secured password protected computer in a locked office. As for 

hard data, this was also kept at the University of Glamorgan premises in a secure locker.

  Respondent withdrawal - respondents could choose whether to be in this study or not. If 

initially deciding to volunteer for this study, the respondents were clearly told that they 

could withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind. Additionally, respondents 

could exercise the option of removing their data from the study.

  Research procedures - each step of the process was included for each respondent to 

understand the procedure from data collection through analysis to publishing.

A detailed copy of the consent form can be seen in annexure B . In addition to the above, each 

respondent was issued with contact details of the research Faculty and the researcher if they felt the 

need to discuss any additional concerns prior to giving consent. Privacy is another issue that was 

considered as part of the ethical considerations of this research.

4.8.2 Privacy

Privacy is related to the individual respondent and the right to which there is no requirement to 

partake in any research (Kimmel 1988). Privacy can be defined as-

"The claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine for themselves when, how and to what 

extent information about them is communicated to others"

Westin (1968:7)

Diener and Crandall (1978) identify three primary elements to privacy which need to be considered. 

Whilst conducting any research, the 'sensitivity of information' must be evaluated as the research 

may intentionally or inadvertently expose sensitive and personal information. Information such as 

personal details, past criminal convictions and personal statements are held as extremely sensitive 

by most respondents. The research should, where possible, abstain from gathering sensitive data 

such as income, religious beliefs, political views or sexual experiences, unless these have any 

significant bearing on the research (Bryman 2008). Secondly, the 'settings being observed' which 

relates to the actual location in which the research will be conducted must be carefully considered. 

By the nature of social science research, interaction and data gathering can be intrusive (Mcneill and 

Chapman 2006). Through careful consideration of the environment and setting where the research
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will be carried out, any unnecessary intrusions can be minimised. The police survey was deliberately 

distributed through the internal police mailing system. This provided the police staff involved in the 

research the opportunity to complete the questionnaire survey during work hours, thus minimising 

the intrusion on their private and personal lives. In addition to this measure, interviewing was 

conducted within the workplace and where possible made by an appointment system to suit the 

respondents, providing the minimum intrusion as the individuals could continue with ongoing work 

tasks. The added benefit of this was that it provided the opportunity to visualise and observe 

individuals as they interacted with the software and dealt with respondents in a natural work 

setting. 'Spamming', or sending documents in the form of letters or e-mails, followed by conducting 

telephone surveys at weekends and late evening clearly impacts on privacy with scant regard to the 

setting being observed. The third and final aspect of privacy identified by Diener and Crandall (1978) 

relates to the 'dissemination of information'. Considerations must be made as to whether the 

published data will be robustly anonymous. This remains the obligation of the researcher and must 

be taken seriously. In some instances, however, Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) identify that the 

decision to keep the findings anonymous or confidential is no longer at the discretion of the 

individual researcher. For example, in a judicial hearing or in front of a committee where the 

research or its respondents can be identified (Babbie 2004). Researchers are obligated to follow 

strict confidentiality guidelines through adopting official contracts and documents such as consent 

forms and protocols which are discussed throughout this section. Specifically, each respondent 

received a consent form accompanied with an information sheet detailing respondent rights and 

research procedures. Additionally, full ethical approval was granted by the University of Glamorgan's 

Ethics Committee. Finally, the principles of the Data Protection Act were implemented robustly 

throughout this study including the storage, retentions and sharing of both hard and electronic data. 

During recent years, the focus on privacy and other human rights has undoubtedly changed across 

the world. The Human Rights Act (Home Office 2000b) formally includes the right to privacy under 

Article 8. This particular convention specified that each person has a right to a private life, including 

privacy at home and of correspondence. Additionally, this article clearly states that there should be 

no interference with the exception of upholding the law. Kimmel (1988) argues that ethical codes 

such as the right to privacy are expressed in research professional practice doctrines across America 

and Europe. Under such standards, confidentiality and anonymity are guaranteed and constantly 

reviewed. Confidentiality and anonymity also needed to be considered as part of the ethical 

considerations of this research.
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4.8.3 Confidentiality and Anonymity

Confidentiality is concerned with the concealment and traceability of a respondent's identity via 

gathered data (Mcneill and Chapman 2006).

"Information obtained about the research participant during the course of an investigation is 

confidential unless otherwise agreed upon in advance. When the possibility exists that others may 

obtain access to such information, this possibility, together with plans for protecting confidentiality, 

is explained to the participant as part of the procedure for obtaining informed consent"

American Psychological Association (1982:7)

The primary difference between confidentiality and anonymity is that the former occurs only when 

the researcher knows the identity of the respondent, whereas the latter implies that the individual 

respondent cannot be identified by any person, including the researcher or any published research 

(Vaus 2002). The issue of confidentiality and anonymity are usually referred to when obtaining 

informed consent where each respondent will be made aware of the research protocols. This will 

describe in detail what information, if any, will be disclosed - for example names, addresses or any 

other distinguishable or identifiable information that will be obtained, stored or published. If any 

personal data is recorded, it will be for the researcher to inform the respondent of the strategies in 

place for ensuring confidentiality and anonymity. Such assurances of anonymity are particularly 

difficult when conducting qualitative research where at times there will be a need for direct contact 

between the researcher and the respondent through interview, focus group or respondent 

observation. While interviewing, anonymity could not be guaranteed by the reality of face-to-face 

interviewing, as in most cases the researcher will see the respondent. Although anonymity could not 

be provided in this instance, confidentiality was assured by omitting to record any personal 

identifiable data. Vaus (2002) highlights the importance of setting out a clear and concise protocol 

for dealing with issues of confidentiality and anonymity. Adopting and relaying a clear strategy will 

improve the response rate from respondents as they will feel more comfortable and they are 

assured that by participating that their identity will remain confidential or anonymous. In addition, it 

is likely that the respondent will be more frank as respondents feel comfortable expressing their true 

feelings, thus improving the quality of the data being generated. In addition to this, a clear protocol 

will improve representativeness as even marginalised opinions and views will be more likely to be 

openly expressed. Research conducted by Reaser et al (1975) concluded that respondents were 

significantly more likely to respond to personal and difficult areas of research if a clear protocol 

dealing with confidentiality was in place. As part of the surveys to both the police and the public,
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confidentiality was assured by ensuring the security of hard and electronic data, making sure the 

findings are non-identifiable and putting in place protocols for sharing data. This was conveyed to 

each respondent at a number of stages whilst obtaining their full informed consent. Respondents 

were repeatedly reminded not to include any personal data that could result in their identity being 

traced, e.g. names, addresses or numbers. Although confidentiality and anonymity can be essential 

to research, there will be instances where a breach of an established protocol must be considered. 

This may include instances that it is in the public's interest, where it is in the individual's best 

interest, for example, such as where there is danger to life. Such clauses should be considered prior 

to researching and clearly explained within the protocol and at the stage where informed consent is 

obtained. Issues of ownership of data can impact on confidentiality and anonymity agreements and 

should be considered at the design stage of the research. Often research can be conducted on behalf 

or in-conjunction with an organisation. Under such circumstances, access to sensitive data should be 

discussed and agreed upon to ensure confidentiality can be maintained. In this research, Gwent 

police were fully involved as they had provided access on the basis of receiving a copy of the report 

findings and the conclusions. It was identified early-on in the research that ownership of the data 

was solely the property of the University of Glamorgan. Gwent police would only receive data in a 

generic format where no individual respondent could be identified. Vaus (2002) additionally refers 

to third party data collections as a potential risk to confidentiality protocols. Senior officials or 

supervisors within an organisation will be responsible for collecting data such as questionnaires on 

behalf of the researcher. This should always be avoided as confidentiality agreements could be 

breached. In this instance, sergeants and inspectors would perhaps be more likely to fall into the 

category of third party collectors. This was avoided by ensuring a pre-paid envelope was provided 

for the questionnaire to be returned directly to the researcher.

4.8.4 Ensuring Confidentiality and Anonymity

By the very nature of social science research, personal data will need to be collected as the study of 

people, networks and society often relies on such data. For this study, previous crime experiences, 

feelings about new concepts and views on policing are just some of the issues on which respondents 

were asked to comment. As a result it is important to ensure strategies are in place to reduce the 

likelihood of confidentiality or anonymity agreements being infringed or negated. These strategies 

include the following -

Third Party Collectors - the use of individuals who could potentially have access to research data 

such as supervisors or managers was avoided. Providing a pre-paid envelope direct to the primary
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researcher eliminated or in part reduced the risk of any breach of confidentiality (Vaus 2002). This 

strategy was employed throughout this study.

Specific Personal Data- Under no circumstances will specific personal data such as addresses or 

names be stored unless absolutely essential to the research. All data was sanitised at source, 

therefore not infringing any part of Data Protection Act. The researcher only collected necessary 

data, for example address or employment details were not necessary and as a result such details 

were not included as part of the data collection procedure. Sensitive questioning was limited and 

only used if absolutely essential (Kimmel 1988). An assessment of the data required was thoroughly 

reviewed at the design stage.

/toss to Published Data - Hard data was stored in a locked filing cabinet in a locked office. Access to 

the cabinet was restricted to the researcher. Scripts, research notes and questionnaires did not 

contain any identifiable marks such as names, passport details, addresses or national insurance 

details. Omitting any identifiable information decreased the risk of a respondent's details being 

misused (Holmes 2004)

Access to Electronic Data - Since the introduction of data storage devices such as hard drives and 

databases, legislation has been tightened concerning the use and dissemination of such material by 

the 'Data Protection Act' (Home Office 1998b). Briefly, this act sets out provisions for handing data, 

specifically in relation to storage, retrieval, disclosure and the sharing of personal data. For the 

purposes of this study, electronic data was stored on a secured server and was always password 

protected. In addition, encryption techniques were employed where possible. Similarly to hard data, 

electronic forms did not include any identifiable data such as names or addresses (Holmes 2004)

Deduction - All possible procedures were employed to keep the data collected secure throughout 

this study. Through restrictions, the information was not made available on to any another 

institution or person. Sanitisation of the data where possible was carried out to remove identifiable 

information was common practice (Picou 1996). At the reporting and publishing stage of the 

research, broad categories, ID numbers and pseudonyms were used to ensure that no individual 

could be identifiable through deduction (Becker 1998).

4.8.5 Researcher Bias and Objectivity

While conducting research, maintaining professional objectivity, distance and scientific clarity is 

essential (Reason and Bradbury 2001). Although such notions are obvious and easy to write about, 

applying such concepts in practice is much more complex. As contact with individuals increases, the
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relationship between subject and researcher will undoubtedly develop and change. Perspectives can 

change, not only of individuals but of departments, or even the whole organisation. Punch (1985) in 

a study examining corruption and scandal within the Amsterdam police refers to 'going native', 

which relates to the ever present danger of losing independence, objectivity and becoming part of 

the experiment rather than remaining a detached observer. With an organisation such as the police 

service there is an organisational culture and individual culture that is naturally suspicious of all 

outsiders (Reiner 2000). The fundamental challenge for any researcher is to

"Outwit the institutional obstacle-course to gain entry and... penetrate the mine-field of social 

defences to reach the inner reality of police work"

Punch (1979:4)

In addition to entering and being accepted into the organisation, the additional challenge is to 

remain objective throughout the period of the research (Stoecker 2005). The dilemma and paradox 

is that the process of becoming accepted into an organisation in order to gain access and trust is to 

gain good quality data whilst maintaining the notion of researcher objectivity. Gaining trust often 

involves building relationships and getting to know individuals over a period of time. This ultimately 

results in researchers getting to know individuals intimately (Hammersley 1993). The paradoxical 

element or opposing force is the necessity to remain detached, scientific and objective having been 

forced to build relationships often over considerable periods of time. While introducing new 

technological concepts into Gwent police, many officers who were responsible for certain aspects of 

the projects would attempt to set out their position for additional resources, preference for support 

or access to increased budgets often looking to the researcher for approval of their ideas, concepts 

and outlook. Remaining neutral by not siding with individuals and departments was difficult having 

spent hours with senior officers who would constantly seek the researcher to take on such a role. 

Hobbs (1988) advice when researching criminals was to "keep your mouth shut" and further remarks 

that this principle should be strictly adopted when researching the police organisation. Where 

possible this approach was adopted in an attempt to limit any influence over individuals. Prolonged 

involvement with the same individuals almost certainly increased the risk of researcher bias, but 

being aware of such potential problems makes the implementation of provisions to negate the risks 

easier. Each visit to Gwent police resulted in extensive field notes which consequently resulted in the 

researcher recording detailed personal feelings and experiences. In addition, each visit resulted in an 

informal debriefing by the researcher's supervisor within the department. Talking over issues and 

points raised helped to reaffirm and refocus the researcher. Using a varied approach such as
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observational work and interviewing relying on triangulation of data collection methods additionally 

assisted in reducing bias, as the reliance on direct interactions with individuals was diluted. 

Observational data collection offered detachment from other individual's summaries, thoughts, 

ideas and concepts. To have the ability to apply ethical principles, access to the organisation needed 

to be established, maintained and monitored throughout the period of research.

4.9 Access

Studying an organisation as large, complex and as compartmentalised as the police service brings 

with it unique difficulties. Additionally, the unique culture that exists within the organisation has 

been widely researched by other commentators (Reiner 2000, lanni and lanni 1983). Bell (1969) and 

Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) both make reference to the importance of access, whilst 

conducting social research. As previously briefly explored, research can be conducted both covertly 

and overtly. For the purposes of this research, all work was carried out overtly with informed 

consent and the full understanding of the senior police executive at Gwent and also individual 

informed consent from all respondents. Punch (1985) refers to the barriers that exist within the 

police service to prevent outsiders from penetrating, exposing and prying into its inner mechanisms. 

By controlling access, the police service attempts to portray a favourable, positive and in some 

instances, a manufactured image of their world and its operating culture (Page 2007). The challenge 

for any researcher is to overcome such difficulties. Unquestionably, the quality and 

representativeness of the data obtained through research will be highly dependent on the 

techniques employed to penetrate Reiner's (2010) protective shield in order to expose the 

authenticity of what is under observation. In addition to these techniques, any previous relationship 

between the organisation and the researcher will have repercussions. Brown (1996) refers to four 

possible permutations; insider's insider, outsider's insiders, insider's outsiders and outsider's 

outsiders. Insider's insider refers to police officers or other staff that work within the organisation, 

this may include police officers or PCSOs. The advantages for the insiders are that access to data and 

individuals is already assured. Outsider's insiders refer to those individuals who have previously 

been a part of the organisation, but have subsequently left through transfer or retirement. Having 

left the service such individuals no longer enjoy unprecedented access or cultural acceptability, 

however it is likely that outsider's insiders will retain some influence and contacts within the service. 

Insider's outsiders are non-police officers but still have a role to perform within the justice or 

governance departments e.g. Home Office, NPIC or HMIC. Access for such individuals needs to be 

formalised. However in many instances it is unlikely that access will be denied as many locations will 

require unrestricted access for inspection purposes. Finally there are 'outsider's outsiders'. This
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category is reserved for academics and researchers with no formal affiliation to the police service 

and it is to this category this researcher is affiliated. This often is the most difficult category to gain 

formal access to the police service as the researcher is not employed or formally commissioned to 

conduct the research. Overcoming such difficulties is not impossible but agreeing to a memorandum 

of understanding between the researcher and the police organisation is essential. Having gained 

access, there were still other difficulties to overcome and circumnavigate. Having previously 

researched the police organisation, the researcher was aware of some of the potential difficulties in 

building trust, forming relationships in order to gain a true representation of what was occurring. 

Lies, deceit and deception are just some of the techniques employed in attempts to hide the truth. 

The challenge for the researcher was to penetrate this protective shield by interviewing staff and 

observing individuals whilst they were operating the various data systems. Deciphering behaviour 

through interviews and observations was an essential part of the data collection and analysis. Full 

access was granted by the Chief Constable to areas such as control rooms, call centres and service 

headquarters. In addition to this, full access to staff and senior officers was also sought and 

subsequently granted. Having access approved by the most senior police officer within the 

organisation was unquestionably the most valuable and useful asset throughout this entire study. 

On one occasion, there seemed some resistance to the researcher's presence within a department 

and only by informing gatekeepers that access was on the authority of the 'chief that this attitude 

instantly changed, resulting in the individual becoming more helpful and cooperative. Having said 

this, this gatekeeper did not like the idea of the researcher sitting with any officer and ensured that 

the visit was tightly restricted with the researcher only observing a carefully selected number of 

respondents. It is important to state that only once was it necessary to inform respondents of this 

and much deliberation was given to whether or not to inform gatekeepers of the terms of access, 

given that it may effect how the respondent would respond if they were under the impression that 

the researcher might report findings directly back to the Chief Constable. Managing researcher 

access on a daily basis was a police inspector whose primary function for the purposes of the 

research was that of a 'gatekeeper' (Saunders et al 2009). Such individuals are 'powerful' within the 

police organisation with the ability, under certain circumstances, to withdraw access at any time. 

The success for any research is wholly dependent on the relationship and level of cooperation forged 

between the gatekeeper and the researcher. Interestingly, the terms of the access almost certainly 

changed during the period of the research. Initially, on visits to Gwent police headquarters the 

research was closely monitored and regulated. Each visit had been pre-arranged via e-mail before 

hand. On each occasion, a police officer having been summoned by the support worker at the main 

desk would come and an escort would be provided to the department that was to be visited. As time
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progressed and the researcher's presence became more familiar and regular this whole ritual 

changed. No longer was the researcher required to be escorted around the building, but simply 

needed to sign in and be 'buzzed' through each of the security doors unescorted. This appears to be 

the physical manifestation of the police culture accepting the researcher's role no longer as a 

'stranger' or 'visitor', but that of "one of the chaps" (Hobbs 1988:6). By this time, staff knew the 

researcher by his first name and would make casual conversation as progress was being made 

through the mazelike building. In addition to this change, no longer would the details of each visit 

need to be pre-arranged with the gatekeepers. Simply arriving, signing in, having a chat with the 

staff at the desk and being 'buzzed' through the many security doors and heading to the department 

that was under study. As the relationship developed further, upon arrival the researcher could knock 

and enter the inspector's office and tea or coffee would be offered without delay. Having had a brief 

chat, remembering to implement the "keep quiet" approach which resulted in the conversation 

being mostly one sided, the researcher could then sit anywhere, with any individual that needed to 

be observed or interviewed without being directed to an individual station or being monitored. 

Clearly, the terms of access had changed. No longer was the researcher considered an outsider 

outsider (Brown 1996), but perhaps more fittingly would have been an 'insider outsider'. The ever- 

present danger, which really never left the researcher's thoughts, was the concept of 'GOING 

NATIVE'. Being so close to the culture could have easily resulted in bias or a loss of objectivity. 

Remaining conscious of this, accompanied by regular debriefs and informal chats with colleagues 

helped the researcher to constantly refocus and remain scientific. Having obtained access to the 

organisation and specific individuals within the police service, a range of data collection techniques 

was deployed.

4.10 Observational Technique

Observational research can underpin a considerable part of a research programme and was 

invaluable in gaining firsthand experience and understanding of the systems and working practices 

at Gwent police (Angrosino 2007). In part, this is because of its 'directness' (Denzin 1989). Direct 

observations enable researchers to observe working practices in a 'natural setting' (Nachmias and 

Nachmias 1996). Direct observations limit contamination and subjectivity that could be present in an 

interview or focus group. Working norms and practices can be conveyed effectively to the 

researcher and this enables the capture of details that could be difficult to express verbally. 

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) consider three areas for consideration while conducting 

observations. Behaviour can include both verbal and non-verbal forms of communication. Ekman 

(1957) suggests that non-verbal communication such as body language and facial expressions can
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transmit a great deal of information. Words, language, speech and gestures can all contribute as 

valuable data. Secondly, timing and recording needs to be considered and where possible a time 

scale should be pre-determined to minimise disruption to the individual's working practices. Records 

of all observations should also be made and stored. Records are important and will act as 'scientific 

proof supporting any conclusions. Different apparatus such as video cameras and dictaphones can 

also be used to validate the data collected. In this instance using such devices would have been 

counterproductive as this research was conducted within a closed setting of a command and control 

room. Finally the effect of inference must be acknowledged. This has a direct positive correlation 

with validity (Abrams 2000). It must be ensured that observer inference is minimized to ensure 

maximum credibility, validity and reliability. There are three types of bias that are associated with 

the observational technique. Demand characteristics, referred to commonly as the Hawthorne effect 

occur when the respondent knows that they are being monitored and observed (Bailey 2007). From 

this the respondent may react in a way in which he or she thinks the observer wants them to. There 

is little than can be done to negate or counteract this effect (Rosenthal and Rosnow 1969). Revealing 

the research hypothesis can act to further multiply this effect. Secondly, experimenter bias occurs 

when the observer reveals his or her expectations to the respondent thus influencing the subject. 

Respondents can read the body language of the researcher and simple nodding can bias findings as 

subjects react by answering as he or she expects the researcher may want them to. Rosenthal (1963) 

concluded following extensive research into observer bias that 8 of 12 observations were found to 

be biased. Finally, measurement artefacts rely on a set of parameters or scores. Respondents may 

give answers or perform in ways which are more 'favourable' to the observer if they are aware of 

the parameter on which they are to be assessed (Nachmias and Nachmias 1996).

"The ethnographer took for granted that the observations and records he made did not significantly 

disturb the behaviour of the people studied"

Filstead (1971:237)

All researchers have a professional duty and a moral obligation to ensure that when conducting 

observational work that all of the above effects are minimised. This is done not only to maximise 

data validity but also acts to ensure the respondents are treated fairly. As previously mentioned, 

simply observing an individual may change their normal working habits. An observer will have no 

way of knowing whether they witness a true representation of the person under observation. This is 

similarly true in relation to interviews or questionnaires. There can often be discrepancies between a 

person's verbal expressions and their working behaviour (Nachmias and Nachmias 1996). Having
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explored the associated positive and negative implications of utilising observational work within this 

study, ensuring using varied techniques and adopting the principles of triangulation were an 

essential methodological priority. Consequently, questionnaire postal surveys became also 

evaluated. This ensured that the data collected form observational work was verified, extensive field 

notes were also taken.

4.11 Field Notes

Field notes are an essential instrument while conducting research, especially when engaged in 

observational research (Bailey 1996). Research by its very nature can often be complex and from the 

researcher's experience, ideas and thoughts can frequently be stimulated while engaged in study. To 

effectively capture such thoughts, experiences and other data, field notes offer a sound option for 

researchers wishing to add depth to their findings. Attempting to remember details, however 

significant or insignificant following a period of study can be problematic due to the frailties of the 

human mind. Attrition rates from memory to notes following research can be poor and consequently 

field notes offer the ability to ensure maximum contextual data is obtained and retained (Gray 

2009). Field notes throughout this study were particularly useful to summarise and to reflect on 

observations and interviews. Notes can be taken on any topic, including primary observations of 

people, behaviours, surroundings and conversations. Brief notes are also particularly useful for 

recording ideas, thoughts and were used frequently by the researcher to scribble flow charts of 

processes and system functions. Burgess (1984) highlights the importance of not limiting the scope 

of field notes referring to the importance of both primary observations, analytical and conceptual 

ideas. Field notes can encompass a wide range of collection techniques and are not restricted to 

paper notes. Sophisticated software, web-cams, audio devices and photographs can all be used to 

take notes in the field of research. Although field notes were used as part of this study, their use was 

limited. Notes in this sense were only used as an aide memoire. While researching the police 

organisation, taking notes overtly within the natural setting can sometimes change the natural 

behaviour of respondents as they are conscious of the fact that they are being receded in detail 

(McKernan 1996). For this reason, brief notes were taken and immediately following the study, more 

comprehensive notes were made on a word processor. Additionally, field notes can be distracting 

and time consuming to construct. Primarily, notes taken during this study were in the form of flow 

charts and key words representing themes where processes and ideas were formulated. While 

interviewing, the researcher informed each respondent that notes may be taken and every effort 

was made not to hide the notebook. In the researcher's experience this helped reassure 

respondents. In most cases and in particular interviews few notes were taken during the interviews.
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Immediately following its conclusion, extensive notes were drafted. In summary, clearly field notes 

have associated advantages and disadvantages that must be carefully evaluated. For this study, field 

notes complemented all the other data collection methods and acted to triangulate the process 

increasing validity and reliability of findings by adding depth and contextualised meaning to the data. 

Another data collection technique used throughout this research was the questionnaire surveys.

4.12 Questionnaires

Questionnaires are a valuable method of data collection for this style of research (Schwab 2005). 

They offer an 'impersonal' way of gathering bulk data to satisfy the quantitative demands of a study 

such as this. Statistical significance by obtaining a relatively large number of completed surveys will 

enable the research to be more robust and generalisable. However there are some advantages and 

disadvantages to this approach that need to be carefully examined (Nachmias and Nachmias 1996). 

Advantages to the use of questionnaires are considerable. Low cost must be a consideration for all 

research projects, especially small low budget projects where costs are paramount. Postal 

questionnaires are relatively easily constructed. Paper, printing, envelopes and postage are literally 

the only cost implications. Questionnaires can also reduce bias by eliminating error and offering a 

degree of respondent independence. Greater anonymity is another associated advantage, enabling 

the respondent to reply knowing their identity will remain secret. This is important when dealing 

with sensitive issues such as sexual offences, child issues and other similar crimes. This will enable all 

respondents to give considered answers following consultation if required, being especially useful in 

dealing with individuals when a specific answer is required, or when consultation and reflection is 

needed to fully answer the questions. The final advantage is accessibility. This enables researchers 

to contact any individual easily with relatively little cost. Questionnaires were used extensively 

within this research to provide a large body of qualitative and quantitative data. Large amounts of 

quantitative data can make the results more meaningful and more generalisable (Holloway 1997). 

Specifically, both the public and police questionnaires were used to satisfy research objectives one 

and two. Namely, the public survey was designed to ascertain the perceptions of the introduction of 

the knowledge management system (DMTU) including an examination of its impact on public 

perceptions and confidence. The police survey was similarly designed to ascertain individual police 

officer's opinions of the DMTU, thus examining any impact on the police organisation. Following the 

return of both the police and public surveys, PSAW or predictive analytics software was used to 

store and analyse the data. As with any data collection method, if there are advantages, there are 

also inevitably disadvantages to be considered (Foddy 1993). Questionnaires will often limit the 

researcher to asking relatively straight-forward questions. If the question being asked is too
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complicated, or cannot be answered without extensive consultation then it is simply inappropriate 

for a questionnaire. In-depth probing questions in some cases may not be included for this reason. 

Similarly, questionnaires do not give the researcher a chance to probe, as there is often little scope 

for the researcher to pose follow-up questions following the initial response. Penultimately, it is not 

guaranteed that the questionnaire will be completed by the person to whom it is addressed. 

Controls over such factors are limited. Finally and inherently with questionnaires, the return rate is 

often low and there are many factors that can affect the response rate (Babbie 2010). Chiu and 

Brennan (1990) suggest that to obtain a response rate of between 10% and 30% is not uncommon 

and the factors affecting the response rate are explored in greater detail below.

4.12.1 Factors Affecting Questionnaire Response Rate

It may be argued that the single greatest drawback to employing questionnaires is the respondents' 

failure to complete and return the form. Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) and Kirby et al (2006) 

identify several factors which influence the return rate:

Sponsorship - sponsorship can legitimise questionnaires. If the sponsor is respected and well known 

this encourages respondents to complete and return the form. Fowler (1989) found that the U.S 

census on health reported a return rate of 95% primarily because it was government sponsored. 

Other postal questionnaires reported 5% return rates with no sponsorship. For this reason clear joint 

representation of both the University of Glamorgan and Gwent police was included with the postal 

survey questionnaire.

Inducements to Respond- encouraging individuals to participate is another technique used by 

appealing for compliance and relying on good will (Bailey 1987). The importance of the research was 

set out as part of an information sheet that was attached to the questionnaire. The information 

sheet included commentary on how important individual perceptions were on the delivery of 

policing services.

Format and Mailing Procedure - the overall image of the questionnaire is an important 

consideration. This will include letter type, spacing, paragraph, font, colour and other aesthetic 

considerations. Alreck and Settle (1985) note that using unusual colours and other techniques can 

have an impact on the response rate. All of the above were considered as part of the initial 

questionnaire design. The design of the questionnaires was formatted to be legible, readable, 

concise and used-friendly.
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Covering Letter-an integral part of any survey. The covering letter should aim to briefly explain to 

the respondent the aims and objectives of the research. Bias or inducing the public into answering 

questions in a particular way should be avoided. The opportunity to thank, reassure and repeat the 

fact that data will remain confidential was also taken at this stage.

Type of Mailing- the inclusion of a pre-addressed and pre-paid envelope will usually increase the 

return rate. Few respondents will readily pay for an envelope and stamp. All postal questionnaires 

sent out were accompanied with a pre-paid enveloped to ensure a higher response rate and avoid 

the respondent having to incur any out of pocket expenses.

Timing of Mailing - the time of the year is a consideration that is crucial. Holiday periods such as 

Christmas or Easter will clearly reduce the return rate. This is especially true for the internal police 

survey and consideration around timing was crucial. It appears that more staff take leave during 

school half terms when child care is more problematic.

Total Design Method (TDM) - both Rossi et al (1983) and Nederhot (1988) conclude that there are 

two main issues for design; questionnaire construction and survey implementation. Additional 

considerations include following up through telephone calls or post cards. E-mail has partially 

revolutionised surveys, eliminating the cost of printing, ink and postage, with the additional 

advantage of making the follow-up process quicker, more economical and less intrusive.

Respondents - selecting respondents to increase the return rate is difficult and often beyond the 

control of the researcher. If respondent characteristics are available which may promote the return 

of the questionnaire then this must be considered.

4.12.2 Questionnaire Pilot and Survey

A major part of the data collection for this study was assembled using a questionnaire survey. The 

introduction of the DMTU and its effects were primarily measured using this data collection 

technique. The police and the public were surveyed using a questionnaire designed to measure 

specific issues, such as the perceptions of a unit designed to conduct telephone investigations, 

assessments of the Public Service Agreement 23, through to a measures of police attitudes. Essential 

to the success of any questionnaire is its ability to be readily understood. Questionnaires take time 

to develop and there is certainly a science behind their construction (Brace 2008). Clear objectives 

must be formalised prior to writing questions at the design stage and the questionnaire must reflect 

the data being sought for the research. Following this, the types of questions to be included were 

evaluated to ensure there was a balance between open-ended and closed questions in order to
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enable the respondent to give comprehensive and thoughtful responses. Measurement scales such 

as Likert were considered and used where appropriate. Branding to promote professionalism and 

authenticity was also considered, along with aesthetical considerations and overall layout. A time- 

consuming process following the design stage must also be factored in (Czaja and Blair 2005). This 

included an assessment of how the questionnaire would be disseminated, collected and analysed 

using different software. Testing, amending and re-testing are required frequently at each stage of 

development. To do this, a pilot survey for the public survey was undertaken within the University 

department utilising second year BSc students who were undertaking a module on questionnaire 

design. The students (N=61) were asked at the end of the module to complete and appraise the 

actual questionnaire as to its layout, design, bias and overall user friendliness. From this, changes 

were made where appropriate and the survey was ultimately disseminated throughout the two basic 

command units within the Gwent police jurisdictions. Initially, it was felt that the initial information 

sheet was too long. Therefore the main points were condensed to fill one page, thus ensuring each 

respondent could quickly and easily read and understand the basic information. To compensate for 

removing some information while condensing the documents, the information sheet highlighted the 

contact details of the researcher so that any respondent wishing to receive additional information 

regarding specific issues could do so by e-mail or telephone. Interestingly, only one respondent felt 

the need to contact the researcher during the data collection period. Following consultation, it was 

felt that a standard University Faculty consent form should be used as it had been operationally 

utilised and tested. As a result, a consent form was obtained as a guide to follow and a form was 

designed using basic principles. As for the public questionnaire, one consideration proposed by the 

reviewers was to include a third gender field to cover those who chose not classify themselves as 

male or female. Having considered this point carefully, the researcher decided on this occasion not 

to incorporate this into the design of the questionnaire. Additionally, feedback revealed that the 

reviewers felt that by increasing the respondent's ability to include up to three previous experiences 

of crime would benefit the data. Although this had already been considered, the researcher was not 

sure if this would over complicate and therefore compromise the design of the questionnaire. 

Having received the feedback, the issue of three fields/ boxes for respondents to include previous 

experiences of crime were implemented. This significantly increased the 'richness' of the data as a 

brief history of past experiences could be examined at the analysis stage of the study. Finally, the 

inclusion of the question used as part of assessing public opinion about the police and its statutory 

partners was included. Referred to as the Public Service Agreement 23 (PSA 23), this question has 

been robustly tested and widely utilised in surveys across England and Wales. Until recently 

abolished by the coalition government, this key performance indicator was used to determine police
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performance. For this reason, it was felt that its inclusion as part of this questionnaire would be 

beneficial as results from this survey could then be compared with a number of other similar data 

sets. The police questionnaire had been used previously as part of a small study into a different 

police organisation. Minor revisions were made to ensure that the questionnaire was 'Gwent 

specific' and was piloted within the Centre for Police Sciences by academic staff. Question 5 relating 

to length of service was amended to enable respondents who had less that one year's service to 

indicate this. The final question in this questionnaire was included intentionally to stimulate 

discussion and give the respondents a feeling of inclusion and consultation. Many respondents took 

the opportunity to give their perceptions, feelings and comments concerning the DMTU. The success 

of ensuring statistical significance and generalisability of any questionnaire survey underpins the 

integrity of the sampling strategy.

4.13 Sampling

A key element of any research entails using data collection techniques such as interviewing, 

observation, surveys or questionnaires. Sampling key police and civilian staff will be essential to 

enable the aims and objectives of the research to be met. It would be unrealistic and illogical to 

consider researching all potential respondents. This would prove to be both time consuming and 

extremely expensive. Indeed, it is important to note that this is not always the case, as some 

research can include all eligible respondents into the study, for example micro-research on a small 

ward in a hospital. Throughout this research, this approach was not feasible. To overcome this 

problem a wide range of different sampling techniques can be used to ensure a representative 

sample of the wider target population can be guaranteed.

"Sampling provides a means of gaining information about the population without the need to 

examine the population in its entirety"

Statistical and Technical Team (1992:4) 

This research project focused on two primary sets of respondents, the police and the public.

4,13.1 The Police

It was necessary to construct a sampling frame, which comprised a list of police officers within 

Gwent police; this is referred to as the total population. This sampling frame consisted of serving 

police officers within Gwent, not including officers beyond the rank of inspector, special constables, 

PCSOs or other civilian support staff. The sample frame contained a list of some 753 eligible

respondents within Gwent police. Police officers were not included if they were on long term sick
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leave, on attachment with other units / agencies or worked in back office functions. Primarily, this 

sampling frame consisted of front line police officers not senior officers or administrative officer's 

working in business support, HR, procurement units or other similar functions. To ensure a 

representative sample was made (McBurney and White 2009), the University Faculty statistician was 

contacted. Close liaison with the statistician was maintained throughout the research in order to 

ensure the sample size and procedure was appropriate. As the research consisted of both a 

qualitative and quantitative approach it is recognised that there will be a need for a larger sample 

size for the quantitative element of the research to be robust. Sampling size is an important element 

in research and much thought was given to decide this crucial detail. The sampling units known as 

subsets needed to be as representative of the total population as possible (McBurney and White 

2009). The sample size therefore should be neither too large nor too small. Many researchers have 

attempted to apply a simple working percentage, such as 5%. However, Nachmias and Nachmias 

(1996) disagree stating that sampling size should depend on the degree of accuracy required of the 

data. An estimate figure of 75-100 completed questionnaires for both the police and the public was 

sought to ensure that both statistical significance and relevance could be attained. With any postal 

survey, an average response rate of between 20% and 30% rate can usually be anticipated.

4.13.2 Sampling Method

Stratifying the sample best fits this research for many reasons (Brown and Dowling 1998). The 

sampling frame provided identification numbers, rank, sex and department of police staff eligible 

within the criteria specified. From this, a randomised stratified sample was taken. This enables the 

researcher to ensure that the sample was representative of the target population by rank. No 

names or personal addresses were needed for the purposes of this research, in accordance with the 

Data Protection Act. The advantage of this sampling method is that the sample is accurate, 

representative and error should be minimised. This approach does, however, have drawbacks. 

Problems arise when frames are incomplete or contain erroneous data. This can distort the 

representativeness of the sample (Nachmias and Nachmias 1996). To ensure that the sample 

obtained is as accurate a representation as possible the researcher needs to be aware of the 

population, the sampling design and the size of the sample (Selltiz 1981). In addition this method can 

require many complex calculations, needing cross referencing and cross tabulation of various 

factors, increasing the risk of computational error. Table 4.1 below illustrates the stratified sample 

frame utilised as part of this study.
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Table 4.1 - Stratified Sample by Rank of Police Officers

Rank

Patrol Officers

Patrol Sergeants

Neighbourhood Officers

Neighbourhood 
Sergeants
Inspectors

Detective Constables

Detective Sergeants

Detective Inspectors

Total

Number

323

96

69

18

27

166

43

11

753

Percentage of 
Service

43

13

9

2

4

22

6

1

100

Number of 
Officers Surveyed

129

38

27

7

11

66

18

4

300

4.13.3 The Public

Respondents for the public survey were selected by using a stratified random selection process 

according to the gender of respondents selected from two different Basic Command Units or BCUs 

within the Gwent police jurisdiction. The sampling used was the electoral register and a computer 

generated random list of numbers made the selection process (Teddie and Tashakkori 2009). There 

are some disadvantages to using the electoral register and it is important that these are considered. 

Often, young people, those who are poor, mobile, sick, mentally ill and homeless are statistically less 

likely to be included on the register (Mann 2003). Additionally, large datasets can contain erroneous 

data. Representativeness was also a major consideration throughout the entire sampling procedure 

steps were taken to ensure this. Positively, the electoral register enabled the researcher to have 

access to large stores of data containing auxiliary information such as gender, names and addresses 

that proved invaluable. This approach allowed the researcher to obtain respondent data which was 

relatively time and cost effective, enabling some 800 questionnaires to be distributed thoroughly the 

two BCUs. The first task prior to posting the surveys was to establish some additional demographic 

information regarding the whole of Gwent. Following analysis of census data, the percentage of 

males and females was calculated and the findings are shown in Table 4.2 below -
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Table 4.2 - Demographic Profile of Gwent

Basic Command 
Unit Names

Blaenau Gwent

Caerphilly

Monmouthshire

Newport

Torfaen

Total

Total Population

69097

172398

88445

140714

91097

561751

Total % of 
Population

Total 
Males
33497

84360

43395

68474

44263

273989

48.77

Total 
Females
35600

88038

45050

72240

46834

287762

51.23

Stats Wales (2009)

From this, it can be seen that although slight, there is a difference between the number of males and 

females within the entire Gwent population. This information was utilised within the sampling 

method and implemented throughout the two selected BCUs; namely Torfaen and Newport. Table 

4.3 below shows an example of the sample table used for Newport. In addition to this the total 

number of surveys sent to each ward was calculated by percentage size by population. A total of 800 

questionnaires were posted, 400 in Newport and 400 in Torfaen. The minor difference in gender was 

taken into account. Below is an example of the sampling frame utilised as part of the questionnaire 

survey distributed to the public.

Table 4.3 -Example of the Semolina Frame for Newport

Ward Name

AlltyrYn

Always

Beechwood

Bettws

Caerleon

Total 
Population

8430

8346

7241

8095

8727

Percentage of 
Basic Command 

Unit
5.99

5.93

5.15

5.75

6.20

Number of Surveys 
Required

24

24

21

23

25

Number of 
Males 

Required
12

12

10

11

12

Number of 
Females 
Required

12

12

11

12

13

Stats Wales (2009)
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4.13.4 The Response Rate

The response rates for both questionnaires were reasonably high, reaching the anticipated 20% - 

30% range. The police questionnaire provided a response rate of 30% (n=90) and the public 

questionnaire recorded a response rate of 22% (n=173). As engagement and collaboration has been 

encouraged between both the police and public through initiatives such as PACT meetings, the 

public, or at least some members of the public were clearly interested in what the police are doing, 

thus sponsoring the high response rate. Similarly, the DMTU has unquestionably changed the ways 

in which the police conduct their daily activities; this could explain the reason why police officers 

were keen to engage with the postal questionnaire. In keeping with the principals of triangulation, 

qualitative interviewing was used as an integral part of the data collection techniques.

4.14 Interviewing

4.14.1 Qualitative Interviewing

Interviewing was another approach used by the researcher to obtain data for this study (Kvale 1996). 

Within this data collection method there are different forms of interview structures.

4.14.2 Structured Interviewing

Structured interviewing, known also as schedule-structured interviewing, is the most rigid style of 

interviewing, which would require a pre-planned format (Wengraf 2001). The questions asked must 

remain precisely the same for each respondent. This style allows no scope for expansion or deviation 

from the interview guide. This style is particularly useful to ensure consistency and equality by 

keeping each question identical. Richardson et al (1965) note that changing vocabulary or intonation 

can distort meaning, thus influencing the response.

4.15.3 Semi-structured Interviewing

A semi-structured approach is less structured than the previous style. It allows the researcher to ask 

a range of different questions related to a particular topic. These may be contained in an 'interview 

guide' (Bryman 2004). In general all questions asked should be contained within this guide. This 

allows the researcher a degree of flexibility as questions can be asked according to responses 

received. It is for this reason an interview schedule was designed and it was decided that a semi- 

structured approach would best fit this research. Merton and Kendel (1946) note that, this style 

would focus on specific areas which the researcher would have previously researched. This would
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have been analysed at the design stage prior to the interview, allowing the researcher time to 

compile a list of potential questions.

A.14.4 Flexible Interviewing

Finally, flexible scheduling known also as unstructured or non-directive interviewing is the most 

flexible format of all interviewing types. The researcher may use an 'aide memoire' as a brief but 

other than this no more guidance would be needed (Bryman 2004). This style encourages the 

respondent to give long and comprehensive answers with little or no prompting from the 

researcher. This style is often used to obtain opinions or feelings where the answers are subjective 

and individual.

Overall Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) consider that there are several advantages and 

disadvantages to interviewing. Interviewing offers the researcher a degree of flexibility as the 

interviewer can decide on the style of interview to best extract the appropriate information from the 

respondent. This can offer the researcher control, steering the interview in a particular direction. In 

addition this approach often ensures a far higher response rate than using a questionnaire. 

Accompanied with the fact that a higher response rate can be obtained, interviewing can offer the 

potential for obtaining greater amounts of detailed information and data. As previously noted there 

are always disadvantages to consider. Cost is perhaps an issue for all researchers and interviewing 

can in certain circumstances have relatively high costs in comparison with a postal questionnaire. 

This is due in part to travelling expenses and other costs. Bias is another factor to be considered as 

the interviewer can influence responses. Finally offering any degree of anonymity is particularly 

difficult as the respondent in most circumstances will come face-to-face with the researcher. Due to 

the nature of the research, using any digital device to record interviews would in the researcher's 

experience and judgement have been counterproductive. Recording police officers through such 

devices would simply act to bias the findings as officers rarely speak frankly and candidly knowing 

they are being recorded. As a result, it was decided that a combination of brief paper notes and 

mental notes were the best way to capture data from interviews. Writing long abstracts as the 

respondent is talking is at best off-putting and can in some instances, disrupt the flow of the 

interview. Short words and reminders seemed to reassure the respondent and also help to focus the 

interviews. In addition to short sentences, contextual information was also recorded, e.g. time, 

location and date in order to add detail to the data collected. The flexibility and freedom offered by 

field notes complemented the semi structured interview approach (Foster 1996). Similar to 

interviewing, focus groups were also considered as part of the data collection techniques.
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4.15 Focus Groups

Despite consideration, this approach was not used as part of this study. In part, this method was not 

utilised as it offers the researcher little if any control over the direction of the interaction and this 

could potentially generate unfocused discussion. Focus groups often encourage a small number of 

speakers, allowing the dominant members to control the discussions, leaving the other quieter 

individuals relatively mute and unrepresented (Morgan 1997). This approach consists of a group of 

people discussing a wide range of pre-determined topics. Positively however, focus groups are used 

often to survey organisations where the workforce is large (Hakim 1987). This method is often 

relatively cheap and saves time (Bryman 2004). By involving a group of people, individuals may be 

happier to discuss topics, feeling that there is safety in numbers. Groups on occasion can promote 

and encourage discussion. Although this method offered some real advantages, it was felt that 

interviewing, observational work and postal surveys offered a range of practical advantages to 

obtain the data required. Postal surveys in particular offered a way of obtaining large quantities of 

both qualitative and quantitative data. Being reinforced by interviews and observational data it was 

decided that focus groups in this study were not needed as one of the data collection instruments. 

Secondary data and official records can often play a vital role in research of this nature.

4.16 Secondary Analysis and Official Archives

Secondary data, archives and official statistics are unquestionably an integral part of any police 

organisation and as a consequence should be analysed thoroughly. Types of secondary data may 

include previous research, internal or external reports, press statements, including government or 

Home Office publications. This literature is invaluable in as much as it allows the researcher to 

understand in detail the inner workings of an organisation, with an in-depth evaluation and 

knowledge of existing research. Analysis of secondary data can allow the researcher to identify 

unrepresented areas and any limitations within the specific field of research. Dale et al (1988) record 

that there are several advantages to using secondary sources while conducting research. Firstly, cost 

and time. At a fraction of the expense and time of conducting research, studies that have already 

been conducted and secondary analysis can be accessed. Data quality can be of a high standard, 

particularly if the research has been carried out by the government and is often accessible to the 

public. Finally by utilising secondary data the researcher can have more time for data generation and 

analysis. This stage of the research is often condensed due to time constraints. Not dissimilar to 

every other research method evaluated so far, secondary data analysis also has disadvantages as 

identified by Bryman (2004). Lack of familiarity with data especially complex data is one difficulty
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faced by researchers. Both unfamiliar terminology and vast quantities of data relate to this. Another 

drawback is that the researcher has no control over either the data collection or content. There is 

often no way to validate the data and the methods used to collect it. The data may be flawed, 

containing problems such as bias or poor design. The final issue to be identified is access. Data may 

be difficult to locate, requiring the researcher to look through hundreds sometimes thousands of 

records to obtain relevant data and information. This approach may not prove economic, time 

effective, appropriate or straight-forward.

4.16.1 Official Records and Statistics

Official records consist of government publications; judicial publications the British crime survey and 

all of these are derived from public sources such as the police and the NHS. For this research, 

internal police documents, combined with Home Office publications have been analysed. Specifically 

for this study examples of such documents include the Home Office publication Building 

Communities, Beating Crime: A Better Police Service for the 21 st Century, Her Majesty's Inspectorate 

for the Constabulary publication On the Record: Thematic Inspection Report on the Police Crime 

Recording, Police National Computer and the Phoenix Intelligence System Data Quality and Gwent 

police's internal publication documents Policy: National Intelligence Model Implementation of the 

Tasking & Co-Ordination Process and Delivering Safer Communities. These documents offered the 

researcher data otherwise unavailable and at a fraction of the cost and time. Time and money can 

be saved, whilst gaining a wealth of data in a relatively short amount of time. It must be 

remembered, however, that publications can often be biased. Objectivity of the findings must be 

considered before attaching weight to any reports (Bryman 2004). In using crime statistics, Bryman 

(2004) notes that figures can be manipulated. The police and the government in publishing statistics 

can use the data to highlight or mask particular problems. This can be done by directing police 

officers to target a particular crime such as drug offences and not record others such as anti-social 

behaviour. In turn, this will produce data relating to drug offences which will rise, where incidents of 

anti-social behaviour appear to be in decline.

4.17 Limitations of the Study

It is essential for any reflective practitioner engaged in research activity to consider and understand 

the limitations of his/her particular research. The following set out some of the limitations of this 

study which were caused by various reasons. Additionally, each point explains some of the 

important decisions that many researchers have to face when engaging with this type of research.
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By doing so, it is hoped the reader will appreciate the sometimes difficult landscape within which 

general, and in particular, police organisational research, sits.

  The study relies on both qualitative and quantitative methods. This study is designed to give 

an insight into some of the trends and themes emerging from this research. This study has 

been explicit in stating that it does not intend the findings to be generalisable. It must be 

noted that this in no way detracts from the importance of this research. It provides 

important insights into some of the real issues surrounding the rationalisation of services 

faced by the police. However, findings from this study will still have great importance and 

relevance for the Gwent police.

  This study includes a statistical analysis, using chi square in order to undertake significance 

testing. This was undertaken in order to establish associations between variables.

  The limitations surrounding the use of the electoral register must also be considered.

Although this was an advantageous way to gain a large sample in order to carry out a postal 

survey, the register can in some instances include fewer younger people or those who are 

homeless. This is an important limitation that has been acknowledged throughout this 

research.

  This study also covers two geographical areas within Gwent, including only one police

service. For this reason, again, it is acknowledged that this impacts upon the generalisability 

of the research.

  This study considered only police officers within the police service. Unfortunately, due to 

design and resource limitations, wider civilian police staff and police partnership 

organisations such as the local authority were not included. As a result, the study does not 

account for this, giving a partial depiction.

Despite the reflections shown above, this research is an important study that highlights some of the 

problems faced by the police organisations as they struggle to maintain and deliver a good service in 

difficult economic times.
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4.18 Reflection

Reflection on the journey of research is essential to reinforce and reaffirm experiences, beliefs and 

understandings encountered during the expedition of field research. From the initial proposal of this 

project through to the completion and submission stages of the PhD, the journey has been difficult, 

challenging, rewarding, enjoyable and illuminating. This combination of feelings experienced over 

the years of research, unquestionably added to the excitement, creating a unique working 

experience. Building a working relationship with Gwent police and getting to know key individuals 

was one of the most difficult aspects of this research. As explained previously, the unique working 

culture in which the police exist and operate created exceptional complications that needed to be 

overcome. Building networks and contacts within the organisation was initially painstakingly slow 

and required both patience and skill. Enabling police officers and other staff to feel comfortable with 

the research and the researcher required an inordinate investment of time. The ever present danger 

of losing scientific objectiveness and 'going native' was always a consideration. As to the question of 

'did the researcher go native?', then if feeling some empathy with individuals or understanding 

concerns would constitute 'going native', then the answer would be a tentative 'yes'. Having said 

this, gauging the extent of 'going native' is particularly complex. There were times when the 

researcher would agree or disagree with certain statements and procedures. For this reason, it is the 

sense of the researcher that judgements were always based on scientific fact. Bias and objectivity 

were always going to be major issues throughout this research. Remaining aware and conscious of 

the potential pitfalls and dangers of losing scientific objectivity almost certainly made evaluating and 

responding to situations much easier. In addition to building a network of contacts, the internal 

layout and dynamics of Gwent police needed to be mapped. By this, it is meant the physical layout 

of the organisation including jurisdiction boundaries and buildings. A working knowledge of the 

organisation with a clear idea of how the organisation worked, key 'movers and shakers' who could 

get things done and some idea of internal political struggles undeniably assisted in ensuring that the 

research could progress expeditiously. Another obstacle that required some thought was 'informed 

consent'. Obtaining informed consent and balancing this against the need to assure a favourable 

response rate posed a difficult dilemma at the data collection stage of this study. Although having 

consulted the University's Ethics Committee, there was no actual requirement to ask respondents to 

complete a consent form as part of the questionnaire survey. Completion would have been sufficient 

as this would have demonstrated that respondents wished to participate in the research. Having 

considered this carefully, the decision was taken to include a consent form along with the 

questionnaire. This decision was taken primarily in light of the sensitive nature of the questionnaire
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as respondents were asked about previous crime experiences. This decision was not taken lightly 

and in truth, the researcher changed position on this issue, opting to begin by excluding a consent 

form, but changing this prior to mailing. Having mailed the questionnaire survey to the police and 

the public, the time waiting for replies was the most anxious of the entire research process. It was at 

this stage a range of emotions were felt, being almost half way through the journey and success 

depended on the quality and quantity of the replies. Although a pilot questionnaire survey had been 

successful, in reality, this did little to alleviate the feeling of anxiety and worry. So much of this 

particular research work depended on the questionnaire. The successful end of the data collection 

stage offered relief and the response rate was more than adequate. Although the data collection 

stage had been competed relatively successfully there still remained much work to complete and a 

sense of success was short lived and only temporary. In summary, the whole process of this research 

was both physically and mentally challenging. Having said this, the feelings of exhilaration, 

anticipation and elation certainly compensated for this and made the work worthwhile. The toxic 

mix of emotions encountered from beginning to end combined to make this an unforgettable and 

rich experience.

4.19 Conclusion

Research constantly generates an unlimited number of scenarios, issues and difficulties. Foremost 

for this research is the relationship between the police organisation and the academic world. This is, 

in part, built on fear and suspicion, as identified by Reiner (2000) when he makes reference to a 

cultural protective shield engulfing the entire police organisation, thus preventing any outsider from 

seeing the internal workings of the organisation. This research encountered some cultural resistance 

through direct observations and encounters. The somewhat nebulous subject of occupational 

culture at the 'coal face' accompanied by the physical manifestations of its existence was fascinating 

and enlightening. There appears almost to be a 'love/hate' relationship between some members of 

the two institutions. This relationship would, in the researcher's opinion disintegrate and erode if 

interest and criticism from political parties, the public and the media were not so strong. Politically 

the police and policing is now more than ever seen as a party political issue and frequently used as a 

'political football' (BBC 2010f). Public interest in the police having been encouraged and developed 

has never been stronger, with the public now assisting in the formulation of policing priorities and in 

the near future potentially having the ability to sack a Chief Constable as the coalition government 

prepares to introduce locally elected crime commissioners (Home Office 2010a). The objective of 

this research is to inform policy at a local and national level, disseminate good practice and to 

ultimately ensure long term sustainability through efficiency, effectiveness and inevitably economic
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viability. Ethical issues have never been far from the mind of the researcher and have 

unquestionably influenced decisions made throughout the data collection stage. Deciding whether 

to ask respondents to complete a consent sheet was a decision not easily taken and although 

complete anonymity could not be given if a consent sheet was included it was felt that this was a 

price worth paying as each respondent would fully understand their position by giving full informed 

consent in writing. In addition, respondents should have felt that the research and the data would 

be used ethically. Access and its associated difficulties relating to bias and objectivity brought along 

its own complications and apprehensions. 'Going native' and losing scientific objectivity was another 

concern for the researcher. Having spent a significant time with police officers and as relationships 

began to develop losing objectivity was never far from the researcher's mind. Putting in place rituals 

and processes such as note taking and debriefing sessions all helped to maintain a professional 

relationship. The electoral register has recently been criticised for its lack of representativeness by 

the incumbent Conservative and Liberal Democrat coalition government. The Electoral Commission 

along with others has joined this debate and has also criticised its use at certain times. This was a 

concern identified early on in the research and was carefully balanced in terms of its advantages and 

associated disadvantages. Although almost certainly not a perfect device to use as a sampling frame, 

the electoral register offered a unique method of generating a sample list from the two areas under 

study, allowing a relatively large quantitative and qualitative data set to be assembled. The response 

rate also had to be considered and this is always an anxious time when awaiting the return of postal 

surveys. Much work had been done to improve the response rate. When dealing with sensitive 

issues such as people being previous victims of crime, along with a varying degree of engagement 

form the police, response rates could vary substantially. Unearthing and ascertaining processes 

through to analysing and evaluating systems and good practice was an enthralling and demanding 

experience. Getting to know officers and gatekeepers and being granted full access to an 

organisation such as Gwent police has been a memorable and unique experience. This study 

provides informed findings, conclusions and policy recommendations which should prove of value to 

all those interested in the police and how technology impacts on their service delivery to the public. 

Having explored how this research was undertaken, to better understand the specific initiative, in 

the form of the DMTU, implemented by Gwent Police, the following chapter places into context the 

changes in the arena of contact management. In doing so, the chapter explores both the previous 

and current Gwent police deployment model when dealing with calls from the public.
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Chapter 5: The Demand Management 
and Tasking Unit
5.1 Introduction

This section assesses and explains how the new knowledge management system introduced by 

Gwent police is influencing the delivery of policing services, integrating with other policing systems 

and functions and meeting its stated objectives, e.g. improving the quality of service to the public 

and enabling a bespoke response to meet the needs of individuals (Grey 2009). This section of the 

study will specifically be concerned with addressing research objective 1 which aims to evaluate the 

impact and effect of the Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU) on the delivery of policing 

services to the public as well as to better understanding the process and steps involved as the DMTU 

carries out its functions. As previously discussed, evaluation research is a descriptive style of 

research designed specifically to assess the value, effectiveness, efficiency and economic viability of 

policies, services and interventions (Sarantakos 2005). To carry out such evaluative research, a 

combination of overt observational techniques and semi structured interviewing was conducted 

within the setting of the DMTU along with other units such as the central call handling unit. In 

addition, this section aims to illustrate and provide insights into how the DMTU relates and 

interconnects with internal users such as police officers or partner agencies along with its 

relationship with external users, primarily the public. The advantages and possible difficulties when 

undertaking observational activities and interviewing within an organisation such as the police 

service has previously been explored in some depth. It is worth noting that the principles of 

triangulation have been adhered to, thus adding to the reliability, validity and rigour of any findings. 

To better understand the Gwent approach to contact management, the National Contact 

Management Programme (NCMP) needs to be briefly considered.

5.2 National Contact Management Programme (NCMP)

Recording crime consistently across 43 police services in England and Wales creates a considerable 

challenge for all involved. The HMIC (2000a) estimate that more that 5 million criminal offences are 

recorded each year, demonstrating the logistical and practical difficulties involved when dealing with 

this issue. For this reason underpinning and directing the development of Gwent police information 

systems and procedures is the National Contact Management Programme (NCMP) (NPIA 2010a). 

Under this directive, the National Call Recording Standards (NCRS), National Standards for Incident
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Recording (NSIR) and the National Call Handling Standards (NCHS) have been developed and 

disseminated for application across all 43 police services. The aim of such national standards is to 

enhance quality and ensure consistency between police services as they record crime and non-crime 

issues, specifically when utilising knowledge management systems. Improving accuracy, raising 

awareness and providing standardised definitions for all police services can work to improve overall 

consistency as each police service is expected to incorporate these national standards into its 

operating procedures. Each of the above standards sets a benchmark that each police service must 

meet. Minimum standards have been introduced to address the problems, issues and inadequacies 

of crime recording. It has been confirmed by the Inspectorate (HMIC 2000a) that occasionally crimes 

are not being officially recorded, classifications of crimes are being changed to less serious offences 

and criminal offences are being recorded as non-crime issues (Maguire et al 2007). In addition to 

this, HMIC (2000a) found that there can be severe delays in recording crimes, a general 

misinterpretation of the previous guidelines and a lack of training for and ownership of incoming 

telephone calls. The inefficiencies and shortcomings of the previous guidelines needed to be tackled 

which the procedures under the National Contact Management Programme (NCMP) were 

introduced to achieve. Targets for each of the standards including customer confidence levels, time 

taken to answer telephone calls and scheduled response assessments are now used by the 

Inspectorate to assess performance. These are subsequently compiled into the formula that is used 

to calculate the each police service performance tables and other quantitative national performance 

indicators (HMIC 2000a).

5.3 The Gwent Policing Model

crimeGwent Police receives over 800,000 telephone calls from members of the public a year for all 

and non crime related issues and this is increasing year on year (Beyond the Call 2008b). Since the 

introduction of a centralised call centre in 2003, demand has increased by 30-40%. Following a 

national survey, it is estimated that non crime incidents including anti-social behaviour and 

community safety issues account for up to 80% of all telephone contacts made to the police. This 

type of call was estimated to have cost the police service in England and Wales between £4-£5 

Billion in 2010 (HMIC 2005). Following publication of a two phased report on contact handling by 

HMIC (2005), the importance of call management throughout the police service and specifically 

within Gwent was immediately heightened and refocused. Phase one of the publication focused on 

the way in which call centres receive and deal with first point of contact telephone calls. These calls 

may include incidents relating to antisocial behaviour, reports of thefts or calls appertaining to other

general enquiries. At the time of publication of this first report, Gwent police were only managing to
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answer 55% of non-emergency telephone calls within 60 seconds. Following investment in their call 

centres, Gwent police now answer 90% of non-emergency telephone calls within 30 seconds. 

Although Gwent has improved its non-emergency call management, phase two of the HMIC report 

focused on the ability of contact centres to effectively manage incidents, deploy correct and 

proportionate responses with the ability to resolve issues and capture meaningful customer 

feedback and intelligence (Beyond the Call 2008b). Successfully managing to achieve each of these 

key measures required substantial investment and for the first time the role and performance of 

contact centres received increased scrutiny. It has been argued that contact centres have simply 

been an adjunct to policing rather than a core element of service provision. Call handlers clearly play 

a pivotal role in deploying resources and ensuring each call can be resolved to the customer's 

satisfaction. Poor decision making and unsound judgements at any stage of the call process will 

unquestionably have an impact on both the customer and the organisational response. In an 

economic environment of budget cuts, inordinate delays and inefficient deployment of resources 

could have severe repercussions for Gwent police (Edwards 2008). Gwent along with all police 

services across England and Wales is currently facing unprecedented budget cuts of up to 20% (Audit 

Commission 2010).

5.4 Limitations of the Previous Call Handling Model

The previous procedure adopted by Gwent police states that a police officer or other physical 

resource including Police Community Support Officers (PCSO) would attend each and every call or 

contact made to Gwent police regardless of the nature of the call. As resources become ever more 

stretched this strategy has been identified as inefficient, ineffective, inappropriate and economically 

untenable at the present time. Figure 5.1 illustrates that the previous model did not give the police 

an opportunity to tailor a response to individual customer's needs as the process is linear, rigid and 

lacks any feed-back mechanism.
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Figure 5.1- The Previous Gwent Policing Model for Handling Responses to Non Emergency Incidents

Incoming Call to Call Handler -> Dealt with by Call Handler

Create Incident Log

Dispatch Resource(s)

Resource Attends and Deals

Update from Resource

Dispatcher Updates Log

Resource Returns to Station to 

Update Log

Auditing Stage

Adapted from Gwent Police (2009b)

Figure 5.1 illustrates that incoming calls from the public, regardless of the nature of the seriousness 

of the incident could only be resolved by dispatching a physical resource, unless the call handler 

chose to deal with the incident immediately. This is frequently the case if the caller simply requires a 

contact number for an officer, advice or guidance that is able to be given by telephone. 

Consequently, a new system and procedures have been developed. For emergency 999 telephone 

calls placed to Gwent police, the response times seem to be a positive theme, with officers 

managing to respond within an average of 12 minutes. The national target for attendance following 

emergency telephone calls is 20 minutes. There seems to be no shortage of officers to deal with any 

direct emergency telephone calls placed to Gwent police. Indeed, on occasions within Gwent police, 

it has emerged that as many as 18 police officers have responded to one emergency call (Beyond the 

Call 2008b). As for the issue of non-emergency telephone calls, the outcome seems to be somewhat 

less successful. The national response time for such telephone calls is currently 3 hours. However, 

Gwent police falls short of this target and responds within an average of 6 hours. On occasions,
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attendance to non-emergency telephone calls may take up to 14 days, far beyond the national 

target. As customers are often informed that an officer will be with them shortly, clearly this does 

little to reassure the individual and the public's expectations are neither sensibly managed nor met. 

Often it is the case that call handlers will not be able to locate an officer available to attend non- 

emergency telephone calls and will require multiple telephone calls using the police radio until an 

officer eventually responds. In terms of knowledge, intelligence and data recording, the current 

system is basically inadequate. Issues around duplication, poor processing and ineffective software 

result in much of the intelligence, information and knowledge subsequently being lost. This issue is 

compounded by individual officers failing to fully complete records and logs. There are also a 

considerable number of preventable telephone calls made to Gwent police as members of the public 

feel the need to re-contact the police due to concerns and issues that are initially non-policing in 

character. This compounds already difficult issues around contact management. A 'joined up' 

approach where the call handling function is fully integrated into the main functions of policing 

needs to be considered and central to the development of the new police model is the introduction 

of the DMTU within Gwent police.

5.5 The New Contact Management Model

The introduction of the DMTU is fundamentally a knowledge management process designed to 

facilitate and enhance the quality of service delivered to customers, both internally and externally. It 

is an attempt to rationalise the demand for police 'services' into manageable information packets 

that can be disseminated to the appropriate response unit, usually neighbourhood police officers 

and to maintain accurate records of the demand and response undertaken, either by telephone or in 

person. As a result of these limitations, Gwent police have concluded that the contact process 

between the public and their organisation needed to be overhauled and rationalised (Beyond the 

Call 2008c). Gwent Police is an example of a police service that has attempted to rationalise this 

knowledge and deployment process and has consequently introduced a knowledge management 

system. This innovative unit can deal with a wide range of crimes including burglaries from garages 

or sheds, theft from motor vehicles, minor criminal damage, lost and found property, mobile 

telephone theft, abandoned vehicles and some public order offences. Its primary function is as an 

investigation tool that allows officers to assess, investigate and if necessary deploy resources to 

progress a specific crime enquiry. Where previously Gwent police would have automatically 

deployed a physical resource, this DMTU is designed to enable the investigation to be carried out 

when it is felt that the deployment of an officer will not add significant value to either the

investigation process or to the customer. Gwent police claim that it has identified that members of
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the public in certain circumstances prefer that crimes of a certain character be dealt with through 

telephone investigation (Beyond the Call 2008c). If the DMTU then decides that additional support is 

required, for example, the deployment of crime scene investigators or house to house enquiries 

would be useful, then the officer within the DMTU can deploy such resources. It must be noted, 

however, that there will be circumstances where an officer will attend regardless of the crime type. 

If the victim of a crime is identified as being a vulnerable person or a repeat victim then the standard 

procedure will be the automatic attendance of an officer. By screening each contact the DMTU aims 

to deploy the appropriate resource at the right time ensuring maximum efficiency and effectiveness. 

In accordance with the business case for the introduction of this DMTU, the brief clearly states that -

"Contact handlers ensure that the right person, with the right skills, attend at the right time in 

response to any form of initial contact"

Beyond the Call (2008b)

The DMTU tracks each occurrence and can investigate through telephone investigation or through 

the deployment of a physical resource (Beyond the Call 2008c). Crucial to the success of this 

innovative new system is the function of data capture and data use, being underpinned by a variety 

of electronic databases. It is also claimed that the DMTU has the capacity to capture all intelligence 

provided at the initial point of contact offering a flexible approach to intelligence gathering and 

processing. Currently the unit is dealing with between 20-25% of all crime reported to Gwent police, 

unquestionably having an impact on front line operational activities, resources and staffing.

5.6 The New Structure of Call Handling

The simplified operating structure for non emergency call handling with Gwent police relies on a 

series of determinations, evaluations and assessments for calls to be handled in the most 

appropriate and efficient way. Initially, all calls made to the Gwent police central telephone number 

or the 101 single non emergency number are diverted to call handling. From there, the controller at 

that point can make an assessment and a decision that can result in four actions being taken, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 -The Current Gwent Policing Model for A/on Emergency Incidents

Incoming Call to Call Handler Dealt with by Call Handler

Create Incident Log

Three Dispatch Options - Call handling determine if

they need to be sent to the Force Control Room

(FCR), DMTU, or scheduled

If the call handler

determines the call

requires an emergency or

priority response, it is sent

to the FCR

Call handler can schedule a

response from a unit to

attend if deemed an

appropriate response

If the call handler

determines that the call

meets the criteria for

telephone investigation, it

is sent to the DMTU

Adapted from Gwent Police (2009b)

The first response would be to deal with the issue at the initial point of contact with various actions 

being observed during this research including redirecting calls to other police services and dealing 

with the queries personally such as passing on contact details of officers. The four possible response 

options available to Gwent Police are illustrated in Table 5.1 below.
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Table 5.1- Gwent Police Response Options

Response Details Example
Dealt with by 
Call Handler

The call handler could deal immediately with
the customer's needs without the need for any

further action to be taken.

Call requesting information 
regarding the local police 

and communities together 
___(PACT) meeting.

Force Control 
Room (FCR)

For the most serious calls, where there is for
example, a threat to life, the call handler would
send the call immediately to the Force Control

Room (FCR). The response must be made within
20 minutes.

Call about a serious road
accident where there are

persons injured.

Schedule 
Response

This is a response that must be made within 24 
hours. If the circumstances are unsuitable for

the Demand Management and Tasking Unit, as
for example, the caller is a repeat victim, this

approach can be utilised.

Call regarding a repeat 
victim of a shed burglary.

Demand
Management
and Tasking

Unit

This method of response can be used if the
criteria is met, for example, a caller that is not a

repeat victim of crime.

Call concerning a theft of a
satellite navigation system

from a vehicle.

The second option available to call handlers would be to divert the call to the Force Control Room 

(FCR). This would be used for the most serious calls requiring an immediate and emergency response 

from the police. During research observations, this course of action was taken only infrequently, for 

events including a vehicle obstruction on a busy road and reports of debris on the M4 motorway. 

Calls will be relayed to the Force Control Room (FCR) if the nature of the call is unsuitable for 

resolution by the DMTU or for scheduling. A scheduled response is the third option available to call 

handlers. This can be used for non emergency responses where officers can take up to 24 hours to 

respond. During the observation period, this was a method of deployment used to deal with reports 

of a dangerous dog and abandoned vehicles as it was felt by the call handler these calls fell outside 

the remit of the DMTU. The final method of resolution for call handlers is the use of the DMTU. If the 

specific criteria discussed earlier are met, the call handler can direct crimes reported to Gwent police 

to the DMTU. This was a course of action taken frequently for crimes relating to theft of items such 

as satellite navigation systems and mobile telephones from motor vehicles.

5.7 Conceptualisation of the Demand Management and Tasking Unit

The primary intention behind the creation of the DMTU was to rationalise the delivery of policing 

services to the public, and its underlying principles and ideology relate to this (Beyond the Call 

2008c). As highlighted throughout this study, the increasing pressure being placed on police services
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through England and Wales is unprecedented, (Gravelle and Rogers 2010b) and initial policy 

documents makes clear reference to these pressures facing Gwent police. Specifically, the 

documents make reference to reduced funding from central government compounded by increasing 

costs. In a project initiating document called '2011 Project: Staying Ahead', key areas for change 

were identified (Beyond the Call 2008b). In this document, call handling was identified as one of the 

key areas in which change was necessary. However, the intention of the designers was not solely to 

save money, and in fact, policy documents from the time of initial conceptualisation and design, 

reinforced by interviews and observational work conducted throughout the period of this study 

reveal that the primary focus of designers was to make the process more efficient and effective for 

internal and external customers. This meant a focus on delivering a localised service with real time 

availability. In addition, it aimed to bring a perceived disjointed call handing service closer together 

and offer a professional process to delivering police services and products. Public expectation under 

the current system was not being met, and customers were not being kept informed about ongoing 

issues. It was felt that customers in some instances would prefer to deal with certain issues over the 

telephone, so part of the planned process would expedite matters for the customers along with 

enabling Gwent police to allocate finite resources to customers that required them (Beyond the Call 

2008a).

5.8 The Role and Function of the Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU)

This initial stage of the process is carried out by staff within call handling prior to any contact with 

the DMTU. Call handlers will create an ORIS log which is the initial log created containing details of 

the crime and the caller. ORIS essentially is the 'Command and Control' system used by Gwent 

police. This log is brief and contains only limited details giving the next officer some basic 

information. Having created the log, suitable crimes that meet the criteria are sent electronically to 

the DMTU. From November 2008 to 2009, the DMTU dealt with 11,308 crimes, equating overall to 

21.2% of all crime reported. From the initial ORIS log received from call handling, officers within the 

DMTU then create a Guardian log, which essentially is a detailed log of the incident that is to be 

investigated. Guardian is the crime recording system that is used by Gwent police. Interestingly, 

interviewing and observational work carried out within the DMTU revealed that there was much 

duplication between the creation of ORIS logs and Guardian logs. When creating a Guardian log from 

ORIS, officers are required to copy details such as the victim's name, address, date of birth, vehicle 

details and other details about the crime as the ORIS and Guardian systems cannot communicate, 

resulting in considerable time wasting and duplication. Indeed, as investigations are being 

conducted, there could be as many as eight different systems active and running on the computer.
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Systems include e-mail, ORIS, Guardian, geographical software and the service intranet so that 

officers within the DMTU can locate neighbourhood officer's shift patterns, annual leave and 

statutory rest days. Having acknowledged the difficulties with the various software programs within 

the DMTU, there must be some recognition and consideration of the efficiencies and economic 

implications of the DMTU. In terms of fuel, for example, deployment of a two person crew, travelling 

time between the station and the scene of crime, quality time spent with the victim which is often 

not undertaken for a variety of reasons including pressure on time on front line officers. The final 

updating of various systems involves significant savings that are being made where there is little 

prospect of a detection, conviction or deploying of physical resources adds no value. The remaining 

issue and difficulty with the DMTU is that it is still not dealing with calls at the initial point of contact. 

During many of the criminal investigations observed, it had become standard procedure to task 

neighbourhood police officers to carry out further enquiries. In instances where there is little or no 

prospect of obtaining additional evidence, the call should be handled accordingly as there seems to 

be increasing pressure on officers to attend locations to conduct door to door enquiries. Of all 

crimes observed within the DMTU, only one follow up enquiry resulted in additional further action 

being taken, whereas the majority of tasks resulted in a reply broadly similar to 'no further evidence 

found'. The most frequent crimes dealt with by the DMTU were vehicle offences, including theft of 

and theft from motor vehicles. Occasionally throughout the day, there would be few or no live 

incidents to deal with, although this only occurred on three occasions during the observational 

period. Police officers within the DMTU then continued to update previous crimes on the computer 

systems, including updating Guardian logs that had been returned from neighbourhood police 

officers having been sent out for further enquiries. In addition to this type of information, officers 

within the DMTU also update information from scenes of crime officers. It is worth noting that the 

unit is operational between the hours of Sam and 10pm, and consequently is not available 24 hours. 

As a result of this, officers working within the DMTU will usually have calls to deal with concerning 

crimes from the night before as call handlers will continue to send logs across to the unit outside 

office hours. DMTU staff primarily task neighbourhood policing officers to carry out work such as 

door to door enquiries or collecting evidence following a telephone investigation. Response officers 

would not be tasked directly by the DMTU, as this was seen as inappropriate by officers within the 

unit. Tasking response officers would be a last resort and would be done by asking the Force Control 

Room to contact them only in the event of an extraordinary situation arising such as the need to 

urgently collect evidence such as CCTV recordings before they were destroyed. Some officers within 

the DMTU can arrange a scheduled response where a police officer is deployed in person at a time 

convenient and suitable for the victim. This is usually decided by call handlers and it is not common
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practice for DMTU staff. If police officers or scenes of crime officers report via e-mail or Guardian 

log informing the unit that no additional evidence can be found, the incident is finalised and officially 

closed. If some evidence or avenues of enquiry emerge, incidents are investigated and further tasks 

are requested of officers. Average time of a telephone investigation varied with some investigations, 

for example, the theft of a mobile telephone from a person who may not wish to spend too long on 

the telephone can take around 40 minutes. The overall average time taken per investigation was 

around 1-1.30 hours. From observational study and interviews conducted, there seemed to be no 

obvious pressure on the amount of time each officer spent investigating each incident. On the 

contrary, there seemed to be a real concern and focus on the quality of the investigation, as officers 

did not seem to be in a hurry to conclude conversations and investigations with individuals. Indeed, 

it was commonly and frequently observed that officers within the DMTU talked at length about 'non- 

relevant' aspects such as hobbies, family and favourite music preferences. From recordings of 

telephone conversations, this seemed to re-assure the caller, as many people seemed to enjoy 

talking about such issues with the police. Multi-functional use of staff also appears to be the norm 

within the DMTU. The advantage of this approach is that it offers flexibility in dealing with varying 

demands placed upon staff within the DMTU. The DMTU is a vital aspect underpinning high quality 

policing in Gwent police and should be operated by highly skilled, well trained and motivated staff 

that are able to perform their functions effectively at all times. Traditionally, the police service has 

utilised similar units as a place to put individuals who were, for a variety of reasons, not able to 

perform operational duties (Rogers et al 2007). Whilst not denying that those individuals performed 

their tasks adequately, the difference between former crime handling bureaus and the DMTU 

cannot be over-emphasised. Staff working within the DMTU need to be individuals who wish to be 

there because they are interested in producing a high quality product for the benefit of the public. It 

appeared during this research, that whilst this was not evident, there is still a potential risk of placing 

staff into the DMTU as an easier alternative to resolving issues, both professional and personal, with 

some individuals. It is also worth recording that all staff working within the DMTU are warranted 

police officers, there are no civilian staff currently assigned to the Gwent DMTU.

5.9 Intelligence/ Knowledge Dissemination and the Quality of Information Collected

This research has discovered that a significant amount of community intelligence was being 

gathered in response to questions asked by telephone investigators. The collection of this valuable 

source of intelligence and information was, at times, divorced from the original reason for 

contacting the police. For example, calls made to the police relating to a theft of an item from a 

garden shed or car revealed that callers had been having problems with youths drinking at night at
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the back lane or issues surrounding speeding by cars were identified. In the event of such 

intelligence being gathered, an intelligence log was then created on a separate system. In the event 

of a series link (multiple offences with the same Modus Operandum (MO) or method of committing 

the crime within an area) occurring, the sergeant of the DMTU is informed, who in turn would 

contact the supervisor of the area. Interestingly, there are no formal detection methods in place and 

the identification of such links within incidents relies entirely on officers within the DMTU speaking 

to each other, or sergeants finalising the incidents actually spotting interesting trends. Although this 

was the case, officers within the DMTU seemed efficient and quick at detecting series links, perhaps 

due to the small size and limited number of officers working within the DMTU. A good example 

highlighting the identification of a series link can be seen when officers within the unit flagged up 

that there was a possibility that two thefts from cars were linked, although the second car owner 

had not yet reported anything significant to the police. The link was made because of evidence given 

by the owner of the first car stolen which led officers to conclude and suspect it might be an offence 

with multiple victims living only streets apart. In addition to the use and application of intelligence, 

the dissemination of intelligence throughout an organisation is essential as modern police services 

seek to become and remain intelligence led in their approach to policing. Technological 

developments in recent years have seen the introduction and widespread application of mobile 

communication devices. This development now enables DMTU staff to e-mail tasks to 

neighbourhood officers, and the 'blackberry' mobile device enables them to access e-mails whilst on 

patrol. This therefore eliminates the need for officers to return to the station, making the 

dissemination of information more rapid and efficient. Briefings are another method by which the 

DMTU disseminates information and intelligence. It must be remembered that the DMTU is handling 

over 20% of all crime, and consequently collects large amounts of intelligence, including criminal, 

community and contextual intelligence. Information from the DMTU feeds directly into daily 

meetings which are held locally and where all crimes are discussed, identified and evaluated. In 

addition to these briefings, the Briefing and Tasking System (BATS) is accessible to all police officers. 

From this system, officers can examine Prolific and Priority Offenders (PPO), hotspot areas and other 

wanted persons. This system and other briefings are populated with intelligence logs, which are 

created by the DMTU, the Force Control Room (FCR) and other police officers including response, 

neighbourhood and specialist officers. Intelligence can in certain circumstances only be valuable in 

the short term. As a result of this, only the most recent intelligence is stored on BATS. There is also 

slow time briefing tool that is available to officers and this is used to store unidentified CCTV or 

unknown persons. In terms of links with other partner agencies, there appeared little evidence that 

community safety partnerships (CSP's) were being considered as part of the tasking and deployment
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unit concept. Calls which may have been suitable to be jointly or solely dealt with by partners appear 

not to be tasked or involved, as there were no such examples observed or mentioned in interviewing 

where agencies such as the Local Authority were involved, either by providing a short term response 

or by working with the police to come to a long term solution for re-occurring problems (Rogers 

2010). It must be noted here however that the 101 single non emergency number (SNEN) which 

deflects some demand for police resources to appropriate local authority units or other agencies 

may be in part be responsible for this finding.

5.10 Training

Training is an essential and integral part when introducing new technological systems, operating 

procedures or working practices within organisations. Previously, officers working within the DMTU 

had received some inputs and training on ORIS, Guardian, National Standards for Incident Recording 

(NSIR), customer service training and skills in telephone handling including the physiology of 

telephotography. Under the previous training arrangements, officers were trained as they would be 

in the private sector. Under current training arrangements for staff within the DMTU, new recruits 

are now required and expected to learn 'on the job' with only basic training given as to how to use 

the Guardian system. It is now expected that staff learn 'heuristically', being trained by other more 

experienced members of staff. Interviewing staff within the DMTU and evaluating staffing levels and 

turnover, it became apparent during the research that there had been an increase in the number of 

officers leaving the department and the DMTU had recently experienced an influx of new staff. 

Under the new provisions for training, resilience and issues surrounding staff knowledge, experience 

and skills become an issue. Conducting further interviews with staff, some officers working within 

the DMTU did not see the relevance or importance of being trained as the role they are doing is 

merely 'something they have done for the past 20 years'. This was not a view held by supervisors of 

the unit as they were alarmed and concerned about the lack of training facilities, budget and 

resources available to staff. In terms of ensuring that work carried out by staff within the unit 

remains of a high standard. It is up to sergeants to sign off on all investigations and check them 

against national standards. In addition to evaluating compliance with national standards, sergeants 

are required to evaluate the call handling skills of investigators by reviewing and checking calls. As 

each call taken by the unit is recorded for training and quality assurance purposes, this can be done 

relatively easily. Following the evaluation, the individual police officer dealing with the call receives a 

debriefing from the sergeant. All records and logs are then finally re-checked at the auditing stage in 

order to evaluate the percentage of errors made. During the period from October 2008 to 2009, the 

total logs audited by Gwent police was 10,116. Of this total, there were 1408 errors detected,
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calculating to a compliance rate of 86.1%. When assessing training difficulties, a comprehensive 

training schedule needs to be designed and implemented that will need to be both theoretically and 

practically sound. The training will need to be based around dealing with police 'customers' by 

understanding and dealing with conflict, and qualified under the Professionalising Investigation 

Programme (PIP), National Crime Recording Standards (NCRS) and all relating and applicable system 

software. Incorporated into training, the importance of knowledge management such as knowledge 

sharing and dissemination could be given consideration within the training programme. Training 

should also be role specific and aimed at staff/supervisors retrospectively. Control centres have 

become, in some instances, a 'dumping ground' for those police staff who are for different reasons 

unable to function 'on the front line' (Rogers et al 2007). Reasons include disabilities, pregnancy, 

long term sickness or simply being unable to perform at the 'frontline'. It needs to be recognised 

that to succeed, these centres need highly trained, dedicated and motivated staff. Often the DMTU 

will be the first point of contact for the public. It is for this reason staff should be of the highest 

quality, offering the public an effective, efficient service. First impressions will undoubtedly affect 

the decision of the customer when assessing Gwent police on their performance. As the DMTU will 

be required to deal with a significant number of investigations, staffing levels should always reflect a 

positive correlation with demand. The DMTU deals with over 20% of all crime with minimal staff 

secondment and involvement. The DMTU has an average of 6-10 staff dealing with an estimated 600 

crimes per month. With minimal inputs, consideration must be given to keeping the staffing levels of 

the DMTU at its optimum, thus ensuring it maintains the necessary capacity to efficiently and 

effectively deal with demand.

5.11 Conclusion

High quality policing coupled with an intelligent and flexible attitude to deploying resources, dealing 

with customers and seeking to retain a focus on what the public want from the police will 

undoubtedly assist in helping the police service deal with demand (Garland 2002). Those police 

organisations that invest in the workforce, systems and infrastructure will be in a better position to 

re-focus and evolve much quicker than those which have not done so once the current financial 

crisis has passed. Public interest in the police having been encouraged and developed has never 

been more intense, with the public in recent years having been exhorted to assist actively in the 

formulation of policing priorities. Already finite resources are likely to become even more limited as 

budget cuts are implemented, and it will be rationalising initiatives such as this that may achieve the 

desired outcomes. Having acknowledged the potential advantages, it is imperative that such 

rationalisation provisions are carefully and thoughtfully implemented. The DMTU in dealing with the
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public will need to ensure it remains customer focused at all times by delivering a service that is 

designed and intended for victims of crime. Along with this orientation, it will be essential that the 

DMTU remains connected with all other policing services, gleaning and extracting intelligence, 

knowledge and information successfully, efficiently and appropriately. To better understand the 

extent to which this has been achieved, perceptions from both the public and police officers are 

presented in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 6 - Data Analysis- 
Understanding Knowledge 
Management from the Public's 
Perspective
6.1 Introduction

The successful implementation and application of knowledge management systems within 

organisations is dependent on many factors including the motivation of staff, the effectives of 

training and the perceptions of the recipients of the service provided (Arnstein 1969). In order to 

assess the effectiveness of the Gwent police knowledge management system, known as the Demand 

Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU), original data has been collected, collated and analysed. 

These next two chapters will discuss the research findings based on the methodological procedures 

already discussed in order to satisfy research objectives 2 and 3 of this study. Specifically, this 

chapter will examine in detail responses from the external users of the new system, the public. By 

utilising a statistical software package, 'Predictive Analytics Software (PASW), to process and analyse 

the data, a series of data sets have been produced and analysed, with a focus on themes emerging 

from the research. The most important findings of the study will be analysed further. To do this, chi 

square will be used to asses if there any statistically significant findings. This test has been 

undertaken in order to establish if variables share a relationship/ statistical association. The 

confidence level used for this test will be p<0.05. Information will be presented in tabular format to 

ensure a straight-forward yet effective dissemination of the relevant findings. For the sake of 

simplicity, statistics within the text of this research have been rounded up or down to whole 

numbers, thus making analysis more fluid, consistent and sensible. Similarly, any statistical data 

presented in tables will be shown to two decimal places.

6.2 The Public Response - Some Initial Findings

In order to assess the impact of the knowledge management system on customers, a questionnaire 

survey was utilised. The series of questions subsequently resulted in the production of quantitative 

statistical data and descriptive qualitative data. The design of the questionnaire deliberately 

encouraged respondents to include details of their own perceptions, feelings and ideas on the 

delivery of policing services provided by Gwent police. In addition, respondents were asked to
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comment more widely on the implementation of the new knowledge management system within 

Gwent. Consequently, this resulted in considerable qualitative data being generated as respondents 

demonstrated significant levels of engagement with the provision of policing services within their 

local community. The qualitative quotations used in this research are indicative of major themes and 

larger numbers of responses made by respondents. The qualitative data provided was utilised to 

contextualise and support the statistical data. The sample design and implementation for carrying 

out the public questionnaires survey has been evaluated in detail in the previous chapter. By utilising 

the electoral register, a total of 800 questionnaires were distributed to the public. The response rate 

for the whole questionnaire survey was recorded at 22% (n=173). Of the questionnaires completed 

and returned, the sample characteristics show that 41% (n=70) were from Torfaen and Newport was 

higher and reached 51% (n=89). The remaining respondents included 10 from Blaenau Gwent and 4 

from Monmouthshire which is illustrated in table 6.1.

Table 6.1- The Public Response to the Questionnaire Survey

Neighbourhood
Newport
Torfaen
Other
Total

Sample Characteristics
51.4 % (n=89)

40.5 % (n=70)

8.1%(n=14)

100 % (n=173)

The difference in the sample characteristics between the neighbourhood areas of Torfaen and 

Newport, of more than 10% is interesting and demonstrates that there appears to be some 

difference in the level of engagement. Engagement with such issues as policing in communities by 

individuals can vary depending on many variables, such as income, economics, political landscape, 

affluence, deprivation, criminality and living environment, including demographics or the proportion 

of young or old people living within an area (Bailey 1994; Bayley and Shearing 1996). In addition to 

these factors, if local neighbourhood/community policing is well established and members of the 

community are encouraged to engage with policing at a local level regularly through Police and 

Communities Together (PACT) meetings or street surgeries, engagement on policing related issues 

should be greater (Greene 2000). The complexities of engaging with the community are innumerable 

and the provision of police / community services and levels of engagement can vary widely between 

communities, with some areas reflecting a more co-operative model where other geographical 

jurisdictions enjoy a less favourable, reactive style of engagement from the local police. This is 

reinforced by Barnes and Eagle (2007) who states that -
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"They [the police] engage with a certain number of people who are active and have an interest but to 

say they engage with the wider public is untrue because they don't. Most people don't have an 

interaction with the police, don't want to have an interaction with the police and wouldn't expect 

to."

Barnes and Eagle (2007:166)

The difference in sample characteristics between Torfaen and Newport may be explained by such 

factors. Engagement with a questionnaire survey such as the one carried out as part of this research 

relating to policing may be partly dependent on the previous levels of pro-active interaction by 

police and their partner agencies with different types of communities. As part of the questionnaire 

survey design, the final question was designed to allow the respondent to provide any final 

comments with the question asking 'if there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to 

include here'. From the total number of respondents (n=173) who replied positively to the work 

carried out by the police, 27% lived in Torfaen whereas 50% were from Newport. Many respondents 

from Newport were clearly active supporters of the police. The following are typical of the 

comments expressed during the course of the research -

Respondent 50 - "The police have a very difficult job and I for one am proud of our force!!!!" 

Respondent 12- "It is nice to see police on the beat and they do a good job"

This type of response from respondents living in Newport is far more common than those who 

reside in Torfaen, who provided responses which on the whole were much less favourable and 

included the following -

Respondent 167 - "The police were not 'interested' and did not bother"

Respondent 44 - "I feel Gwent police don't [do not] respond immediately to minor or major crimes 

when reported. Also the problem never seems to be resolved"

6.2.1 The Public Response - Gender Analysis

Analysing results of this study using gender differences is important due to the differences in 

perceptions that can occur between males and females. If crime and fear of crime is examined, the 

British Crime Survey reveals that 40% of females tend to perceive that crime has a high or moderate 

impact on quality of life against 30% of males, 79% of females believing that there is a little more or 

a lot more crime in the area over the previous 2 years against 70% of males, 19% of females believed
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that they were likely to become victims of crime, compared with 14% of males and 14% of females 

worry about crime compared with only 9% of their male counterparts (Flatley et al 2010). Table 6.2 

illustrates the gender responses from the questionnaire survey.

Table 6.2 - Gender of Respondents

Gender
Male

Female
No Response

Total

Sample Characteristics
42.8 % (n=74)

54.3 % (n=94)

2.9 % (n=5)

100 % (n=173)

The gender distribution for the questionnaire survey shows that there were slightly more female 

respondents than male. This gender distribution is consistent with other studies such as the British 

Crime Survey, (Boiling 2009) and reflects the background gender distribution throughout Newport, 

Torfaen and the Gwent region more generally. The sampling frame utilised allowed for controlling 

the gender distribution differences to ensure representativeness. Therefore, more questionnaire 

surveys were distributed to females to reflect to the gender difference across the whole of the 

Gwent region. This enabled the findings to be representative of the demographic character of the 

area. For example, in the 'New Inn' ward of Torfaen, 13 questionnaires were distributed to males 

whereas 14 were distributed to females. This ensured that the differences in gender, albeit small, 

were represented and ensured no sample bias. The statistics available show the following gender 

distributions across the Newport / Torfaen and the whole of the Gwent region (Stats Wales 2009) -

Table 6.3 - Gender Distribution

Gender
Male

Female

Gwent
48.8%
51.2%

Newport / Torfaen
48.7%
51.3%

6.2.2 The Public Response - Age Analysis

The age of respondents can have a profound effect on many different variables including contact 

method preferences, perceptions of safety, crime and disorder and its subsequent cross tabulation 

with other variables will be an essential part of this study. If the variable perception of police by age 

is measured, official statistic for example reveal that 57% of respondents aged over 75 years 

perceive the police to be doing a good or excellent job, whereas this reduces to 50% for the younger

respondents aged 16-24 years (Flatley et al 2010). The age distribution from the survey shows that
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there is a significant difference in the age of respondents as highlighted in table 6.4 below. 

Respondents aged over 51 years account for over 73% of the total number of returned surveys. 

Those aged 18 - 50 years account for only 27%. It may be that low numbers of respondents within 

the 18-30 age profile is explained by the relatively low numbers of young people who are recorded 

on the electoral register. The demographic data for both regions surveyed, however, shows that 

between 60-65% of the population are of working age (16-64 years for males and 16-59 years for 

females). Similarly, only between 19-20% are classified as retired (over 65 years for males and 60 

years for females) (Dolman 2010a). Interestingly, fewer than 20% of the population across both 

areas surveyed are over 60 years, yet they account for over 50% of the respondents in this survey. 

Although age was not directly controlled for within the sampling frame, the distribution of the 

survey was random and therefore there is no suggestion that there has been a systematic bias 

towards older respondents within the sampling frame. It has been established through analysis of 

available demographic data that there are significantly fewer older people in the areas surveyed 

than younger people. However, it can be seen most people aged over 51 decided to respond to the 

questionnaire. It may be that younger people have positively decided not to respond and engage 

with the survey.

Table 6.4- Age of Respondents Surveyed

Age (Years)
18-30
31-40
41-50

51-60
Over 61

Total

Sample Characteristics
4.6 % (n=8)

10.4 % (n=18)
11.6 % (n=20)
23.1%(n=40)
50.3 % (n=87)
100 % (n=173)

6.2.3 The Public Response - Non Emergency Contact with the Police

Reporting habits and contact patterns of the public are particularly important when assessing the 

contact management process. Understanding the reasons and methods used when contacting the 

police such as telephone calls, letters and personal contacts made at police stations will enable the 

provision of contact handling services to be evaluated which is an integral element of knowledge and 

demand management systems. Assessing customer preferences and measuring potential levels of 

demand made at the beginning of the contact process will better enable deployment of resources 

and allow units such as the DMTU to better respond to the needs of its customers. The provision of 

resources, response procedures and types of response will be different between non-emergency and
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emergency contacts made to the police. Emergency calls would include incidents where violence 

was being used or threatened, there was a danger to life, a crime is in progress or there had been a 

road accident with individuals injured. Non-emergency calls would include incidents of antisocial 

behaviour, noise nuisance, general police enquiries or any other incident which did not require an 

immediate emergency police response. Respondents were asked to comment on contact method 

preferences in the event of a non-emergency issue arising. Table 6.5 below records the responses 

preferences derived from the survey.

Table 6.5 - Non Emergency Contact Method

Reporting Method
Telephone Local Police Station

Gwent Central Number
101 (Single Non-Emergency 

Number)
Visit the Police Station

999 Emergency Response
Personally Contact the Local 

Officer
Other

Write a Letter
Total

Preference
37% (n=64)

31.8% (n=55)
15% (n=26)

10.4% (n=18)
4% (n=7)

1.2% (n=2)

0.6% (n=l)
0% (n=0)

100% (n=173)

The data reveal that there seems to be some variation in the preferred contact methods used by 

respondents in the event of a non-emergency issue arising. The most common methods utilised 

would be to telephone the local police station and the Gwent police central number. These two 

methods combined, account for 69% of the total that would be utilised should a non emergency 

event occur. Other methods include a visit to a police station, contacting the local officer directly, or 

indeed 4% of respondents stated that they would in fact call the 999 emergency number for 

assistance. The reason why this is could be summed up by one respondent from Newport aged 

between 51-60 years who stated -

Respondent 6 - "/ would appreciate a 'phone no:' [number] to use to discuss minor issues (as long as 

they are acted upon??) as at the moment the only no [number] I know is 999)

The single non emergency number (SNEN) referred to commonly as 101 (Direct Gov 2011), is 

currently available for Wales, Hampshire, the Isle of White and Sheffield and is designed to handle 

non-emergency crime, community safety issues and anti-social behaviour. This method of reporting 

non-emergency incidents was initiated to reduce the number of calls being placed to the emergency
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number 999, as it was anticipated that its introduction would result in an improved service being 

provided to customers. This contact method was not an option frequently selected by respondents 

as only 15% stated that they would use this method should a non emergency issue arise. This is 

problematic as the number and method was introduced specifically for such issues which include 

reporting non-emergency crime, anti-social behaviour, drunken or rowdy behaviour, dangerous 

driving or speaking to the police about a general enquiry (Direct Gov 2011). Another reason for the 

low numbers of respondents who stated that this method would be used could be explained by the 

respondent below who makes reference to the lack of public awareness about the SNEN and its 

wider functions. This is reinforced by the previous comment that the respondent was only aware of 

the 999 emergency number and is further reinforced by the respondent below -

Respondent 52 - "Was not aware of the 101 number until yesterday"

In addition, no respondents stated that they would write a letter. This may be as a result of the 

relatively slow contact process involved sending a letter, the advances in technology or perhaps it 

reflects modern societal practices. Having said this, a respondent from the Newport region who had 

not experienced being a victim of crime within the previous 12 months, commented -

Respondent 27 - "/// have an ongoing problem, I always write to the police. This way should 

guarantee action and a reply"

This suggests that for a few, letter writing may still be a viable option if the response time is not a 

factor. To further explore this issue, a separate category was added so that respondents who might 

contact the police in any other way could indicate their preferred method. One respondent selected 

the 'other' option as part of this question stating that they would use the police and communities 

together (PACT) panels or street surgeries to raise such issues. This further illustrates the diverse 

ways in which the public seek to contact the police for non-emergency incidents.

Respondent 33 - "/ have now become involved with a PACT meeting and local police surgeries and 

am in the process of trying to find out the extent of the problem in the area"

When further examined, gender of respondents seems to influence the preferred contact method in 

non emergency situations. Females were more likely to use the single 101 non emergency number 

with the method accounting for 17% of the overall contacts used along with the Gwent central 

number which accounted for 34%. Rates for these for males accounted for 13% and 29% 

respectively. Males, on the other hand, were more likely to telephone their local police and to visit 

the local police station. Having acknowledged this, a further statistical analysis of the data was
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undertaken in order to establish if there was an association between gender of respondents and 

reporting preferences. The chi square analysis shows that in this instance, there is no statistical 

association, (x2 (5df) = 3.430, p= 0.634) so this apparent difference cannot be taken to be more than 

a possible factor that could be considered in any further study.

With the exception of respondents aged between 18 and 40 years, the three other age profiles with 

ages ranging between the more elderly respondents were most likely to telephone their local police 

station in the event of a non emergency incident occurring. Respondents from the younger age 

profiles were more likely to telephone Gwent central as around a half of the respondents indicated 

this method would be utilised in such circumstances. It may be that younger respondents feel more 

comfortable and reassured using newer methods of contacting the police, whereas older 

respondents tend to want to use the more traditional methods to contact police that had been 

established before call handling functions were centralised. Police services no longer advertise direct 

numbers to individual police stations and instead encourage users of the service to use the single 

central number. It may be that younger members of the community simply may not know the old 

direct numbers of local police station, relying instead on the internet or other methods to find out 

the advertised central contact number for Gwent police. Overall, the least used methods appear to 

be the emergency number 999, visiting police stations and personally contacting a local police 

officer. Interestingly, the use of the centralised single non emergency number was relatively 

consistent throughout all age profiles. When all responses opting for the 999 emergency number 

were analysed, it emerged that those respondents aged over 61 would be most likely to use this 

approach. 43% of those stating they would use this option originated from this age profile. In terms 

of examining statistical significance, a further chi square analysis was undertaken to examine the 

relationship between preferred contact methods and age profiles of respondents (x2 (20df) = 18.952, 

p= 0.525). The result was interesting, in that it demonstrates that no significant association exists 

between the two variables.

When the two neighbourhood areas in the research are analysed, the most common method used 

to contact the police in a non emergency situation differed. In Newport, the most common approach 

utilised was to telephone local police stations which accounted for 36% of the total responses for 

the area. Torfaen respondents were more disposed to telephoning the Gwent central number with 

around 40% of respondents opting to use this method.

It was found that when a respondent reported that they had been a victim of crime over the 

previous 12 months, the preferred method of contact in the event of a non-emergency situation
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seemed to have little effect compared to those respondents who had not been victimised during the 

same period. The most common contact method for victims and non-victims of crime was to 

telephone a local police station, which achieved proportions of 35% and 38% respectively for both 

groups.

6.3 The Public Response - Victim of Crime Patterns during the Previous 12 Months

Identifying victims of crimes is important as this enables the police to deploy finite resources and 

identify vulnerable victims for crime prevention advice to ensure they maximise efficiency and the 

effectiveness in response to issues of crime and disorder (Rogers 2006). Following the initial 

collection and analysis of a respondent's personal data, individuals were asked to indicate if they had 

been a victim of crime during the previous 12 months. Considering this relatively short period of 

time in which respondents were asked to comment, 27% replied as having directly experienced and 

been a victim over crime during the previous year. The national victimisation average for 2009/10 

was 21.5%, reducing from 39.7% in 1995 (Flatley et al 2010). If this were replicated across the 

population of Torfaen and Newport, this would result in 62,589 victims of crime using the 27% 

victimisation rate (Stats Wales 2009). Table 6.6 below shows the sample characteristics -

Table 6.6-Victim of Crime During the Previous 12 Months

Victim of Crime
Yes

No
Not Sure

No Response
Total

Sample Characteristics
26.6% (n=46)
67.1%(n=116)

1.7% (n=3)
4.6%(n=8)

100% (n=173)

It is important to note that the 'not sure' category was deliberately included as part of the survey 

design. Not all people know if they have been a victim of crime for various reasons, for example, 

they may suspect a theft but cannot rule out a loss or simple misplacement. Additionally, individuals 

may not know if they have been a victim of a criminal offence, such as fraud offences. In addition, 

5% of the respondents did not wish to comment. Victims of crime can find it difficult to disclose 

offences that may have been committed against them. This is particularly true with sexual offences 

as victims can often be intimidated, vulnerable and perhaps not wish to formally disclose the crime 

to the appropriate authorities (Jerin et al 1998). Defining 'crime' may also be problematic as many 

respondents suggested that certain anti-social behaviours would constitute a criminal act. Although 

it may be true that the actions carried out by individuals may be anti-social and disapproved of by
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members of the public as being improper or immoral, unless the act carried out violates a specific 

law, the police will not be able to take action (Bowing and Phillips 2002). The following quote 

illustrates how crime, fear of crime and anti-social behaviour can be collapsed into the singular 

concept of 'crime' for many people. A respondent aged between 51-60 years from the Newport 

region states that they experienced intimidation. For confidentiality reasons, names of places and 

any other identification features have been removed -

Respondent 105 - "We attend ***** church **** and are pestered and intimidated by groups of 

youths"
 

A group of youths standing on a street corner in itself many not be breaking any law. However, it can 

make older people feel intimidated, vulnerable and frightened. When further analysis and 

extrapolation of the data was conducted, victimisation analysed against gender distribution appears 

relatively similar, with slightly more females than males, 30% to 26% respectively reporting as having 

been victims of crime during the previous 12 months. 66% of female respondents reported that they 

had not been victims of crime, compared to 74% of males. The 4% remaining of females responded 

as being 'not sure' whether they had been a victim of crime during the previous 12 months. Females 

accounted for all of these 'not sure' responses surrounding the issue of victimisation. The statistical 

analysis undertaken reveals that in this instance, the pattern was not statistically significant (x2 (2df) 

= 2.951, p= 0.229). This result means that there can be little confidence that a relationship exists 

between age profiles of respondents and victim of crime data.

When victim of crime data is further examined using age profiles of respondents, the results are 

complex. The highest victimisations rates occur among those aged 18-30 years, with levels reaching 

43% and 41-50 year old respondents, recorded at 65%. This is consistent with the results generated 

by the British Crime Survey where 32% of younger respondents aged between 16 and 24 years had 

been victims of crime (Flatley et al 2010). The lowest victimisation rates from this study were among 

the oldest respondents aged over 51 years, again consistent with the results generated by the British 

Crime Survey where only 8% of older respondents aged over 75 years had been victims of crime 

(Flatley et al 2010). Of those aged over 61 years, only 20% reported being a victim of crime during 

the previous 12 months. This is 45% lower than those respondents aged 41-50 years. Respondents 

aged 41 - 50 years account for 28% of all victims of crime, compared with only 11% for those aged 

between 31-40 years. This again is consistent with other studies carried out into victimisation 

patterns, with the British Crime Survey recording a victimisation rate of 0.3% - 0.7% among 

respondents aged over 65 years (Flatley et al 2010). To further add some significance to the data, chi
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square analysis shows some interesting and important results. In this instance, this test 

demonstrates that there is a strong significant association between the two variables in that, the 

different age groups do experience different victimisation levels (x2 (16df) = 28.356, p= <0.01).

The data was then analysed with particular reference to the difference between geographical 

regions. From all those who responded from Newport, 29% reported as having been a victim of 

crime during the past 12 months. When respondents from Torfaen were measured, this then 

increased to 26%, indicating that there was little difference in victimisation rates across both areas.

6.3.1 The Public Response-Victimisation Patterns During the Previous 12 Months

Those respondents who indicated that they had been a victim of crime in the past 12 months were 

asked to elaborate by including the number of times this had occurred. Establishing the number of 

occasions is important when assessing the delivery and provision of police services as the response 

given to repeat victims of crime should in most cases be different to less vulnerable citizens who 

have not previously been a victim. If a person is a repeat victim of crime, they are classified 

immediately as being vulnerable and are dealt with differently. One example to illustrate the 

importance of ensuring repeat victims are dealt with accordingly would be the recent deaths of 

Fiona Pilkington and her daughter. Having been the victims of anti-social behaviour, including youths 

throwing stones and using inappropriate language towards her and her disabled daughter, Fiona 

Pilkington decided to take her life and the life or her daughter to escape the abuse suffered (Sturcke 

2010). Unfortunately, Leicestershire police and the local authority failed to respond to Fiona 

Pilkington in an appropriate way considering they clearly were vulnerable and repeat victims of 

crime. This becomes particularly significant in the example below where due to the age and the 

number of occasions the respondents had experienced crime during the previous 12 months, they 

should be immediately classed as a vulnerable persons in accordance with Gwent police policy.

Respondent 18 - "There are 10 bungalows most of us are disabled. ....we are like sitting ducks for 

stones and rocks, paint tins and tyre wheels. You cannot sit in the garden after school hours or 

holidays. We are 71 yrs and 77yrs, it is out of order"

The standard operating procedure for the police is always to deal with this type of victim through 

the deployment of a physical resource, i.e. a police officer or police community support officer 

attending the scene to visit the victim. Under such circumstances, repeat victims of crime should not 

be dealt with through telephone investigation. Table 6.7 below shows the replies generated from 

the respondents as they were asked to comment on the frequency of victimisation. Of those who
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responded initially as having been a victim of crime, 62% were victimised once, 21% twice and 17% 

stated they were victimised on three or more separate occasions.

Table 6.7-Number of Occasions Individuals Were Victimised During the Previous 12 Months

Number of Times Victimised
1
2

3
More than 3

Total

Sample Characteristics
61.7% (n=29)
21.3% (n=10)

8.5% (n=4)
8.5% (n=4)

100% (n=47)

When exploring the frequency of victimisation and gender, of those who responded as having been 

a victim of crime once, 66% were female and 34% were male. For each of the other categories 

ranging from being a victim on two occasions to more than three occasions, both genders recorded 

equal victimisation rates of 50%. This suggests that although females were more likely to be a victim 

of crime on one occasion, the likelihood of repeat victimisation becomes the same as males. When 

victim data was cross-tabulated with the two neighbourhood areas, the results generated were 

consistent, apart from the number of victims who reported experiencing crime on more than three 

occasions. Throughout the Torfaen region, 61% of respondents were victimised once, 11% on two 

occasions, 6% three times and 22% on more than three occasions. Respondents from Newport, 

however, receded victimisation figures of 65% for those who were victimised once, 23% twice, 12% 

on three occasions and no victims recorded having been victimised on more than three occasions, 

indicating that respondents in Newport were more likely to be victims of crime on up to two 

occasions, however they would appear be less at risk following this event.
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6.3.2 The Public Response - Types of Crime Experienced

The type of crimes experienced by individuals impacts upon many variables such as images of 

vulnerability, opinions of the local environment, perceptions of relative safety within an area and 

opinions of the provision and delivery of local policing services. What is commonly referred to 

misleadingly as 'low level disorder' or 'nuisance', issues surrounding littering, dog fouling and other 

anti-social significantly impacts on the quality of life and perceptions of local residents. This is 

closely related to signal crimes whereby individual perceptions about crime and environment act as 

a warning about the distribution of risk within their immediate social space (Innes 2004). 

Respondents throughout this survey made reference to some of the issues that impact on them. A 

selection of typical responses are presented below,

Respondent 22a - "Fouling of pavements by dog/other excrement is widespread in the ***** 

electoral ward is widespread. The (council?) excrement (red) bins seem to be "no more". I hear/see 

no reports of legal action against offending owners"

Respondent 119 - "The woods near our home at the ***** roundabout - are a dumping ground for 

all kinds of rubbish"

Respondent 107 -"Particularly concerned about youth anti-social behaviour"

Respondent 24 - "Why are gangs of young lads allowed to congregate outside shops in the ***** 

area of Newport? Very intimidating for the public"

Respondent 77 - "The fall in standards of behaviour in terms of drunkenness, drugs, littering, graffiti, 

rudeness and lack of consideration for others (manners) is a major concern"

From these responses, it is interesting to note how the public define crime. Dog fouling, littering, 

graffiti, noise nuisance, verbal abuse, setting fire to rubbish are perceived by respondents to be 

serious crimes that cause harassment, alarm and distress, significantly influencing the quality of life 

of residents. Rarely in this study do issues of robbery, burglary, murder and rape feature and 

provoke such strong responses by respondents as they describe the problems, worries and 

difficulties they experience routinely within their local communities. Deeper analysis of secondary 

data from the British Crime Survey confirms that these trends can be found nationally. Only 10% of 

respondents to that survey stated that car crime and burglary were problems that they were 

concerned about. For wider anti-social behaviour issues such as littering, dumping rubbish and fly- 

tipping, this increased to 28% (Flatley et al 2010). In addition to establishing the number of
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respondents who had become a victim of crime during the previous 12 months, along with the 

number of occasions this had occurred, respondents were asked to indicate the type of crime they 

had experienced on each separate occasion that they had been victimised. Respondents could, if 

appropriate, include details about three separate occasions on which they had become a victim of 

crime within the previous 12 months. Clearly, there are a multitude of different offences that could 

be committed against an individual. However, by grouping these different offences into broad 

categories, this allowed the respondents to indicate the type of offence, while eliminating the need 

to be precise. For example, anti-social behaviour could cover a wider range of actions taken by a 

person such as playing loud music or using foul language. In addition to the eight main categories of 

crime included within the survey, the respondents could also utilise the 'other' category if the 

offence did not apply to the first eight multiple-choice options. Table 6.8 below indicates the 

responses for the first occasion respondents were victimised. From this data, it emerged that the 

most common type of offence experienced by respondents was acquisitive crime, which accounted 

for 55% of all responses made. In addition to acquisitive crime, 23% of respondents also indicated 

that they had experienced anti-social behaviour during the previous year. There are two 'other' 

offences that respondents recorded which include trespassing and disability hate crime.

Table 6.8 -Type of Crime Experienced on First Occasion

Type of Crime
Acquisitive Crime (Inc 

Burglary/Robbers/Theft)
Anti-social behaviour

Vehicle Crime (Inc theft of a 
vehicle and theft from a 

vehicle)
Criminal Damage

Other
Total

Sample Characteristics
55.3% (n=26)

23.4% (n=ll)

10.6% (n=5)

6.4% (n=3)

4.3% (n=2)

100% (n=47)

When data was cross tabulated with the gender of respondents, it emerged that acquisitive crime 

occurs more often to females, 61%, than males, 38%. This pattern is replicated when anti-social 

behaviour is evaluated, with 64% of female victims experiencing anti-social behaviour, compared 

with only 36% of males. Vehicle crime showed higher victimisation rates among males, with the 

difference between the genders in these categories of 20%.
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6.3.3 The Public Response - Types of Crime Experienced on Second and Third Occasions

Of these who indicated that they had been a victim of crime on more than one occasion during the 

previous 12 months, 42% were victims of anti-social behaviour. This figure is much higher than any 

other crime category in the study. This crime type covers many different incidents such as the use of 

foul language, noise nuisance and other types of anti-social behaviour. Indeed, several respondents 

highlighted the behaviour that is suffered and experienced by victims of such crime -

Respondent 18 - "We are victims of annoyance where youngsters throw stones and pieces of rock at 

you when you sit or work in the garden. My husband has been hit twice..."

Respondent 33 - "It is due to the activities of a handful of genetically challenged individuals, why 

aren't these yobs more closely monitored, their human rights? What about the human rights of the 

victims?"

Table 6.9 below indicates the victimisation rates by the crime type experienced on the second and 

third occasion combined.

Table 6.9 -Type of Crime Experienced on Second and Third Occasions

Type of Crime
Anti-social Behaviour

Theft
Vehicle Crime

Criminal Damage
Burglary
Robbery
Other
Total

Sample Characteristics
42.4% (n=ll)

15.4o/0 ( n=4 )

15.4% (n=4)

11.5% (n=3)

7.7% (n=2)

3.8% (n=l)

3.8% (n=l)

100% (n=26)

Examination of the data shows that 4% of respondents became victims of robbery on the second or 

third victimisation during the previous 12 months. Of all respondents who indicated that they had 

been a victim of crime within the previous 12 months, 56% had been a victim of crime on more than 

one occasion. This equated to over 15% of the total respondents of the questionnaire survey. If this 

were replicated across the population of Torfaen and Newport, this would result in some 34,772 

repeat victims of crime (Stats Wales 2009).
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fi.3.4The Public Response - Repeat Victimisation

The data was further analysed to discover whether respondents were repeat victims of the same 

crime type. Becoming a repeat victim of the same crime may affect individuals differently to those 

victims who have experience different crimes during the time period. Table 6.10 below shows the 

number of respondents who had been repeat victims of the same crime on more than one occasion.

Table 6.10 -Repeat Victimisation of the Same Crime Type

Type of Crime
Anti-social Behaviour

Robbery
Theft

Burglary
Vehicle Crime

Criminal Damage

Sample Characteristics
36.3% (n=4)

20% (n=l)

18.8% (n=3)

16.7% (n=l)

12.5% (n=l)

0% (n=0)

Out of the total number of burglary victims, 17% could be classified as repeat victims of this type of 

offence. The most common offence to become a repeat victim of was that of anti-social behaviour, 

with 36% of all repeat victim respondents recording this as being the case. Some respondents had 

experienced anti-social behaviour on more than three occasion during the previous 12 months and 

stated their discontent with this situation -

Respondent 1 - "More needs to be done about the drug dealing around the area I live rather than 

just brushing it to one side"

Respondent 93 - "I went to police about drug taking out the**** and on the**** that are beyond 

the *** ***"

Respondent 60- "My one and only call took 40 mins [minutes] to respond to and the miscreants were 

long gone, after flinging a wrench at me. That was fairly minor but I do not like to think of my wife 

and myself being seriously threatened in our own home"

6.4 The Public Response - Reporting of Crime to the Police by Victims

Having discussed the information regarding types of crime respondents had experienced, along with 

the number of occasions respondents had been victimised during the previous 12 months, it is now 

useful to examine the contact and reporting methods used by respondents. Respondents who had 

indicated they had been a victim of crime were asked to include details on how they contacted

Gwent police. Table 6.11 below shows the various methods chosen by respondents.
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Table 6.11 -Reporting Method of Crime to the Police

Reporting Method
Telephone Local Police Station

Gwent Central Number
999 Emergency Response

101 (Single Non-Emergency 
Number)

Personally Contact the Local 
Officer

Visit the Police Station
Other

Write a Letter
Total

Sample Characteristics
30.6% (n=15)
28.6% (n=14)
16.3% (n=8)
6.1% (n=3)

4.1%(n=2)

4.1% (n=2)
10.2% (n=5)

0% (n=0)
100% (n=49)

Examination of this data suggests the favoured reporting methods of contacting police include 

reporting incidents by telephoning the local police station and telephoning the Gwent central 

number. These two methods of reporting crimes account for 59% of the total contacts made to 

Gwent police. Intriguing is the extremely low number of respondents that utilised the 101 single non 

emergency number.

The nature and seriousness of the crime experienced by the respondent appears to have a 

significant bearing on the reporting method utilised. Further examination of the data revealed that 

anti-social behaviour and acquisitive crime showed the most variation in reporting methods. To 

report these crimes, respondents mainly utilised the 999 emergency number, telephoned local 

police stations, used the 101 single non emergency number, telephoned Gwent central number or 

personally visited their local police station. For the offences of burglary and criminal damage, there 

was significantly less variation in the contact methods used by respondents. The most common 

methods of reporting these offences were to telephone 999 or the Gwent central number. The 

'other1 category option was also utilised by five respondents. On one occasion the police contacted 

the respondent to inform them that a crime had been committed, on two occasions there was no 

contact made to the police by the respondents and in two incidents a neighbour and an employer 

informed the police on behalf of the other two respondents.

For those respondents who utilised the single-non emergency number, 67% were victims of anti 

social behaviour and 33% victims of theft. Only these two categories of offences were reported to 

the police by using the 101 number. This may demonstrate that respondents feel that this contact 

method is unsuitable to deal with any other type of incident, perhaps feeling that the call would not

be dealt with as promptly or as seriously, thus choosing to contact the police directly. The only
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respondents who made contact with the police by personally contacting their local police officer 

were victims of robbery. By the nature of this type of crime, respondents may have been left feeling 

intimidated and vulnerable with the violation of their personal space and the loss of valuable or 

sentimental possessions. For this reason, respondents preferred local officers, who they know and 

had built up a relationship prior to the incident occurring, thus producing these results. In addition 

to this, only 4% of individuals reported crimes to the police by visiting their local police station. Only 

offences of theft and anti-social behaviour were reported in this way. This is an interesting result as, 

perhaps, respondents attend a police station simply to receive an expedited response in light of a 

theft. Respondents may feel that attending the police station in person may result in the police 

taking more interest, or be able to explain the nature of the event in more detail directly to an 

officer. In the event of a theft, it may be that respondents also wish to receive a crime number 

immediately so that insurers can be notified. With anti-social behaviour, calling in person at the 

police station would mean that neighbours do not see a police car arriving outside the property, with 

respondents wishing to make a complaint without the offenders being potentially aware.

When reporting trends are compared by location where the respondents reside, the results 

generated are noteworthy. The most common method of reporting crimes to the police by 

respondents for both Newport and Torfaen was by contacting the local police station. This accounts 

for 40% of the overall methods used within Torfaen and 53% within Newport. In contrast, the least 

common methods of reporting crime within the two areas differed, with the one exception of 

writing a letter as no respondent utilised this approach to make contact with the police. Throughout 

Torfaen, the least common method of reporting an incident to the police was through the single 101 

non emergency number. No respondent used this method throughout Torfaen which contrasts with 

11% of Newport respondents reported as having done so. Similarly, no respondents from Newport 

visited their local police station to report crimes, whereas this accounted for 7% of the methods 

used by respondents throughout Torfaen. Clearly from the data, those in Torfaen were less likely to 

use the 101 number and visit local police stations. In terms of Newport, every contact method (with 

the exception of writing a letter) was utilised. The least used approach for the Newport region was 

to personally contact the local police officer which accounted for only 4% of the methods used.

6.4.1 The Public Response - Reporting Repeat Victimisation to the Police

For the most part anti-social behaviour was the most frequent reason respondents contacted the 

police on the second and third occasions. Examination of repeat victimisation data shows that anti 

social behaviour and theft again show the most variation in reporting methods. Although there is
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more variation on the second and third occasions of contacting the police, respondents in the main 

used the Gwent central number or telephoned local police stations. Similar to the data on the first 

contact made to Gwent police, the offences of burglary and criminal damage indicate less variation 

in the contact methods used. The most common method of reporting these offences was to dial the 

Gwent central number. No respondents utilised the single-non emergency number or wrote a letter 

on the second and third occasion of becoming a victim of crime, deciding instead to contact Gwent 

police by telephoning the central number and contacting the local police station. Table 6.12 

illustrates the trend in contact methods used by respondents.

Table 6.12 - Reporting Second and Third Crime to the Police

Reporting Method
Telephone Local Police Station

Gwent Central Number
999 Emergency Response

Personally Contact The Local 
Officer
Other

Visit the Police Station
Write a Letter

101 (Single Non-Emergency 
Number)

Total

Sample Characteristics
37.5% (n=9)
33.3% (n=8)
8.3% (n=2)
8.3% (n=2)

8.3% (n=2)
4.3% (n=l)
0% (n=0)
0% (n=0)

100% (n=24)

When reporting trends are compared against location, the results are less clear. The most common 

methods of reporting crimes to the police for both Newport and Torfaen are via the Gwent central 

number and by telephoning a local police station. These two methods accounted for 67% of the total 

methods used throughout Torfaen and 70% in Newport. In contrast, the least common methods of 

reporting crimes between both regions are similar to the patterns found for the first contacts made. 

With the exception of writing a letter, throughout Torfaen, the least common method of reporting 

incidents to the police was by visiting the local station. No respondents used this method in Torfaen 

and in contrast, 10% of Newport respondents reported as having visited their local station. Similarly, 

no respondents from the Newport region contacted their local police officer to report a crime, 

whereas this accounted for 17% of the overall methods used throughout Torfaen. Clearly from the 

data, residents in Torfaen were less likely to visit local police stations. In terms of Newport, the least 

used method for this region was personally contacting their local police officer.
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6.5 The Public Response -Response to Contacts Made by the Public

The response provided by Gwent police will inevitably vary depending on the circumstances of each 

contact made by the public. It is important to note that simply telephoning the 999 emergency 

number will not guarantee the immediate deployment of a physical resource. It will be for the call 

handler to assess the situation and to decide on the most appropriate course of action having 

formally graded the call. The call handler may grade calls in four different ways which would affect 

the type of response required by Gwent police, seen in table 6.13 below -

Table 6.13 - Call Grading Procedure

Call Grade / Type

Emergency

Priority

Scheduled Response

Resolution without Deployment

Response Details and 
Requirements

Immediate response within 20 
minutes

Attendance of a resource within 1 
hour

Handler can arrange a visit within 
24 hours

Call is resolved without any 
further action required

Example

Serious assault taking place 
in a city centre (Risk to life)

A Shop-lifer has been 
detained

Youth/ Noise annoyance

Caller requires the direct 
extension telephone 
number for an officer

Calls made to the single non-emergency number or to the Gwent central number may result in an 

immediate response where the call may be upgraded to emergency or priority status. Similarly, calls 

can also be downgraded from emergency or priority status to a slow time 'scheduled response' 

taking several days. Similarly, this flexibility in call handing is designed to ensure that the most 

appropriate resources are dispatched and utilised.

When the police response is evaluated against the contact method used by the respondent, it was 

found that only 63% of 999 emergency calls resulted in the immediate deployment of an officer. 

Similarly, 43% of those respondents who contacted the police using the Gwent central number 

received an immediate deployment demonstrating that the response given by the police does not 

solely depend on the contact method used. 25% of those who telephoned 999 were dealt with by 

Gwent police through telephone investigation procedures provided by the DMTU. A further 21% of 

respondents who telephoned the Gwent central number were dealt with this way. With regard to 

the 101 single non emergency number, 33% of respondents were dealt with by telephone 

investigation, a further 33% by the deployment of a police community support officer and 34% by 

scheduled responses by police. There are occasions when respondents recorded that no action was
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taken as a result of contacting the police. This data was then further analysed by conducting a chi 

square test (x2 (30df) = 25.366, p=0.707). In this instance, this test demonstrates that there is no 

significant association between contact methods used to contact Gwent police and their ultimate 

response.

Table 6.14 shows the range of responses taken by Gwent police having received a contact for 

assistance from the public.

Table 6.14 - Response to Contact by Gwent Police

Response by Gwent Police
Police Officer Being Deployed 

Immediately
Telephone Investigation

Other Response
Scheduled Response

Police Community Support 
Officer Being Deployed

Crime Prevention Officer Being 
Deployed

Scenes of Crime Officer Being 
Deployed

Total

Sample Characteristics
38.4% (n=18)

25.5% (n=12)
19.1% (n=9)
10.6% (n=5)
4.3% (n=2)

2.1% (n=l)

0% (n=0)

100% (n=47)

As table 6.14 shows, the most common response provided by Gwent police was to deploy an officer 

immediately which accounts for 38% of the overall responses. This is closely followed by telephone 

investigation which accounts for over a quarter of the overall responses. Only one respondent 

recorded as having a visit from a crime prevention officer and only two victims of crime recorded a 

visit from their police community support officer. No scenes of crime officers were deployed to deal 

with any of the incidents recorded. The 'other' types of response which equate to over 19% of all 

responses, suggest that in these instances Gwent police took no further action (NFA).

Following this analysis, the response provided by Gwent was assessed against the types of crime 

reported. Burglary and robbery crimes resulted most frequently in the deployment of a resource, as 

one in every two reports of burglary and robbery resulted in Gwent police immediately deploying a 

police officer. In addition to these two offences, immediately deploying a police officer occurred in 

40% of theft reports and 33% of criminal damage reports. However, the crime prevention officer was 

deployed only once, as a result of a burglary offence. A schedule' response was used most 

frequently to respond to victims of anti-social behaviour with 80% of all scheduled responses as a
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result of anti-social behaviour. With regard to telephone investigation, 67% of all criminal damage 

victims and 60% of vehicle crime victims were dealt with using this method. This approach was also 

utilised for the offences of burglary, robbery and theft which is illustrated in table 6.15 below. As for 

the deployment of police community support officers, this occurred only rarely and accounts for 

only for 10% of anti-social behaviour issues and 7% of theft crimes.

Table 6.15 - Response Provided by Gwent Police against the Types of Offences Reported

Offence

Burglary
Robbery

Theft
Anti-social 
Behaviour
Criminal 
Damage
Vehicle 
Crime

Response Provided By Gwent Police
Telephone 

Investigation

33%
25%
27%

-

67%

60%

Deployment 
Immediately

50%

50%
40%
20%

33%

20%

Police 
Community 

Support 
Officer 

Deployed
-
-

7%
10%

-

-

Scheduled 
Response

-
-
-

40%

-

-

Crime 
Prevention 

Officer 
Deployed

17%
-
-
-

-

-

Other

25%

26%

30%

-

20%

The differences in police responses between Torfaen and Newport are also significant in that no 

police community support officer or crime prevention officer was deployed within the Torfaen 

region as a result of contact made by respondents. In contrast the deployment of police community 

support officers and crime prevention officers within Newport accounted for 8% and 4% respectively 

of the overall responses provided within Newport. There is also evidence of a greater use of 

scheduling or making appointments for police to attend within Newport which accounts for 15% of 

the overall response methods used, compared with only 6% throughout Torfaen. This same pattern 

is replicated when telephone investigation patterns are examined as this method accounts for 31% 

of the methods used across Newport and is some 9% lower across Torfaen. The immediate 

deployment of a resource unit indicated that this action is more equally distributed when compared 

across the regions accounting for 39% of the responses throughout Torfaen and 35% across 

Newport.
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fi.5.1 The Public Response - Gwent Police Response to Repeat Victims of Crimes

The response provided by Gwent police to victims of crime was analysed against the number of 

occasions a crime had been experienced during the previous 12 months. The data seems to suggest 

that there is a correlation between the variables in that as the number of occasions a respondent 

was victimised increases, the immediacy of the response provided by Gwent police also increases. 

For those victimised once, the immediate deployment of an officer accounted for 32% of the overall 

responses. When respondents were victimised for the second occasion, this response method 

increased and accounted for 50% of the overall responses. This trend continues as victimisation 

frequency increases, with 75% of respondents victimised on three occasions receiving the immediate 

deployment of a police officer. For other types of responses such as telephone investigation and 

scheduled responses, this trend is reversed. As the number of occasions a respondent is victimised 

increases, telephone investigation and scheduled responses both decrease. On the first occasion a 

respondent was victimised, scheduled responses were given to 14% of respondents. This decreased 

to 10% on the second occasion of victimisation and by the third occasion, this method was not 

utilised. Similarly, 32% of those victimised once were dealt with by telephone investigation, which 

decreased to 20% on the second occasion of victimisation.

6.5.2 The Public Response - Opinion of Gwent Police Following Contact

Perceptions customers have of the police are very important for the police as this forms parts of its 

key performance indicators. Moving away from arbitrary quantitative measurements such as 

recording the number of arrests made, penalty notices issued or intelligence logs submitted during a 

given time period to more meaningful performance indicators surrounding public perceptions had 

resulted in the views and opinions of the public becoming much more significant in directing policy 

and setting the direction of policing services. Public perception is influenced by many factors 

including quality of service, friendliness of the response and response times, some of which may be 

positive and result in the customer feeling satisfied by the response provided by police. However, 

the opposite of this may also occur leaving the customer feeling discontented, unsatisfied, and 

resentful. Following the response provided to respondents by Gwent police, individuals were asked 

to comment on the overall experience and quality of the service delivered, giving their overall 

opinion of the experience.
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Table 6.16- Publics Overall Opinion of Response Provided by Gwent Police

Opinion of Response
Very Good

Good
Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory
Don't Know

Total

Sample Characteristics
27.9% (n=ll)
29.2% (n=14)

20.8% (n=10)
20.8% (n=10)

6.3% (n=3)
100% (n=48)

57% of respondents who were victims of crime and disorder within Gwent during the previous 12 

months responded as having received a very good or good service. In addition to this, 21% 

responded as having received a satisfactory service and an additional 6% replied stating that they 

were undecided or did not know. Compared to national data, 63% of victims of crime replied 

positively stating that the service provided to them by police was basically good, revealing that 

Gwent police are performing near to this national average, (Flatley et al 2010). This majority opinion 

is supported and expressed by the various respondents below who have had direct contact with 

Gwent police during the previous 12 months and stated -

Respondent 20 - "It is a pleasing, and comforting sight to see PCSOs patrolling my area...... it is

always a welcome sight to see both PCs + PCSOs around, they do a valuable job and are always 

polite +[and] helpful"

Respondent 50 - "The police have a very difficult job and I for one am proud of our force!!!!"

Respondent 123 - "/ haven't been a victim of crime recently, however I have been the victim of theft 

from a vehicle + [and] shed burglary. In both cases the police did attend and were helpful + [and] re 

assuring"

The remaining 21% of respondents replied to the questionnaire survey stating they had received an 

unsatisfactory service from Gwent police. Some further comments supporting this on the issue of 

less than adequate provision of policing services include-

Respondent 84 - "We had a drug/dealer who absconded from open prison and lived with his girl 

friend for over a year behind us. He was dealing drugs from this house and then a spate of burglaries 

occurred. When one of the neighbour/friends of his fell out with him they told me who he was!! I 

called the police and a dawn raid ensued! Why did it take a year to check out his girlfriend?? She then 

took over the drug dealing, and it took another year before she was arrested, children taken into care
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and housing association repossed [repossessed] the house! Why does it take the police and services 

so long to act on anything? "

Respondent 112 - "/ have had course to contact them about other anti-social behaviour issues. I can 

only say that I was not satisfied on the way the complaints were dealt with"

To explore in more detail some of the reasons and factors influencing the responses given by 

respondents, variables such as the differences between geographical locations, age profiles, 

methods of response and the number of occasions a respondent had been victimised will be 

explored.

Across Torfaen, 48% of respondents who made contact with Gwent police during the previous 12 

months reported receiving a very good or good service. A further 29% of respondents from Torfaen 

reported receiving a satisfactory service overall. The remaining 23% of respondents stated that they 

were not satisfied with the level of service provided. This perception is reinforced by some 

respondents from Torfaen expressing their opinions and discontent stating -

Respondent 160 - "Police took a crime statement and issued a crime No [Number] - Nothing ever 

happened after this"..... "at the moment most criminal activity in the village is not punished. This can 

not be a good thing"

Respondent 162 - "/ sow them visit the offending party but they were there only in the house a 

minute then got into car and drove off. I was never told what action (if any) was taken"

Overall, Newport respondents were more satisfied with the responses provided to them by Gwent 

police, with 53% stating that the overall response was very good or good, 5% more than in Torfaen. 

A further 18% were satisfied with the level of service provided, with an additional 11% stating that 

they were unsure. Only 18% of those from Newport who had contact with the police stated that 

they had received a response that was unsatisfactory, 6% lower than Torfaen. For all respondents 

who stated that they had received a very good service, 55% were from Newport and 36% from 

Torfaen.

Gender was another variable that needed to be explored in an effort to assess if it had any impact on 

the perceptions of customers. If the positive responses are combined, 42% of males stated that the 

service overall received from police was either very good or good. If these two positive categories 

are examined for females, this satisfaction figure increases to 59%, an increase of 17% compared 

with males. This is reinforced by Flatley et al (2010) in the British Crime Survey, 56% of females
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stated that they considered the police were doing a good or excellent job, whereas only 51% of 

males came to the same conclusion. This is reinforced by those respondents who concluded that the 

service provided to them by police was unsatisfactory. 26% of males stated that the overall service 

fell below a satisfactory standard. When this is compared with females, 9% fewer came to the same 

conclusion. In summary, the data appears to show that females perceive there to be a better 

delivery of service provided to them by the police than do males.

Satisfaction among respondents was examined against the age profiles of respondents. The younger 

respondents, those aged between 18 and 50 years responded with the highest dissatisfaction rates. 

The highest levels of dissatisfaction were among those aged 31 - 40 years. 50% of respondents from 

this age profile were dissatisfied with the level of service provided to them by the police. A further 

25% of the youngest respondents aged 18 - 30 years and those aged 41-50 years were dissatisfied 

with services provided to them. The lowest customer dissatisfaction rates were among the oldest 

respondents. Only between 11% and 12% of respondents aged over 51 years reported as receiving a 

substandard service from Gwent police. This may be as a result of the cultural responses of the 

police towards older people, as they are perceived as being more 'worthy' or vulnerable customers, 

therefore requiring a better quality of service (Hough and Mayhew 1983). Additionally, expectations 

of customers may differ as age changes, as older members of the public may refer to older models of 

perceived 'traditional policing' which goes back to a so-called golden age around the era of Dixon of 

Dock Green (McConville and Shepherd 1992). This difference in levels of satisfaction has been seen 

previously across different social classes, ethnic groups, urban and rural areas along with gender and 

age groups (McConville and Shepherd 1992). The trend demonstrates that the older respondents 

report receiving a very good or good service as a result of contact made with Gwent police 

compared with younger respondents. 50% of respondents aged between 31-41 years report having 

received a very good or good service by Gwent police. When responses from the oldest respondents 

those aged over 61 are analysed, this satisfaction level increases by 8%.

As established previously, repeat victims are important for the police in many ways. Changes in 

satisfaction levels are particularly interesting as the number of occasions a respondent is victimised 

increases. From the data, it appears that as victimisation increases, respondents become less 

satisfied with the responses provided to them by the police. National statistics confirm and reinforce 

this trend with 56% of the public who had not experienced crime considered the police were doing a 

good or excellent job (Flatley et al 2010). This satisfaction level reduces to 45% for victims of crime 

according to the same study. It is important to note that this may not be directly related to the

response provided to the respondent at the time of reporting the crime, but perhaps is instead
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influenced by the simple fact that they have become a repeat victim of crime. 63% of respondents 

victimised once reported as having received a very good or good service. This drops significantly to 

only 30% for respondents who were victims on two occasions and further reduces for those 

victimised on more than three occasions. When this occurs, respondents did not reply to the survey 

stating they had received a good or very good service from police, perhaps reemphasising the 

importance placed on repeat victims by the police. Supporting this trend is data on respondents who 

reported receiving an unsatisfactory service. Dissatisfaction levels increased from 15% for those who 

were victims of crime once, to 30% for respondents victimised twice. This dissatisfaction level 

reached 75% for respondents victimised on more than three occasions during the previous 12 

months.

The response provided by Gwent police and its impact on public perceptions also needs exploration. 

The lowest satisfaction levels from respondents were generated as a result of scheduled responses. 

Only 20% of respondents stated that they had a good experience, with no respondents feeling that 

they had received a very good experience following a scheduled response. Some 40% reported 

feeling unsatisfied following the scheduled response being provided. Reasons for this may include 

call handlers or other officers setting a scheduling time slot, but attending officers not keeping to it, 

thus failing to respond on time. It may also be as a result of the nature of scheduling, with responses 

being made in slow-time, whereas respondents might expect the police to respond both more 

positively and quickly. In either circumstance, customer expectations appear not to have been met. 

Some of the reasons for not supporting the concept and introduction of the DMTU or telephone 

investigations are expressed by respondents below -

Respondent 33 - "Crime scene investigation took place three or four days after the event. Evidence 

would have been destroyed or seriously compromised by this time"

Respondent 60 - "If for example you have a night time problem, the response time is too long. My 

one and only call took 40 mins [minutes] to respond...."

Respondent 99- "Local police seem to [too] busy to be either too busy to deal with certain crimes for 

whatever reason i.e. officer numbers, youth problems etc"

The highest satisfaction rates were among responses made by both police community support 

officers and crime prevention officers. All respondents who received this type of response from 

Gwent police replied either as having a received a good or very good service, with no dissatisfied 

customers. Some positive comments made by respondents surrounding the response made by
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Gwent police include many references to the local neighbourhood policing teams and community 

support officers including -

Respondent 109 - "Certainly better with the introduction of neighbourhood bobby etc"

Respondent 121 - "The community support workers are quite visible in the area as is the officer who 

cycles"

Respondent 162 - "Police in our area work with the community as a result ASB has fallen to an all 

time low. Our neighbourhood team are very good indeed."

Satisfaction among those respondents who received a telephone investigation and the deployment 

of a police officer immediately are similar, 75% and 83% respectively, with each respondent stating 

that the response and overall performance of Gwent police in these circumstances was either good, 

very good or satisfactory. Dissatisfaction rates however are certainly higher at 25% following 

telephone investigation when compared with a 6% dissatisfaction rate for those who received the 

immediate deployment of a police officer. Reasons for this relatively high dissatisfaction level 

surrounding telephone investigation are expressed in detail by respondents who stated -

Respondent 61 - "/ hope we will still see police about our area, it is only fair to say, you can only do 

so much at the end of a phone [telephone]. It may be good to take the workload off the 'BEAT 

BOBBY'for small crimes, but we still need to see the police in our area to make us feel safe and 

secure in our homes"

Respondent 144 - "The idea of a 'telephone investigation' unfortunately seems to me to be mealy 

going through the motions, and serves only to give the caller the necessary information to pass on to 

their insurer"

From such representations, customers become more dissatisfied with the telephone investigation 

method of response, although satisfaction rates are relatively similar to the immediate deployment 

of a police officer. There are clearly factors influencing the 25% of respondents who reply that they 

had received an unsatisfactory level of service following telephone investigation. This may be 

explained by the nature of telephone investigation and the contact made by Gwent police as 

perhaps, it did not meet customer expectations with respondents feeling they would have preferred 

to have been able to speak to a police officer face-to-face. This visible, tangible and reassuring 

presence of a police officer was often referred to by respondents and is supported by respondent 

124 who stated -
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Respondent 124 - "Recently, three of our neighbours were burgled. The local police took 9hrs to 

attend. No house to house enquires was carried out, and we never see a foot patrol of any kind....30- 

40 yrs ago, response to crimes was within an hour at the most. Even the early introduction of unit 

beat policing (PANDACARS) there was still a strong link with the residential police officers."

Gwent police seem also to satisfy customers differently depending on the issue they were asked by 

customers to respond to. For the offences of burglary and criminal damage, respondents stated that 

the service provided by Gwent police was very good, good or satisfactory. It may be that these two 

particular crime areas were key performance indicators until recently and there had been a 

particular emphasis on their resolution. No respondents for these two crime categories stated that 

they had received an unsatisfactory level of service from the police. This contrasts with anti-social 

behaviour, where 28% of respondents were left feeling dissatisfied by the level of service provided. 

Additionally, 25% of robbery victims and 20% of vehicle crime victims were left feeling that they had 

received an unsatisfactory level of service from Gwent police.

6.6 The Public Response - DMTU as a Concept

The previous section of the study, excluding the initial respondent data, applied only to people who 

had been victims of crime within the previous 12 months. The following section of the study was 

open to all respondents to comment. Having outlined to participants the principles of the DMTU, 

respondents were asked to comment on its implementation. Results are represented in table 6.17 

below, 42% of the respondents replied stating that as a concept, the implementation of a DMTU was 

a good idea and should be undertaken by Gwent police.

Table 6.17 - Opinion of the DMTU as a Concept

Opinion of DMTU
Good
Bad

Not Sure
No Comment

Total

Sample Characteristics
41.1% (n=71)

24.3% (n=42)

32.9% (n=57)

1.7% (n=3)

100% (n=173)

Attitudes relating to the implementation of the DMTU varied and were both positive and negative. 

Some of the comments suggesting that the DMTU as a concept was a beneficial improvement to 

policing include -
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Respondent 159 - "It's difficult enough to get a copper [police officer], the less they are bothered 

with 'small' crime [there is a] better chance of getting one [a police officer] when I really want one"

Contrary to this opinion, 24% felt that introducing this process would not be a positive change and 

opposed its implementation stating that its operation would have a negative impact -

Respondent 157 - "Nothing beats face to face communication"

The remaining 33% of respondents replied to the survey as being 'not sure' as to the DMTU's 

implementation by Gwent police with respondents making reference to issues surrounding 

reassurance. This response, provided by one third of respondents is illuminated by respondent 148, 

stating-

Respondent 148 - "Some incidents need the presence of a police officer for reassurance"

Further interpretation of the data shows that there is a significant difference in response to this 

particular issue between Newport and Torfaen. Throughout Newport, 49% of respondents believed 

that the introduction of the DMTU was a positive improvement, compared with only 21% from the 

same area who disagreed, stating that it was not be welcomed. When data is compared with 

Torfaen, 20% fewer respondents replied positively on this issue, equating to only some 29% 

indicating that the introduction of the DMTU would be welcomed, and 29% responding that the 

introduction of the DMTU was a bad idea. Respondents also suggested that changing police 

functions in this way would result in the police service becoming more specialised and focused on 

dealing with policing matters, with some of its other functions being transferred or passed to other 

agencies -

Respondent 53 - "For non personal issues or minor issues this is not so important and maybe should 

not be dealt with by the police at all and outsourced via the local authority"

A further statistical analysis of the data alone was undertaken in order to establish if the variables 

shared a relationship. The chi square analysis shows that in this instance, there is no statistical 

association, (x2 (8df) = 12.461, p= 0.132) so this apparent difference cannot be taken to be more 

than a possible factor that may be of interest in further studies in this area of research.

Amongst the various age profiles, the most positive responses made were by those respondents 

aged 51-60 years, as 46% of these indicated that the proposed new system would be welcomed. This 

was closely followed by respondents aged 41-50 and those over 61 years with rates of approval of 

the system ranging from 40% to 45%. This view is generally shared amongst each of these age
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groups, where many respondents would be content with being dealt with by telephone provided 

that there were not extenuating circumstances or repercussions as explained below -

Respondent 77- "/ would be quite happy dealing with most situations over the telephone provided 

say that my insurers would not want second party (evidence) of what I said was valid"....

Respondent 21 - "I just believe the time can be spent dealing with more serious crimes and not waste 

resources on minor crimes"

The youngest respondents aged between 18 and 40 years were most negative about the 

introduction of the DMTU, with between a half and a third stating that the introduction of such a 

unit was not welcomed.

When the gender of respondents was examined, it was discovered that more females favoured the 

concept of the DMTU, with 46% stating that it was a good idea. 10% fewer males agreed with this 

statement, resulting in a figure of only 36% that welcomed its introduction. In line with these 

findings, more males perceived its introduction as a negative development to policing, with 28% 

stating that such a move would not be welcomed, 5% more than their female counterparts. A chi 

square analysis reveals that there is in fact no statistical association between opinions surrounding 

the introduction of the DMTU and gender (x2 (2df) = 1.619, p= 0.445). This would be an interesting 

area to conduct additional research in order to further explore this association.

Respondents who had been victimised during the previous 12 months were more opposed to the 

introduction of the DMTU, with 31% of all victims stating that its introduction would not be 

welcomed. This is not surprising as victims of crime may feel more vulnerable, intimidated and 

require a more formal, intimate or meaningful response than being dealt with by telephone, this is 

reinforced by respondents comments below -

Respondent 31 - "Dealing with any of the above situations over the phone [telephone] would seem 

unimportant"

Respondent 83 - "The presence of a police car and/or police officer outside a home or business 

shows that they are treating the incident seriously"

This compares with only 21% of respondents who had not experienced crime during the same 

period. Victims of crime were also more confident of their response whilst expressing their opinion 

of the introduction of the DMTU as fewer respondents, 29%, responded as being 'not sure' some 9%

'ower than for their counterparts who had not experienced crime during the previous 12 months.
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perceptions on the introduction of the DMTU differed as a result of the different methods of 

response provided by Gwent police. From the three main responses which accounted for almost 

75% of the methods utilised by Gwent police including telephone investigation, the immediate 

deployment of an officer and scheduled responses, perceptions of the introduction of the DMTU 

differed. Respondents who had been dealt with through telephone investigation responded as being 

more positive about the introduction of the DMTU. 58% of respondents who had been dealt with in 

this way stated that the concept of the DMTU was good, 14% higher than respondents who had 

received an immediate deployment of an officer and 38% higher than those who had received a 

scheduled response. Similarly, only 17% of those who had received a service from Gwent police 

through the telephone investigation method stated that the concept was flawed, 11% lower than 

respondents who had been dealt with through the immediate deployment of an officer and some 

23% lower than those who had received a scheduled response. From this data, those respondents 

who have had direct personal experience of the DMTU were consistently more positive and less 

resistant about its implementation and further development.

6.6.1 The Public Response - Remit of the DMTU

Having explored general opinions surrounding the implementation of the DMTU, respondents were 

asked to consider appropriate circumstances where the DMTU could be effectively used to provide 

policing services. In spite of only 24% of respondents considering the introduction of the DMTU to be 

unconstructive, in most circumstances suggested to respondents, those surveyed stated that its use 

would not be welcomed. The nature of the telephone contact seemed to make respondents feel that 

the police were not as fully committed or concerned about their particular issue which is illustrated 

by the comment below-

Respondent 170 - "The 1:1 [one to one] contact provided by a police officer ensures that the matter 

is first of all taken seriously and secondly, that steps are being taken to investigate the matter 

further"

Over 50% of respondents replied as not considering the DMTU to be an appropriate method to deal 

with seven out of the ten circumstances proposed. The most inappropriate circumstances to utilise 

this approach according to respondents would be in the event of domestic burglary and domestic 

abuse as 90% and 87% of respondents respectively stated that another response should be offered. 

This was widely commented on by respondents reporting similar views on this sensitive issue -
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Respondent 173 - "Domestic violence is life threatening and requires urgent response. Home 

burglary - scene needs to be preserved for forensic evidence"

Respondent 89 - "With more major crimes like domestic abuse, I think it is necessary for an officer to 

come in person"

Respondent 48 - "Domestic abuse - a physical presence may prevent the situation worsening"

In the event of a theft from a vehicle, shed burglary, youth annoyance, noise nuisance or theft of a 

motor vehicle over half of the respondents considered the DMTU inappropriate with responses 

ranging from 55% and 72% for these various categories. The physical presence of a police officer and 

the possible reassurance and potential deterrence seems to be a key factor for respondents as seen 

below -

Respondent 48 - "In instances such as youth/noise annoyance a visible police presence is likely to be 

important"

Other respondents seemed to accept that the DMTU could provide the best allocation of resources 

in instances where incidents were not serious and could be used as an initial investigation tool with a 

view that follow up action through other protocols would follow.

Respondent 108 - "Unless specific evidence is required and depending on seriousness of crime - 

possibly as a first step - a telephone communication could save police time and expense"

Those surveyed did, however, consider the DMTU a suitable method of dealing with lost and found 

property with 85% of all respondents agreeing to this. In addition, 67% of all respondents indicated 

that they considered the DMTU to be an appropriate way of dealing with abandoned vehicles. This 

particular circumstances/scenario resulted in respondents making reference to utility, whereby 

officers, who are a valuable resource and should be used appropriately in a way the is considered 

efficient, effective and economically viable -

Respondent 9 - "Prefer they spend more time on the beat"

Respondent 26 - "Most problems can be sorted over the phone [telephone], allowing the police to 

deal with more people. Such as leaving more man hours for police to be on the streets stopping 

crimes happening in the first place"

Respondent 38 - "Most of the listed circumstances constitute little more that a nuisance and could 

be dealt with more informally provided that each complaint is acknowledges"
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The most divisive circumstance proposed to respondents was criminal damage, as 47% of all 

respondents stated that they considered the DMTU to be an appropriate way of dealing with 

criminal damage, whereas 49% disagreed stating that the DMTU should not be used in such 

circumstances as seen in table 6.18 below.

Table 6.18 - Perceptions on the Use of the DMTU in Response to Specific Incidents

Incident / Crime
Theft from a 
Vehicle
Shed Burglary
Domestic 
Burglary
Domestic Abuse
Criminal Damage
Lost and Found 
Property
Abandoned 
Vehicle
Youth Annoyance
Noise Nuisance
Theft of a Vehicle

Appropriate
31.8% (n=55)

36.4% (n=63)

5.2% (n=9)

6.4% (n=ll)

46.6% (n=80)

85% (n=147)

66.5%(n=115)

22% (n=38)

37% (n=64)

18.5% (n=32)

Inappropriate
64.2% (n=lll)

59% (n=102)

89.6% (n=155)

87.3% (n=151)

48.6% (n=84)

9.8% (n=17)

28.3% (n=49)

69.9% (n=121)

54.9% (n=95)

72.3% (n=125)

No Response
1.7% (n=7)

4% (n=8)

4.6% (n=5)

6.4% (n=ll)

5.2% (n=9)

5.2% (n=9)

5.2% (n=9)

8.1% (n=14)

8.1%(n=14)

9.2%(n=16)

If Gwent police's official policy documents are examined to explore the current remit of the DMTU, 

there seems to be little similarity and uniformity between the conclusions of this study and the 

intentions of official policy. Gwent police policies, in Beyond The Call (2008a), state that in the event 

of a shed burglary, theft from a vehicle, theft of a vehicle, youth annoyance, criminal damage, some 

abandoned vehicles, lost and found property and noise nuisance, providing that there are no 

extenuating circumstances prohibiting the use of the DMTU such as the victim being classified as 

vulnerable, call handlers should always consider the use of the DMTU. This conflict with customer 

expectations found in this study for each of these incidents included within official Gwent police 

policy, between 49% and 72% of respondents considered the use of the DMTU inappropriate.

To further explore these findings, a significance test was undertaken using chi- square in an attempt 

to investigate statistical significance of both criminal damage and youth annoyance against 

perceptions surrounding the introduction of the DMTU. In terms of criminal damage, the results 

show that there is a strong statistical relationship (x2 (2df) = 25.473, p=< 0.01). This means that 

opinion of introducing a unit such as the DMTU within Gwent affects opinion on its specific remit, in 

particular the types of crime it is felt by the public is suitable for the unit to deal with, including in
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this instance criminal damage. Conversely, this cannot be shown for other specific crimes. For 

example, the same significance test for youth annoyance reveals that no such association is present 

(Xz (2df) = 5.525, p=0.063).

Reasons for considering the DMTU inappropriate in such circumstances vary, with respondents 

considering that the quality of the delivery of service would be compromised for reasons outlined 

below- 

Respondent 88 - "...In other circumstances the police may see signs/indicators at the scene that may 

be missed over the phone [telephone], and in other circumstances it is simply their presence which 

helps"

Respondent 170 - "...it can lead to a feeling of frustration for the victims of crime, esp [especially] if 

the victim deems the criminal act to be of a serious nature"

Respondent 11 - "Always best to speak face to face and show evidence there and then"

Respondent 50 - "It is still important to have a face to face meeting with the police for all other 

crimes. It instils confidence in the force and is reassuring"

Having examined the character of the data, further cross tabulations between variables was 

undertaken to discover any further patterns in the data. Within the gender variable, the largest 

differences in opinion between males and females occurred in relation to abandoned vehicles, 

recording a 13% difference in opinion. 77% of males compared with 64% of females considered the 

DMTU an appropriate way of dealing with such incidents. One reason put forward by a male 

respondent for considering the DMTU as an appropriate response to be used is expressed as follows

Respondent 72 - "I think telephone investigation would be a lot quicker in some circumstances"

The smallest difference measured between the genders was for lost and found property with less 

than a 1% difference. Each of the other categories receded minor differences ranging from 6% for 

theft from vehicles to 2% for domestic abuse and burglary.

When results from Newport and Torfaen respondents were examined, there was clear evidence of 

conflicting opinions especially in relation to shed burglaries and criminal damage, with a difference 

in opinion of 13% and 14% respectively. For shed burglaries, 69% of respondents from Torfaen 

stated that the DMTU should not be used in such circumstances. This compares to only 56% from
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Newport revealing that respondents there were more prepared to be dealt with by the DMTU in 

such circumstances than respondents from Torfaen.

For victims of crime compared with respondents who had not experienced crime during the previous 

12 months, the remit and appropriate application of the DMTU proved more controversial, revealing 

significant differences in opinion. Theft from vehicles, lost and found property, abandoned vehicles 

and theft of vehicle categories showed the most disparity in results with differences ranging 

between 9% and 18%. Theft of vehicles produced the greatest difference of 18%, as 93% of victims 

of crime stated that the DMTU should not be used in the event of a vehicle being stolen. 

Respondents who hade previously been a victim of crime clearly require a more formal or intimate 

contact with the police for reasons of support and reassurance- 

Respondent 131 - "/ need to have one to one contact"

Respondent 131 - "seeing a police officer would help you feel that something is being done, and be 

able to put a name to a face"

This compares with only 75% of respondents who had indicated that they had not been a victim of 

crime during the previous 12 months. The same pattern is found when lost and found property is 

examined with 80% of victims of crime agreeing that the DMTU should be used to deal with lost and 

found property. This however, increases to 93% for respondents who had not been victimised in the 

previous year. The most unified categories where both victims and non victims of crime agree are 

noise nuisance, criminal damage, domestic abuse and burglary with differential percentages ranging 

between only 1% and 3%.

The number of occasions a respondent becomes a victim of crime also seems to affect perceptions 

of the appropriateness of the DMTU. Criminal damage and youth annoyance showed the largest 

shifts in opinion as victimisation rates increased. 63% of respondents who had been victimised once 

responded as considering the DMTU an appropriate method of investigating and dealing with 

criminal damage offences. This appropriateness rate reduces to 50% for respondents who were 

victimised twice and further reduced to 25% when respondents reported being victimised on three 

or more occasions during the previous 12 months, a 38% drop in satisfaction for respondents as they 

suffer increased levels of victimisation. Although not as significant, youth annoyance also reveals the 

same trend, resulting in an overall decline of 35%. 35% of respondents victimised once stated that 

they considered the DMTU an appropriate method of dealing with youth annoyance issues. As the 

victimisation rate increases to twice, perceptions of appropriateness reduces by 5% and further
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reduces to 0% as respondents are victimised on three occasions. The smallest change occurs for 

domestic burglary, 4% of respondents victimised once state that they considered the use of the 

DMTU appropriate in the event of a domestic burglary. As victimisation rates increased above this 

level, all the respondents in this study stated that the DMTU should not be utilised to deal with this 

crime type.

Confidence in the police and its partner agencies to carry out their role in reducing crime and 

disorder seems also to share a relationship with perceptions of the appropriateness surrounding the 

utilization of the DMTU. Although there is considerable variation in opinions, in most of the DMTU 

categories proposed to respondents, as confidence in the authorities including the police increases, 

the more appropriate respondents perceive the use of the DMTU and vice versa. This trend is best 

demonstrated using criminal damage and theft of motor vehicles as examples. For respondents who 

strongly agreed that the authorities were tackling the issues of crime and disorder, 60% stated that 

the DMTU should be used to investigate criminal damage offences. As confidence levels in the 

authorities decreased to the lowest levels where respondents strongly disagree that the authorities 

are tackling the issues of crime and disorder, the appropriateness level reduced to 23%, a 37% 

reduction. The caveat inserted by one respondent to this, however, was the assurance that any 

serious crimes reported to the police would result in a police officer attending the scene.

Respondent 24 - "But for more personal or serious crimes -1:1 [one to one] policing must continue"

This perspective is reinforced for the theft of a motor vehicle. For respondents who had most 

confidence in the authorities, 43% stated that the DMTU should be utilised to investigate vehicle 

thefts. As confidence falls, this level decreased to only 15%, a 28% reduction.

6.7 The Public Response - Levels of Public Satisfaction

The final questions of the survey were included to ascertain perceptions of the local area, local 

policing and the local authority. The results obtained from the Public Service Agreement 23, 

(National Audit Office 2009), would previously have been the single performance indicator for the 

police until its recent abolition by the coalition government in 2010. This particular question was put 

to respondents to assess how well both the police and the local authority were dealing with crime 

and anti-social behaviour. This question can lead to misleading findings as respondents were asked 

to comment simultaneously on perceptions of the police and the local authority. It may be the case 

that respondents believe that the police are dealing well with the issue of crime and disorder in their 

'ocal area. However, they may feel that the local authority are not, or vice versa. Having
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acknowledged the limitations of the inclusion of this particular question, the positive aspect of its 

inclusion relates to its validation and that it has been widely distributed to the public by 

government, along with the ability to cross reference results found in this study with wider official 

data, this question was seen as a positive inclusion in this survey. From the data gained to this 

specific question, table 6.19 below shows that 47% of respondents stated that they agreed that the 

police and local authority were successfully tackling the issues of crime and disorder.

Table 6.19 - Responses to Public Service Agreement (PSA) 23

How Much Would you Agree 
or Disagree that the Police and 
Local Council are Dealing with 
the Anti-Social Behaviour and 

Crime Issues that Matter in 
this Area?

Strongly Agree
Tend to Agree

Neither Agree or Disagree
Tend to Disagree
Strongly Disagree

No Comment
Total

Sample Characteristics

9.8% (n=17)
37% (n=64)

28.3% (n=49)
16.8% (n=29)
7.5% (n=13)
0.6% (n=l)

100% (n=173)

If combined, 47% of respondents answered positively to this question by either strongly agreeing or 

tending to agree that the police and local authority were successfully dealing with the issue of crime 

and disorder in their local area. 24% of respondents replied negatively to the statement proposed, 

either stating that they tended to disagree or strongly disagreed. All of these finding are consistent 

with the findings form the British Crime Survey, where 51% of respondents replied positively and 

20% replied negatively, stating that they did not consider that the police and local authority were 

successfully tackling the issues of crime and disorder (Flatley et al 2010). There seemed to emerge a 

common theme of discontent surrounding the issue of low visibility policing amongst respondents 

which is reflected below -

Respondent 7 - "The police could be more ''out there" providing information about crime prevention 

etc. an alternative to this could be going into workplaces/colleges etc."

Respondent 10 - "You read that the police have done this and that yet the evidence on my estate is 

wo. More officers walking around estates regularly making contacts with the locals is what is 

needed"
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Respondent 58 - "Police should be seen in the area day and night"

Respondent 71 - "We rarely see the police in this area, and then only by car. Seeing a policeman on 

foot would probably reassure a lot of residents, particularly older people"

Respondent 140 - "We definitely need more police presence on the streets. PCSOs do not have the 

same authority as real policemen. We need to go back to increasing proper police employment and 

get them back on the streets, not just in car patrols"

Respondent 83- "It is no longer acceptable to give a youth a clip across the ear and tell him you will 

be up to see his father. The age of discrimination and fairness has swung to [too] far into their 

advantage unfortunately"

In addition to the criticisms surrounding low visibility policing and overall police provision, many 

respondents also raised the issue of the police service being too bureaucratic, particularly 

emphasising that there are too many senior officers in relation to visible beat officers.

Respondent 105 - "If the police want more success, put officers on the street and get rid of the top 

heavy top brass"

A significant number of those questioned, 28%, replied with no opinion either way on the subject of 

crime and disorder. This may be as a consequence of the wording of the question as respondents 

decided to respond in this way as no other option was available. Evidence of this can be seen below 

as respondents attempted to justify and explain the answer given in response to this question -

Respondent 151 - "....Police are taking action. Local authority are not"

Respondent 162 - "The local council wardens, whom I contact first, for all ASB/Barking Dog/Loud 

Music/Foul Language + [and] Domestic row situations, have always refused to attend. They tell me 

to contact the police or my landlord. I would prefer to contact the police only for more serious 

situations"

Respondent 149 - "We have had some trouble in our street but not for over 12 mths [months], we 

hear about other areas, so we feel lucky, but there does seem to be action taken"

From data obtained from respondents, satisfaction levels are higher among those who had not 

experienced crime compared with those who had direct experience with crime during the previous 

12 months, again consistent with findings from the British Crime Survey (Flatley et al 2010). In some 

instances, this may be as a result of the fact that they had become a victim of crime, however, it may
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be as a direct result of the response, quality and level of service provided to respondents or others 

at the time of reporting a crime in the past, as is outlined below- 

Respondent 63 - "Generally, I feel the public has lost confidence in the police dealing seriously with a 

lot of minor crime to the extent that a significant amount of it is no longer reported. My neighbour 

recently suffered a burglary at her home which I helped her to deal with and I was not impressed 

with either the urgency of the efficiency with which it was dealt with by the police"

Respondent 128 - "The area I live in is a close knit community were crime is of a petty type - the 

area is anol [number one] site for arson due to the location of the nearby golf links. The local youth 

hove no fad titles to expend their energy which is why the small minority get up to petty crime"

Respondent 77 - "...we have taken crime prevention measures on our property to make us feel 

secure. However, the area is degrading in terms of neighbourliness"

This pattern and relationship can be explored further by observing the changes in satisfaction levels 

as the number of occasions a respondent is victimised increases. For respondents who were 

subjected to crime once, 14% responded positively, strongly agreeing that the authorities were 

effectively dealing with issues in their area. As the number of occasions a respondent is victimised 

increased, rising to twice, three times and further, no respondents replied strongly agreeing with the 

positive statement posed. Between 50% and 60% of these respondents replied negatively stating 

that they tended to disagree or in most cases strongly disagreed that the police and the local 

authority were tackling the issues in their area. This compares with only 22% of respondents who 

were victimised once. The following statement is a typical response made by a repeat victim of crime 

outlining their reasons for their loss of confidence in the police.

Respondent 16 - "My faith in the police as been reduced to zero, as for the past 20 yrs whenever I 

have asked for help, it made the situation worse, to the point where I would be followed by a gang to 

my local shop and they were carrying baseball bats. I also managed to get evidence off someone to 

put him away, which the police could not do"

Victims who received a very good or good response from Gwent police following contact with them 

tended also to reply positively concerning Public Service Agreement 23. Respondents who were 

most satisfied with the response they received yielded figures of 70% and 64% respectively 

concerning Public Service Agreement 23 stating they either strongly agreed or tended to agree that 

the police and local authority were effectively tackling the issue of crime and disorder in their local 

area. This figure reduced to 30% and 20% respectively for respondents who stated that they had
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received either a satisfactory or an unsatisfactory service from Gwent police after contacting them 

revealing that these two variables are intrinsically linked. This is further reinforced when negative 

responses to Public Service Agreement 23 are explored. Respondents who were more satisfied with 

the response provided by Gwent police, only some 20% stated that they tended to disagree or 

strongly disagree that the police along with the local authority were effectively tackling the issue of 

crime and disorder in their area. This increased to 60% when respondents stated that they received 

an unsatisfactory service from Gwent police.

Perception of overall satisfaction measured through the question relating to the PSA23 seems also 

to share a relationship with the type of response provided by Gwent police. As indicated previously, 

lowest satisfaction levels seemed to be generated as a result of scheduled responses. Conversely, 

the highest satisfaction rates were among responses made by both police community support 

officers and crime prevention officers. In each of these types of responses made by Gwent police, 

customers were left feeling they had received either a good or very good service. To further explore 

this finding, a significance test was undertaken using chi- square in an attempt to investigate 

statistical significance (x2 (20df) = 38.236, p=0.008). In this instance, this test demonstrates that 

there is a highly significant association between the two variables. This is an important finding of this 

research as it demonstrates that the type of response that is initially provided by the police impacts 

directly of levels of overall satisfaction.

6.8 Conclusion

This chapter has considered perceptions, reporting habits, predilections and preferences of the 

public when interacting with the police organisation in Gwent. The results generated have been 

revealing with significant and important issues such as customer contact method preferences, 

factors influencing overall satisfaction levels and the apparent lack of awareness about the single 

non emergency number (SNEN) 101 being discovered. Trends in the use of the SNEN and other 

contact information are influenced by age and geographical locations of respondents, with younger 

respondents from the Newport area utilising the service most frequently. In addition to this trend, 

when emergency contacts of both victims and repeat victims of crime are examined, there seems to 

be a 'localism' influence with older respondents continuing to use local police station telephone 

contact numbers rather than Gwent's centralised contact number. The research discovered that 

there is still a tendency to deploy police officers to incidents with an apparent lack of utility, in terms 

of deployment, co-ordination and allocation and consideration for other agencies and units such as 

scenes of crime officers, crime prevention officers and neighbourhood officers, including police
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community support officers. In all instances where a respondent reported a crime, the application of 

telephone investigation accounted for around a quarter of all methods of responses. In terms of 

victims of crime, victimisation patterns across this survey were similar to national averages, with 

most victims becoming victims of acquisitive crime and anti-social behaviour. This research has also 

discovered the importance of definitional differences. For older respondents, defining crime clearly 

encompassed all anti-social behaviour, including groups of youth congregating on street corners, 

littering, revealing a lack of respect and other similar incivilities. The criminal definition of a crime 

seemed not to be considered or adopted in many instances throughout this research by 

respondents. Levels of safety within communities clearly has implications for policing, with efficacy, 

reduced levels of fear of crime and community cohesion being considered essential in delivering 

policing and partnership services. This research highlights the importance that needs be placed on 

victims and repeat victims of crime as statistically they feel less safe and are less satisfied with the 

provision of policing services. This research also examined perceptions and levels of satisfaction of 

respondents having had contact with Gwent police. From the data generated, the results show that 

satisfaction levels with the way the public are dealt with by Gwent police are similar to national 

averages. Despite this, however, following a contact by Gwent police, males seem to be less satisfied 

with the service provided by the police when compared with females. Additionally, older 

respondents also show significantly higher levels of satisfaction compared to younger respondents 

when dealt with by Gwent police. Amongst the various responses provided by Gwent police, the 

scheduled response method showed the highest rates of dissatisfaction, whereas the higher levels of 

satisfaction were recorded following a face-to-face visit from neighbourhood policing officers. 

Resolution through telephone investigation and deployment of a police officer showed similar 

satisfaction levels to each other. Finally, with regards to the DMTU specifically, the initial response 

from customers was on the whole positive, although in general, females, younger respondents and 

those people living in Newport were more positive about its use. Further, those who had previous 

contact with the DMTU were also more positive in their response to its use and application for 

dealing with a certain range of incidents. Although the basic idea of the DMTU proved to be popular 

amongst respondents, there seemed to be less enthusiasm when specific criteria and remits of the 

DMTU were explored. It was felt by all respondents that in only two circumstances, that of reporting 

abandoned vehicles and lost and found property, should the DMTU be universally utilised. This is an 

important discovery for the concept of contact management and community engagement between 

the public and police. These issues, along with others will be discussed, analysed and examined in 

more detail in the following chapter which explores how Gwent police are making sense of the

DMTU.
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Chapter 7: Data Analysis - 
Understanding Knowledge 
Management from the Practitioner's 
Perspective
7.1 Introduction

The aim of this section of the research is to explore the perceptions and insights of knowledge 

management systems from the perspective of the internal user, in this instance, police officers. This 

evaluation consisted of a questionnaire survey in order to generate a data set where practitioner 

interpretations and opinions could be expressed, collected and analysed. As with the questionnaire 

survey carried out as part of the evaluation into public perspectives, questions put to practitioners 

resulted in the production of both quantitative and qualitative data. In addition to contributing 

relevant personal data such as current rank, length of service, age profiles and role descriptions, 

respondents were also asked to comment on the implementation of the new knowledge 

management system within Gwent, as well as to provide a commentary on perceived efficiencies, 

effectiveness and any deficiencies of the DMTU in relation to their own specific areas of work. As a 

consequence of this, much qualitative data was generated as practitioners demonstrated high levels 

of engagement with the questionnaire survey, as perhaps they perceived it may have wider and 

crucial operational implications for future working practices. Qualitative data and direct quotations 

are utilised throughout this section and are indicative of the major themes and representative of 

popular responses made by practitioners. Significant findings arising from initial descriptive 

statistical analysis will be further tested using chi square. The confidence level used for this test will 

be p<0.05.

7.2 The Police Response - Some Initial Findings

By utilising a sampling frame consisting of all eligible serving police officers within Gwent police, a 

total of 300 questionnaires were distributed, resulting in 40% of eligible police officers being 

surveyed. Officers were not included in this survey if they were on long term sick or working in so 

called back office administrative functions such as HR. This resulted in a sample being taken from a 

total of 753 officers. The response rate for the practitioner questionnaire survey was recorded at
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30% (n=90). Of the questionnaires completed and returned, 71% (n=64) were from male officers, 

and 29% (n=26) female. These responses are illustrated in table 7.1 below.

Table 7.1 - Gender of Respondents

Gender
Male

Female
Total

Sample Characteristics
71.1% (n=64)
28.9% (n=26)
100% (n=90)

It was felt important to explore the gender differences produced in the sample characteristics of the 

study. If the gender demographic within Gwent police is explored, the reasons for the difference in 

the sample between the genders can be readily explained. Currently, only 26.2% of police officers 

within Gwent police are females, mirroring the sample generated by this research (Gwent Police 

2010b). Therefore, the results are representative of the gender balance of Gwent police.

7.2.1 The Police Response - Age Analysis

Age profiles of practitioners can have a significant bearing on attitudes, including possible levels of 

resistance to new initiatives and potential levels of acceptance to change. Whilst it seems to be 

widely contested that older workers are not more resistant to technological change than younger 

workers (Rizzuto and Mohammed 2005, Morris and Vankatesh 2000), several studies have 

concluded that older practitioners/workers require more time to change, which often requires more 

effort by them than younger workers (Harris et al 2002). The results of this survey reveal that most 

police officers in this sample are aged between 31 and 41 years as illustrated in table 7.2 below.

Table 7.2 - Aae of Respondents

Age (Years)
18-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

Total

Sample Characteristics
24.4% (n=22)

45.6% (n=41)

27.8% (n=25)

2.2% (n=2)

100% (n=90)

According to Hampshire Police (2010) who have studied the retirement of police officers, the typical 

retirement age for police officers is 55 years, and this would explain and reinforce the finding of this 

survey as only 2% of the respondents fell into this age category. Although the information was not 

available for Gwent police, Hampshire's statistics show that between 2005 and 2008, the average
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length of service for police officers was 20.5 years. In addition to this, the average retirement age of 

police officers during the same time period was recorded at 44.2 years. Again reflecting the data 

collected as part of this survey. It must be noted however, that these statistics will be affected and 

influenced by officers that retire early on medical grounds or decide to leave for a multitude of other 

reasons. This will therefore affect the average retirement age for police officers.

7.2.2 The Police Response - Rank of Practitioners

The distribution of rank within the sample may have a significant impact on perceptions, opinions 

and outlook with regard to the introduction of new initiatives including the wider implementation of 

knowledge management systems (Newburn 2008, Reiner 2010, lanni and lanni 1983 and 

Waddington 1999). Coping and adapting with change whilst taking into account the impact and 

character of the police culture as discussed previously is essential. The questionnaire survey in terms 

of rank is illustrated in table 7.3 below.

Table 7.3 -Rank of Respondents

Rank
Constable
Sergeant
Inspector

Other
Total

Sample Characteristics
67.8% (n=61)
22.2% (n=20)

8.9% (n=8)

1.1% (n=l)
100% (n=90)

lanni and lanni (1983) researched into the social organisation of the police service and identified two 

different types of competing sub-cultures within policing, namely "Street Cop" and "Management 

Cop". The influence of these opposing views will have to be taken into consideration as the wider 

significance and importance of the findings in this section are investigated. Although table 7.3 above 

shows the overall number in the sample, it is worth examining the response rate against the total 

number of questionnaire surveys distributed to each rank. The results are shown in table 7.4 below -

Table 7.4 - Responses by Individual Rank

Rank

Constable
Sergeant
Inspector

Total Number of 
Questionnaires Distributed

222

62

16

Response Rate

27.5% (n=61)

32.3% (n=20)

50% (n=8)
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From this data, the total number of the constable rank surveyed, 28% responded. The response rate 

increased as seniority of individuals within the organisation also increased, with 50% of all police 

inspectors responding to the survey. This may in part be explained by the two different sub-cultures 

- 'street cops and management cops'. It may be that senior officers are more compliant or more 

sophisticated and realise the value of this research as they are in a position of authority and felt that 

it was necessary to respond to external questionnaires whilst working for the organisation. These 

findings are echoed to some extent by Westmarland (2010) who discovered that senior police 

officers were mostly 'on the message' with the idea that the public were now becoming their 

partners and that they would be involved in structuring policing services recognising that the police 

alone could not control the social conditions that drive crime and disorder. This thinking may not 

have affected the 'street cops', suggesting that they do not have the 'political' and strategic outlook 

held by senior managers. It may be that 'street cops' in a long succession of such initiatives perceive 

initiatives such as this as the latest 'fad' and who then choose to simply ignore them if they feel that 

they negatively impact upon their working practices or daily routines.

7.2.3 The Police Response - LenRth of Service

In order to be able to further cross tabulate and examine some of the factors influencing perceptions 

and thoughts surrounding the introduction of knowledge management systems, practitioners were 

asked to indicate the length of time they had been in the police service. Similar to the issues raised 

earlier in this chapter, police occupational subculture and levels of resistance to change may be 

influenced by length of service. In his classic study Behind the Shield, Niederhoffer (1967) concluded 

that police officers develop a personality that is pessimistic and distrustful. Further, he also 

concluded these personality distinctions deepened as the length of service amongst police officers 

increased. As the results show in table 7.5 below, there is a wide variation in length of service 

amongst police officers who responded to the questionnaire. 

Table 7.5 - Lenath of Service

Time (Years)
<2

3-5

6-10

11-15

16-20
>21

No Response

Total

Sample Characteristics
2.2% (n=2)

16.7% (n=15)
35.6% (n=32)
13.3% (n=12)
14.4% (n=13)
16.7% (n=15)

1.1% (n=l)

100% (n=90)
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Slightly more than one third of police officers replied that they had been in the service for between 6 

and 10 years. Additionally, 44% of officers responding to the survey had more that 11 years service, 

with the remaining 55% stating that they had less that 10 years service in the police. If length of 

service is examined against rank, the results show that the two variables are intrinsically linked. 

Analysis of the data reveals that 73% of constables have less than 10 years service. In contrast, 

sergeants on average have greater length of service, with 75% recording a period of service greater 

than 11 years. These trends are further reinforced by examining inspectors, all of whom had more 

than 16 years service. This extrapolation of the data demonstrates that rank appears to be linked to 

length of service

7.2.4 The Police Response - Current Role within the Police

To better understand and enable a comparison between the different elements of the Gwent police 

service, the distribution of roles/responsibilities was an important variable by which knowledge 

management could be investigated. As previously discussed, there is no as one single police culture, 

as it is influenced by many factors including specific roles and responsibilities of police officers, 

geographical location, structure of the organisation including the number of specialist departments, 

tasks and functions that exist (Gottschalk 2009a). Table 7.6 below illustrates the various functions of 

police officers within Gwent police that responded to the survey.

Table 7.6-CurrentDepartment/Role within the Police

Department / Role
Response/ Patrol Officer
Neighbourhood Team / 

Community
CID

Other Uniformed Role
Other Non-Uniformed Role

Total

Sample Characteristics
34.4% (n=31)
25.6% (n=23)

22.2% (n=20)
14.5% (n=13)
3.3% (n=3)

100% (n=90)

From the results above, uniformed police accounted for 75% of those that responded to the 

questionnaire survey. The roles of these officers include response police officers and neighbourhood 

policing teams. The remaining quarter responded by stating they were attached to non uniformed 

functions such as the criminal investigation department, more commonly referred to as CID. The 

'other roles' comprising both uniformed and non-uniformed police officers was made up of 8 officers 

working within Neighbourhood Support Units (NSU), 1 custody officer, 2 traffic officers, 2

professional standards unit (PSU) staff, 1 at the public protection unit (PPU) and 2 armed response
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units officers (ARU). As to add a more contextualised picture of Gwent police, wider analysis of the 

data revealed that younger officers predominantly operate within response and neighbourhood 

teams. As length of service increases to between 6-10 years, more officers move into functions such 

asCID. Officers with the greatest length of service are more evenly spread between all of these 

roles.

7.3 The Police Response - Levels of Awareness

Awareness of the DMTU indicates perhaps levels of consultation and dependence on the unit. 

Within an organisation as large and as compartmentalised as the police service, it is relatively 

common for individual police officers to be unaware of the creation, function, utility and meaning of 

new units such as the DMTU. Shortfalls in staff awareness within organisations can have major 

implications, as it may affect communication, resilience and inhibit the dissemination and creation of 

knowledge and intelligence sharing (Saee 2006, Gravelle and Rogers 2010a). Mullins (2005) also 

cautions of the dangers of role ambiguity when there is significant change within organisations and 

such issues need to be carefully managed. Table 7.7 below shows the levels of staff awareness 

surrounding the role and function of the DMTU.

Table 7.7 - Awareness of the DMTU's Role

Aware
Yes
No

Partly
Do Not Know

Total

Sample Characteristics
75.6% (n=68)

8.9% (n=8)

14.4% (n=13)

1.1% (n=l)

100% (n=90)

From this data, levels of awareness appear relatively high, with some 90% of respondents stating 

that they had at least some awareness of the role of the DMTU, with only 9% stating that they were 

not aware of the existence of the DMTU, perhaps demonstrating the importance and centrality of 

the DMTU in carrying out core and supportive policing functions. Many respondents added 

comments in support of their responses, illustrating their understanding of the role of the DMTU. 

Below are some representative examples of these comments -

Respondent 14 - "...crimes reported are dealt with, thus reducing the impact on response teams"

Respondent 19 - "I think they are fulfilling their role" ...."either by telephoning or commenting on the 

incident log......."
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Respondent 76 - "At present DMTU do not complete crime complaints for repeat victims or for 

crimes that have been witnessed"

Not only do these statements demonstrate a sophisticated level of knowledge, but also show that 

there has been some thoughtful reflection on the part of practitioners about the role, utility and 

wider functions of the DMTU. Conversely, comments similar to those below illustrate that some 

officers, partly due to their lack of engagement and reliance on the DMTU have a limited or total lack 

of general awareness surrounding the DMTU's functions -

Respondent 74 - "/ do not know of any contact with the DMTU - Perhaps I am poorly informed or 

wrong"

Respondent 3 - "Not really sure, but suppose it would be via bulletin or email"

It is important to note, however, that awareness may not reflect true levels of understanding, 

conception or comprehension about the DMTU's specific role and function. It may be that officers 

have heard informally from other colleagues, or been briefly made aware of the DMTU's existence 

by superiors and have a limited understating about how it specifically provides a policing service to 

the public.

Further cross tabulations of responses show that generally, levels of awareness surrounding the 

DMTU increases with the age of police officers. The youngest officers aged 18-30 years 

demonstrated the lowest levels of awareness with 64% of officers from this age group stating that 

they were aware of the role of the DMTU. Following this finding, a chi square test was performed to 

determine whether there was an association between age of police officers and levels of awareness 

surrounding the DMTU (x2 (9df) = 5.944, p=0.746). This test demonstrates that there can be little 

confidence that a relationship exists between the two variables.

Practitioners from this age group throughout this survey mainly make reference to those issues that 

impact directly on them, whilst also reflecting on their general lack of awareness surrounding the 

DMTU. Typical responses are presented below,

Respondent 4 - "Don't Know"

Respondent 22 - "It doesn't. Briefing and tasking system is not appropriate to brief patrol officers"

As the age of respondents increases to 31-40 years, awareness levels of the DMTU increases to 81%, 

and ultimately, 100% of older officers aged 51-60 years were aware of the function of the DMTU.
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This pattern was replicated when rank of officers was examined against awareness in more depth. 

72% of constables were aware of the DMTU's role, whereas this increased to 80% of sergeants. 

Inspectors were most informed, with 88% of inspectors declaring that they were aware of the 

purpose of the DMTU. As inspectors are considered to be 'senior managers' and think more 

strategically within the police service, they are perhaps more likely than rank and file police 

constables or sergeants to network and operate cross departmentally with other divisions, through 

strategic working groups or meetings. This is illustrated below by one response from an inspector -

Respondent 21 - "/ have attended the unit to ascertain the working practices, [and] confer with 

supervisors on crime complaints recorded"

Interestingly, more detailed examination reveals that there is a significant difference in levels of 

awareness between various departments/roles. The lowest level of awareness, 45%, was amongst 

CID officers, followed by response/patrol officers with 74%. A chi square test was performed to 

determine whether there is an association between the role of police officers and levels of 

awareness surrounding the DMTU (x2 (12df) = 21.871, p=0.39). This test demonstrates that there is 

no significant association between the two variables.

Atypical response from CID and response officers is that the DMTU has no bearing on police work 

carried out by them, thus having no importance or significance on their particular role. When asked 

to comment on communication between them and the DMTU, typical responses were as follows -

Respondent 31 - "It [the DMTU] does not" [communicate with me] (CID Officer)

Respondent 51 - "In my opinion, I am not aware of any call details by the unit being communicated 

to my role as a response officer" (Response Officer)

It may be that officers rely on their own idiosyncratic sources of intelligence / knowledge and work 

independently of the DMTU. The DMTU deals with around one quarter of all reported and recorded 

crime that occurs within the jurisdiction of Gwent police. Yet officers that conduct / carry out some 

of the most serious criminal offences seem unaware of the role, function and utility of a DMTU 

which is dealing with such vast amounts of criminal and community intelligence, ranging from crime 

trends, hotspots, volume and acquisitive crime and prolific/ priority offenders. The unique culture 

that can evolve with an 'elite' group such as CID or response police officers may result in a 

disengagement with a DMTU that is not perceived as carrying out what they narrowly define as 'real 

policing functions'. Instead such groups decide to operate within a closed culture (Reiner 2010). The 

highest levels of awareness were amongst neighbourhood/ community policing officers, with all of
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these officers having at least a partial awareness of the DMTU's role. The replies presented below 

are indicative of responses made by neighbourhood officers as they clearly demonstrate working 

knowledge and operational intimacies with the DMTU. Practitioners were asked to comment on how 

they communicate with the DMTU as they conduct their policing functions -

Respondent 56 - "Details on police logs, [they] appear very limited in detail when passed back for 

officers to deal"

Respondent 68 - "Daily management meetings, email, intranet, personal briefings, email, through D 

/I [Detective Inspector]"

Within a knowledge economy, organisations will need to ensure that staff receive, retain and utilise 

knowledge in an effort to achieve success in delivering end objectives. In this case and with those 

aspiring at improving public confidence, reducing crime and improving overall efficiency, 

effectiveness and economic viability must be a priority (Khosrowpour 2000). Having ascertained 

levels of awareness surrounding the specific functions of the DMTU, practitioners were asked to 

consider if they had sufficient knowledge about the DMTU to effectively carry out their duties, 

particularly if they needed or were required for any reason to make contact or work closely with the 

DMTU. Table 7.8 below shows the responses in this study by police officers.

Table 7.8 - Sufficient Knowledge about the DMTU

Sufficient Knowledge
Yes

No
Do Not Know

Total

Sample Characteristics
57.8% (n=52)
20% (n=18)

22.2% (n=20)
100% (n=90)

The table above indicates that 58% of respondents considered their knowledge surrounding the 

DMTU was sufficient, whereas 42% of practitioners stated that they were unsure or that they did not 

know enough about the DMTU. Some practitioners demonstrated intimate knowledge of the DMTU, 

expressing how the DMTU impacted on their working practices and responses below explain how 

this interaction occurs -

Respondent 19 - "Usually by being asked to review and action an incident log that has been passed 

over by the unit"....... "Either by telephone or comments on the incident log which the

communications suite are asked to relay to the unit"
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Respondent 35 - "email, intelligence related crime/disorder/drugs supply...............email, entries on

BATS" [briefing system]

Conversely, it becomes clear from other respondents that operational knowledge of the DMTU is 

insufficient, with many officers expressing their uncertainty, vagueness and ambiguity -

Respondent 89 - "Via Email only - No-one can find a telephone number for the unit" 

Respondent 56 - "Via Guardian?"[Crime system?]

In terms of knowledge and understanding of the DMTU system, further analysis has revealed that 

younger officers perceive themselves to have inadequate knowledge of the DMTU, with only 41% of 

officers aged 18-30 years considering their knowledge to be sufficient. Practitioners from this age 

group express this lack of clarity, their uncertainty and doubts as they explain that they are unsure of 

the DMTU's structure, role and how it fits into the wider policing functions of Gwent police.

Respondent 34 - "/ am unsure how its gets communicated to us, except when there is a log which 

they are unable to deal with which then comes to us via the control room"

Respondent 57 - "Don't know how to"

The response for this rises to 66% for officers aged 31-40 years, and 56% for officers aged 41-50 

years. As age increases, it would appear that officers become more aware of the functions carried 

out by the DMTU, expressing obvious and in some instances incisive understandings of the 

operational role of the DMTU such as revealed in the following examples- 

Respondent 83 - "Daily management meeting, regular direct contact via CMU Manager" 

Respondent 27 - "Guardian updates, e-mails, ORIS log updates"

This is in contrast to the findings of Harris et al (2002) whose study revealed that older workers tend 

to be slower to adapt to change. This research, however, has found that older respondents seem to 

have a better working knowledge of the DMTU, at least in their own opinion, in spite of their 

possible need for more time and effort to adapt to technological changes. This can also be seen 

when 'length of time' served within the police organisation is explored. Officers with the greatest 

length of service in Gwent police demonstrated greater levels of knowledge of the new system than 

newer, younger officers. Moreover, this pattern also emerged when rank was evaluated against 

Perceptions of knowledge. Fewer police constables, 51%, considered their knowledge to be 

adequate, whereas 75% of sergeants and inspectors came to this same conclusion, implying that
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they had a wider responsibility as managers to keep pace with these and other changes. Having 

identified this trend, a chi square test was undertaken to examine the significance of the association 

between levels of perceived knowledge and rank of police officers (x2 (6df) = 8.280, p=0.218). The 

result of this test demonstrates that there is no significant association between the two variables.

Typical and symptomatic responses from police constables exemplify how this lack of clarity and 

perceived knowledge can manifest itself with many constables clearly revealing that they are unsure 

and inexperienced at dealing with the DMTU -

Respondent 72 - "Not aware they do [communicate]" 

Respondent 83 - "/ do not receive information from the DMTU"

It may be that managers and supervisors are made aware of changes through more effective 

communication and consultation and were better trained within the organisation than the lower 

ranking officers, such as police constables. It may also be that managers make it a priority to find out 

about changes as part of their Continuing Professional Development (CPD), whereas 'street cops' see 

that as a function purely for 'management cops' (lanni and lanni 1983). The greatest levels of 

perceived self-knowledge were found amongst neighbourhood officers, with 79% acknowledging 

this as part of the questionnaire survey. To prove statistical significance between the two variables, a 

chi square test was undertaken to examine the association between the levels of perceived 

knowledge and the role of police officers (x2 (8df) = 25.865, p=0.001). In this instance, this test 

demonstrates that there is a significant association between the two variables, meaning that levels 

of knowledge were affected statistically by the role of police officers. As these officers operate more 

closely with the DMTU, often sharing tasks and communicating using the various methods explored, 

responses from neighbourhood practitioners clearly give an idea about levels of user interaction, 

experience, acquaintance and familiarity.

Respondent 8 - "Usually via email. Sometimes a crime is allocated to me" 

Respondent 13 - "DMTU send me tasks via our crime system (Guardian)"

Appropriate levels of knowledge of the DMTU system reduced to 55% for patrol constables and fell 

yet again to 30% for CID officers. This may be as a result of the type of work carried out by the 

DMTU, often requiring neighbourhood officers to carry out enquiries as part of 'slow time' policing. 

Patrol/ Response officers along with CID officers and other specialist departments may not see it as 

appropriate or necessary to be informed about the role or wider functions of the DMTU as they
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operate primarily as 'fast time' policing. Many users operating outside of the neighbourhood policing 

functions do not perceive the DMTU to have any bearing on their roles. Responses below are 

indicative of those from 'specialist' and 'elite' units and include responses from a traffic officer and 

CID officer- 

Respondent 48 - "DMTU doesn't have an impact on the role of roads policing"

Respondent 67 - "It doesn't. It's a department set up to deal with certain low level calls over the 

phone [telephone] but the staff working there have no direct contact with response officers".

Interestingly, this last comment refers to those working within the DMTU as 'staff rather than as 

officers. This may be as a result of a lack of awareness. However, this may be related to the fact that 

'front line' police officers, particularly those working in specialist units do not consider the DMTU to 

be carrying out core 'front line' police functions as it deals with perceived 'low level crime'. It may be 

that this restricted narrative, scope and capacity in dealing with crime is perceived by certain groups 

of officers to be less important than front line response policing, and therefore police officers 

working within the DMTU are not considered to be 'police officers', thus being referred to as 

policing 'staff. This is potentially linked to the occupational sub-culture which openly defined 

policing as action oriented (Reiner 2010).

7.4 The Police Response - Impact on Workload

Robust and effective technological change requires more than simply assessing the apparatus, tools 

and equipment available to the staff. The human element needs to be carefully considered when 

introducing change into an organisation. Procedural, practical and technological change needs to be 

considered from the worker's perspective, specifically how these impact on the working 

environment and working conditions of the employee (CUPE 2001). Such changes can make some 

workers feel apprehensive and insecure about future working practices and their long term 

prospects for employment and promotion (Lewis et al 2009). For this reason, it was decided to 

assess the impact of the DMTU in terms of changes in workload. Table 7.9 below shows the results 

from the survey -
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Table 7.9 - DMTU's Impact on Workload

Workload
Increased Significantly

Increased Slightly

Remained the Same

Decreased Slightly

Decreased Significantly

No Response
Total

Sample Characteristics
5.5% (n=5)
4.4% (n=4)

46.7% (n=42)

27.8% (n=25)

8.9% (n=8)

6.7% (n=6)

100% (n=90)

It is perhaps not surprising that some respondents, amounting to some 10%, stated that they 

perceived their workload to have increased as a result of the introduction of the DMTU. Although 

this view was relatively uncommon and only expressed by a limited number of officers surveyed, the 

response below illustrates and encapsulates the outlook of such practitioners -

Respondent 90 - "I think the DMTU should go [be disbanded] and the police should attend every call 

like before the inception of the DMTU"

It is of interest, however, to note that 37% of all respondents stated that they considered the DMTU 

to have either slightly or significantly reduced their workload. Clearly from the responses below, 

some practitioners have embraced the changes and the steps taken to rationalise the deployment 

model previously utilised by Gwent police -

Respondent 81 - "Dealing with calls on the telephone that are suitable in order to reduce our 

workload"

Respondent 84 - "There is scope for increasing the workload/classification of calls in which they 

could deal with"

When these categories were examined in more detail and compared against variables including age 

of practitioners, rank, length of service and department, the results generated were interesting. 

Officers with between 3 and 5 years service responded stating that they considered the DMTU had 

decreased their workload the most, with 64% of officers from within that age range responding to 

the questionnaire survey confirming this. For officers with between 16-20 years service and those 

with over 21 years service, only 24% and 13% of officers respectively reached the same conclusion, 

with an additional 25% of officers with between 16 and 20 years service considering the DMTU had 

increased their workload either slightly or significantly. Similar to length of service, 50% of younger
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police officers aged 18-30 years stated that the DMTU had reduced slightly or significantly their own 

personal workload. This reduced to around 35% for officers aged 31-50 years.

Rank is also an interesting variable by which to compare officers' perceptions of workload changes. 

14% of constables stated that their workloads had increased; compared with 10% of sergeants whilst 

no inspectors came to this conclusion. Of the responses made, the primary concern for many officers 

was that the focus and objectives of any new initiative should be to ensure 'front line' policing is 

shielded from any impediment, hindrance or obstruction so that the functions carried out by these 

officers could be maintained and improved. It was for this reason that the DMTU seemed to gain its 

wide spread support from practitioners with many officers expressing views presented below -

Respondent 47 - "Ensuring that response police has maximum time to conduct pro-active work, 

stop/search, stopping vehicles. If telephone resolution can be made for calls/incidents these should 

be met"

Respondent 42 - "Freeing up the time of operational police officers...."

This difference may be explained by the findings from lanni and lanni (1983), in which they describe 

the differences between 'management cops' and 'street cops'. In this instance, although sergeants 

are in effect line managers or supervisors, they are considered operational junior officers and 

therefore this may make it easier for them to reach the same conclusion as the other 15% of 

constables, stating that the introduction of the DMTU has increased workload. In terms of 

decreasing workload, 39% of constables came to this conclusion, along with 45% of sergeants and 

29% of inspectors.

This finding can be explored in more detail by evaluating whether the role or department to which 

police officers are attached has any effect on perceptions of workload. CID officers considered that 

the DMTU had no effect on their workload with every CID officer responding that it had remained 

the same. 18% of neighbourhood officers concluded that DMTU had increased their workload. This 

can be explained by the nature of the work carried out by the DMTU. To further explore this finding, 

a significance test was undertaken using chi- square in an attempt to investigate statistical 

significance (x2 (16df) = 34.207, p=0.005). In this instance, this test demonstrates that there is a 

significant association between the two variables and may be explained quite easily. The test 

demonstrated that perceptions on the changes of workload appear to be directly linked with police 

officer roles. Following initial contact with members of the public on the telephone, it is standard 

procedure to deploy neighbourhood police officers to carry out tasks such as house to house
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enquires, visit the address to provide reassurance and advice or to physically collect evidence such 

as CCTV tapes. This will always be sent out for tasking to neighbourhood police officers as opposed 

to response/ patrol officers. Some of the means by which the DMTU communicates with 

neighbourhood officers is outlined through practitioner responses below, with illustrative answers 

from respondents 78 and 8 expressing some concern over workload and operating practices, 

illustrating the diverse methods currently employed -

Respondent 6 - "Via Guardian (Crime system)" 

Respondent 44- "Usually via e-mail"

Respondent 78 - "It has improved definitely recently with the removal of DMTU e-mailing me with 

requests to follow up crimes reports. There was little regard to current workload even if the recipient 

officer was working car [on the patrol car]/leave etc"

Respondent 8 - "In some cases, I am sent e-mails when I am on rest day or leave. As a result, an 

officer does not attend for several days, when an officer should have been sent on that day"

It will be for neighbourhood sergeants, police constables and police community support officers 

(PCSOs) to carry out these actions and then update the system for the DMTU to consider further 

action. These tasks will not be sent out for response police officers to carry out. This explains why 

only 10% of response officers considered the DMTU to have increased their workload, and that 57% 

of this group of officers, the highest of all departments or roles evaluated stated that the workload 

had actually decreased slightly or significantly, 16% higher than for neighbourhood officers. As 

explored previously, due to the lack of positive engagement from response officers, indicative 

responses made on issues relating to workload are as follows -

Respondent 10 - "It doesn't affect my role"

Respondent 73 - "I do not have any contact with Gwent Police's DMTU at all"

Much of the crime recorded and dealt with by the DMTU would have previously been dealt with by 

response police officers and consequently this move seems to have resulted in a decrease in 

workload for front line response police officers. Interestingly, one reply below from a response 

officer illustrates that point clearly, although response officers do not have any direct contact with 

the DMTU, it has, or at least had impacted noticeably on workload.
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Respondent 67 - "We noticed a marked decrease in the calls we were dealing with initially but that is 

no longer the case"

It may be that culturally, openly admitting that workload had decreased, either slightly or 

significantly since the introduction of the DMTU would not be acceptable (Reiner 2010). Inserting a 

caveat of 'initially', response officers are perhaps not willing to draw unnecessary attention to a 

diminished workload, as their basic instinct may be to ensure job security and protect culturally 

established working practices. Particularly in light of the current economic climate, if it were deemed 

that there was less demand for front line officers, practitioners within those roles/functions could 

risk being unemployed or redeployed to other areas, divisions or departments. Indeed, due to the 

financial pressure, chief officers have recently begun to utilise regulation A19, which gives them the 

power to retire officers with more than 30 years service (Home Affairs Committee 2010)

In terms of assessing the units impact on work prioritisation, the results generated in table 7.10 

below show that in fact, perceptions from practitioners are that the DMTU has not had an impact on 

this, with 61% of respondents conveying this within the survey.

Table 7.10 - DMTU's Effect on Workload Prioritisation

Prioritising Workload
Yes
No

Do Not Know
No Response

Total

Sample Characteristics
13.3% (n=12)
61.1% (n=55)
17.8% (n=16)
7.8% (n=7)

100% (n=90)

When the rank of respondents is examined, it was found that sergeants were more likely to 

conclude that the DMTU had assisted them to prioritise their workload, with 21% of them 

articulating this view. This may be as a result of the functions carried out by these low level 

supervisors, as often they are required to audit and evaluate online file submissions of police 

constables, in addition to evaluating the workload individual officers. Only 14% of inspectors stated 

that the DMTU had helped them prioritise work, and this may be because they are less involved in 

certain processes than are sergeants. 13% of police constables stated that the DMTU had assisted 

them in the prioritisation of their work; however these were more likely to be response officers as 

opposed to neighbourhood officers. Neighbourhood officers commonly made reference to an 

increased workload of the diverse tasks they are asked or requested to perform as a result of the 

work carried out by the DMTU. Tasks include collection of evidence, house to house enquiries and
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other similar responsibilities which are considered by many front line neighbourhood officers to be 

unnecessary and a waste of resources. The views expressed below are indicative of responses from 

such officers -

Respondent 83 - "More officer specific data, more assistance to front line staff with prioritisation of 

crime + [and] management of workloads"

Respondent 28 - "They should be inputting and using crimes that require house to house enquiries 

and not passing this onto front line officers"

Other officers also expressed similar view on the creation of the DMTU, with a CID officer making 

reference to the task orientated function of the DMTU, as it directs front line staff to carry out 

'unimportant' tasks, removing discretion and flattening the role of intuition from the work of police 

officers. Additionally, one response officer argued that more could be done to divert 'unimportant' 

tasks away from them. It is an interesting statement, expressed perhaps as it is believed that such 

officers should only deal with the most serious of crimes and that other officers are ill-equipped or 

too inexperienced to attend.

Respondent 87 - "It has taken over decision making at ground level and has led to micro 

management. This had led to a lack of confidence on the front line.... Letting people do their jobs and 

only giving support/advice where needed"

Respondent 67 - "We still (as response officers) deal with a huge amount of calls that could be 

sorted over the phone [telephone] without the need of an officer allocated. I would like to see them 

dealing with far more calls to relieve strain on front line officers"

An additional 7% of response officers came to such a conclusion and in part this may be due to the 

differences in the level of interactions with the DMTU along with the differences in functions 

between the two groups of constables discussed earlier in this chapter. No CID officers stated that 

the DMTU had assisted them to prioritise their work, partly due to the lack of interaction and low 

level of interdependence between the two. Interestingly, officers unaware of the role and function 

of the DMTU did not consider the unit had prioritised their work, whereas 17% of officers aware of 

the functionality of the unit did. This highlights the importance of raising staff awareness and 

ensuring rigorous consultation when change is implemented throughout an organisation. Interlinked 

with this issue, officers of the opinion that their workload had decreased as a result of the 

introduction of the DMTU additionally considered that the unit had assisted them to prioritise their 

work. 86% of those who replied stating workload had decreased significantly also stated that the
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DMTU had assisted them in prioritising their work. Similarly, only 20% of officers who considered 

their workload had increased significantly stated that the DMTU had positively helped them to 

prioritise their workload.

7.5 The Police Response - Quality of Information

Mullins (2005) emphasized the importance of harnessing good quality information within 

organisations, by claiming that information is the new raw material of the future. This is a view 

shared by many working in police organisations and institutions including the National Police 

Improvement Agency (NPIA) -

"For the police service to be intelligence led in protecting the public, preventing crime and bringing 

criminals to justice then the effective management of information is vital"

NPIA (2010b:9)

Whilst dealing with 25% of all crime within the Gwent police area, the DMTU will clearly need to 

ensure the quality of information it disseminates to other internal customers, including police 

officers as well as partner agencies is of a high and consistent quality. In an effort to understand its 

impact in this respect, internal users, in this instance, police officers were asked to assess, in their 

opinion, if and how the quality of information has changed since the DMTU's introduction. Table 

7.11 below illustrates the responses of police practitioners, having been asked 'since the introduction 

of the DMTU, how would you say the quality of information you receive has been affected?'

Table 7.11 - DMTU's Effect on Information Quality

Quality of Information
Increased Significantly

Increased Slightly

Remained the Same

Decreased Slightly

Decreased Significantly

No Response

Total

Sample Characteristics
2.2% (n=2)

13.3% (n=12)

56.7% (n=51)

11.1% (n=10)

7.9% (n=7)

8.8% (n=8)

100% (n=90)

Overall, 19% of respondents considered that the DMTU had decreased the quality of information 

being distributed to them. When this was investigated further, 27% of respondents aged 41-50 years 

concluded that this had occurred, along with 15% of those aged 31-40 years and 21% of the 

Youngest practitioners aged between 18 and 30 years. In terms of rank, a higher percentage of
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sergeants were of the opinion that the quality of information had declined, with 32% conveying this 

opinion within the questionnaire survey. This was followed by 17% of constables and 14% of 

inspectors. As for departmental or role influence, neighbourhood officers who had experienced the 

greatest increase in workload since the introduction of the DMTU considered that the quality of 

information had diminished the most, with 29% of these officers expressing such an opinion. This is 

reduced when patrol officers are examined, with a reduction of 8%, and further falls to some 13% 

for CID officers. In terms of examining the changes in workload, a chi square analysis was 

undertaken to examine the relationship between perceptions of workload changes and changes in 

the quality of information (x2 (16df) = 59.147, p= <0.01). Once again, this test demonstrates that 

there is a strong significant association between the two variables. In this instance, it is possible to 

be confident that workload has a relationship with changes to the quality of information available to 

police officers.

As previously explored throughout this section, response officers did not consider the DMTU to have 

any impact, significance or relevance on their role as officers, with the DMTU being perceived by 

officers from this department as a neighbourhood policing unit concern. This division of labour and 

consequent creation of elitism has developed a distinct subculture (Newburn and Neyroud 2008, 

Reiner 2010, lanni and lanni 1983, Waddington 1999) that is manifested, expressed and 

characterised as shown below -

Respondent 22 - "Dealing with low level crime calls I am not sure the DMTU need to communicate 

with me on a daily basis. I can extract crime figures via our computer systems"

Respondent 82 - "Allowing first responders to deal with the crime that require a police attendance at 

the scent filtering out the crimes that are low level"

When awareness of the DMTU's role and function is measured against perceptions of quality of 

information, practitioners aware of the DMTU's role were less likely to express the opinion that the 

quality of information had reduced, with only 22% of officers stating this, whereas 50% of officers 

unaware of the DMTU's role concluded that quality of information had declined. This again 

illustrates the importance of consultation, discussion and effective communication as part of the 

change management process. Officers expressing a view similar to the one from the practitioner 

below will instil and inspire little confidence both from internal police customers, partner agencies 

and external customers such as the public as the DMTU carries out important and fundamental 

policing functions intrinsically linked to many other policing departments and responsibilities. This is 

without considering the associated advantages that could be attached through better and improved
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criminal and community intelligence, which surely is fundamental to any police officer and police 

organisations to function effectively.

Respondent 37 - "Not sure as don't really know what they do"

When considering practitioners who considered the DMTU to have had a positive impact on the 

quality of information disseminated to them throughout the organisation, inspectors were most 

likely to arrive at this conclusion, with 29% of the total recording this within the survey. It may be 

that the research of lanni and lanni (1983) into the two cultures of police may help explain this, with 

'management cops' being more disposed to believing or at least acknowledging that police 

rationalisation initiatives and innovative units such as the DMTU are having a positive impact on the 

organisation. Below is a comment that exemplifies lanni and lanni's (1983) theory, with an Inspector 

and sergeant acknowledging the strategic implications and advantages of the rationalisation process

Respondent 21 - "There is no doubt that the DMTU is relieving pressure on the front line and 

identifying crimes where there is little chance of success for providing a fast response"

Respondent 14 - "With the introduction of the DMTU (which I think is a positive step)....

Importantly, sergeants more than any other rank experienced an increase in workload so this result 

is not surprising. This frustration, dissatisfaction and discontent is also observed in extracts from the 

qualitative data provided by sergeants to survey -

Respondent 41 - "By telling us something" [referring to the lack of consolation/communication]

Respondent 40 - "Needs to be updated on a daily basis which is not being done at the moment 

really"

Respondent 25 - "Ringing back callers and obtaining more information. This would stop the unit 

{DMTU] constantly passing calls for SGTs [sergeants] to view"

Although more neighbourhood officers than any other department considered the DMTU to have 

had a detrimental influence on information quality, a greater percentage than any other 

group/department, some 19% stated that they considered the DMTU had improved the quality of 

information. This was 9% higher than response/patrol officers and 6% higher than those working 

within the CID.
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When a chi square test was undertaken to examine the association between the perceived levels of 

quality and the role of police officers, the results were not statistically significant demonstrating no 

association between the two variables.

x2 (16df) = 24.060, p=0.88

Additionally, the most experienced officers, those with the greatest length of service within Gwent 

police were more inclined to consider that the DMTU had a positive impact on information quality. 

42% of officers with between 16 and 20 years service stated this was the case, compared with only 

16% of officers with 3-5 years service and 14% of officers with 6-10 years service. Moreover, 19% of 

officers aware of the role and functions of the DMTU stated that information quality had improved, 

whereas those officers unaware of the DMTU's tasks did not reach this conclusion.

Having assessed the quality of the information shared by the DMTU, practitioners were asked to 

assess whether or not the processes, procedures and methods used to obtain information from the 

DMTU could be improved. Table 7.12 below illustrates the responses of police officers in this study.

Table 7.12 - Improvement Required in Obtaining Information from the DMTU

Obtaining Information
Yes
No

Do Not Know
No Response

Total

Sample Characteristics
35.6% (n=32)
11.1% (n=10)
52.2% (n=47)

1.1% (n=l)
100% (n=90)

63% of practitioners responded to this question stating that either they did not know or that the 

ways in which information was obtained from the DMTU did not need improving. Although a 

relatively low number of practitioners conceded that change was unnecessary to improve the 

exchange of information, intelligence and knowledge, some officers expressed this view within the 

survey and typical responses to this are is illustrated below -

Respondent 6 - "No view - already very sufficient"

Respondent 8 - "In some cases DMTU deal with minor crime quite well"

The remaining 36% stated that actions should be taken to improve this flow or stream of 

intelligence, knowledge and information. It would be sensible to conclude that statements of 

discontent and disgruntlement surrounding information sharing were put more vehemently and
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habitually than the positive view discussed above and this is graphically illustrated in the comments 

outlined below -

Respondent 88 - "Passing information to front line officers indicating where offences are occurring. 

While DMTU have dealt with calls, officers are un-aware of problem areas"

Respondent 13 - "Sometimes, greater detail would be beneficial"

Respondent 21 - "Trying to gather a little more info [information] prior to recording a crime"

If this variable is cross tabulated with the age of practitioners, the results generated show that 

younger officers were considerably less sure of their response, with 73% of officers aged 18-30 years 

stating that the were unsure or did not know if the methods of obtaining information from the 

DMTU could be improved. This level reduces as the age of practitioners increases, with 54% of 

officers aged 31-40 years and 38% of those aged 41-50 years coming to the same conclusion. In 

terms of requiring change to the process, older officers were more likely to respond stating that 

some improvement was necessary, with 55% of officers aged 41- 50 years reaching this conclusion. A 

response from a practitioner from this age group has been identified and included to highlight this. It 

must also be noted that as identified earlier in this study, officers from this age group generally have 

a more informed and robust working knowledge of the DMTU and therefore are more confident and 

able to make such comments as they are better informed and conversant with the DMTU and its 

functions and its possible strengths and weaknesses -

Respondent 5 - "Further details of occurrences and contact details to ensure better quality of 

information to officers. System in place to pass on logs to specific area ward officer with some 

confirmation message has [that it] been received by that officer"

Respondent 17 - "There is no direct contact with the DMTU - any information is passed via the 

control room after it is discovered that the DMTU will not be dealing with a crime, for example a 

repeat victim identified by them"

This reduced to between 23% and 32% for each of the other age groups. Similarly to age, more 

senior ranked officers, along with officers with the greatest length of service seem to be more 

assured in their response to this particular question. 61% of police constables stated that they were 

unsure, whereas this reduces to 42% for sergeants and only 25% for inspectors. Sergeants are 

keenest in seeking improvements in obtaining information, with 42% of them replying as such in the 

survey, followed by 38% of inspectors and 33% of constables. Unsurprisingly, due to the lack of
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engagement by CID officers, 80% of this group were unsure if the methods of obtaining information 

from the DMTU could be improved. The difference between response and neighbourhood officers 

was marginal, with almost identical sample characteristics. Around 37% of both response and 

neighbourhood officers considered improvements necessary, whereas about 49% did not. This is 

reflected in the statistical significance test, chi square (x2 (8df) = 11.401, p=0.180). In this instance, 

this test demonstrates that there is a no significant association between the two variables.

Officers who considered the DMTU to have improved the quality of information sent to them were 

also more likely to consider the process of obtaining information from the DMTU efficient, thus not 

requiring improvements, whereas those who stated that the quality of information sent to them had 

declined stated that the process of obtaining information definitely needed reform. 86% of officers 

who stated that the quality of information sent to them had decreased significantly also said that 

improvement was required in the way information was obtained from the DMTU. When compared 

with officers who stated that the DMTU had resulted in significantly improved quality of information 

being distributed to them as a result of the DMTU, no officers among this group stated that the 

methods and procedures of obtaining information from the DMTU needed improvement.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter has considered perceptions, awareness and insights of practitioners as they interact, or 

actively cognitively disengage with the DMTU. There are many factors that can influence 

practitioners / workers reactions and responses to new technological and working practices which in 

turn impact on their dealings with all the varied consumers of policing services. Levels of awareness 

appear to be intrinsically linked with factors of age and seniority within the organisation, including 

both rank and length of service. Although levels of awareness surrounding the DMTU were relatively 

high, it appears that older practitioners are better informed and aware of the DMTU's role and 

functions as it responds and delivers support to both police and to members of the public. 

Furthermore, experienced officers in rank and length of service also seem to have a better and more 

informed understanding or the DMTU's role within Gwent police. As for the various departments 

that exist in an already compartmentalised environment, there appear to be difficulties in engaging 

every department, with CID and response officers working independently of neighbourhood officers 

and the DMTU. In terms of impact on workload, few officers within this study considered that the 

DMTU had increased their workload which would conform with the aims and objectives of its 

introduction. Primarily due to the nature and procedures of the DMTU, neighbourhood officers had 

experienced the greatest increase in workload since the introduction of the DMTU. Response and
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CID officers had either seen no difference, or had in fact experienced a decrease in workload. As the 

DMTU is dealing with around one quarter of all crime, it is reasonable and rational to assume that 

this work has been relocated from front line response officers who presumably, would have been 

required to attend each call from the public. However this is now done primarily via the telephone 

with follow up activity carried out by neighbourhood police officers. The quality of information is an 

essential indicator whilst assessing knowledge management systems and it appears that the DMTU 

seems to have had only a minor negative impact on the overall quality of information. Sergeants 

perceived this effect to be more negative that any other rank. Indeed, this is likely to be as a result of 

the online auditing and additional tasking by the DMTU for which sergeants are responsible and 

which they must manage along with all their other duties. Additionally, police constables who 

experienced the greatest increase in workload, mostly neighbourhood officers, also concluded that 

the quality of information exchanged between the DMTU and practitioners had diminished, perhaps 

due to the increased volume of work being generated by the DMTU. These issues, along with others 

will be discussed, analysed and examined in more detail in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Observations
8.1 Introduction

The aim of this study was to examine the impact on both customers and internal users such as police 

officers of the knowledge management system, the Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU) 

and other associated software in relation to the delivery of policing services. Specifically, this 

research was concerned with the perceptions of two principal user groups, the police and the public. 

This research was conducted over a period of three years which in itself, proved to be challenging, 

interesting and informative in the ever-changing landscape of policing across England and Wales. No 

one should be in any doubt that the police service in England and Wales is currently undergoing a 

dramatic transformation. Framed against a major economic downturn, organisational changes and 

proposed reforms to working practices, the police service is attempting to align itself with a more 

streamlined approach for delivering an effective, efficient and economical product to the community 

which police serve (Gravelle and Rogers 2011c). The scale and momentum of the changes envisaged 

for policing is unprecedented as organisational, structural, procedural and indeed philosophical 

ideas of how to police in Britain are inspected, questioned and challenged. The demands on policing 

are enormous and diverse, with police officers being asked to carry out a plethora of different roles 

which must be recognised when setting any agenda for change. Achieving results through improving 

trust in communities, increasing efficacy and community cohesion, reducing crime and fear of crime 

along with several other key goals for the police should be recognised and taken into account when 

introducing any reform. This chapter will bring together the key themes examined throughout this 

research, in an attempt to more fully understand the wider implications and impact of the 

introduction of the DMTU within Gwent police.

8.2 Complying with Knowledge Management Objectives

As with many organisations, it would appear that although Gwent police have sought to incorporate 

the principles of knowledge management into their organisation through the introduction of the 

DMTU, some of its main objectives appear to have been overlooked. Whilst it seems that Gwent 

police have been successful in adopting the principles of knowledge management with the 

coordination of people, process and resource allocation and to an extent, the technology, it has 

been less successful in considering how knowledge is shared and relevant findings fed back into the 

organisation (Dalkir 2005). This is due to the organisation's over-reliance on a mechanistic 

perspective as it concentrates on the processes rather than the philosophical meaning of knowledge
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such as understanding its purpose and how it fits within the organisation, taking into account 

experience, intelligence, wider policing functions and the roles of other organisations. This is 

outlined by Dean and Gottschalk (2007) and Luen and Hawamdeh (2001) as they indicate that many 

organisations focus on specific aspects of knowledge management. Indeed, this research has shown 

that in fact, there appear to be no formal established links with partner agencies in which knowledge 

is transferred and shared from the DMTU. Further to this point, it has been shown that the DMTU 

appears to be loosely attached to other important policing functions such as response policing, CID 

and other specialist units and divisions (Collier et al 2004). This has resulted in opportunities for 

increasing the capture, dissemination and sharing of intelligence being overlooked or missed. 

Consequently, briefing and tasking intelligence is not as up-to-date for management, front line police 

officers and partner agencies as it could be. Thus directly impacting and possibly undermining the 

effectiveness of the National Intelligence Model approach utilised by Gwent and all other 43 police 

services across England and Wales (NCIS 2000, John and Maguire 2004a, Gwent Police 2004). For 

knowledge management to be implemented successfully, any organisation must be interconnected, 

working in a co-ordinated manner with established methods of communication (Luen and 

Hawamdeh 2001). Instead, it appears that many of the various functions within Gwent police 

operate independently of one another, possibly operating in 'silos' in a structure that is highly 

compartmentalised and which does not allow for the efficient, effective and rapid transfer and 

sharing of knowledge between staff and departments (John and Maguire 2004b). It must, however, 

be recorded that the DMTU itself seems to have willingly adopted the basic principles of knowledge 

management. As it carries out its functions and deals with a significant amount of data, intelligence 

and knowledge, constant communication between staff should result in the distribution and transfer 

of knowledge, which ultimately should feed back into the intellectual capital of the DMTU (Chen 

2002). The difficulty arises when this process is replicated across other departments both within and 

outside Gwent police. The successful implementation of knowledge management within the DMTU 

is intrinsically linked to its staff, size and operational philosophy. Bayley (1994a) highlights the 

importance and focus placed on the quality of a service rather than the quantity and this is an 

important consideration for staff within the DMTU. Staff within the DMTU are encouraged not to 

consider arbitrary statistical indices such as the number of calls dealt with, or average time spent 

dealing with calls but are instead driven to focus on customer needs. Although this change may 

partly be related to the recent government abolition of quantitative performance indicators 

(National Audit Office 2009), there appears to be a genuine and authentic focus on the needs of 

customers. Staff seemed to have grasped and robustly adopted this approach to dealing with 

customers and it is this that is in part the reason for the apparent success of the DMTU. Additionally,
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knowledge management had been successful within the DMTU because of its size and layout. 

Officers can communicate face-to-face without the need for technology, allowing for the speedy, 

efficient and effective transfer of knowledge between staff. As highlighted previously, organisations 

such as the police have become increasingly reliant on technology. As Jashapara (2004) points out, 

technology may enable staff to store and retrieve intelligence and knowledge, but without the 

correct training, this seldom allows staff to easily integrate, analyse and share knowledge as seen 

within the knowledge management cycle. This Platform and Cable (P&C) approach where the focus 

is on hardware and software restricts the ability of staff to remain practical, dynamic and innovative, 

which having evaluated the working practices of the DMTU, seems not to be the case. As demand 

and pressure on police resources are increasing, the partial adoption of knowledge management 

across the whole of Gwent police appears to have been assisted by the coordination of people and 

the allocation of resources. The flow of intellectual capital or knowledge between staff within the 

DMTU and neighbourhood police officers clearly demonstrates that the ability and potential exists 

for streamlining delivery of service to meet the objectives of both customers and the organisation 

itself.

8.3 Knowledge Sharing and Some Implications for Partnerships

This research confirms to a large extent what Luen and Hawamdeh (2001) found with regard to the 

nature of police work. The nature of the work carried out by police officers within the DMTU is 

complex and dynamic resulting in the creation of a vast amount of intelligence and knowledge. 

Additionally, it is also apparent that police officers are indeed 'knowledge staff as they analyse, 

evaluate, store and are effectively immersed in and absorbed by knowledge throughout their 

working day (Williamson 2008, De Line 2003). This has, it is suggested, created a 'knowledge society' 

that exists within both Gwent police and also subsists within the boundaries of the DMTU (Drucker 

1995). The difficulty and limitations of this knowledge society becomes apparent when the 

dissemination stage of knowledge and intelligence with other organisations is assessed. As 

highlighted by Hulnick (2006), research conducted within the DMTU demonstrates that there is still a 

barrier, both physically in terms of a technological difference and mentally, in the way staff think, 

with staff not appreciating the importance of their external partners even with the mandatory 

obligations placed upon them concerning partnership working by the Crime and Disorder Act (Home 

Office 1998a). The primary reason for this lack of cooperation and knowledge transfer appears to 

revolve around the lack of technological capability. Under the current operating procedures, staff 

within the DMTU have no established or formal methods of contacting partner agencies such as the 

local authority and vice versa. There are currently no computerised systems in place that have this
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capacity. To communicate with such partners, it is entirely at the discretion of individual officers if 

they wish to contact partners using their own established formal or informal methods of 

communication. Throughout the research, officers within the DMTU contacted partner agencies 

directly to tackle incidents using e-mails and the telephone. This lack of integration between systems 

inherently hinders and inhibits organisations such as the police and various other agencies such as 

local authorities establishing a long term problem solving approach to crime and disorder issues 

(Rogers and Gravelle 2011a, Gravelle and Rogers 2011a). Not only do agencies routinely fail to share 

adequate and valuable intelligence, but seem to fail to pool their resources to achieve common 

goals. The effect of this can be significant for agencies such as the police, and has resulted in the 

over reliance of enforcement led approaches to policing being adopted and implemented rather that 

a more appropriate, connected, coherent and ultimately effective long term method of problem 

resolution (Gravelle and Rogers 2011b).

8.4 Technical Developments

Whilst evaluating the technological aspect of the DMTU, it was apparent that officers relied upon 

outdated computerised systems and software. Whilst dealing with a significant level of crime, staff 

within the DMTU rely on conventional technologies such as e-mail and telephones to communicate. 

In terms of tasking officers to carry out work, officers must interrogate various systems when 

attempting to locate officers, check availability or shift patters and then are required to relay 

messages via email (Williams 2000). The inefficiencies considered earlier when discussing 

communication with partner agencies also apply internally within Gwent police. Staff working within 

the DMTU are reliant on systems that require duplication and time consuming manual interrogation 

in order to deliver a service. Having acknowledged the limitations of current technology, 

communication between front line police officers and officers within the DMTU have been expedited 

and improved since the introduction of handheld mobile telephones referred to as the 'blackberry' 

(This is South Wales 2009). This research revealed from interviews conducted that there was a clear 

expectation and anticipation that a bespoke command and control system, which would integrate 

many of the technologies currently utilised to deploy officers would be introduced in the near 

future. This would eliminate the need to use in some instances as many as six different software 

packages, making the deployment of resources more speedy and efficient. In addition to this benefit, 

staff working within the DMTU would have the capacity to allocate the most appropriate resources 

which should positively impact upon the customer experience. As well as these advantages, the 

whole process of responding and dealing with customers would be less fragmented, less
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bureaucratic, less detached from other policing services and with fewer opportunities missed. Thus 

ensuring that the service provided would be of the highest standard.

8.5 Rationalisation

Weber et al (2005) highlight the advantages of rationalisation within bureaucratic organisations and 

this is apparent with the use of the National Intelligence Model (NIM) and other technological 

developments. As newer technology becomes available and more widespread, there is a clear need 

for robust evaluation and critical assessment of the conduits of information and the various methods 

of contact utilised by the public as they interconnect with the police. Currently, there are in excess of 

seven different methods available to the public by which they can choose to request policing 

services which include telephoning, face-to-face interaction, written communication and more 

technologically advanced methods such as communication via the internet (Williams 2000). 

Anticipating and estimating demand for service is an essential element of contact management and 

the plethora of communication conduits available to the public makes a robust, extensive and above 

all accurate demand analysis system difficult and problematic. Demand analysis gives police 

managers and policy planners the capacity and capability to effectively plan and deliver products and 

services for consumers, with the potential of overcoming service blockages. This ensures a service 

that is coherent, joined-up, expedited and meets the expectations of end point users, in this case the 

general public. In an effort to deliver the best contact experience, a demand analysis taking account 

of so many methods of communication complicates and makes the process of consultation more 

difficult. From observational work conducted during this study, the current structure for providing 

services unwittingly encourages duplication, little standardisation, increases the risk of 

communication failure and offers the police service little resilience. It may be that reducing the 

number of conduits available for communication and increasing the focus and resources to those 

methods which are most efficient for both the police and the public will improve levels of 

understanding, communication and increase the levels of satisfaction both internally and externally.

8.6 Cost Saving Potential

Having benefitted from sustained increases in funding by central government since 2001, Chief 

Officers and Police Authorities are for the first time in a period faced with implementing budgetary 

reductions of up to 20% (Neyroud 2010). With such a significant percentage (around 80%) of the 

Policing budget spent directly on staffing related costs, it will be particularly difficult for the police 

service to absorb the effects of the cuts without impacting on its staff levels, including both its 

warranted police officers and civilian (Davis 2010). Whist it is probable that savings can be made in
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areas such as national IT infrastructure, evaluating procurement procedures and working with 

partner agencies to share workload, efficiency campaigns have traditionally only been marginally 

successful in their attempts to produce significant financial savings. The DMTU, however, offers a 

real and robust option for efficiency savings that must be carefully considered and taken into 

account when setting future spending levels and resource allocation. With some eight to ten officers 

working within the DMTU at any given time, the DMTU has a significant impact on other policing 

functions such as front line response officers. Whilst dealing with some of the demand for policing 

services by telephone, the DMTU deflects demand from other more visible resources such as 

response officers. Under the previous call handling structure, front line officers would have been 

dealing with around 20% more incidents, as each contact or call made to Gwent police would have 

resulted in a police officer being deployed to the caller's address. Not only will the DMTU allow front 

line officers to spend more time dealing with the calls that they are required to attend, but should 

impact on the quality of service provided to the public. Unfortunately, the impact of this could not 

be fully explored in this study due to time and resource constraints. However, it would be an 

interesting area for further study. In addition to improving the quality of service provided, the 

introduction and widespread implementation of the DMTU may have also reduced costs such as 

fuel, demand for police vehicles and transport. Although the full impact of this cannot be measured 

as part of this research, the implications of physically responding only to certain calls will 

undoubtedly reduce costs and pressure on an array of already stretched resources.

8.7 Functionality of the DMTU

Utility of the DMTU is an important aspect to consider whilst assessing its functionality. This study 

has revealed that, in terms of carrying out the tasks required of it, the DMTU appears to have been 

relatively successful at dealing with the types of crimes it was initially designed to handle, currently 

equating to some 20% of all crime reported to Gwent police. Part of the DMTU's initial objective was 

to rationalise the demand for policing services, disseminate information to the appropriate 

resources, and where possible investigate appropriate crimes without deploying a staff member to 

the scene of the incident (Beyond the call 2008c). Although it has been successful at investigating 

some crimes by telephone, thus having a significant impact on human resources, there is still an 

instinct and impulse for officers within the DMTU to deploy neighbourhood officers to carry out door 

to door enquiries and other similar duties, despite this type of response seldom leading to new and 

useful intelligence being discovered. However, such action invariably acts to positively reassure 

victims of crime. However, in line with the ethos of the DMTU to rationalise demand for policing, it

seems somewhat counterproductive as such actions produce few tangible positive results or
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outcomes. Consequently, the DMTU may need to ensure it can offer a useful service to victims of 
crime, taking advantage of the relative low-cost resolution of crime by telephone which allows front 
line resources such as neighbourhood policing teams to be carrying out other more important tasks. 
Dealing with crimes of this nature at the first point of contact where there is little prospect of a 
successful conviction and little or no evidence such as CCTV, DNA or fingerprints must be of 

paramount importance as pressure on all resources both human and financial increase. In doing so, 
the consideration for the DMTU must be to meet customer expectations, and in doing so, provide a 
service that is appropriate and supportive for both members of the public and the police. 

Additionally, there needs to be some discussion on the remit of DMTU with regard to eligibility. 
Under the current system, vulnerable and repeat victims of crime cannot be dealt with by telephone 
investigation. Although, it is entirely acceptable and appropriate for vulnerable persons to be dealt 
with by physically deploying police staff, there may be a need for a degree of flexibility in assessing 
the eligibility of repeat victims of crime. If a person reporting a crime to the police had previously 
been a victim of crime, irrespective of the nature or how long ago this occurred, then they are 
automatically unsuitable for telephone investigation by the DMTU. This becomes problematic for 
both Gwent police and certain victims of crime, when for example, a person contacting Gwent police 
has been victimised many years previously for a crime such as mobile telephone theft. Under the 
current system, such a victim would be disqualified from being dealt with by the DMTU, yet, it may 
be the most appropriate and convenient method of resolution for both the police and the victim 
concerned. Widening the remit of the DMTU, whilst ensuring appropriate and suitable deployment 
of its resources must be considered carefully, especially given its cost saving potential in difficult 
economic times.

8.8 Impact of the Police Culture and Organisational Resistance

Many researchers when discussing the police highlight the role that the occupational sub-culture of 
the police plays in the delivery of policing services (Punch 1979, lanni and lanni 1983) and this has 
been discussed in considerable depth within the theoretical chapter of this study. The most recurring 
and significant themes of this study are in some way affected by the police culture, as it has 
impacted and underpinned many of the findings of this study (Reiner 2010, lanni and lanni 1983). 
The influence and impact of the police occupational culture was visible through the responses 

generated by the questionnaire survey distributed to police officers. This is demonstrated by the 
significant statistical associations revealed by the use of Chi Square testing. In those instances, it was 

demonstrated that for example, a police officer's role within response or neighbourhood policing 
teams influenced aspects such as changes in workload, functionality and utility of the Unit. The
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success of an initiative such as the DMTU will be particularly dependent on the attitudes towards the 

police culture and it is suggested that its ultimate success will be determined by rank and file police 

officer's attitudes. It is for this reason, change management is essential in ensuring that an initiative 

such as the DMTU is successful (Hussey 2000). As lanni and lanni (1983) highlight, street cops, 

referring to police constables and sergeants traditionally operating on the front line, will have the 

'power* and influence to determine if any new policing initiative or procedure will ultimately 

succeed, demonstrating the power of the police work culture. This study has revealed that officers 

are generally supportive of the work carried out by the DMTU, as it is perceived to be removing 

some of the more 'mundane' and often time consuming tasks from front line officers. It appears that 

for this reason the DMTU is broadly well supported internally. If however, the remit of the DMTU 

should expand in the future, this support may gradually diminish and eventually be withdrawn, as 

police officers begin to perceive the DMTU as a threat to job security and a challenge to traditional 

established working habits. With such dominant and prevailing characteristics the police culture 

apparently is so profoundly and intrinsically woven into to all aspects of policing, overcoming its 

gravitational 'pull' will be an enormous challenge for all those involved. In addition to the police 

culture, the philosophical changes as to how Gwent police attend and deal with its customers is 

significant, with many officers and indeed the organisation itself requiring a significant, paradigmatic 

and strategic shift in its attitudes to both service provision and delivery. Gwent police has a well- 

defined structure, rules and procedures which will be difficult to change (Brown 1998, Gottschalk 

2007). Overcoming such resistance will be of paramount importance to the eventual success, 

subsequent development and the very image of the DMTU.

8.9 Training and Deskilling

Knowledge management and the successful implementation and progress of any initiative such as 

the DMTU relies on high quality, appropriate training. In addition, there is a definitive need for 

continuous professional development of staff to ensure the skill level within the DMTU remains of a 

high quality (Collier et al 2004). In addition to training, it is critical that officers within the DMTU feel 

that the work they are carrying out is part of wider policing initiatives and is complementing and 

reinforcing the Gwent police corporate message. In an organisation as large as the police service and 

in a landscape as complex as policing, there will be continuous problems of deskilling of staff, in that 

changes in technology, working practices, corporate visions and legislative reforms will diminish, 

undermine and challenge the skill levels of staff unless there is a rigorous and ongoing training 

programme. Additionally, the DMTU is experiencing a significant turnover in staff, as officer's move 

in and out of the DMTU. Knowledge sharing, analysis and other processes may be undermined as
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staff become less confident and competent in their duties and the repercussions of this may be 

potentially significantly damaging for both the public, the police and confidence in the organisation. 

The ultimate consequence of this could lead to an outcome similar to that of the Bichard enquiry, in 

that officers failed to grasp concepts and notions which are fundamental to their performance. In 

part, the Bichard report concluded this was caused by a lack of understanding and definitively 

equated to the lack of training provided to officers (Bichard 2004). Therefore, policy makers and 

practitioners alike need to understand that it is vital to adequately train and update staff to carry out 

their tasks to ensure an efficient, effective and appropriate service.

8.10 Customers and Levels of Satisfaction

The police service in general has struggled to view the public as customers (Rogers and Gravelle 

2011b). As community inclusion and partnership approaches now begin to play a more important 

role in policing, customer satisfaction has become a more significant issue to the police service. The 

significance placed on customer 'perceptions' makes the contact management aspect of policing 

increasingly more important as public confidence, satisfaction and respect becomes more central to 

the police. By adapting to become more citizen focused, the police will be able to maximise 

efficiency and effectiveness and begin to build a sound working relationship with the public 

(Arnstein 1969). This research suggests that the DMTU staff appear to be primarily customer 

oriented and focused. Each contact made to victims of crime and other incidents revolved around 

the customer's needs, instead of a response that is focused on what is most convenient for police 

officers. As explored previously, the theory around consumerism and citizen participation is likely to 

remain an issue for the police service (Garland 2002). A better understanding of customer needs and 

focus on developing a more meaningful partnership may have possible positive implications for the 

police. For example, telephone investigations are specifically tailored to the needs of customers, 

with some customers wishing to spend a significant amount of time on the telephone talking to an 

officer. This type of response and method of dealing with customers is encouraged within the 

DMTU. Conversely, some customers wish to deal with the crime as quickly as possible, often only 

wishing to report the crime and receive a crime number for claiming compensation through their 

insurance cover. In addition to the style and nature of the investigation, the timing of calls made to 

victims of crime is also designed to accommodate customers, where the customer can provide the 

most appropriate time of day to be contacted. At the initial stages of the call, call handlers ask for 

the most convenient times at which they can be contacted for example. This information is then 

Passed on to officers within the DMTU via the ORIS log. Clearly, staff within the DMTU have adopted 

the ideology that members of the public are customers. Officers working within the DMTU believed
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and expressed the opinion that there was a misconception from colleagues that only front line police 

officers attending in person can reassure the public. However, they believed that the work carried 

out by the DMTU could go a long way to resolving, reassuring and often doing much that an officer 

can do face-to-face. To a certain degree, this is true as officers can initiate enquiries such as door to 

door visits, arrange a visit from scenes of crime officers as well as offer advice and reassurance by 

telephone. It is also worth noting that if officers believe that a victim needs contact with a police 

officer face-to-face, this can also be initiated and arranged relatively easily. As part of the 

investigation, officers supply customers with contact details of their local ward officers and details of 

the next Police and Communities Together (PACT) meetings. It would appear that this approach is 

appreciated by the public. This also acts to ensure that the telephone investigation process is not 

detached from the wider policing functions as the caller feels that the police officer has a good idea 

and detailed knowledge of the local policing dynamics including local PACT priorities which are 

explored and discussed in detail with the caller.

In general, it may be concluded that users of Gwent police seem to accept the need for the 

introduction for the DMTU, with around one quarter of public respondents to this survey 

considering the notion of such a unit unacceptable or undesirable. Having acknowledged this, the 

difficulty seems to arise when the specific functions of the DMTU are explored. Following the 

evaluation of policy documents setting out explicitly the responsibility and type of crime to be 

investigated by the DMTU, there seems little resemblance and similarity between official Gwent 

police policy and customers desires and requirements (Beyond the Call 2008c). With the exception 

of incidents relating to lost and found property and abandoned vehicles where there is clear 

agreement, it appears that there is little concurrence between the remit of the DMTU and the 

public's aspirations and expectations. This clearly leads to the assumption that there may have been 

little or no public consultation in setting and defining the role of the DMTU. Instead, the police 

appear to have formulated the remit of the DMTU in isolation of what is suitable and appropriate for 

the public. Brown (1998) and Reiner (2010) both appear to support the view that policies are 

influenced by both the organisational culture and individual police culture. In setting the objectives 

and assessing the appropriateness of various policies, it may have been that the police organisation 

with well defined organisational structures and established rules may have pre-determined the type 

of crimes suitable for investigation by the DMTU. Additionally, the police occupational culture may 

have influenced this by impressing the characteristics of its sense of the mission and actions 

whereby certain crimes would, in the opinion of police officers, be suitable or unsuitable to be dealt 

with by telephone investigation, and may be influenced by an assessment of the issue of exciting
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crimes versus the less-exciting crimes. The difficulty with the remit being pre-defined by the police 

culture and the organisation is that the public, who are the end users of policing services, will have 

neither consultation nor input into the design of services. This could result in a breakdown of 

understanding, communication and ultimately confidence in the police. It is essential that the public 

be consulted on such important issues that clearly have a significant impact on the provision of 

policing services within Gwent. It would appear that as a consequence of the police authority in 

isolation setting the boundaries and remit of the DMTU, the public feel that much of the remit of the 

DMTU is unacceptable or inappropriate. However, although many respondents felt as if the remit of 

the DMTU was not appropriate, three quarters of all victims dealt with in this way stated that they 

were left feeling satisfied with the level of service and response provided. The interaction that takes 

place between police officers and members of the public, in any setting, whether it be by telephone 

or via face-to-face contact is an essential element to consider when assessing the delivery, content 

and character of policing services. This research has revealed that although respondents were 

initially sceptical and cynical about the methods of service delivery offered by the DMTU, those who 

have had direct contact were generally left feeling satisfied. With a more robust consultation phase 

and public interaction, discussed by Bullock et al (2003) and Rogers (2006), the initial doubts of the 

public may be surmounted and overcome, as it becomes clear that following contact with the DMTU, 

the majority of public users found the DMTU an appropriate and effective instrument.

8.11 Importance of Public Awareness

In conjunction with the perceived lack of consultation, it would appear that the public are relatively 

poorly informed of the different methods of contacting the police, depending on the nature and 

seriousness of the crime or event. The importance of consultation and engagement is robustly 

explored, and the impact of failing to engage with the public may be significant. This is illustrated by 

the use of Arnstein's (1969) ladder of citizen participation. This sample of the public used for the 

purposes of this study has revealed this lack of awareness with a number of respondents highlighting 

that lack of information regarding the correct and most suitable telephone contact numbers for the 

police. This highlights that there is a need for some further exploratory research to discover how 

widespread and limited the knowledge base is surrounding the various contact methods, bearing in 

mind the financial cost and resource implications this will have on the police service (HMIC 2005). It 

is noteworthy that there exists a significant statistical association between the public's overall 

opinion of the DMTU and its specific remit. This may be significant and it will be for Gwent police to 

ensure that knowledge and awareness surrounding the DMTU is sufficient as to allow the public to 

accept the types of incidents it investigates via the DMTU. Understanding customers must be a focus
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for the police service as it plans service delivery for the future and the possible lack of knowledge 

surrounding public engagement must be considered. Traditionally, there has been a focus on how 

the police engage with the public (Flanagan 2008). However, it may be just as significant for the 

police to better understand how the public interacts with them, as it may then be better equipped 

to provide more appropriate products and services to its diverse customer base. One of the 

underlying assumptions, therefore, of this approach is that organisations are a series of 

interconnected processes (Rogers and Gravelle 2011b). By analysing the end result of the service to 

establish what the customer perceived was a good and beneficial service, then working backwards 

through the process, waste and processes that do not add value can be removed, readjusted, re 

designed or re-thought. This results in waste and low value processes being eliminated and costs 

reduced whilst still meeting the customer's service expectations. The police service, for example, has 

become obsessed with structure and process, which supports a hierarchical and rank oriented view 

of how an organisation should function. Consequently, the concept of 'customer' is an obscure one 

within the police culture (Reiner 2010, Waddington 1992), despite much official rhetoric in the past 

decade or so exhorting the police to engage more closely with its customers, the community. In this 

matter, customers and their consumer expectations and preferences must be better understood 

because there is no alternative to the 'service' being provided. Therefore understanding service from 

the customer's perspective must remain a central element of any process of change and without this 

it will prove difficult to guarantee the maintenance of a high quality service to the customer.

8.12 Conclusion

There appears to be a sound background for knowledge sharing within the Gwent DMTU. However, 

it must me noted that there is little or no evidence of a partnership approach emerging. This is partly 

due to the inadequacies of the computer software as it does not allow officers within the DMTU to 

readily communicate with other partners. Despite this, there seems a healthy and consistent focus 

on customers within the DMTU, with the contact procedures and processes being designed in a way 

that is convenient and offers the maximum flexibility to victims of crime. Disappointingly, however, 

it would appear that the current training programme provided to officers within the DMTU is an 

issue that appears to have become neglected. Having previously received a high level of training 

inputs, it now seems that officers receive only a minimum training period, if training at all. As 

resilience and the expertise of staff within the DMTU diminishes across time, the effects of 

inadequate training, such as a degradation of the skill base and a move away from being progressive 

in the way in which customers are managed, may become more prominent. Considering that the 

DMTU will be in contact with some 20% of all crime victims the impact of training inadequacies will
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be significant and should be a major concern to those overseeing the future of police/customer 

interactions. The final chapter explores some of the specific implications of adopting the DMTU 

within Gwent police and attempts to provide some policy insights and thoughts for the future of 

contact management for policing within the UK.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
9.1 Introduction

Having evaluated and assessed the findings of this study, this chapter considers some final thoughts 

and policy insights for the future of contact management, specifically for Gwent police and generally 

for policing across England and Wales. This study has assessed the impact of knowledge 

management systems, utilising the Demand Management and Tasking Unit (DMTU) within Gwent 

police as a case study in particular focusing on three major issues. Examining the impact of the 

DMTU along with other integrated software in relation to the delivery of policing services was the 

first priority of this study. Secondly, examining police staff perceptions concerning the introduction 

of the DMTU, along with an assessment of its impact on performance, utility and satisfaction levels 

was undertaken. The final aspect of this study sought to examine public perceptions of the new 

delivery of services and its administration through the introduction and utilisation of the DMTU. This 

chapter will consider further the studies original contribution to scientific knowledge, along with 

addressing the particular organisational implications for Gwent police. In doing so, this section 

contains recommendations for change to assist the DMTU in continuing to be efficient, effective and 

economically viable. Finally, the chapter will conclude with personal reflections on the research 

journey undertaken over the last three years in the construction of this thesis.

9.2 Original Contribution to Scientific Knowledge

No one can be in any doubt that the police service in England and Wales is currently undergoing a 

major transformation (Rogers and Gravelle 2011a). Framed against a major economic downturn, 

organisational changes and proposed reforms, the police service is attempting to align itself to a 

more streamlined approach to delivering an effective, efficient and economical product to the 

community and other users with whom the police interact. Over recent years, the focus and priority 

for policing services across the UK has been on rationalisation and streamlining processes (Manning 

2008). This study has undertaken an in-depth and critical evaluation of the contact management 

process within Gwent police. In addition, it has explored the impact and implications of adopting this 

type of deployment strategy when creating a unit such as the DMTU. The original contribution to 

scientific knowledge relates to three specific areas. Firstly, it has enabled a deeper understanding of 

the contact management and knowledge management process and policies within policing. 

Secondly, it has facilitated a better understanding of customer preferences and enabled a more 

dynamic view of internal user perspectives to be studied. Finally, this study provides some thoughts
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on the future implications and possibilities for adopting such an approach when considering the 

deployment of finite and stressed policing resources.

9.3 Implications for Gwent Police

The scale and drive of the changes envisaged for policing in the UK is unprecedented as 

organisational, structural and indeed philosophical ideas of how to police Britain and how the police 

carry out their daily business is widely debated (Brain 2010). To remain effective, efficient and 

economically viable, Gwent police may need to consider the wider implications of adopting the 

DMTU. It will be imperative for Gwent police to take account of the dynamic sub-communities that 

co-exist within the communities in which they are responsible for policing. Specifically, this study has 

revealed that there are significant differences in perceptions across gender, geographical locations 

and age groups. For example, females appear generally more supportive of the police and are more 

satisfied with the service provided by Gwent police. This appears also true for older people and it 

will be for Gwent police to understand this and deal with different customers appropriately, 

according to their specific needs. Consideration should be given to the nature and type of response 

provided to the public, as this study reveals that the highest levels of satisfaction are amongst those 

who receive face-to-face contact with local neighbourhood officers. This may be closely linked to a 

'localism' or historical aspect, as this study reveals that older people especially prefer a local and 

personal delivery of service and interaction. The wider meaning of this policy change for Gwent 

police therefore, it so understand that their actions will have significant implications on community 

perceptions, efficacy, cohesion and fear of crime. With the adoption of the new call handing 

procedure, Gwent police are now well placed to offer a real and robust alternative to community 

members who are prepared to accept a service that is entirely or partially based over the telephone. 

This service, however, does not appear to be less professional, personal or localised when compared 

to a service that would be delivered face-to-face. With the appropriate training, officers working 

within the DMTU can give customers a quick and high quality service that meets their needs and 

expectations, whilst retaining an element of localism. With specific regard to the DMTU, the initial 

response by the public to the introduction of the DMTU was positive, although females, young 

people, non victims of crime, those who had previous contact with the DMTU and those living within 

the Newport region and therefore more urbanised, were more positively disposed to the unit. 

Paradoxically, there exists a clear contradiction between initial perceptions concerning the 

introduction of the DMTU and the type of incidents it would be able to deal with. In general, almost 

all of the categories proposed to respondents would, in their opinion, be unsuitable to be dealt with 

by the DMTU. The implication for Gwent police is that without robust and detailed consultation, in
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conjunction with careful management of customer expectations, reputation and customer 

satisfaction may be compromised. In addition to external consultation with the public, levels of 

awareness about the purpose and specific function of the DMTU must be disseminated within both 

the police organisation and its partner agencies. Failing or omitting to do this effectively may 

reinforce the current occupational sub-culture that appears to exist within policing and obstructs 

change (Loftus 2009). Unchecked, this may have far wider ramifications for the organisation as it 

may make further attempts to rationalise working processes or structures in the future (Gottschalk 

and Gudmundsen 2009). Having a more coherent and consistent overall strategic overview of 

intelligence and knowledge processes would have positive implications for Gwent police (Weisburd 

et al 2009). Adopting an intelligence-led policing approach within the organisation, along with a 

transformational leadership style to assist in tackling the negative effects of the occupational sub 

culture may improve overall productivity, efficiency and economic viability. Being detached from 

other policing functions and departments may create additional unforeseen difficulties. Dividing the 

labour force within a police organisation may result in the creation of elitisms, specialisation and a 

silo mentality that is isolating and parochial, impacting negatively on efficacy, efficiency and 

resilience. Positively, the creation of the DMTU will improve resource allocation if utilised 

appropriately, ensuring the right resources attend the correct people at the most appropriate and 

convenient time. The implication of this is noteworthy for Gwent police, as financially alone there 

are significant savings to be considered without the need to trade off or compromise the quality of 

service provided to customers. Savings on police vehicles and the associated costs that apply, 

including fuel, police officer time and travelling time must additionally be carefully considered by 

police managers. In terms of the computerised systems currently used, if Gwent police intend 

continuing with the systems and various software programmes, the repercussions may be negative 

and diminish the overall capacity and capability of the Gwent police as an organisation. Having to 

simultaneously operate and run numerous programmes whilst conducting an investigation reduces 

efficiency, encourages wasteful duplication and as a result the likelihood of errors is increased 

significantly. The outdated systems currently being utilised by Gwent police are bureaucratic, 

complex and intricate. Serious and urgent consideration needs to be given to developing software 

that can accommodate the numerous systems currently being used by staff within the DMTU, whilst 

meeting the specific needs of Gwent police. This will undoubtedly improve efficiency, effectiveness 

and economic viability. In conjunction with this improvement and reform, the implications of 

formalising and developing a robust and functional partnership approach may also be as significant, 

with the associated advantages being considerable. Utilising expertise, sharing resources and

monitoring costs may improve the effectiveness of all agencies involved. Dealing currently with
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around 20-25% of all crime, the further development of the DMTU, in close consultation with both 

the police and the public may reduce pressure on resources and budgets that are under increasing 

scrutiny and ever greater pressure.

9.4 The Future Landscape of Contact Management

British policing has been shaped by earlier 'cycles' of reform (Reiner 2010; Savage 2007). In its 

everyday sense, reform suggests change or modification of a structure, approach or system without 

altering the fundamental social or political order underpinning it. This change in deployment method 

within Gwent police revolved around rationalising and streamlining policing service products to the 

public. Currently, the present government, supported by key stakeholders such as Her Majesty's 

Inspectorate of Constabulary, is signalling an intention to achieve what appears to be a fundamental 

change in policing, the official talk is of the need for 'radical' reform, system 'redesign' and 

organisational 'transformation' (HMIC 2010c; Home Office, 2010c). McNulty and Ferlie's (2004) work 

suggests some difficult and arguably uncomfortable lessons for would-be agents of change in the 

policing context. The potential for significant 'gaps' to open up between aspiration and achievement 

have been identified with several factors having the capacity to modify or disrupt the process of 

change. Transformational change is therefore very much about achieving simultaneous and 

fundamental change across all dimensions of an organisation. Change inevitably brings with it 

resistance, uncertainty and opportunity (Berry et al 1998). Kotter and Schlesinger (1979) explain 

these outcomes in terms of 'parochial self interest,' 'low tolerance to change', 'misunderstanding' 

and 'different assessments of the situation.' In the current economic climate, with increasing 

pressure on finite police resources, it is likely that rationalisation initiatives such as the one 

undertaken by Gwent police in introducing the DMTU will become more commonplace. Although 

the change and reform to service delivery undertaken by Gwent police is important and significant, 

there must be a national drive in terms of knowledge management and the transference and sharing 

of intelligence for any real progress to be made across each of the 43 police services throughout 

England and Wales. Without national co-ordination, linking up the various agencies such as the 

police, local authorities and other statutory and voluntary agencies involved in crime and disorder 

partnerships progress will be slow, difficult and uncertain. Standardising technology and having 

similar systems that are compatible with one another will improve the flow of intelligence, allowing 

easy and effective communication which may ultimately stimulate engagement. The reform 

programme undertaken by Gwent police may have significant and important implications for future 

police and public Involvement. It may be that the public consider these modifications to amount to a 

significant and substantive change to the unwritten contract that exists between them and the
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police, as Gwent police will no longer attend every call made by the public by sending a physical 

resource. This bold and innovative change must be agreed and understood by all parties involved 

and a period of detailed consultation must be conducted. For any business or organisation to 

operate, it must first gain consent, either explicitly or tacitly from government, society or other 

stakeholders. This aspect is especially true for the police service as the contract that exists through 

the 'policing by consent' mandate is well established (Maguire et al 2007). Maintaining public 

support and ensuring the social contract remains intact should be the top priority for all police 

services. To ensure the continuation of the social contract, public expectations must be met and 

preferably exceeded in the long term (Moir 2001). For the wider strategic implications of contact 

management reform and change for policing across the UK, there is a definitive need to develop a 

nationally computerised system that will standardise the process of communication and tasking. 

Public expectations can be managed collectively across the whole of the UK, with the ability to 

compare police services and partner agencies with other similar services, facilitating a fair and 

justified comparison. In addition, a collective and co-ordinated campaign involving each of the police 

services collectively may positively change and manage the impacts of the police occupational sub 

culture. There must therefore be a robust and far-reaching programme for a cultural shift, in which 

police officers view the public and the people they deal with as customers.

9.5 Some Initial Recommendations Regarding Contact Management

The demands on policing in the UK are considerable, with police officers being asked to carry out a 

plethora of different roles (Benson and Zimmerman 2010). Achieving results through improving trust 

in communities, increasing efficacy and community cohesion, reducing crime and fear of crime along 

with the other key areas for the police should be recognised and taken into account when 

introducing any reform (Shilson 2011). However, the management of the delivery of these reforms 

should also be carried out in an atmosphere where those responsible for overseeing the delivery of 

policing services are able to provide a flexible, cost effective response which can satisfy ever 

increasing and complex demands from society (Barton and Barton 2011). Taking time to reflect upon 

the many and various proposals will undoubtedly prove advantageous in the long run (Gravelle and 

Rogers 2011e). There is considerable commitment shown by DMTU staff at all levels to the 

introduction of the DMTU and this is coupled with a determination that it should succeed. This 

outlook should be harnessed by police managers and built upon to tackle some of the following 

perceived areas of concern. In particular, there appears to be a lack of training for staff which is 

viewed as a major issue. This applies to the 'internal staff within the DMTU and in particular 

operational police officers, including response, neighbourhood and CID officers. It appears that staff
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who were initially trained some time ago, with a comprehensive training programme, are now 

becoming de-skilled in their area of expertise, whilst other staff have little or no knowledge of the 

DMTU whatsoever. This may have contributed to a lack of understanding of the DMTU that has led 

to a confusion of roles and responsibilities, especially with patrol officers. Further, there appear to 

be problems of 'ownership' of tasks and interactions between the DMTU and police officers, as the 

work carried out by the DMTU is perceived by some police officers to be unrelated to their role or 

function. On a positive note, the focus of this initiative appears to be that of customer service. The 

success and overall performance of the DMTU seems to be based on quality, focused on external 

customer perceptions. This has maintained an organisational and managerialist perspective with 

little or no focus or emphasis being placed on crude basic statistical indicators such as average call 

times. There also appears to be consistency amongst the way that DMTU staff perform their duties, 

with a multi functionalist and helpful approach to their duties. This allows for greater resilience 

amongst staff. Undeniably, the DMTU contains an enormous amount of information that is of use 

throughout Gwent police. This includes not only information that can be used for CIS or hot-spotting 

purposes, but also criminal and community intelligence. It would be in the interests of Gwent police 

to consider how to use this information to enhance intelligence-led policing as soon as possible and 

the intelligence gathering processes and techniques need to be formalised and uniformly adopted by 

the unit. Although the current system is relatively effective, it relies on individual officer's informally 

discussing intelligence and incidents with other officers. The risk to the organisation of intelligence 

being lost or overlooked may be significant. Police officers working within the DMTU still appear to 

be tasking neighbourhood officers to carry out enquiries at the scene of incidents. In the mainstream 

of incidents witnessed over the course of the research, it became clear that in the majority of cases, 

this did not add value to the investigation or to the customer and wasted a valuable resource that 

may have been more efficiently deployed elsewhere. It is important, however, that each individual 

case be considered by officers within the DMTU, allowing them autonomy and discretion. The focus, 

however, where possible, must be to deal with the incident at the first point of contact. Repeat 

victims could, under the right circumstances, be dealt with by the DMTU. If the nature of the crime 

experienced by the victim is minor and the victim is content to be dealt with without being visited by 

a police officer, this option should be available. Additionally, better consultation, both internally and 

externally of the Gwent police organisation is needed. This will increase levels of awareness and 

mitigate the negative effects of the police occupational sub-culture. Staffing levels within the DMTU 

need to be kept at its optimum level and adjusted as the volume of crime being dealt with increases. 

An expedited yet efficient service needs to be maintained, without a rigid and inflexible focus on 

data such as average call times, instead using a focus on customer perceptions. It is essential that
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whilst dealing with a diverse and varied customer base, the DMTU can alter and adapt to the needs 

of the various and individual customers. In addition, a localism ideology and focus must be provided 

to customers where possible. Currently this appears to be achieved within the DMTU, with officers 

demonstrating good local knowledge due to the various programmes available to them such as 

mapping technology and access to local Police and Community Together meeting (PACT) dates. 

Gwent police must therefore carefully consider the remit of the DMTU and include and withdraw 

various crime categories, such as thefts from vehicles and other similar offences currently deemed 

appropriate for investigation by the DMTU, where appropriate. To do this, extensive and broad 

consultation is needed involving the police and the public.

9.6 The Potential for Further Research

To enhance this study further, a full cost benefit analysis could have been undertaken in order to 

calculate the financial impact of creating and implementing the DMTU within Gwent police. In 

addition, a comparative analysis between Gwent and South Wales police in terms of customer 

satisfaction, which has a similar concept in place, would be of great interest. If, with time Gwent 

police develop and implement a bespoke software system to complement the DMTU, undertaking a 

longitudinal study into contact and knowledge management would also be of interest. The other 

perspectives not explicitly considered in the study are partner agencies, such as local authorities and 

community safety partnerships. Additional research into these areas would benefit from studying 

the effects and implications of such an initiative from this unique perspective as they operate 

outside the police organisation and are themselves 'customers'. In terms of limitations, finite and 

limited amounts of funds, time, staff and other resources have inevitably restricted the scope of this 

study. The scale of this has resulted in only a limited number of participants being surveyed, due to 

the cost and time consuming nature of the research instrument utilised. Having recognised this, 

future studies in this area may benefit from an increased number of participants, especially from the 

public. In conjunction with this, the research does not 'bottom out' or get to grips with the remit of 

the DMTU in terms of the specific crimes and incidents that the DMTU should investigate. The 

paradox that exists between perceptions surrounding the concept and the specific remit of the 

DMTU needs further detailed investigation.

9.7 Personal Learning and Development

The personal objectives of this journey for the researcher have been achieved, in that it has provided 

a more detailed working knowledge of the police, knowledge management, contact management, 

the public and finally allowed for a better understanding and appreciation of the intricacies of field
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research. This research experience has developed the ability and enhanced the skills to remain 

professional in often difficult, intimidating, dynamic and complex situations. In addition, remaining 

independent, retaining a professional distance and detachment from research participants, 

especially within the police organisation in an attempt to stay objective and unbiased was 

challenging. As part of the 'apprenticeship' undertaken in this study, publishing articles at various 

levels, including international publications, attending and delivering papers at conferences across 

Europe, preparing chapters for books, giving media commentary on policing related areas, 

supervising undergraduate research students and delivering lectures at the same level has assisted 

in harnessing and developing these new skills. In addition to these skills, developing confidence to 

work independently is one of the most important skills attained during this period of study, along 

with the ability to effectively self-manage time. This time management in particular has enabled a 

wider focus on policing, allowing time to engage with other related fields across the policing 

landscape. This has provided a richer and more comprehensive outlook and perspective on 'the 

police' and 'policing'. The ability to critically analyse and reflect is another invaluable skill that has 

been developed over the period of study. Expressing ideas coherently, by adapting and the ability to 

write professionally for diverse audiences has proved invaluable as part of the personal 

development achieved during this period of research.
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Annexure A Participant Information Sheet

University of Glamorgan
Centre for Police Sciences

"The Impact of Knowledge Management Systems within Gwent"

General Information Sheet

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am conducting a study of how Gwent Police handle calls from the public. This research project is 
funded by the University of Glamorgan, with the full backing of the Chief Constable. The objective of 
this research project is to attempt to understand the impact of knowledge management systems on 
the delivery of policing.

Enclosed with this letter is a brief questionnaire that asks a variety of questions. I am asking you to 
look over the questionnaire and, if you choose to do so, complete the consent form and 
questionnaire. Please send it back to me in the enclosed postage-paid envelope.

If you choose to participate, do not write your name on the questionnaire, however please sign the 
consent form to show you have understood your rights. I hope you will take a few minutes to 
complete this questionnaire. You have been selected purely at random to provide us with your 
views. Your valid and constructive comments are welcomed, as the purpose is to ensure that the 
knowledge management system should be as effective as possible.

Every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality of any identifying information that is obtained in 
connection with this study. The study will be completely confidential and under no circumstances 
will your individual information be shared with other individuals or organisations.

If you have any questions or concerns about completing the questionnaire or about participating in 

this study, you may contact me on (01443) 654260, or at jgravell@glam.ac.uk.

Sincerely,

James Gravelle, Researcher
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Annexure B Participant Consent Form

University of Glamorgan
Centre for Police Sciences

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

"The Impact of Knowledge Management Systems within Gwent Police"

Please read each point carefully, completing the sheet by signing

1. I have read and understood the relevant information sheet

2. I have had the opportunity to discuss this study using the contact details provided.

3. I have received enough information about the study.

4. I fully understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without having 
to provide a reason.

5. The data I provide will only be used by the University of Glamorgan and my 
identity will remain anonymous.

6. I have had sufficient time to consider my participation.

I have read the information provided for the study "The Impact of Knowledge Management 
Systems within Gwent Police". I agree to participate in this study.

Name of Participant (please print)

Signature of Participant Date
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Annexure C Gwent Police Questionnaire

University of Glamorgan
Centre for Police Sciences

"The Impact of Knowledge Management Systems within Gwent Police"

Please read the questions and instructions carefully and answer the questions. Please tick the box
appropriate for you.

1. Gender

Male

Female

2. Please indicate your age group

Under 18 years of age

18-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 years and over
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3. Rank/role

Constable

Community Support Officer

Sergeant

Inspector

Other rank/role not covered above

4. Department/Role

Patrol Officer

Neighbourhood team/community

CID

Other Uniform Role (please specify)

Other Non uniform Role (Please specify)

Other role not covered above (please specify)

(Please specify)

5. Length of service 

Less than 2 years 

2 to 5 years 

6 to 10 years 

11 to 15 years 

16 to 20 years 

Over 21 years

6. Are you aware of the role of the DMTU?, If YES, RO to question 7. If NO. go to question 12

Yes

No

Partly

Don't know
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7. In what ways does information from the Demand and Tasking Management Unit (DMTU) become 

communicated to you?

8. In what ways do you communicate information to the DMTU?

9. Whilst appreciating that the DMTU is a new initiative, has its introduction affected your workload? 

Please tick the box appropriate to yourself.

Increased significantly 

Increased slightly 

Remained the same 

Decreased slightly 

Decreased significantly

10. Since the introduction of DMTU, how would you say the quality of information you receive has 

been affected? Please tick the box appropriate to yourself.

Increased significantly 

Increased slightly 

Remained the same 

Decreased slightly 

Decreased significantly
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11. Has the introduction of the DMTU helped you to prioritise your work better than before its 
introduction?

Yes 

No 

Don't Know

12. Is your knowledge about the DMTU sufficient for your role?

Yes

No

Don't Know.

13. Do you think the way in which information is obtained from the DMTU could be improved? 

Yes

No

Don't Know.

(Please write here how you think it can be improved)

14. What do you think the DMTU should be doing?

Many thanks for completing this questionnaire. Please return it in the prepaid envelope provided.
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Annexure D Public Questionnaire

University of Glamorgan
Centre for Police Sciences

"The Impact of Knowledge Management Systems within Gwent Police"

Please read the questions and instructions carefully and answer the questions. Please tick the box
appropriate for you.

1. Which neighbourhood police area do you live in? 

Monmouthshire

Torfaen 

Newport 

Caerphilly 

Blaenau Gwent 

None of the Above

2. How long have you lived at this address?

Under 1 year 

6-10 years 

16-20 years

I-5 years

II-15 years 

Over 20 years
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3. Please indicate your age group

Under 18 years of age

18-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 years and over

4. Please indicate your gender

Male Female

5. If you needed to contact the police for a non-emergency issue, which ONE method would you 
most likely use?

101 (Single non-emergency number)

Gwent Police central number (01633 838111)

999 - Emergency Response

Telephone your local police station

Write a letter

Personally contact your local beat officer

Visit the Police Station

Other [please specify].
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6. Do you believe you have been a victim of crime over the past 12 months? 

If YES, please go to question 7. If NO, please go to question 12

Yes 

No 

Not sure

7. How many times do you think you have been a victim of crime over the past 12 months? 

Once

Twice

Three

More than Three

8. Which of the following categories do you think best describes each crime experienced over the 
past 12 months?

1st Crime 2 nd Crime 3 rd Crime

Burglary

Robbery

Theft

Violent assault

Anti-Social Behaviour

Criminal Damage

Sexual Assault

Vehicle Crime

Other [please specify]_
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9. Which method did you use to contact Gwent Police for each crime?

1st >nd 3 rd

999 - Emergency Response 

101 (Single non-enr 

Gwent Police centr 

Telephone your loc 

Write a letter

Visit the Police Station

Other [please specify]

>onse 

*ency number) 

lumber (01633 838111) 

police station

jr local beat officer 

i

10. How did Gwent Police respond for each crime?

Telephone Investigation

Police officer being sent to you immediately

Police community support officer (PCSO) being sent to you

Scheduled Response

Crime prevention officer sent to you

Scenes of crime officer being sent to you

Other [please specify]___________________

st
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11. Overall, in you opinion how well did Gwent police deal with your specific issue(s)?

Very Good 

Good

Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

Don't Know

12. In certain circumstances the police can deal with your issue over the telephone, without 
deploying a police officer. What is your opinion on the introduction of a telephone investigation 
unit?

A good thing 

A bad thing 

Not sure
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13. In which of the following circumstances would you be happy for the police to deal with your 
incident by telephone investigation and not have a police officer attend.

YES NO

Theft from your vehicle 

Shed burglary 

House burglary 

Domestic abuse 

Minor Criminal Damage 

Lost and Found property 

Abandoned vehicle 

Youth Annoyance 

Noise nuisance 

Theft of motor vehicle 

Other [please specify]_

Please explain your answer?

14. Do you think that the amount of crime and disorder in the area where you live has changed in 
the past 12 months?

There is more now

It is about the same

There is less now

Not sure
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15. How safe do you feel in your own home in the night?

Very Safe 

Fairly safe 

Unsafe 

Very unsafe

16. How much would you agree or disagree that the police and local council are dealing with the 
anti-social behaviour and crime issues that matter in this area?

Strongly Agree

Tend to Agree

Neither agree nor Disagree

Tend to Disagree

Strongly Disagree

FREE TEXT. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to 
include here.

Many thanks for completing this questionnaire. Please return it in the prepaid envelope provided.
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Annexure E Observational and Interviewing Schedule

1. What is the general working structure of the FCR/DMTU/Call Handling?

2. What is the role of the DMTU and specific functions the DMTU offer

3. How does intelligence gathering work?

4. How does this fit within the wider picture of force intelligence?

5. Is the DMTU customer focused/ orientated?

6. An evaluation of the software e.g. ORIS/Guardian

7. Link between the DMTU and other internal departments e.g. - SOC/NPT

8. How does the DMTU fit in with its partner agencies?

9. Is the training within the department sufficient, robust and relevant?

10. Is the information inputted at the point of contact correct and free from error?

11. What is done to evaluate and audit the work carried out by the department?

12. Is the department efficient at carrying out its role? - number of calls taken/total of all 

	call demand

13. Is the process integrated into the wider police model - NPT/ community policing

14. How does response policing fit into the DMTU
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Annexure F Detailed Geographical and Statistical Analysis: Torfaen and Newport

Torfaen

Torfaen local authority is a mix of rural and urban areas in the valleys to the north of Newport and is 

situated within the Torfaen Local Policing Unit. The local authority is situated at the centre of the 

four other local authorities namely, Newport, Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent and Monmouthshire (Multi- 

Map 2010). Stats Wales (2009) recorded Torfaen's population in 2001 as 90,949, representing 3.1% 

of the population of Wales. Although a relatively rural area compared with most of Gwent, Torfaen 

has a higher population density with a large number of people per square kilometre, some 649. 

Comparatively, the South Wales region records population density at 370 and overall in Wales at 144 

per square kilometre, demonstrating that Torfaen has a significantly high population density when 

compared with other regions (Dolman 2010a). Torfaen also has significantly fewer migrant and non- 

EU workers when compared with the whole of Wales, with 1% of non EU workers operating within 

Torfaen compared with the welsh average of 1.9%. Coal mining and heavy industry were historically 

synonymous with this area. Torfaen traditionally and politically is a Labour stronghold and has been 

so since 1945, with the Labour party never having lost the parliamentary constituency (Murphy 

2010). 44.4% of voters voted for Labour in the 2010 General Election, with their nearest rival, the 

Conservatives, managing only 20% of the total vote, although recording a swing to the Conservatives 

from Labour of 8.2% in the recent General Election (BBC 2010a). Interestingly, there seemed to be a 

re-engagement with politics within this area over the period of the General Election as 61.5% of 

constituents voted, an increase of 2.3% on the previous election in 2005 (Murphy 2010). As a 

comparison, the overall turnout across Wales reached 64.9% and recorded a swing from Labour to 

Conservatives of 5.6% (BBC 2010d). Despite the decline of heavy industry, iron ore extraction and 

coal mining, Torfaen has developed a mixed economy, with 19.4% of the working population in 

professional and managerial positions, 12.8% working in intermediary professions and the highest 

proportion of workers, 36.7%, employed within the manual employment classification (Dolman 

2010a). When compared with the data for Wales as a whole, fewer workers are employed within the 

professional/managerial and intermediate classification. Similarly, there are 6.7% more workers 

within Torfaen employed within the manual classification when compared with the all Wales 

average. In terms of employment, 65.5% of all people who are of working age are employed within 

Torfaen, with the national average recorded at 70.7% (Dolman 2010a). Additionally, there are 26.7% 

of economically inactive workers living within Torfaen, which compares with 5.1% for Britain.
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Claimants for jobseekers allowance is recorded at 5.5%, incapacity benefit, 12%, disability living 

allowance, 11.7%, income support, 11.6%, and pension credit, 9.2%, which are all considerably 

higher in Torfaen than in Wales (Dolman 2010a). The average gross income between 2006 and 2008 

was £444 per week, where the average gross income for Wales was £470. This calculates to £1352 

less annual income across Torfaen when compared to the rest of Wales. This indicates that Torfaen 

appears to be a less affluent area when compared to other areas within Wales with high levels of 

deprivation and lower levels of disposable income. Dolman (2010a) notes that the educational 

achievements of pupils across Torfaen are lower than the Welsh national figures. In each category, 

fewer pupils across Torfaen achieve pass results at all stages of education when compared with the 

Welsh average. 21% of the working population living in Torfaen have no formal qualifications 

whatsoever, compared with only 15% across Wales. Those students aged 15 years old in Torfaen 

achieve fewer GCSE's than the national average, with only 57% receiving five GCSE's grades A*-C and 

3.5% leaving full time education with no formal recognised qualifications compared with 60.6% and 

1.5% in Wales respectively. Unauthorised absences from school are high, 3.4% of half day sessions in 

Torfaen are missed compared with the Welsh national average of 1.7%. Class sizes in Torfaen at key 

stage one, two and three and secondary years seven through thirteen are larger with an increase of 

1-3 pupils per class. 18.3% of all pupils across Torfaen are entitled to free school meals, compared 

with 17.9% across Wales (Dolman 2010a). Health will almost certainly reflect income, affluence and 

quality of life in an area. According to Dolman (2010a) Torfaen falls far behind each of the health 

categories when compared with Wales. Long term illness affects 29% of all adults across the area. 

Coronary heart problems and high blood pressure are among the highest national recorded levels. 

Coronary heart problems and high blood pressure alone affect 30% of the entire adult Torfaen 

population. Across Wales, coronary heart problems and high blood pressure affects 28% of the total 

population, 26% of all adults in Wales smoke, 56% are classified as being overweight and 19% 

consume in excess of the recommended daily calorific intake. There are more smokers, 30%, obese 

and overweight individuals, 60% and those who consume an excess of alcohol, 21%, within Torfaen 

(Dolman 2010a). Torfaen also has more single parents, 7.7%, living within the area. 97.3% of 

residents of Torfaen have central heating in their homes compared with 92.5% Welsh average. This 

may in part reflect tenure with 66.6% of all property being privately owned by residents, 24% local 

authority owned, 3.8% owned by the housing authority and private landlords owning around 2% of 

homes. Across Wales, more individuals own their homes, 71.3% and only 13.7% is owned by the 

local authority (Dolman 2010a). The Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation or (WIMD) is a measure of 

deprivation within small geographical areas. Assessing factors such as income, employment, crime, 

health and disability, education, skill and barriers to housing, the WIMD attempts to amalgamates
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each of these factors and quantify the result demonstrating the overall quality of life within an area 

by providing a deprivation score. Torfaen has a total of 54 locations called Lower Super Output Areas 

or (LSOAs). Dolman (2010a) notes that of the 54 LSOA's that exist within Torfaen, 4% are ranked 

within the 10% most deprived areas within Wales. Additionally, 61% of the LSOAs examined are 

ranked within the 50% most deprived areas within Wales. From the data provided, Torfaen falls far 

behind most of the Welsh national averages for each category examined. Demographically, as the 

number of people aged 80 years and over is set to double by 2020, Torfaen will have to face these 

issues. With a dominance of primary and secondary employment sectors, people living and working 

in Torfaen have experienced a reduction in raw material output such as steel and agriculture as 

global demand has decreased due to the recession, affecting both commodity prices and global 

demand. With lower incomes across the Torfaen region, there is little incentive for individuals to 

look for work or increase work hours partly due to the tax and benefit system that currently prevails 

across the United Kingdom (Townsend 1979). This can increase the number of benefit claimants and 

reduce the number of individuals in employment. As a result, the cycle of deprivation shows that 

poverty has a direct impact on health and this is reflected in the statistics. Ill-health can result in the 

population becoming more vulnerable and isolated. As poverty increases, educational achievement 

can also be affected (Browne 2006). Confirmed by the statistics for the region, households and 

parents who have low income generally find supporting children through education more difficult 

than households with higher rates of disposable income (Jordan 1974). This results in children 

performing less well at school and achieving fewer qualifications. Truancy from school is higher, 

further adding to poor grades and poorer employment prospects (Nolan and Whelen 1996).

Newport

Newport is a predominantly urban area with a total population of 137,011, representing 4.7% of 

Wales's total population (Stats Wales 2009). Newport is situated to the south of the four other local 

authorities that make up the Gwent police area namely, Torfaen, Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent and 

Monmouthshire (Figure 2.5). It has a high population density with a large number of people per 

square kilometre, some 738.5, much higher than in Torfaen or in Wales generally (Dolman 2010b, 

2010c). There are fewer residents of retirement age, 19%, compared with 19.7% in Torfaen. 

Newport, however, has significantly more migrant and non-EU workers, with 2.7% of non EU 

workers in the labour force in Newport. Although traditionally Newport has been perceived as being 

potentially a Labour stronghold, the Labour party enjoys a significantly smaller majority of the share 

of votes, recorded at 5,194 compared with Torfaen's 9,306 during the 2010 general election. 

Narrowly winning, 39.2% of constituents voted for Labour in the 2010 general election, with the
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nearest party the Conservatives managing 32%, recording a swing to Conservative from Labour of 

5.75% (BBC 2010b, 2010c). From these data, an election turnout of 66.7% was recorded, 5.2% higher 

than Torfaen. Since the decline of heavy industry similar to Torfaen, Newport has become an area of 

retailing and commerce (Hill 2010). With an expanding cultural and creative industries sector, 

Newport has made some progress to regenerate following the collapse of the coal and mining 

industries with house prices rising and is attracting sporting events such as the Ryder cup golf 

tournament (Hill 2010). This is in part due to the extensive transport links within and around 

Newport, being close to the M4 corridor and providing easy access to the capital cities of the United 

Kingdom, namely London and Cardiff by train and road. Newport remains a mixed economy, 

however. There are significantly more workers employed within the tertiary sector of employment, 

compared with Torfaen where the primary and secondary sector dominate. The primary sector 

involves natural resource extraction, including mining and agriculture, the secondary sectors are 

concerned with production and construction of materials such as steel, energy and textiles and 

finally the tertiary sector comprises services, including banking, insurance and retailing (Glynn and 

Booth 1996). 24.4% of people work in professional and managerial positions, 14.4% work in 

intermediary professions and 30.9% of workers are employed within the manual employment 

category (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Newport has more workers employed within the professional / 

managerial positions and intermediary sectors when compared with Torfaen and the national 

average for Wales. With regard to employment, 69.8% of all those of working age are employed 

within Newport, with the national average for Wales at 70.7% (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). There are 

only 21% of economically inactive workers living within Newport, a reduction of 6% compared with 

Torfaen. Recorded claimants for most benefits are lower than Torfaen. However, only two indices 

are less than or equal to the national average for Wales. Jobseekers allowance is shown as being 

5.7%, 0.2% more that Torfaen and 1.1% more that the national average. Incapacity benefit 9.3%, 

disability living allowance 9.7%, income support 11.2% and pension credit 9.2% are however less 

than in both Torfaen and the national average (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Average gross income 

between 2006 and 2008 was £484.50 per week, £14 more per week than the average gross income 

for Wales. Compared to Torfaen, those living in Newport on average receive an average £2106 per 

annum more in income (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). The educational achievements of pupils across 

Newport are higher than those of Torfaen and generally better that the rest of Wales, with students 

achieving far above the national standard. In most categories, pupils achieve better pass results at all 

stages of education (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Only 14% of the working population living in Newport 

have no formal qualifications, compared with 15% across Wales and 21% in Torfaen. Although this is

the case, students at the age of 15 years achieve fewer GCSE's in Newport when compared with
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both Torfaen and the Welsh average with only 55% receiving 5 GCSE's grades A*-C. However, only 

1.3% of all pupils leave full time education with no formal recognised qualifications compared with 

6.6% in Torfaen and 1.5% in Wales. Unauthorised absences from school are lower than in Torfaen, 

2.1%. Class sizes at key stage one, two and three and secondary years seven through thirteen are 

larger ranging from 1-3 pupils. 19.4% of all pupils across Newport are entitled to free school meals, 

compared with 17.9% across Wales and 18.3% in Torfaen (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Newport's 

statistics in relation to health appear positive, with each recorded statistic more positive than 

Torfaen and many better than the national average for Wales (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Long term 

illness affects 25% of all adults across Newport and coronary heart problems and high blood 

pressure sufferers are amongst the lowest rates in Wales. Between the two categories, 28% of the 

population are affected. There are fewer smokers, 25%, obese and overweight individuals, 56% and 

those consuming an excess of alcohol, 20%, within the Newport region (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). 

Newport has more single parents with 8.9% living within the area, more than both Torfaen, 7.7% and 

the national average for Wales, 7.3%. 71.3% of all property is privately owned by residents, matching 

the national average. 15.5% of all housing is owned by the local authority, some 8.5% lower than in 

Torfaen (Dolman 2010b, 2010c). Within Newport, there are a total of 106 LSOAs. Domain measures 

include health, education and employment. Dolman (2010b, 2010c) notes that of the 106 LSOA's 

that exist within Newport, 13% are ranked within the 10% most deprived areas in Wales. 

Additionally, 48% of the LSOAs examined are ranked within the 50% most deprived areas within 

Wales. In summary, although Newport and Torfaen are neighbouring local authorities separated 

only by an arbitrary boundary, the categories examined including health, education and employment 

appear more positive than for Torfaen. Individuals working in Newport receive on average a higher 

income and a better education. Consequently, more residents work in the tertiary sector and receive 

higher pay, are likely to have more opportunities such as better health care or better employment 

(Wedderburn 1974). As education opportunities are improved, it is likely that truancy levels will be 

reduced which is confirmed by the statistics. As a result, a more confident population may have 

fewer health issues, consume better quality food and engage with the local community and live in a 

more cohesive society (Welshman 2007). As each of these categories is interlinked, the effects of 

deprivation will be far reaching. Carr (1997) tackles another dimension to the deprivation cycle and 

discusses the impact of crime. It is for the police, its partner agencies and the local authority to take 

action to tackle the criminal implications of deprivation by improving the quality of life, surroundings 

and the perceptions of local people.
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